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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the social construction of studenthood in New South Wales
between 1788 and 1948. It focuses on the role of the state in this process while

recognising that it was not the only agent involved. More specifically the thesis analyses
the role of the state in defining studenthood and how this changed the relationship of
youth to the state. Informed by Foucauldian theory and critical theory on the state, it

seeks to render both 'the state' and 'the student' problematics in the history of educatio

The thesis argues that as studenthood is an institutionalised concept it has been

influenced by the social purpose of schooling. For state authorities this purpose has been
one of controlled social change; change which has been contextualised by the form and
mode of operation of the state itself. It also argues that studenthood is a concept which

continually undergoing transformation, and that class, gender, race and age relations have

been central to its construction. Indeed, much of the evidence illustrates the studenthood

became an institutionalised means of delineating the social behaviour of youth. The thesis
concludes that although this was not a unified and linear development, studenthood had
become the major social relation which defined youth in New South Wales by the 1920s.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
This thesis emerged from a concern to understand why students were perceived,

assembled and dealt with in specific ways in contemporary state schools. In particula
two different phenomena which I encountered as a teacher of an 'F stream class of 15
year olds during the early 1980s raised questions which had no ready explanation.

One was related to streaming and centred around staff perceptions of the F stream as

a suitable place for students deemed to be 'problems'. Integral to this were their vi

who was a problem, for students seemed to have been allocated to this class for a var

of reasons. For instance, some were classified as slow learners; Tony had been assess

by the school counsellor as more properly belonging in a special school. Others behav
in inappropriate ways; Jason giggled in preference to talking, while Amanda was
aggressive on occasion and had been assessed by the same school counsellor as

belonging on the streets with the local bikies. Why were these particular criteria im

in defining who constituted a 'problem'? How could there be such widespread agreement
amongst the staff that these students presented some sort of a problem? And why were

variety of 'problem' students grouped together? Indeed, the class had a reputation as
worst class in the school". Even other students seemed to concur, with the A stream

being particularly amused at my question as to whether students from the A and F stre
shared interests or time outside the classroom. Clearly those in the F stream had
transgressed some boundary or overstepped some mark of acceptability. Precisely what

this boundary was though was difficult to ascertain for there seemed to be a number o
different criteria operating.

The second concerned the expulsion of two students from 9F which underscored

these questions and raised several others. Bill was expelled for telling the headmast

2

"get fucked", while Angela w a s expelled soon after for hitting a male teacher w h o had
struck her first. Not only did the staff agree that such behaviour warranted expulsion but
so too did the students themselves. 'After all', Angela explained, 'I did hit a teacher'.
Why did Angela and Bill accept this definition of their actions without question and,
moreover, perceive the strategies utilised to censure them as legitimate? And why were
strategies for dealing with these transgressions pre-prepared, indeed formalised? A
fundamental question became how the perception of, and methods for dealing with,
problem students was itself rendered unproblematic. Literature within the sociology of
education with which I was already familiar offered only fragmentary explanations in
terms of interpersonal relations, deviance, social control, resistance or cultural
reproduction. To better understand this process I turned to one of the largest bodies of
literature in sociology, namely alienation theory.

Alienation theory provided a variety of means for understanding marginalisation and
2
power relations, while the literature on student alienation focused broadly on three areas.
One sought to measure student alienation within its institutional and social context.
Research posited differences between groups of students on these measures and
suggested alienation could be created by any of a long list of factors, ranging from the
student's own delinquency through school organisation to gender, class and race
relations. From the Marxist tradition aqpther argued the need for a democratic

E.g. B. Jackson, Streaming: an Education in Miniature. Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1964; D.
Hargreaves, Interpersonal Relations and Education. Roudedge & Kegan Paul, London, 1972; S. Hall
& T. Jefferson, Resistance Through Rituals. Hutchinson, London, 1976; S. Bowles & H. Gintis,
Schooling in Capitalist America. Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1976; P. Willis, Learning to
Labour. Saxon House, Westmead, 1977; L. Barton & R. Meighan, Schools. Pupils and Deviance.
Nafferton Books, England, 1979; M . Brake, The Sociology of Youth Culture and Youth Subcultures.
Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1980; L. Foster, Australian Education. A Sociological Perspective.
Prentice Hall, Australia, 1981.

For a comprehensive overview of major sociological theories on alienation see R. Schacht
Allen & Unwin, I^ndon, 1972.

E.g. W. Simon, 'Working Class Youth: Alienation Without an Image', National Association o
Secondary School Principals. 53,1969,60-70; B. Anderson, 'School Bureaucratization and Student
Alienation from School', PhD Thesis, University of Toronto, 1970; W . Bardsley, 'Alienation and
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reconstruction of both society and schooling.

M u c h of the remaining literature w a s

dominated by American authors of the 1960s and 1970s, who discussed alienation in
terms of disaffected youth and student disruption. Most of the Australian literature had,
on the other hand, emerged more recently in the context of youth unemployment.
Generally this body of literature raised more questions than it answered, especially
regarding the emergence of 'alienation' as an explanatory concept at different times in
different countries and in relation to different social phenomana. Initial questions began
to assume a more concrete historical dimension. This dimension was reinforced by the
literature on special education which had also been examined in an effort to understand the
current conception of problem students.

T h e literature on special education described students in terms of categories of
problems and drew on both medical and educational definitions. These categories were
sometimes vague, they frequently overlapped, and they differed through each Australian
state. Nonetheless there appeared to be general agreement that students classified as
having "physical" problems, "learning" problems and "behavioural" or "emotional"
problems were those most suited to special education, and that other students were
"normal". More recent literature also indicated that special educators were becoming

School Environment: A n Empirical Study of the Relationship Between H o m e and School
Environmental Factors and Student Alienation from School', M E d Thesis, University of Western
Australia, 1972; D. Levine, 'Educating Alienated Inner-City Youth: Lessons from the Street
Academies', Journal of Negro Education. 44,1975,139-148; J. Galbo, 'Adolescent Alienation in
Secondary Schools: A Literature Review', High School Journal. 64,1980, 26-31; A.B. Dunleavy, 'A
Study of the Female Juvenile Delinquent and Her Perception of the School', M E d Thesis, Monash
University, 1981.

E.g. D. Holly, Society. Schools and Humanity. Paladin, London, 1971 (esp. Ch. 5); K. Forst
'Alienation and Education', P h D Thesis, Monash University, 1979.

C.f. J.S. Mann, 'Alienation, Restlessness and Violence', Changing Education. 4,1969,13-14;
House & W . Miller, Responding to Student Unrest: A Guide for Administrators and Teachers. Oregon
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, Salem, 1973; J.H. Heam, 'Alienation:
Another Administrative Agony', Contemporary Education. 45,1974,132-136; Report of a Conference
of the Darling Downs Group of the Australian College of Education, Alienating Processes in
Education. The Australian Scene. Australian College of Education, Toowoomba, Queensland, 1984; P.
Fensham et. al., (Eds.), Alienation from Schooling. Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1986; P.
Wilson & J. Arnold, Street Kids. Australia's Alienated Young. Collins Dove, Victoria, 1986.
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increasingly critical of both categorisation and the influence of medicine on the definition
of who was a problem to the regular school.

Recent Australian literature was also extremely critical of the limited role government

schooling has been willing to play in the education of children with specific disabiliti
pointed out that some children had been excluded from compulsory education until
relatively recently, and that the preferred educative method following state assumption
responsibility has been through segregated settings. Indeed the segregation of "students
with special needs" from others into special classes, units or schools has been such
common practice across all Australian states that the major issue now revolves around
how to integrate these students back into the regular school. Both the British and

Australian literature further argued that their continued marginalisation from the regul
school has contributed enormously to perpetuating perceptions of these students - rather
than the regular school's reluctance to educate them - as 'the problem'.

Two separate bodies of literature had therefore indicated that different students had
been marginalised over time. In Australia it seemed to be the case that segregating
students was a major strategy deployed by state school systems to resolve conflict
presented by problem students, at least from the mid-twentieth century onwards. This
strategy could assume a number of forms such as non-inclusion in the definition of
'student' in the first instance, the creation of special institutions once included, and
streaming or expulsion within the regular school system. Together this literature also
indicated that fluctuating perceptions of who or what constituted the problem were

implicated in this process. While it had suggested clearly that this was so, it had faile

E.g. PJ. Dohertv (Chair). Strategies and Initiatives for Special Education in N e w South Wales.
Report of the Working Party on a Plan for Special Education in N e w South Wales, Government
Printer, Sydney, May 1982; L. Barton & S. Tomlinson (Eds.), Special Education: Policy. Practices
and Social Issues, Harper & Row, London, 1984; L. G o w et. al., Report to the Commonwealth
Schools Commission on Integration in Australia. (Vols 1-5), University of Wollongong, N.S.W.,
1987.
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indicate precisely w h y it w a s so. A n historical line of inquiry therefore had become the
most appropriate means for making sense of who was the student, who was not, who
was problematic, and how this had come to be.

Initially it was intended that analysis should start with the advent of compulsory
schooling and conclude in the 1980s, yet this raised a number of other critical issues.
Perhaps the most important of these were the nature of the state's involvement in
determining the limits of 'the student', and the nature and extent of the change that
compulsory legislation was proposing to introduce. Indeed, after investigation it was
found that the introduction of compulsory schooling was a major turning point which
n

redefined the limits of the student. In a very real sense then this thesis became a search
for the origins of 'the student' and the year 1788 was selected as a more appropriate
starting point, since this marks the date of white invasion of Australia.

Some initial and elementary analysis was necessary because extraordinary as it may
seem, students have been incidental to the main research enterprise in the history of
Australian education. Indeed, much of the literature has the institution of the school
major focus and no historiography of students in Australia therefore exists. Hence the
broader aim of this thesis is to incorporate a systematic study of students within the
history of Australian education.

In order to do this justice it was decided to limit the scope of the thesis to one state
Limiting the scope of the study in this manner is, in one sense, inconsequential. New
South Wales is representative of widespread changes like the introduction of compulsory
schooling which occurred around similar times throughout Australia and a number of
other Western and European countries. Yet comparative research points to the strong

7

D. Snow, The State's Construction of Studenthood: Age, Attendance and Compulsory Educa
N.S.W., 1881', Paper Presented to the Seventeenth Annual A N Z H E S Conference, University of
Tasmania, Hobart, 1987.
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influence of localised conditions in forging differences between various countries, and

even across their individual states and regions. This necessarily limits the representa

nature of any study on a particular Australian state or even a specific country. The t
recognises this dilemma but maintains there is a value in localised studies, both

intrinsically and as a basis for future comparative work. In addition, localised studie
especially amenable to intensive research into an area which has not received any
sustained attention. In the Australian context it is particularly important that this
for New South Wales, where early definitions of the student may have had some
influence on other states.

Given the paucity of literature in the history of education where students take a
central role, any of a number of conceptual frameworks would enhance our understanding

of this subject. Yet the questions raised in the foregoing discussion about defining th

student insist on an analysis which goes beyond a 'history of student experience', thou

this too remains to be written. They firmly locate the thesis in the realm of analysing

concept of the student; of examining studenthood rather than the details of the experie
of being a student.

CONCEPTUALISING STUDENTHOOD
Studenthood has not been investigated systematically in either the historical or

sociological literature. Indeed, the published literature can boast less than a handful

studies, all of which emerged in the 1970s within the structural-functionalist traditio

these studies being a 'pupil' is seen to be one of the roles children are provided with

society so that they might be socialised into pre-existing ways of doing things. Barbar

Calvert argues that there are a number of critical expectations associated with this r

America, the most important being the low status accruing to pupils because they occupy

a "disvalued" position in society. In slightly different terms, Tony Knight agrees that
powerlessness is imposed on Australian students through the processes of streaming,

7

labelling and stigmatising, in which the teacher plays a critical part. While these indicate
clearly that being a student is an expected social behaviour of youth in contemporary

Western society, they do not indicate when, or under what historical conditions, this cam
to be. Nor do they examine several important assumptions about the concept.

A preliminary examination of the concept of studenthood suggests we take for
granted that it has an institutional context although technically the term means anyone
is studying. Presumably this is why so many of the institutional histories of education

include some reference to students. In practical as well as theoretical terms this render
any analysis of studenthood apart from its institutional context not only difficult but
meaningless. Rather than assuming this to be given, the thesis asks how studenthood

came to be an institutional concept. By asking this question it deliberately situates any

understanding of the origins of studenthood within a specific social and historical cont
Analysis of the social context remains an important theme throughout as a means of
emphasising the ways in which studenthood has been constructed as a social phenomena.
Indeed, the thesis is premised on Foucault's argument that our way of knowing the world
9
is an artefact of the particular time and culture in which w e live.

Related to this assumption that studenthood has an institutional context is a tendency
to assume that this institution has one form, namely the regular day school. As the
literature on both alienation and special education has indicated though, to regard 'the

school' as a homogenous entity obscures significant structural differentiations which ha
quite intentionally sought to locate some young people beyond the regular classroom.

T. Knight, Powerlessness and the Student Role: Structural Determinants of School Status', The
Australian and New Zealand Journal of Sociology. 10, (2), 1974,112-117; B. Calvert, The Role of the
Pupil. Routledge & Kegan
Paul, London, 1975; MR. Koller & O.W. Ritchie, Sociology of
Childhood. Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1978.

See especially M. Foucault, The Order of Things: An Archeology of Human Sciences. Tran
A. Sheridan Smith, Tavistock, London, 1974; M. Foucault, The Archeology of Knowledge. Translated
by A. Sheridan Smith, Tavistock, London, 1972.
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T h e thesis asks what institutional forms have occurred in the past which sought to
differentiate students. It also asks the more fundamental questions of who did schools
seek to educate? Why these and not others? How did this change and why? In asking
the question of how the concept of studenthood has changed over time, the plausibility of
a Foucauldian leap' which extrapolates from an analysis of origins to an explanation of
the contemporary situation - without examining what went between - is rejected.
Hence the thesis is concerned not only to explore the origins of studenthood in New
South Wales, but also to trace changes in the concept over time. It is important to note
here that a unified and linear development is not assumed. Instead it is asked whether the
concept has been reworked and reconstituted in different periods. In doing so, it
recognises that no idea is static and asserts that the defining of studenthood is a social

process which occurs over an extended period of time; indeed, that it is a process which is

still continuing today. It is this concern to trace studenthood as a social process both a
point of origin and as a changing concept which demanded a lengthy time period for
analysis.

We also tend to take for granted that students are defined by the institutional
framework within which they and other people operate, where policies and sets of rules
are established to delineate parameters for their behaviour, responses and relationships.
These policies and rules are examined in some detail in order to ascertain more precisely
the conceptualisation of studenthood and its 'internal' limits. The thesis also addresses
the question of whether there is any correspondence beween these and other limits on
studenthood. Also taken for granted is the delineation of space which goes hand-in-hand
with this institutional framework. A cursory glance at the way we consider studenthood

today indicates that the concept is not limited to its institutional framework - young pe

For a detailed discussion of the problems with Foucault's position on this, see M . Donnelly,
"Foucault's Genealogy of the Sciences'. In M. Gane (Ed.). Towards a Critique of Foucault.
Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1986,15-32.
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can be, and often are, thought of as students whether they are attending school at that

exact moment or not. This incorporates an interesting interplay between space and time

which suggests the concept transcends the concrete physical boundaries with which it i
related. The thesis does not presume this was always so, but asks when, how and why
the concept came to be taken beyond its geographical confines.

Perhaps the most fundamental assumption we tend to make about studenthood in
Australia of the 1980s is that it is something which all youth will experience. Being

student, at least at the elementary and secondary levels of schooling, is such an obvi

part of our life cycle that it is not questioned. Yet it is central to defining, expla

thinking about young people. For example, in terms of everyday life it is assumed that

people in Australia start school (and therefore become students) when they reach the a

of five. Even in the political arena debate begins from the assumption that all people

between certain ages are students. Being a student is such an integral component of th

expected social behaviour of youth that special terms exist to describe those who do n

meet its requirements, such as the truant. In other words, studenthood is such an obvi

way of understanding youth that it is a central part of our 'commonsense'. According t
Stuart Hall
this obviousness is itself a sign that the ideas do belong to a particular
ideological configuration - they are 'obvious' only because their historical
and philosophical roots and conditions have s o m e h o w been forgotten or
suppressed.11

If studenthood can be seen as part of an 'ideological configuration' then the heated
theoretical debate on ideology requires some investigation.

S. Hall, 'Variants of Liberalism'. In J. Donald & S. Hall (Eds.), Politics and Ideology, Open
University Press/ Milton Keynes, Philadelphia, 1986, 35.
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THE DEBATE O N IDEOLOGY

Richard Johnson's analysis of the current debate on ideology and related theory

provides an illuminating introduction to this area. Examining a range of structuralist and
culturalist/humanist positions, he concludes that an approach which recognises the
weaknesses and draws on the strengths of each is perhaps the most fruitful avenue

historians can pursue within the present climate. Instead of limiting our understanding of
historical or contemporary situations by relying exclusively on the experiences of people
or the complex set of social relations through which they are first made social beings,
12
Johnson argues for analysis which is cognisant of both.

As an approach between theoretical options Johnson offers a means of resolving one
of the key issues which plagues the literature on social theory per se, namely the debate
on structure and agency. While the structuralist position excludes the notion of personal

agency and lived experience, the culturalist position stands opposed to any explanation of
people through theoretically pre-determined categories such as class. Each therefore
claims a very different reference point for understanding how people came (or come) to be
as they are. As Johnson points out, this frequently results in a debate which delineates
theoretical priorities rather than engaging in a productive search for alternatives. J.C.
Walker adds the telling point that the theoretical dichotomy between structure and agency
13
creates a duality which is not necessarily present in social life.

Johnson's suggestion of

selective combination is therefore aimed at encouraging research which might generate
new theoretical insights by recognising and drawing on each. In effect Johnson poses a
solution which is similar to George Lukacs' argument about the need to examine the

R. Johnson, Three Problematics: Elements of a Theory of Working -Class Culture'. In J. Clarke
et. al. (Eds.), Working Class Culture. Studies in History and Theory. Hutchinson, London
201-237.

J.C. Walker,' Romanticising Resistance, Romanticising Culture: Problems in Willis's The
Cultural Production', British Journal of Sociology of Education. 7, (1), 1986, 59-80.
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totality of an historical situation in order to understand class formation, which E.P.
Thompson has more recently refined:
The making of the working class is a fact of political and cultural, as much as
economic, history. It was not the spontaneous generation of the factory system.
Nor should w e think of it as an external force - 'the industrial revolution' working upon some nondescript undifferentiated raw material
of humanity, and turning it out the other end as a 'fresh race of beings'.
The changing productive relations and working conditions of the Industrial
Revolution were imposed, not upon raw material, but upon the free-born
Englishman - and the free-bom Englishman as Paine had left him or as the
Methodists had moulded him. The factory hand or stockinger was also the
inheritor of Bunyan, of remembered villagerights,of notions of equality
before the law, of craft traditions. H e was the object of massive religious
indoctrination and the creator of political traditions. The working class
made itself as much as it was made. 14
In Thompson's view, human agency as well as pre-existing 'structures' are central to the
process of social construction; a process from which people emerge around a unifying
concept like class. This unifying category is at the same time a concept, a structure, a

consciousness and an experience of life in an historical situation. All are components of
the one analysis because all are active in the process of construction and logically they
cannot be separated.

This type of approach clearly provides a means by which society can be viewed as a
complex set of social practices which have been brought about by human beings in the

process of their dealings with the material world. If unified or regularised, these socia
practices can be seen further as structures which order the range of possibilities people
have in understanding and negotiating everyday life. Such an approach therefore avoids

positing people as victims of 'false consciousness' or as the simple 'dupes' of a dominant
ideology which has been imposed by others. At the same time this stance is sufficiently
flexible to allow that some people might be in a position whereby they can attempt to

C.f. E.P. Thompson, The Making of the English Working Class. Penguin, Harmondsworth, 1968,
213 (my italics); G. Lukacs, History and Class Consciousness. Merlin, London, 1971 (first published
1923).
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universalise their o w n understandings or 'consciousness'. Most importantly, it suggests

that in order to understand any 'category' it is necessary to trace a multitude of re

features which are all involved in its social and historical production. If this proc

results in ideas or structures which conceal contradictions then, according to Larrai
are ideological.

In relation to the questions posed by this thesis, Johnson's approach offers a flexib
but powerful theoretical framework for investigating studenthood. Studenthood can be
explored in this manner as a product of particular social practice, which is part of

results in) an organised set of abstractions with its own internal logic. But it also

questions about the people or groups of people who have been involved in its producti

Within the literature on the history of education the unique relationship of the stat
schooling throughout the Western world has been stressed consistently. Indeed, the
importance of the state in social change has long been recognised in Australian
historiography.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE STATE AND SCHOOLING IN AUSTRALIA

Within the literature on the history of Australian education, research has underscore
the early and active role of the state in schooling as well as the highly formalised
of schooling the state took thereafter. This suggests that analysis of the nature of
involvement in defining studenthood in New South Wales is of crucial importance;

indeed, that any analysis of the social construction of studenthood in Australia dema

some analysis of the role of the state. As R.W. Connell contends in respect of social
produced categories:

J. Larrain, The Concept of Ideology. Hutchinson, London, 1979,210.
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Analysis of their social production is (and can only be) the history of an ongoing
set of practices, in which distinctions are m a d e and sustained, power wielded,
people formed. There is no w a y that these practices can go forward in antiseptic
isolation from those that produce the categories...16
However, the theoretical stance outlined above indicates that while the state can be seen
one part of the social domain, analysis should not begin with the assumption that it was
the only agency involved in constructing studenthood. At the same time, it cannot be
denied that the state has been a powerful arbiter of schooling in New South Wales from

the late eighteenth century onwards. This thesis therefore focuses on the role of the state
in constructing studenthood while recognising it was not the only agency involved in this

process. It also recognises that people - including students themselves - can negotiate an

mediate the definition of studenthood constructed by the state. As a great deal of research
addresses the issue of state involvement in the history of education in New South Wales
this thesis is, therefore, essentially a revisionist approach that draws on and extends
existing research.

While the importance of the state has been recognised in the historiography of
Australian education, questions which have been raised about the nature of the state have
not been given the same attention. Studies from the Sydney Labour History Group
suggest, for example, that analysis of the state is fraught with difficulties, yet many
studies in the history of Australian education have left the nature of the state and its
17
relationship with social practice unproblematic.

Consequently further social theory,

particularly that of later critical Marxists, has been drawn upon to enhance the
conceptualisation of 'the state' for the purposes of this thesis.

R.W. Connell, Which Way is Up? Essavs on Class. Sex and Culture. Allen & Unwin, Sydney,
1983, 58.

Sydney Labour History Group (Eds.). What Rough Beast? The State and Social Order in Aust
History. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1982.
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If the nature of the state itself is problematic, then the nature and effects of its actions
are not straightforward either. For example, existing literature on the history of
Australian education suggests that the state was interested in controlling and defining
various types of schools differentially. It was not, for instance, involved in the sphere
private schooling in the same manner as it was with public schooling. As many of the
issues bound up with such limitations have been examined already, the thesis draws on
these to illustrate specific points in relation to studenthood. However, through these
differential limitations the thesis essentially became a detailed study of the state's
construction of studenthood in the government school system. Notwithstanding this
focus on the government school student, questions about the effects of state involvement
in the construction of studenthood are examined in terms of all youth and the state. The
major question posed here is how did studenthood transform the relationship of youth to
the state?

It was through this critical appraisal of the state as much as the search for the origins
of studenthood that the thesis came to deal with a range of students not usually
incorporated in the one study. These include students with physical and intellectual
disabilities, female and male students, Aboriginal students, state wards, delinquents and
truants. Literature which is located across the history of welfare and the history of
education are drawn together through this analysis. Particular attention is also paid to
studenthood in relation to elementary schools and to 'total' institutions, because these

were the first types of school established by the state and they remained at the core of th
state system. It also examines studenthood in the secondary school in some detail.
Although reference is made to technical schooling and the university at pertinent points,
the scope of the thesis precluded an adequate analysis of each of these.

It was also through these questions about the nature of state involvement that 1948
was indicated as a suitable finishing point for the thesis. The post-World War U period is
characterised in Australia by increased Commonwealth influence in areas once left to each
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individual State, and the nature of this involvement in redefining the state itself requires
18
m o r e thorough investigation than would be possible in this thesis.

S o m e of the

questions raised earlier can now be expressed more precisely as who did the state seek to
educate? Why were government schools established for these and not others...? Existing

literature on the history of state schooling in Australia points to a number of distinct

which were made in respect of students, both directly and indirectly. Private schools and
public schools, for example, initially sought to educate middle class and working class
youth respectively. By the end of the nineteenth century segregated Aboriginal state
schools had also been established in New South Wales. Similarly, feminist historians
have demonstrated that girls were differentiated from boys within state schools from the

early nineteenth century, and that this was accompanied by 'internal' forms of segregatio
such as separate playgrounds. Most recently age has been posited as a criteria which was

drawn on to differentiate students from each other, especially in the context of twentiet
century debates on school and unemployment. Another aim of the thesis is, therefore, to

ask of what significance were race, gender, class and age to the state in constituting an
shaping studenthood.

Once again sociological literature consistently posits class, gender and race as major
structures within modern capitalist societies. Like the debate on structure and agency,
much of the debate on race, class and gender has resulted in a theoretical stalemate. In

case the structuralist approach has resulted in the conceptualisation of social relation
terms of 'hierarchies of oppression'. Being a black, disabled woman, for example,
automatically locates the subject as more disadvantaged than a white, working class man.
The inability of this position to account for the complexity of the lived experience of
people has led to a contemporary critique of humanism that stresses the 'non-unified'

On the role of the Commonwealth, see for example, P.D. Tannock, The Government of Education
in Australia: The Origins of Federal Policy. University of Western Australia Press, Ne
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subject.

T h e thesis therefore draws on this broader body of social theory as well as the

literature on the history of education to illuminate further the concept of studenthood.

In summary then, the thesis examines the role of the state in constructing the
government school student in New South Wales between 1788 and 1948, and how this

changed the relationship of youth to the state. The structure of the thesis itself sugge
this role has been significant.

OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS
Basically the form of the thesis is derived from the relationship between studenthood

and the particular method of operation, shape and direction of the state between 1788 and

1948. As this lent towards a thematic focus the thesis is not divided strictly on the bas
of progressive time periods. Chapter 2 provides a more detailed discussion of the social
theory which underpins the thesis, while the remainder is divided into two sections. The
first section covers the period 1788 to 1882 and the second 1880 to 1948. Each section

contains three chapters and each chapter illustrates the connection between a particular
direction of the state and its relationship with studenthood.

Section I deals with the period 1788 to 1882 as one of relatively rapid transition from
a penal state to a liberal democratic state. Because the origins of studenthood in New
South Wales are located in a penal context, the first chapter suggests that discipline,
control and reformation were central concerns of the state which were mediated through
studenthood initially in terms of labour, morality and familial relations. Although this

changed to a focus on the civic role of studenthood with the transition to a civil libera

For an overview of these debates see, for example: .M. Sarup, Marxism. Structuralism. Education.
Falmer Press, London, 1983; V. Beechey & J. Donald (Eds.), Subjectivity and Social Relations.
Milton Keynes, Philadelphia, 1985; E. Grosz, Sexual Subversions. Three French Feminists. Allen
& Unwin, Sydney, 1989.
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state, it is argued that several themes laid in the penal period were varied rather than
replaced during this process. Delineation of variations on major themes is a continuous
strand running through the entirety of the thesis. In the third chapter of this section
argued that the liberal democratic state emphasised the relationship between the state,
family, and juvenile labour and wrought significant changes to each through the
introduction of compulsory education. In a number of senses the years 1879 to 1882 are
depicted as a critical ideological turning point which hinged on the question of
compulsion.

Section II recognises that from the late nineteenth century the state itself became

increasingly complex and that it became involved with the everday life of people in ways
which were quite different in many respects from its prior involvement. Three major
directions the state was concerned to pursue simultaneously are examined. Each are
inextricably linked (and are often difficult to discuss in isolation) through discourse

stressed patriotic citizenship in an industrial state which relied increasingly on scien
technology to achieve material progress. The first of these chapters explores the older
theme of civic studenthood and its transformation through compulsory schooling in an

industrialising capitalist state. It seeks to demonstrate that a number of critical issu
about youth, labour and schooling have been obscured by traditional institutional

approaches to the history of Australian education. The second examines patriotism in its
more usual sense but argues that this had wider repercussions for the concept of
studenthood and schooling than has been allowed in the history of Australian education.

It stresses the unifying function of studenthood in a nationalist state and its implicat

for race, gender and age relations. The final chapter in this section deals with the con

of the state to reconstruct society along scientific principles. In particular it examin
influence of medical expertise in reconstructing studenthood and argues that limits on
studenthood which had been recognised traditionally through different types of
institutions began to be blurred.
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This structure was suggested not only by theoretical considerations but also by the

historical evidence itself. As the thesis focuses on the role of the state in the soci
construction of studenthood the major evidence used were the "official" government
records on youth.

METHODOLOGY

Given the conceptualisation of 'the state' in the thesis it was necessary to include,
also to go beyond, Education Department records. Given the extensive time period

covered, the nature of these sources varied enormously over time. Basically the type o

state sources related to youth and schooling differed over three progressive periods.
the period 1788 to 1850 the official documents which deal extensively with youth and

schooling are located over two major sources. Firstly there is the collected and publ
correspondence of government authorities found in the Historical Records of Australia
and the Historical Records of New South Wales. This includes correspondence between
the British Government and colonial authorities as well as correspondence between
colonial authorities themselves. Secondly there is the collected correspondence of
missionaries found in the Bonwick Transcripts at the Mitchell Library. Most of these
missionaries were schoolteachers or schoolmasters, and some, like the Reverends
Richard Johnson and Samuel Marsden, were also employed as Chaplains by the British
Government in New South Wales. A substantial number of these letters have been
published in the HRA and HRNSW. and the Bonwick Transcripts (Missionary Series)
were therefore sampled.

Sources changed with the movement towards responsible and representative
government in New South Wales, when a Board of Commissioners were appointed in
1848 to oversee the schooling enterprise. In the 1860s the Board was replaced with a
Council of Education, and Industrial and Reformatory Schools were established. Hence
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the sources shifted to the annual Reports of the Board of Commissioners of National
Education, the Council of Education, and the Superintendents of the welfare schools.

The years from 1880 onwards witnessed a proliferation of government departments

concerned with youth and schooling. The annual reports of all departments with a veste

interest in youth and schooling were sampled, including: the Minister of the Departmen
of Public Instruction (later the Department of Education); the Comptroller of Prisons

the Department of Justice; the President of the State Children's Relief Board; the Pr
of the Protection Board for Aborigines; and the Minister of Education on the Child
Welfare Department. The sporadic reports of Superintendents of various 'special
schools', such as Industrial Schools and Reformatory Schools, were also drawn on.
Except for the Education Department each of these were sampled on a minimum of a ten
year basis commencing from 1880. During times of transition or crisis, such as the
change from the State Children's Relief Board to the Child Welfare Department, more
extensive use of annual reports was made. In the case of the Department of Public

Instruction/Education all annual reports were read. From the 1860s to the early twent
century the latter incorporated annual reports of Inspectors as well as those of the

Council or Minister. From the early twentieth century the Inspectors' reports disappe
but were replaced by the reports of various Directors. These appended reports were
included in the analysis as well. Together with the Statistical Register of New South

Wales these sources also divulged statistical information which was of some importance
to analysis. Statistical evidence often reveals trends which can confirm or question

more qualitative official rhetoric. Hence a number of tables were compiled as well and
were drawn upon for analysis (see Appendix A).

As the Department of Education often retained control over schooling in institutions

formally under other departments, other Education Department sources were also utilis
One particular source which provided a wealth of information was the Education
Department's Subject Files held at the Archives Office of New South Wales. Subject
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listings ranged from 'Parent and Citizen Clubs' through 'Compulsory Education in 1891'

to 'Intelligence Testing'. Each contained a variety of material, such as letters betwee
departments, correspondence with members of the public, and unpublished reports on
special investigations made by departmental personnel. Only those topics which seemed

to be relevant to the thesis were explored. Similarly, archival material dating from th

early 1800s on individual institutions such as the Orphan schools were read, but to a m
limited extent. A great deal of research has already been conducted on these welfare
institutions so archival sources were sought mainly when questions about this research
arose.

In addition, use was made of documentation which was not specific to a particular

department but which reflected state perceptions about youth and schooling, legislation
from the Public Statutes of New South Wales was analysed as an integral part of the

shifting conceptualisation of studenthood. Specific rules and regulations associated wi
the legislation on schooling were drawn on from the N.S.W. Government Gazette as
well. From the early twentieth century The Public Instruction Gazette (later The

Education Gazette) published further rules and regulations pertinent to schooling which
were examined. The latter contained information beyond rules and regulations as it was
intended to be the Department's official 'voice' to personnel in schools.

Recommendations on teaching styles, notification of annual dates for holidays, additiona

reading lists and commentary on topical issues, for example, were regular features of Th
Education Gazette. The thesis therefore drew on these to gain a more rounded view of
the official discourse on youth and schooling and to enhance the understanding of
changing ideological messages. Sampling was unnecessary for these sources because
they were indexed. Like the Department of Eduction subject files, indexes were checked
for items which appeared to be relevant.

Also important to the analytical framework were parliamentary debates, reports of
select committees and the minutes of evidence given at the hearings of these committees.
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Each was an additional source for delineating tension and conflict within the sphere of the

state itself. The parliamentary debates on the 1880 Public Instruction Act and its la
amendments, for instance, demonstrate that consensus was reached rarely on minor
points let alone on the major issues involved. Proceedings of select committees also

demonstrate the ideological disposition of those nominated by the state as experts in
particular area. For example, during the 1912 inquiries into juvenile labour and
apprenticing, studenthood was raised as a major issue by doctors and trade union
representatives as well as state authorities.

Although highly structured in terms of possible responses many of these sources

provide some evidence of the views of those who were not part of the formal sphere of
the state. Annual reports of the Minister for Education, for example, contain the

occasional pithy and detailed description of responses by others to the parameters of
studenthood. The same can be said of some of the related official material which was

examined, such as the Department of Education's 'Special Decisions and Precedent Book
and the Bulli Public 'School Punishment Book'. Only a rare few like the Minutes of

Evidence on the Child Protection Bill of 1891 contain the voices of students themselv

Many of these descriptions of responses can be rendered more meaningful than they fir

appear when situated in the context of other evidence provided by the same officials.

Indeed, official sources can be read from two points of view - from the 'bottom up' a

well as from the 'top down', or, as Raphael Samuel suggests, they can be 'read agains

the grain'. Official documents therefore indicate the concerns of the state as well a
providing one means of delineating the support and dissension of others regarding

studenthood. A 'two-way reading' is also useful in checking the internal validity and
reliability of official sources.

The question of whether these documents can be seen as a reliable expression of state

intent is a little more thorny. Clearly they can be assessed individually for interna

coherence as one means of ascertaining continuity in expressions of intent. Perhaps a
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more reliable measure though is to draw on a wide range of official sources over both

time and organisations. Tracing issues and concerns through various sources over tim

a strategy which renders state intentions more visible. It also allows the reader to
establish gaps between state intention and effect. For example, to ascertain state

authorities' reasoning on the introduction of compulsory schooling and its effects o
studenthood a range of sources would require analysis. Examining the annual reports

the Council of Education during the 1870s, the 1879 parliamentary debate on compulso
schooling, the resulting amended legislation of 1880, and the manner in which
Departmental authorities understood and implemented the Act would indicate the

intentions of various state authorities and whether these were translated into prac

desired, and if not, what problems were involved. Similarly the range of related ev
peculiar to each period which was drawn on for this thesis - such as conferences on

welfare and books written as personal testimonials by officials - highlighted quest

intent and effect. In essence both intention and effect can be determined by a caref
'two-way' analysis of documents which appear over an extended period of time and by
checking these against other available evidence.

Oral sources supply a different type of evidence which provide another means of

ascertaining state intent. Therefore interviews were conducted with a number of peop

who had attended state schools during the first half of the twentieth century. Init

however, these were undertaken to compensate for the lack of written records contain

the voice of students. Perusal of the ninteenth century archival records such as let
received by the Colonial Secretary and the Board of National Education revealed no

correspondent who was distinguishable as a student. Perhaps due to the fact that sta

schooling was predominantly a working class experience, no archival manuscripts were
located which bore the imprint of the state school student. From the mid-nineteenth
through to the mid-twentieth century a similar picture emerged regarding individual

School Files which were read because of the vast amount of correspondence they conta

Much of the limited information relating to students was written by teachers or pare
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and it is only very rarely that records were left by the actual student. Those few records

that were located tended to be formal in style (e.g. statement to the police for charge

against a teacher) and addressed particular issues such as expulsion or caning. Parenta
voices also dominated the books of recorded complaints. Interviews therefore seemed to

offer not only a viable means, but the major means, of recapturing the student voice an
of rendering the understanding of studenthood more complete by ascertaining how they
negotiated state definitions.

The interview sample was small, consisting of eight people. Interviewees were
located through a network of acquaintances and hence most were currently living in the
Illawarra area. In fact, only two interviews were conducted with people who lived
outside Wollongong itself. While the thesis therefore makes no claim regarding the

representativeness of its oral sources, the combined experiences of the interviewees as

students cover a myriad of situations in state schools throughout a broad section of Ne
South Wales. The three who had been students at schools in Wollongong, for example,
had attended a different school each; two in separate mining communities and one in
central Wollongong. Another lived as a child in the far north of New South Wales in an
area with no state school. During the 1920s he and several others from nearby farms
went to a school which the local community built and funded. Soon after a state school
was erected nearby and the 'private' school was converted to a barn. All-in-all he
attended four different one-teacher state schools. His younger brother who was also

interviewed had, on the other hand, attended a larger primary and secondary school in t

far northern town of Casino. Yet another interviewee had attended a state school on the

north coast at Kempsey and then transferred to a school inland. Another had migrated to

Australia from Britain at the age of eight and attended schools in the mid-west. Finall
one woman had attended a primary and a Continuation school in the inner Sydney area.
Given this range of schooling experiences, the size and localised nature of the sample

of less importance than it might otherwise have been. Criteria which did remain importa
were to maintain a balance between women and men and to ensure that the time period
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covered by the thesis was represented to the greatest extent possible. Hence the oral
sources provide information which spans the turn of the twentieth century to 1948.

Each of the interviews was conducted on an informal basis using an interview

schedule. The interview schedule, which can be found in Appendix B, did not consist of
detailed questions as it was intended to act as a guide pointing to major areas for
investigation. In this way it was hoped that the influence of the researcher would be

minimised and that the interviewees' own experiences could 'speak for themselves' more

freely. It was also a strategy which aimed to render the interview experience less for
As it eventuated this was probably the most fruitful path to follow with those people
were interviewed. Several were defensive about what they saw as their own 'lack of
schooling' and became apprehensive about the interview being taped and transcribed, a
phenomenon which was particularly noticeable when they were discussing the
disciplinary methods of individual teachers. While anonymity was preserved as one

means of facilitating discussion, the flexible interview format also allowed for discu

which was sometimes marginal to the concerns of the thesis but which helped to ease th

interview situation. One of these transcripts, selected for its lack of peripheral dis

as much as its articulation of a number of themes important to the thesis, can also be
found in Appendix B.

One other problem with the interview sample requires discussion. Given the

importance of race relations within the theoretical framework of the thesis, it was ho
that at least one interview could be conducted with a person who had attended an

Aboriginal school. Conscious of the highly sensitive nature of this issue, it was deci
to ascertain the availability of material written by Aboriginal people themselves. As

several oral histories and a number of autobiographies have been written which provide
an array of material on Aboriginal schooling, I decided to utilise these instead.
Autobiographical material of non-Aboriginal people was used as well to supplement the
information gleaned from interviews.
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Notwithstanding these problems, a mass of qualitative information w a s generated by
those interviews that were conducted. Indeed, the recollected experiences of people who
were students in the early to mid-twentieth century not only confirmed the major themes
which had been suggested by the official sources, but helped to render them more visible

during the research process itself. Although this was not the initial reason for conducting

interviews, their value in formulating the ideas contained in this thesis became apparent a
the thesis progressed. This alone is sufficient to render any debate about the lack of
20
respectability or value of oral sources in historical research meaningless.
Besides
generating ideas for the research process, they also challenged some prior assumptions
and demanded a reformulation of several hypotheses. Perhaps more importantly they
introduced a necessary human interpretation of the official discourse.

All interviews were analysed in much the same way as the written documents.
Allesandro Portelli has pointed out that the intonations, nuances, volume and even the
rhythmic pauses of speech renders oral sources extremely different from written sources.
While arguing that the nature, meaning and credibility of oral sources are different from
the written source he also contends there are a number of similarities. Addressing the
claim of distortion through faulty memory, for example, he suggests
there is always a greater or lesser lapse of time between the event and the written
record....But what is written isfirstexperienced or seen, and is subject to
distortions even before it is set d o w n on paper. Therefore the reservations
applying to oral sources ought to be extended to written material as well.21

For detailed discussion on oral sources in historiography see, for example: G.E. Evans, Where
Beards W a g All. The Relevance of Oral Tradition. Faber & Faber, I^ondon, 1970; G.E. Evans, The
Davs That W e Have Seen. Faber & Faber, London, 1975; P. Thompson, The Voice of the Past
Oxford University Press, London, 1978. On the relevance of oral history to education in particular see
D. Gibb et. al. (Eds.), 'Oral History, Children and Schools', Oral History Association of Australia
Journal. Vol. 8, 1986, 1-150.
A. Portelli, Peculiarities of Oral History', History Workshop Journal. 12, 1981, 101.
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Although Luisa Passerini has demonstrated a potential for historians to take analysis of
oral sources beyond the spoken word to the contradictions which lie beneath the surface
of the narrative, the ultimate concern of the thesis was to identify the obvious regarding
studenthood first. The silences she notes as a crucial part of the process of articulation
do, however, form part of the method used for analysing both the oral and written
22
sources in this thesis.

Essentially the sources are analysed by drawing on the insights of Foucault while

recognising his theoretical limitations. Like Passerini's debt in respect of silences, muc
has been taken from Foucault's theoretical work on semiotics. As mentioned previously,
his research enterprise begins with the premise that our way of knowing the world is an
artefact of the modem period and therefore is not eternal. He is not concerned to identify
the truth or falsity of knowledge but instead aims at illuminating the 'framework of
perception' operating at any given time. The fundamental task involved in ascertaining a
'framework' is to examine regularities within the articulated statement. As Peter Dews
succinctly suggests, this task does not simply consist of identifying what is present.
Rather,

the fundamental problem for Foucault is posed by the gulf between the totality of
possible statements and the finitude of what is actually written or spoken. The
question posed by the analysis of discourse is: w h y did this particular statement
appear and no other? 23

The repression or absence of a statement is therefore a vital part of the process of

discursive formation; a silence is as much a defining attribute of a statement as that whi
has been articulated. Of equal importance to analysis is the actual language used. Like

silences, linguistic changes can reveal a cultural shift in the conceptualisation of peopl

L. Passerini, "Work Ideology and Consensus under Italian Fascism', History Workshop Journal. 8,
1979.
P. Dews, 'The Nouvelle Philosophie and Foucault'. In M. Gane (Ed.), Op. Cit., 79.
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and social practice. In turn this can emphasise discontinuities in discursive fields just as
readily as it might highlight continuities. In other words, Foucault does not presume a
unified and linear development - as so many historical studies have done in the past. Nor

does he indicate that discursive fields cannot contain contradictions, although he general
24
leaves the dialectic process to Marxist historians.

While Foucauldian analysis clearly plays an important role in this thesis, there are
equally important limitations to his theoretical perspective. His focus on linguistic

patterns as discourse presumes that the 'statement' is sufficient evidence of actual pract
- which leads to some difficulty in establishing differences between statements of the
ideal/intended/preferred and concrete material practice. A study by Jones and Williamson
demonstrates the relative ease by which analysis of education as a 'discursive field' can
become an analysis of statements about ideal educational methods, which are taken to be
sufficient evidence of the actuality of school life. Perhaps of more significance in terms
of this thesis is Foucault's argument that relations of power extend beyond the state indeed, that they are dispersed through 'every micro-level'. This quite intentionally
renders the state redundant as a concept. Research into education utilising this approach

has, therefore, tended to obscure the role that the state as a distinct entity has played i
25
schooling. Clearly the Foucauldian stance provides few conceptual strategies for
analysing the relationship between the state and other aspects of the social world. Those
theories which do recognise the existence of 'the state1 are, therefore, explored in some
detail in the following chapter.

M . Foucault, Madness and Civilization: A History of Insanity in the Age of Reason. Translated by
R. Howard, Mentor, N e w York, 1965.

M. Foucault, Truth and Power'. In M. Morris & P. Patton (Eds.), Michel Foucault. Power. T
and Strategy. Feral Publications, Sydney, 1979,29-48; K. Jones & K. Williamson, The Birth of the
Schoolroom', Ideology and Consciousness. 6,1979,59-110. As another example of Foucauldian
analysis of education see: J. Donald, "Beacons of the Future: Schooling, Subjection and
Subjectification'. In V. Beechey & J. Donald (Eds.), Subjectivity and Social Relations. Open
University Press/Milton Keynes, Philadelphia, 1985,214-249.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

INTRODUCTION
As indicated in the introductory discussion, this thesis seeks to examine the role of
the state in constructing the government school student in New South Wales between
1788 and 1948, how this changed the relationship of youth with the state, and what this
reveals about the conceptualisation of studenthood. As indicated in the introductory
chapter as well, a great deal has been written about schooling in Australia yet much of the

literature leaves unproblematic the constitution of the state, its relationship with social

institutions like schooling, and its role in constructing or mediating social relations. Th

main reason for this appears to be the reluctance of many historians to incorporate theorie
on the state into research on the history of Australian education. There is, however, an

extensive body of literature on the state, some of which relates directly to schooling. Thi
chapter therefore explores this literature, highlighting major areas of controversy and
agreement as well as drawing out any implications about the relationship between the
state, schooling and students in N.S.W. It begins by situating assumptions about the
state and schooling underpinning the literature on the history of Australian education
within the context of one of the problems posed by Foucault.

HISTORICISING THE STATE
Foucault's reluctance to render the state a distinct conceptual entity is a theoretical
response to the formidable body of Marxist literature which has tended to construe the
state as the major source and mediator of power in modern society. While taking
Foucault's point that all power is not centralised in the state, his analysis renders the

notion of power so diffuse that it is difficult to identify any source of power in society.
It also must be conceded that his approach fails to account for the material existence of
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state institutions. In addition, the existence of 'the state' is readily acknowledged in m a n y
contemporary societies and is, therefore, part and parcel of the 'common sense'
N-

knowledge about the way these societies are organised. Indeed, the Foucauldian

approach to the analysis of power makes it difficult to explore the historical product
the modern state. Yet any book on the history of the modem nation state indicates that
transformation of power relations within society was central to its production - and,
moreover, that the production of the modern state involved the production of a new
framework for understanding the relationship between people and society.

Forging the Modem State: the Historical Context
In a recent book on democracy, David Held has provided an outline of the conditions
generally accepted as important in the emergence of the modern notion of 'the state'.

Basically the state was constituted through a series of discontinuous but complex even

which ultimately transformed the medieval world. It was bound up with the separation o
monarchical and church powers and a new doctrine of individualism which sought to

loosen and protect the individual from the rule of each. From around the turn of the 17

century dissent became more unified around the ideology of liberalism. Challenging the

existing status quo, liberalism sought to restrict the powers of absolutist rule by de

one arena of society the 'civil', and the other arena the 'political' with clearly defi
limitations and responsibilities.

The years between 1689 and 1789 are commonly used to mark the emergence of this
modern state. The former saw the enactment of the English Bill of Rights, which sought

to incorporate into law the principles of representative government and the liberty of
subjects to act without undue political intereference, while restricting the capacity
monarchy (which was preserved constitutionally) to exercise arbitrary power over

See, for example: M . Morris & P. Patton (Eds.), Op. Cit.; M . Foucault, 'Power, Sovereignty and
Discipline'. In D.Held et.al. (Eds.). State and Societies. Martin Robertson QyfnrH io
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representative government. T h e latter witnessed the more dramatic revolution in France

which culminated in the abolition of the feudal system and the institution of a new ord

based on the following basic principles: that there are natural human rights; that it i

state's duty to protect these rights; that the state is representative of a community o

citizens whose collective will is reflected in the law; and that the powers of governme
should be limited.

Thus the modem notion of the state was conceived through an antagonistic process
which was grounded in liberalism and which aimed at transforming power relations. At

the heart of this process lay the rethinking of society in terms of 'state' and 'civil'

The 'state' was a public institutional arena of politics which had discernable boundari

and limits, while it was in the 'civil' sphere of personal, family and business life th
individual would be free from political interference. The power of the state was to be
restrained and implemented for the public good through a range of institutions such as

parliament, the army, and the courts. Hence the state was conceived as both an abstract

limited sphere of power and as a range of concrete institutions which were to implement
this power. It was, moreover, intended to create a particular relationship between the

state and its citizenry; the state was to represent all people, it was to exist by cons

was to act on behalf of the public good, and it was to refrain from impinging on social

life. It is this conceptualisation of the state and its role in society that much of th
literature on the history of Australian education accepts uncritically.

Assumptions about the State in the Literature on the History of Australian Education
Helen Bannister argues that the liberal historiography which characterises the

literature on the history of Australian education can be traced to a broader dispositio

the part of Australian historiography to rely on Whig interpretations in which the stat

D. Held, Models of Democracy. Polity Press/Basil Blackwell, London, 1987, (esp. Ch. 2).
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unquestionably does act for the public good. Within this tradition the history of education
becomes the history of the school as a 'central institution in the progress of Australia
towards democracy and national unity', with the state depicted as a neutral arbiter of this
history of progress. Related to this is a tendency in the histories of Australian state
schooling to equate the notion of 'the state' with 'the government', which is often reduced
even further to 'parliament'. From this vantage point the nineteenth century is analysed as
a process of impartial parliamentary arbitration of religious conflict over the control of
schooling, followed by battles for the control of schooling between the government and
churches in the parliamentary arena. Since the government emerged victorious, the
history of twentieth century education is typically presented as the logical expansion,
tidying up and professionalisation of the state system of schooling.

The Australian landscape has not been punctuated with many challenges to this
tradition. Over the last decade however, several historians have begun to question and to
reveal some of the distortions created by liberal historiography in Australian education.
For example, although failing to expose the principles upon which liberal images of
people were sketched, Jean Ely's 'alternative' history provides some evidence that
inequality in Australian educational provision has always existed. The implication is,
therefore, that the state is not the neutral arbiter of social life which liberal
historiography presumes it to be. A more recent and provocative challenge has been

H. Bannister, The Centralization Problematic', The Australian Journal of Education. 24, (3), 1980,
246-264.

E.g. K. Gollan, The Organisation and Administration of Education in New South Wales. Sydney
Teachers' College Press, Newtown, 1924; S. Smith & G. Spaull, History of Education in N e w
South Wales (1788-1925). George P hilips & Son, Sydney, 1925; A.G. Austin, Australian
Education. 1788-1900. Church. State and Public Education in Colonial Australia. Pitman, Victoria,
1961; A. Barcan, A Short History of Education in N e w South Wales. Martindale Press, Sydney,
1965; P.H. Partridge, Society. Schools and Progress in Australia. Pergamon Press, Australia, 1973;
B. Hyams & B. Bessant, Schools for the People. An Introduction to the History of State Education in
Australia. Longman, Australia, 1974; A. Barcan, A History of Australian Education. Oxford
University Press, Melbourne, 1980.
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issued by Pavla Miller - although like Ely, analysis of the state has not been her central
task.

Miller contends that since their inception, state schools in South Australia have
sought to reproduce the existing relations of economic production and hence have
reproduced class inequality along with it. By accentuating the changing base of the South
Australian economy, she demonstrates that schools (especially the technical school)

played a significant role in transforming the labour market towards industrial capitalism i
the early twentieth century. Although issuing an uncompromising challenge to liberal
historiography and providing convincing evidence that schools are involved in
reproducing class inequality, her economic determinist position underplays the role
schools play in the culture of a society and limits the extent to which schools can be
examined as a dynamic in the process of social change.

These limitations are not unique to Miller's study. Indeed, her theoretical position
relies on a small but significant body of recent research into the relationship between the
South Australian working class and state schooling in the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries. In turn these are part of an international body of revisionist histori
of education which draw on theoretical positions derived from Marxist and other theories

on the state. Together these theories represent a concerted attempt to expose and criticall
examine premises about the nature and role of the state. In brief, they 'deconstruct' the
'regime of truth' which has been produced historically about the relationship between the

state and society. Within this literature there still remains considerable debate about how
an historically-informed theory of the state might best proceed. Nevertheless, a number

J. Ely, Reality or Rhetoric. An Alternative History of Australian Education. Alternative Publishers
Co-Op., Sydney, 1978.
P. Miller, Long Division. Op. Cit. For a more detailed analysis of technical schools see
Technical Schools and the Capitalist Division of Labour", A N Z H E S Journal. 11, (1), 1982,1-17.
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of critical issues have emerged which are not yet addressed adequately in the published
• 7

histories of Australian state schooling. Perhaps the most basic of these is whether the
state can be regarded as an impartial arbiter of social life.

THE STATE AS AN IMPARTIAL MEDIATOR OF SOCIAL RELATIONS
Significant challenges to this assumption have emerged from Marxist literature,
which focus on changes to the division of labour and means of economic production that
accompanied the transformation of the feudal system in the medieval world. The classic
Marxist position is that the emergent middle class - who issued the greatest challenge
monarchic and church rule - came to dominate the 'executive of the modern state' and

play out their interests through the state arena. Marxist theory on the state is there

concerned in the first instance to demonstrate that the state is an instrument of clas

As such, the state maintains a particular economic base (usually capitalism) and activ
engages in structuring social, economic and political life in ways which support this.

simplistic analyses this results in the economic determinist view that the state funct
exclusively for the unified interests of the capitalist ruling class. As government
institutions, schools therefore act to reproduce the division of labour necessary for
maintenance of capitalism.

Based on the work of Althusser, the more sophisticated social/cultural reproduction

position assumes instead that there is a correspondence between state institutions suc
schools and the economic infrastructure. According to Althusser, the production of
generations of workers who will accept their exploited position is fundamental to the
of accumulation underlying capitalism. Ideological manipulation rather than force is

For an overview of this debate, see B. Head, 'Recent Theories of the State', Politics. 19, (1), 1984, 3645. On the Marxist debate alone see, for example, B. Jessop, The Capitalist State. M
Robertson, Oxford, 1983.
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potentially a more rational and powerful means of ensuring this occurs. Therefore a
number of state institutions, such as the law, media, religion and education, form the
ideological apparatus of the state - and perform an ideological as well as an economic
function. While the church was the dominant apparatus in pre-capitalist society,
education is the dominant one in capitalist societies. Within schools of the twentieth

century children therefore learn the skills, attitudes and behaviour necessary to repro
the relations of production and labour market which maintain capitalism. By preserving

the image that people have free choice in this matter, the legitimacy of the state remai
intact while people are left to comply with this entire process unconsciously.

Theorists like Bernstein, Bowles and Gintis, and Bourdieu and Passeron, who have
developed Althusser's position also see schools as places which are organised to
reproduce the relations of production through subtle and complex means. Students are,

they suggest, selected and sorted on the basis of a host of characteristics which appear
be educational but which are really mechanisms of class differentiation. For example,
according to Bernstein the language of schooling is an elaborate middle class code.
Children from middle class backgrounds therefore have greater access to the knowledge

presented at school. Bourdieu and Passeron have reformulated this basic idea as 'cultura
capital', where children from middle class backgrounds enter schools possessing the
skills, attitudes and behaviours which ensure they.will successfully negotiate the
pedagogical and evaluative mechanisms of schooling. Bowles and Gintis argue that
intelligence tests and examinations function in a similar manner by processing middle

class children as more intelligent and ultimately rewarding them with higher credentials
and more options for different forms of employment. But it is not only a matter of
schools sorting and selecting on the basis of bourgeois standards, for they are engaged

L. Althusser, Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses' (Notes Towards an Investigation)'. In L.
Althussser, Lenin and Philosophy and Other Essays. Translated by B. Brewster, Monthly Review
Press, New York, 1971,
127-186.
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reproducing the relations of production. Hence working class youths are rewarded for

being submissive as part of their preparation as future workers for capital, while middle

class youths are encouraged to be independent as part of their preparation as future agen
of capital. By claiming these features of schooling are educational, the unequal class
9

structure which schooling reproduces is disguised and presented as legitimate and just.

Like Althusser, these theorists claim that ideology has a material existence. Like
Miller's study on South Australian schooling, they provide convincing evidence that
schools are involved in reproducing class inequality. On the other hand, like Miller's
study they also suggest that despite the complexities involved, schools function

exclusively for capital. It is therefore difficult to understand what else schools might

involved in reproducing. It is more difficult to see how schools might be a dynamic force
in social change. Major questions are raised as well about the unified nature of state
intentions and the unproblematic process of translating intentions into outcomes. In

addition, their essentially structuralist position results in an overdeterminist perspec
which allows no room for the issue of individual agency.

The same criticisms can be levelled at social control theory, which dwells on the

coercive capacity of the state. The Marxist contribution derives from the contention that
the state is a vehicle through which the ruling class implements its own interests and
therefore - almost by definition - represses the subordinate class. The functionalist
approach derives from Durkheim's attempt to understand how individuals are inducted
into and induced to co-operate in society. As modem Western society has invested both
moral authority and practical power in the state, to functionalists the state is seen as

central social structure which acts as a cohesive force to obtain and maintain social or

S. Bowles & H. Gintis,0p. Cit:, B. Bernstein, Class Codes and Control. Routledge & Kegan Paul,
Henley, 1977; P. Bourdieu & J.C. Passeron, Reproduction in Education. Society and Cult
Beverely Hills, 1977.
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State institutions like schools therefore play an important role in m o d e r n industrial
societies in socialising young people into the values, behaviours, skills and 'norms'
which are necessary for the smooth running of society. Indeed, it is argued that in modern
society the school has taken over many of the socialising tasks which the family once
carried out.

David Rothman points out that while the theoretical emphasis had been on consensual
strategies in the 1920s, by the 1970s the literature was exaggerating the coercive nature
and strategies deployed by the state to obtain social order. Michael Katz's study on early
educational reform in America is a particularly clear example of this. Katz depicts the
school as a state institution which maintains social order through overtly coercive
strategies like compulsory schooling and through less explicit forms of coercion like the
teaching of racism as a societal 'norm'. Unlike reproduction theory, social control
theory does not imply that 'most people are blinded by ideology and cannot really
understand what is happening to them'. At the same time, however, social control
theory does not address the issue of human agency and therefore shares the tendency of
reproduction theory to construe people as the passive victims of a dominant,
conspiratorial and monolothic state. This implies that people become social beings largely
through the forced imposition or manipulation of their consciousness by the state.
Ultimately, therefore, they deny the existence of human agency.

D. Rothman, 'Social Control: The Uses and Abuses of the Concept in the History of Incarceration'.
In S. Cohen & A. Scull (Eds.), Social Control and the State. Historical and Comparative Essays.
Basil Blackwell, 1985, -<i-i <?. . ; M . Katz, The Ironi^ of Early School Reform. Harvard University
Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1968. Also see for example, F. Musgrove, The FamilyEducation and Society. Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1966; M . Young & G. Whitty (Eds.),
Society. State and Schooling. Falmer Press, Sussex, 1977; E. WindshutUe, Discipline, Domestic
Training and Social Control: The Female School of Industry, Sydney, 1826-1847', Labour History.
39,1980, 1-14. Ramsland's study of destitute children in colonial N.S.W. demonstrates an
interesting tension between liberal and social control positions: J, Ramsland, Children of the
Backlanes. Destitute and Neglected Children in Colonial N e w South Wales. N.S.W. University Press,
Kensington, 1986.
R.W. Connell et. al., Making the Difference. Allen and Unwin, Sydney, 1982, 28.
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T H E O R E T I C A L PERSPECTIVES O N H U M A N A G E N C Y
At its most fundamental level, no theory has explained how people become social

beings. As the Introductory Chapter of this thesis pointed out, this has been an

some controversy in social theory, especially that on ideology. For the purposes
thesis, however, the notion of hegemony is drawn on to provide a means of
conceptualising the link between the state and individuals.

Developed by Antonio Gramsci to understand the role of education in the relationship
between Roman Catholicism and the working class in Italy during the 1920s, hegemony
is an extension and application of the classic Marxist position on ideology. Rather than
rule by physical force or coercion, hegemony suggests that various dominant groups (in

addition to those in the formal political arena) maintain their own interests and positio
power within society by presenting these interests as those of the general population.
Rather than this being a case of dominant ideology foisted on the general population by a
conspiratorial ruling class, Gramsci emphasises hegemony as a historical process related

to consciousness. In essence, the interests of those in institutional positions of power c
be presented over a period of time through a range of institutions like the church, the
school and the state, until they eventually become part-and-parcel of everyday
'commonsense1. Hegemony is therefore a process that is related to the practices of the
ruling class as well as to the consensus of other groups of people. To Gramsci, the

presence of conflict indicates that the hegemonic process has not been entirely successfu

if it is completely successful then conflict ceases to exist. According to Bryan Turner an
Bob Jessop, Gramsci has inserted a systematic study of consent and coercion into Marxist
theory. Both remark on the necessity of this because the problem of consent and coercion
12

is central to a critique of the liberal capitalist state.

A. Gramsci, Selectionsfromthe Prison Notebooks. Lawrence & Wishart, London, 1971. For
critical appraisals of Gramsci's work see, for example, B. Jessop, Op. Cit:, B.S. Turner, Review of
J. Hoffman, The Gramscian Challenge. Coercion and Consent in Marxist Political Theory', Thesis
Eleven. 15,1986,128-132; M . Sarup, Marxism/ Structuralism/ Education. Falmer Press, London,
1983, (esp. Ch. 10).
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Studies in education which have examined the issue of consent have done so from
the perspective, however, of addressing problems with reproductionist theory. Usually
associated with the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies, resistance

theory was developed as a means of dispelling the functionalism inherent in reproduction
arguments and of incorporating the issue of human agency. Perhaps the best known
example is Paul Willis's study, Learning to Labour. In this ethnographic study of
working class boys in a comprehensive high school in an industrial area of England,
Willis argues that it is through analysis of "the lads" own understanding of school and

their relationship with the world that the mechanisms and processes of social reproducti
can be understood. Resistance by the lads is stressed as a mechanism of conflict which
- 13

not only helps to reproduce the existing social order but which threatens it.

As J.C. Walker argues, this theoretical position has a distinct tendency to construe
any antagonism, opposition, rejection or conflict engaged in by the lads as a

predisposition towards revolution against the social order. As he further points out, th
lads do end up rejecting school and working on the shop floor - which is precisely what
school authorities expected of them. Walker's own recent study therefore stresses the
ways in which an inner city school modified school practice by accommodating to the
'dominant' culture of male adolescent footballers. Through this study Walker has
illustrated an important theoretical point related to both agency and the dynamics of
change within state institutions. At the same time, Walker shares Willis's inability to
indicate that the modification which did occur actually contravenes either Marxist or

functionalist assumptions about the basic order of things. The resulting school focus on

P. Willis, Op. Cit. Also see A. McRobbie, "Working Class Girls and the Culture of Femininity'.
In Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies (Ed.), W o m e n Take Issue. Aspects of Women's
Subordination. Hutchinson, Lo ndon, 1978; H.A. Giroux, Ideology. Culture and the Process of
Schooling. Falmer Press, London, 1981; M. W . Apple, Education and Power. Ark, Boston, 1982.
Australian literature includes: G. Hawkins, 'School Resistance', Independent Education. 11, (3), 1981,
37-39; L. Samuel, Labelling Under a Miss-Apprehension: Working Class Girls and Discipline',
Radical Education Dossier. 17,1982,16-19; G. Hawkins, Resistances to School. Inner City
Education Centre, Sydney, 1983.
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football is a w a y of appeasing the dominant student group without threatening the basic

management, structure or social relations within the school. Indeed, the focus on footba
can be seen as a means by which the school involves students in non-academic pursuits
which enhances the prospect of them not 'achieving' at school.

From a perspective which also seeks to explore the idea of resistance, Ian Davey and

Pavla Miller examine the reaction of the working class to the introduction of compulsory
schooling in South Australia. They contend that the working class resisted compulsory
schooling, not because they were opposed to the idea of schooling but because they
rejected the type of education offered by the state. While challenging the liberal
assumption that the working class were apathetic and ignorant and hence required
compulsion by those who knew better, Davey and Miller argue that this was really a
demonstration of 'false consciousness' on the part of the working class, who
failed to make the connection between organisational forms of class power,
which.had been a feature of the critique of an earlier generation of radicals.
A s a result, it accepted as unproblematic the structure and social relations of
the n e w state school system.15

Like social control and reproduction theory this argument assumes that the working class

are the victims of a dominant class which forces its own particularised views of the wor

onto others. It further suggests that there is a particular way of understanding the wor
which the working class should, but did not, have. Because the South Australian
working class had forsaken the 'right' way of understanding their own situation and the

J.C. Walker, Rebels With Our Applause? A Critique of Resistance Theory in Paul Willis's
Ethnography of Schooling', Journal of Education. 167, (2), 1985, 63-85; J.C. Walker,
Romanticising Resistance, Romaniticising Culture: Problems in Willis's Theory of Cultural
Production', British Journal of Sociology of Education. 7, (1), 1986, 59-80; J.C. Walker, Louts and
Legends. Allen & Unwin, North Sydney, 1988. O n centralisation see H. Bannister, Op. Cit:, M.
Vick, "Representing Localism and the State: Society, State and the Historians of Mid Nineteenth
Century Australia', Unpublished Paper, James Cook University.

I. Davey & P. Miller, "Forced to Resist The Working Class and the Imposition of Schoo
Radical Education Dossier. 16,1981,32-36.
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world, they ultimately remained the dupes of a conspiratorial ruling class with unified
intentions.

THE MONOLITHIC AND CONSPIRATORIAL STATE
In response to theories which have construed the state as a unified agency with

conspiratorial intent, Marxist theorists as diverse as Nicos Poulantzas, Rosemary D
the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies and the Sydney Labour
History Group have emphasised the fragmented, semi-autonomous and heterogenous

nature of state agencies. This fragmentation operates at several conceptual levels.

At one level the state has an organisational dimension and can be seen as an
'institutional ensemble'. Members of the Birmingham Centre have, for example,

indicated that while the interests of the Education Department may be similar in so

respects to other state agencies, its specific responsibility for education renders
from, and therefore potentially conflicting with, other agencies. ' Extending this

argument further, even a single organisation such as the Education Department shoul

be regarded as a unified state agency. It too consists of various sub-departments a

hence holds the potential for differing emphases and conflicting perspectives. Furt

is individual people who together render the state and its agencies operable, and e

agency is made up of individuals with differing understandings of, and commitments

varying concerns. On the other hand, a range of state agencies can share responsibl

schooling. In the history of Australian education these have popularly been depict

government, parliament, the Education Department (or its nineteenth century equival

*" N. Poulantzas, Political Power and Social Classes. New Left Books, London, 1973; R. Deem,
'State Policy and Ideology in the Education of Women, 1944-1980', British Journal of Sociology of
Education. 2, (2), 1981,131-143; Sydney Labour History Group, Op.Cit.; Centre for
Contemporary Cultural Studies, Unpopular Education. Schooling and Social Democracy in England
Since 1944. Hutchinson, London, 1981.
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and the regular school. Yet there is also ample evidence that other state agencies held
some responsibility for state schooling in New South Wales (N.S.W.). Around the turn

of the twentieth century for example, the State Childrens' Relief Board and the Protecti
Board for Aborigines were involved in this process along with the Education Department.
In turn these involved other agencies such as the Police Department and the courts.

Schools under their jurisdiction went far beyond the regular day school (which was itsel
diverse) to include Industrial Schools, Reformatory Schools and Aboriginal Schools.
Although detailed studies on individual types of school have been conducted, there has
17

not been a concern to examine these agencies in relation to one another.

Emphasis on the fragmented nature of the state emerged, however, from the more
basic concern to illustrate the state as a source of power within society. The classic

Marxist position is that the state is an instrument of class rule. More recently, a numb

of Marxist theorists have argued that the state is an arena of contestation between vari

sectors of capital, not only at any given point in time but also over time. Offe and Ron

suggest that this has resulted in two different views of the state. One extends the clas
position to contend that the dominant class can and does change over time. The other

argues that because the state is an arena of contest it cannot defend the interests of o
particular class. Instead, it defends the common interests of capital such as private
18

property and the logic of accumulation.

Malcolm Vick's recent study on South Australian schooling is part of the first
approach. Drawing on broader historical studies which indicate that the mid-nineteenth
century created representative and responsible colonial government as a result of class

On Industrial and Reformatory Schools in the nineteenth century see, for example, J. Ramsland,0/?.
Cit. On Aboriginal Schools see, for example, J J. Fletcher, 'The New South Wales Depar
Education and the Education of Aborigines. 1880-1940", The Leader. 5, (3), 1973,52-57

C. Offe & V. Ronge, 'Theses on the Theory of the State'. In A. Giddens & D. Held (Eds.)
Power and Conflict. Classical and Contemporary Debates. Macmillan, London, 1984,249-25
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conflict which saw the urban bourgeoisie dominant, he asks whether these interests were
reflected in the educational sphere of the state. Through meticuluous analysis he

demonstrates that those who filled formal positions of authority in the Education Board at
this time were frequently drawn from the urban bourgeoisie, and that bourgeois class
interests were reflected in decisions made about state schooling. Through this analysis,
Vick shifts the debate away from the traditional understanding of the church-state debate
19

to highlight its import in terms of class control.

The same question has not been asked of N.S.W., but it seems to have been little
different from the South Australian experience. Appointed in 1849, the first Board of
Commissioners of National Education consisted of the Attorney-General, Speaker of the
House and a solicitor. Replacing this in 1866 was the Council of Education whose
members continued to be drawn from parliament and the business and professional
classes. Moreover, the initial transition to a Board which was responsible to parliament

for schooling resulted in conflict between the two state agencies which helped to delineat
the Board's area of responsibility as well as legitimating parliamentary control of
schooling.

The second Marxist approach is propounded by Claus Offe, who has reworked
Lenin's earlier argument about the complexity facing modern states with parliamentary
democracy. Essentially Lenin suggested that this complexity stems from parliament

acting as an instrument of the ruling class while also purporting to represent the interes
of all. According to Offe, contradictory tasks confront the capitalist state in a liberaldemocracy. On the one hand, it must sustain the basic processes of capitalism such as

19

M. Vick, The Central Board of Education. South Australia, 1852-1875', MEd Thesis, Univers
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private appropriation and accumulation. O n the other, it must simultaneously preserve the

belief that it is an impartial arbiter of class interests. To maintain each, the state engag
in adaptive and compensatory measures which seek to alleviate the worst of capital's
casualties. The product of this process is the welfare state, which functions for both
21

liberal-democracy and capitalism.

Max Weber shares this theoretical concern about the tension between parliamentary
democracy and capitalism, but from a functionalist perspective. Like Offe, he argues that
the state does not function for capital alone. Whether capitalist or communist, Weber
contends that all industrial societies have responded to industrialisation by creating
administrative bureaucracies to supplement parliament. He concludes that with
sufficiently strong parliamentary control of state bureaucracies a responsible goverment
could be achieved - which would prevent the interests of capital from dominating the state
arena. Weberian analysis clearly shares the Marxist concern to illustrate the state as a
source of power. In contrast to Marxist arguments however, the Weberian tradition
argues that the source of state power should be analysed in terms of the unique legal-

authoritative status that the state has in determining social rules, and through the technic
and administrative resources it has through its bureaucratic institutions. Studies in
education adopting a Weberian perspective have explored areas like the educational
decision-making and administrative processes in action, although to Weber the problem
22

was more fundamental than this.
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Marxists do not dispute that law is promulgated and enforced by the state or that it

serves as a legitimating and authoritative basis for the state's own activities. Some do
argue, however, that jurisprudence generally protects and enhances the interests of

capital. Some further contend that the liberal-democratic function of the state constrai
function for capital. For example, E.P. Thompson suggests that while the dominant class

might attempt to make use of legislation to further their own interests, they are hamper

because the legitimacy of the state depends on people believing that the law is just and
universal. Nor do all Marxists disagree that bureaucratisation grants the state some
autonomy. For example, Lenin argued that because of the problem confronting states with
parliamentary democracy, parliament is merely a debating forum; the real power of the

state, he suggests, lies with the civil bureaucracy because it is not accountable to the
23

people.

Some Marxists also agree that the elements Weber identified as important to the
structure of bureaucracies have wrought major changes to the composition, nature and

direction of the state in the twentieth century. Dispute therefore occurs over the sourc
which produces and empowers technical rationality and the technocratic state. Weberians

argue that it lies with the nature of the state as a bureaucracy, while Marxists like Ra

Miliband argue that it lies with fragmentation of the capitalist class and power transfe

to professional and technical managers. Yet critical theorists from the Frankfurt school
who first developed these arguments extensively located its source within the broader
framework of scientism and positivism.

Beginning with Horkheimer's initial analysis of scientism as a form of bourgeois
thought which corresponded with modern methods of production, the critique of the

C.f. M . Weber.Op.C//; P. OTdallev. Law. Capitalism and Democracy. A Sociology of
Australian Legal Order. Allen & Unwin, Australia, 1983; V.I. Lenin, Op.Cit.; E P . Thompson,
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Frankfurt school c a m e to encompass the view that scientism has produced a n e w form of

domination in advanced industrial societies of the twentieth century: technical rationa
Hence, they argued, scientific purposes and interests have reshaped our way of

understanding the world, the ensemble of social relations, and the nature of society it

Although this theoretical position can lead to technological determinist arguments, som
have demonstrated that historically this has involved a shift from direct economic and
political power relations between the state and society to more complex means which
include, but are not limited to, the economy and formal politics. Indeed, this is one

critical area that theorists of varying persuasions - such as Althusser, Gramsci, Weber
Foucault - substantially agree upon; that the twentieth century has witnessed the rise

technical management class and technocratic modes of understanding and dealing with the
social world. Generally speaking, they agree that the nature of domination has changed

from more direct economic and political forms in early capitalist societies to subtle a
pervasive techniques of manipulation in advanced capitalist societies.

Another critical point theorists as diverse as Lenin, Weber and Offe illustrate is that
the state functions for purposes other than reproducing the social relations which are

conducive to the maintenance of a particular economic structure. Indeed, this is a poin
that other theorists also demonstrate. Some feminist theorists have argued that the

complex set of relations which comprise the state itself help to maintain unequal power
relations between men and women. Not only are state agencies staffed and managed
predominantly by men, but in its modem welfare form, state policies define women
primarily as mothers. Women are construed as being economically dependent on men, as

having primary responsibility for children within a nuclear family, and for maintaining

For an introduction to the Frankfurt school see T. Bottomore, The Frankfurt School. Tavistock,
London, 1984. On technical rationality see, for example, F.W. Taylor, The Principles of Scientific
Management Harper and Row, New York, 1947 (first published 1911); H. Marcuse, OneDimensiQnal Man, Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1964; R. Miliband. The State in Capitalist
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private domestic space separate from the labour market. According to Marxist-feminists
who have drawn on Engels' argument about the family and the state, the sexual division

of labour inherent in this framework was forged along with the modern liberal capitalist

state itself. Historically then the public-private dichotomy within liberal capitalist s
has been gendered, with women conceptualised in terms of the private sphere of the home
25

and the family and m e n in terms of the public sphere of the state and the labour market.

Hence it has been argued further that the nuclear family is essentially a bourgeois
familial form which acts as a site for the reproduction of gender relations, while the
(bourgeois) nuclear family unit is the basic social unit of capitalism - with men the
producers and accumulators of capital, and women the providers of a sanctuary from
public life as well as being the primary consumers of surplus goods on behalf of the
family. Some have contended also that the relegation of women to the private sphere has
enhanced the power relations between women and men, rendering women more
vulnerable, for example, to economic dependence on men and more vulnerable to private

acts of violence. Cast in terms of reproduction theory, the public-private dichotomy has
been interpreted to mean that the state is involved in reproducing this sexual division
labour - indeed, that it is involved in the reproduction of sexual relations, for women
biologically reproduce the future labour force.

Although generally sharing the reproductionist problem of conceiving social relations
in terms of dominance and oppression, feminist theorists on the state have argued

E.g. A. Foreman, Femininity as Alienation. Pluto Press, London, 1978; C. Burton,
Subordination. Feminism and Social Theory. George Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1985; S. Franzway,
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convincingly that the state is a masculinist domain that reinforces and sustains gendered

relations of power in a patriarchal society. Equally as important, they have highli
the'gender-blindness' of many other theories on the state. Despite this major bone

contention between feminist and other theorists, feminist theories further illustra
point that the state does not function simply for capital.

A number of these theoretical works have been historical analyses which have also

demonstrated very clearly that the state has changed enormously in its form, intere

method of operation over time. It is in this context that some of the recent resear
history of Australian education can be situated.

HISTORICAL STUDIES ON THE STATE: THE CONTEXT FOR SCHOOLING
The Earlv Colonial State
Although in one sense Australia was, and can be regarded as, an outpost of the

British state, historians recently have considered the proposition that the penal c

involved a colonial reconceptualisation of the state. More specifically it has been

that, consistent with British perceptions of Australia as a prison, the early colon

Australian state was founded on the premiss that all aspects of society were the po

objects of state surveillance and regulation. Hence the immediate demands of penali

resulted in a "police state" where colonial authorities were concerned to administe

monitor all features of Anglo-European and Aboriginal life. Shaping social relation

the hope of achieving social reform was the ultimate goal, which in turn enhanced t
27

of the military, police and courts.
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This holds interesting implications for any historical analysis of the relationship
between colonial authorities and youth in N.S.W. Although a great deal of the education

literature contends that there was early state intervention in Australia, few concede the
importance of the argument provided by those historians of education who have examined

this period in detail. In brief, they have argued that authorities were concerned about t
issue of state schooling long before the sectarian debate of the 1830s and 1840s, to the
28

extent that a range of schools were established by the colonial state.

The

'interventionist' state in Australia clearly had its roots in the penal situation in N.S
through a range of social institutions, including schools. Yet there is substantial
agreement amongst other historians that the interventionist state was more a phenomenon
of the late nineteenth century.

The Interventionist State
Several British and Australian Marxist historians have argued that during the late

nineteenth century existing relations could not be sustained, due to a number of critical
changes in political and economic ideologies and their supporting structures. Basically

they contend that there were crises in both liberalism and capitalism, wrought by conflic
over demands for the enfranchisement of the non-propertied working class as well as
conflict between the non-interventionary 'nightwatchman' role of the state and the
eagerness of state authorities to support the movement towards monopoly capitalism. The

outcome of this conflict was a new collectivist-interventionist state which claimed that

best means to protect the economy was to intervene in it. Faced with the further crisis o

rationalising state intervention into areas outside the realm of the state, intervention
strategies were extended into other 'civil' areas such as health and child welfare as a
means of legitimating economic intervention.

See in particular V.W.E. Goodin, Public Education in N e w South Wales Before 1848', JRHAS. 36,
Parts 1 to 5, 1950; J. Cleverley, The First Generation Sydney University Press, N.S.W.
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British theorists Stuart Hall and Bill Schwarz suggest further that the 'passive
revolution' towards democracy involved the maximum exclusion of 'the masses' from

determining political affairs, which comprised "not just a shift in the disposition of f

but a shift in the terrain of struggle itself. In liberal terminology, the process invol

shifting of political and civil arenas as the state became involved in areas and activiti
previously held to be outside its sphere of legitimate influence, which incorporated a

further redefining of the state arena, the civil arena, and their respective activities.
agencies thus became engaged progressively in the regulation of more and more groups

who were incorporated under their scrutiny, which in turn meant the state was required to
expand and redefine its own mechanisms for, and rhetoric about, regulation. Juvenile
delinquents, for example, were pursued with greater vigour by state agencies, which led
to notions about delinquency being refined and reformulated, which led to increased
surveillance of both young people and their families.

The situation was more complicated than this in Australia, however, because of a
concomitant movement to restructure the economy towards industrial capitalism. State
governments not only developed economic protectionist policies but they were involved in
funding the movement towards monopoly industrial capitalism as well as intervening into

the labour market to ensure it followed in similar directions. At the same time, Australi
earned a reputation as the 'social laboratory of the world' through state and
commonwealth implementation of social policy such as the old age pension and the basic
wage.

O n Britain see, for example: M . Langan & B. Schwarz (Eds.), Crises in the British State. 1880122Q, Hutchinson, London, 1985; S. Hall & B. Schwarz, 'State and Society, 1880-1930". In M.
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Modernizing the Australian Family, \ 880-194Q, Oxford University Press, Melbourne, 1985; Sydney
Labour History Group, Op. Cit.
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H e n c e there has been a further concern to understand the comparatively early
emergence of the welfare state in Australia, especially in the context of working class and
organised union demand for state intervention into industrial and social life. While
traditional labour history has tended to construe changes such as the basic wage as a
triumph of labour over both capital and the state, more recent historians have looked to
this as a process which involved the co-option of the working class into the state itself.
Connell and Irving argue, for example, that challenges to the state were diffused and deradicalised by working class reliance on the state for mediation and negotiation. This
suggests that in Australia there was an even greater shift in the 'terrain of the struggle'
because some sections of the working class aligned themselves and their demands with or
through the state. If, as Offe argues, the welfare state cannot be regarded as simply
30

functioning for capital, then it is clear that the interventionist state cannot be either.

It is in this context that several studies on the advent of compulsory schooling in
Australia can be situated, although arguments to do with the emergence of the
interventionist welfare state in the late nineteenth century have not been articulated
extensively within them. At least one historian has suggested that the advent of
compulsory schooling enhanced working class opportunity for social mobility by freeing
31

those children w h o had previously been required to work.

Historians of South

Australian education indicate, however, that the issue was much more complex than this.

Over several studies Kerry Wimshurst has, for example, examined the class conflict
which arose in South Australia as a result of the introduction of compulsory education.
He argues that compulsory schooling was introduced with more leniency for the rural

R.W. Connell & T.I. Irving, Class Structure in Australian History. Documents. Narrative and
Argument. Longman Cheshire, Melbourne, 1980.
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than the urban population because of bourgeois concern about urban working class
children being visible on the streets, particularly through street selling. In a case study
one Adelaide suburb, Wimshurst delineates a range of responses to compulsory
schooling. Most conflict occurred between state authorities and families from the
unskilled urban working class, because of their continuing need for children's labour
once compulsion was introduced. The conclusion he reaches is that compulsory schooling
was the state's implementation of a bourgeois childhood on behalf of all working class
children, for the ultimate aim was to separate children from the adult world of work.
Wimshursts' studies are important for several reasons. One is the clear indication that
the drive for compulsory full-time schooling was led by the State Children's Council and
taken up somewhat later by the Education Department. Another is his elaboration of
Davey and Miller's argument that the South Australian working class were forced to resist
compulsory schooling because the form of schooling provided by state authorities
conflicted with expectations of the working class. While Miller and Davey locate this
conflict largely with educational programs, Wimshurst locates it firmly with the question
of familial economic survival and state strategies of consensus and coercion surrounding
the nexus between compulsory schooling and the family.

The issue of coercion has been examined by Denis Grundy in relation to the
introduction of compulsory schooling in South Australia as well. Unlike Davey, Miller
and Wimshurst, Grundy stresses the conflict between parliament and public over
particular issues such as compulsory school fees, and within parliament itself. He also
analyses the parameters stipulated by the 1875 Education Bill in some detail to suggest
that an upper age limit of 13 years was set for compulsory schooling because children
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usually went into the workforce at the age of 12. According to parliamentarians w h o
framed the legislation though, this age signified the extent to which the state should
33

intervene into parental rights.

Together these studies point to the introduction of compulsory schooling as a major
turning point in state-civil relations in South Australia in a number of ways. As Grundy

indicates, the question of rights and responsibilities was integral to state debate. Others
have indicated that the language of individual rights and responsibilities is central to
liberalism, although historians of education traditionally have argued that compulsory
education heralded the beginnings of democratic schooling. Compulsory schooling in
Australia has not been examined from this context of liberal-democratic discourse, yet
34

there are clearly issues involved here which require clarification.

One of these issues is the relationship between compulsory schooling and children's
labour. No studies have examined the relationship between youth, labour and
compulsory schooling in N.S.W. Although there is a small but growing body of British
and Canadian research into the relationship between youth, labour and schooling in
various periods, no research has been conducted for periods other than the late nineteenth
century in Australia. In general, however, the systematic study of youth's labour has
been sorely neglected by both Marxists and historians alike. Indeed, only two brief
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studies appear to have been undertaken on N.S.W., neither of which examine schooling.
Analysing the reports of Select Committees on juvenile and female labour between the
1870s and the 1890s, McDonald concludes that delays in implementing a Factory Act
which removed youth from industry can be traced to the desire of employers for low cost
labour. Examining the system of apprenticing between the two world wars, John Shields
suggests it was surrounded by contradiction stemming from the short-term desire of
individual employers for low cost labour and the long-term requirements of capital for

genuine skill. Although not examining the role of schooling in this, he concludes it was
contradiction in which the state and school were constantly entangled.

Pavla Miller indicates that the technical school was used to resolve this contradiction

in South Australia. While she links it with the process of deskilling of labour involve
the restructuring of the economy and the labour market which began around the turn of
the twentieth century, Ian Davey has more recently linked it with the destruction of

traditional forms of craft apprenticing through industrialisation and the "crisis of yo
which accompanied it. Both educational reformers and child savers, he suggests, were
concerned about those youths who were outside some institutional context; a context
which allowed for an orderly and controlled transition to adulthood. Thus secondary
schools were established to provide a more orderly transition from school to work,
"according to the demands of the dominant sexual division of labour". And hence
compulsory school attendance and the dependency model of childhood were extended to
include older youths. In brief, adolescence was created in the early twentieth century.
Davey points out that this involved a cultural reconceptualisation of age relations.
Although puberty was recognised before this time, it now carried expected social
behaviours - such as school attendance - which differentiated older youths from adults.
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This, he argues, created a peculiar contradiction between biological maturity and cultural
childhood for adolescence. In essence, however, it represented the application of what

had previously been the preserve of middle class youth to all youth i.e. prolonged perio
37

of schooling and an extended period of dependency.

This notion of age relations does take research beyond the 'cursory nod in the
direction of Centuries of Childhood', in which Aries claimed that childhood was not
recognised until the seventeenth century. It also takes into account the burgeoning

literature on the historiography of childhood, although by focusing on older youths Dave

leaves childhood itself unproblematic. Two recent studies on the history of childhood in
Australia indicate that the notion of childhood has undergone major changes from the
nineteenth to the twentieth centuries. Examining the "ideological" construction of

childhood from both literary and official state sources in Victoria and N.S.W. from 1860
to 1914, Jan Kociumbas identifies two major shifts in focus from the general nineteenth
century model of the Dickensian child which posited a need to rescue working class

children from their corrupt environments. She suggests that by the end of the nineteenth
century the (monolithic) state had assumed major control of formulating ideology about
childhood through compulsory schooling. By the turn of the century the medical

profession assumed increasing control over the construction of beliefs about the nature
children, which they postulated as an innate disposition to be troublesome or not. This

paved the way for psychologists in the early 1900s to be the new professionals on child-

rearing. The importance of psychological, medical and scientific theory on child-rearin

practice is reiterated in Kereen Reiger's study on Victoria betwen 1880 and 1940. Reiger

identifies only one major change: from the emphasis on diet, health and appropriate mora
behaviour prior to World War I, to an increasing emphasis on the psychological

P. Miller, Technical Education and the Capitalist Division of Labour', A N Z H E S Journal. 11, (1),
1982,1-17; I. Davey, Fast and Present: The Transformation of Age Relations'. In Educat
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development of children after this time. The latter stressed a need for greater maternal
supervision of children's time, space and activities in order to achieve the 'healthy
38

development' of children.

Both Kociumbas and Reiger indicate that a range of authorities have been involved in

the social construction of childhood, which is itself a concept that has shifted historical

in terms of its meaning, the agents involved in its construction, and institutional practic

In this context it is clearly necessary to extend the concept of 'age relations' beyond the
adolescent to incorporate the historically changing cultural position of younger and older
people. In other words, it is necessary to explore the social meanings attached to being
young or old, and to examine how they have altered over time in relation to one other. In

terms of this thesis questions should be asked about the significance of age in determining
studenthood. Pavla Miller claims that towards the end of the nineteenth century in South

Australia, students began to be differentiated within schools on the basis of chronological

age. Although she does not analyse this differentiation in any detail, this certainly impli
that age relations has been a more complex cultural phenomena than prior research has
39

allowed.

Together these studies on the history of South Australian education focus more on

issues that are related to the crisis of capitalism than the crisis of liberalism. Australi
theorists Connell and Irving have, however, illustrated the point made by Hall and others
that the transformation in class relations which occurred in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries was related to both crises. Indeed, Connell and Irving also provide
evidence that this transformation involved a reconstruction of social alliances around the
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theme of 'patriotism'; a theme that British theorists have also linked with the historical
emergence of the nationalist, imperialist state.

The Nationalist State
The forging of the modem state is generally accepted to be, more precisely, the
advent of the modern nation state. Although going through several transformations in its
form, Edward Carr argues that by the nineteenth century the idea that the 'nation' was
embodied in the sovereign ruling aristocractic class had been rejected by the bourgeoisie.
Modem nationalism was, he further suggests, associated with the French and American
revolutions in which the middle class boldly identified the 'nation' with 'the people'.
Rather than representing the interests of the monarch, modem nationalism claimed to

represent the collective interests of all those people within a particular state. But as C
also indicates, the ruling middle classes entertained a lively fear of revolution from
'below', they maintained private ownership of property as a condition of political rights,
and therefore identified their own interests as the collective interests of the nation.

According to more recent British historians, 'patriotism' was the language and action
of the liberalism which underscored this shift from monarchical rule. Patriotism had been
forged by radical liberalism through its opposition to absolutism on the grounds that all
Englishmen had rights which were being violated under monarchical rule. By the 1790s
patriotism had been appropriated by working class counter-revolution and its discourse
transformed, but by the 1860s working class radicalism itself had been fragmented. It
was then taken up and reworked by the conservative political right (e.g. Disraeli) in
response to two crises. One was the crisis of liberalism which faced Britain in the late
nineteenth century through demands for universal suffrage; the other the political crisis
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facing the British Government over the need to militarise against external aggression.

Patriotism of the late nineteenth century was therefore situated within this context and
deployed deliberately by the British Government to reconstruct social alliances on the
basis of a 'unanimous declaration of national unity'. Essentially it involved a

reconceptualisation of the relationship between all people and the state. The primary du
and responsiblity of people was articulated by members of government to the state,
because the state was representative of the collective will. Public 'rituals' or

demonstrations of allegiance to the state, the nation and the Empire were also increasin
a feature which shaped social life. Bill Schwarz argues that this also involved the
construction, dissemination and internalisation of information about the superiority of

English as an identifiable race. Hence 'national unity' incorporated a fundamentally rac
reconstruction of British social alliances.

Although the situation was quite different in Australia, national unity through
patriotism was also a strong and continuous theme throughout the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. Governments in N.S.W. and other Australian states had been
concerned to articulate 'citizenship' to responsible and representative colonial
governments since the 1850s, while the need for people to develop an allegiance to their
'native State' was being discussed by politicians from the 1860s. But the concept of

citizenship in Australia moved with relative rapidity from the colonial state to the nat
arena through the 1888 Centennary of Australia and the inauguration of the
Commonwealth in 1901. From the turn of the twentieth century the role of Australia in
the British Empire was a further issue promoted by state and Commonwealth
Governments; an issue which some organised labour movements strongly opposed.
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Bessant and Spaull have examined state schooling in N.S.W. between the two world

wars to conclude that it involved the "indoctrination" of young people into a nationalist
and imperialistic culture through changes in the content of schooling as well as new

activities introduced to schools such as saluting the flag. Other historians of education
have demonstrated further that state schools sought to prepare students for future

citizenship from the mid-nineteenth century. Its relationship with a representative colo

liberal state, the crisis facing the liberal state through demands for universal suffrag
the emerging liberal democratic state have not, however, been examined in any detail.

Nor has the issue of citizenship been the subject of sustained research in relation to yo

people themselves. Nevertheless, if youth are incorporated into the concept of citizenry,

significant questions are raised about the issues involved in their exclusion from unive
suffrage and the means by which their social alliances and sense of unity were reshaped.

Questions are also raised about the issue of race in relation to the forging of national
consciousness. Although historians have indicated that the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries spawned the White Australia Policy, more recent work has illustrated

that the late nineteenth century was characterised by the final dispossession of Aborigi
from their land through their segregation onto government-controlled reserves. Racism,
was, moreover, encouraged by those working class unions which sought to protect white
skilled workers' positions from the threat of migrant and black labour. Schooling has

not been perceived as playing any role in these movements by either British or Australian
historians, although the segregated system of schooling for Aboriginal youth which

See for example R.W. Connell & T.I. Irving, Op. Cit.; B. Bessant & A. Spaull, Politics of
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evolved between 1880 and 1916 in N.S.W. indicates that state schools were indeed
instrumental in this process.

Yet those historians of education who have examined the history of Aboriginal

schooling in some detail have tended to ignore the issue of race altogether. For instance
Barry Bridges adopts a perspective of natural differences which led inevitably to the
establishment of the Native Institution in 1814. Hence educational issues are at the
forefront of his analysis; the Native Institution failed in the 1820s because compulsory
education was not enacted properly and because the education scheme devised by the
Institution's managers was never implemented fully. In a more critical analysis which
encompasses the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Jim Fletcher has examined the
system of segregated Aboriginal Schools established throughout N.S.W. Claiming that

prior to 1883 state education authorities in N.S.W. had not formulated a policy of either
schooling or excluding Aboriginal children, he suggests that the Department of Public
Instruction was forced to formulate a policy of excluding Aboriginal children, following
the demands of white parents. Athough providing ample evidence of the inferior

resources provided by the Department for Aboriginal children, this analysis is an excelle

example of the tendency of liberal historiographers to conceptualise the state as a neutr

arbiter of social processes. From this perspective Fletcher also explains the Departmenta
failure to abolish regulations which allowed segregated schooling to continue under
certain circumstances as an 'oversight' which was not discovered until 1972. In spite
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B. Bridges, The Native Institution, Parramatta and Blacktown. 1814 -1829', The Forum of
Education. Part I in XXXI, (1), 1972,75-90, and Part II in XXXI, (2), 1972,157-175; B. Bridges,
'Aboriginal Education in Eastern Australia (NSW).1788-1855\ The Australian Journal of Education.
12, (3), 1968, 225-243.

" Fletcher is an historian employed within the N.S.W. Department of Education. Although
publishing several articles, his unpublished thesis contains a slightly more critical, but not radically
different, argument C.f. J J. Fletcher, The N e w South Wales Department of Education and the
Education of Aborigines. 1880-1940', The Leader. 5, (3), 1973; J J. Fletcher, 'Collarenebri - An
Attempt to Integrate Aboriginal Children', The Leader. 6, (1), 1975, 30-36; J.J. Fletcher, 'A History
of Aboriginal Education in N e w South Wales, 1788-1947', M E d Thesis, University of N e w England,
1977.
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of the wealth of archival material in these studies, they share several major theoretical

shortcomings. Besides failing to engage race as an issue, both studies fail to consider the
question of Aboriginal agency.

This question has been explored by Michael Christie in a study of the failure of the
Port Phillip Protectorate in Victoria of the early nineteenth century. Through a critical
examination of standard sources for the period, Christie articulates both the governmentmission stance and the rational response of Aborigines to the attempts to 'civilise' them.
Utilising this alternative framework, he concludes that the Aborigines at Port Phillip not

only 'frustrated or manipulated the white man's attempt to school their children', but that
47

they substantially rejected attempts to undermine their o w n culture and social structure.

This illustrates the importance of recognising that Aboriginal societies existed before
the British invasion, with their own complex and sophisticated ways of dealing with the
world. Both anthropologists and contemporary Aboriginal authors warn that it is
difficult to generalise about a homogenous Aboriginal culture or society, because of
considerable variation and diversity throughout distinct communities. There is some
agreement, however, that it is possible to note similarities between communities,

particularly when these are being compared with an extremely different culture like that of
non-Aboriginal Australians. In this context, they suggest, that Aboriginal community
differences can be seen more as 'variations on a main theme'.
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M . Christie, The Failure of the Port Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate 1838-1849", A N Z H E S Journal.
8,1979, 8-21. O n this issue also see for example: M.F. Christie, Aborigines in Colonial Victoria.
1835-1886. Sydney University Press, Sydney, 1979; D. Huggonson, 'Towards a History of
Aboriginal Education in N e w South Wales', The Aboriginal Child at School. 12, (5), 1984,24-32;
L. Ryan, 'Aboriginal W o m e n and Agency', Australian Feminist Studies. 2,1986, 35-43; D. Snow,
The History of Aboriginal Education in N e w South Wales: A Critique and Commentary on Future
Directions', Paper Presented to the A N Z H E S N.S.W. Regional Conference, University of Newcastle,
1987.

° E.g. L. Lippmann, Op. Cit.; K. Maddock, The Australian Aborigines. A Portrait of Their S
Penguin, Australia, 1982.
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Christie's study also points to the inappropriateness of assuming that state intentions
were translated into effect unproblematically - for Aborigines at the Port Phillip
Protectorate did not automatically become Anglo-Europeanised as colonial authorities
intended. But as Peter Read demonstrates, neither can all Aboriginal action be construed

as resistance to white domination. Utilising written evidence of state authorities and ora
evidence of members of the Wiradjuri community in N.S.W., Read argues that while

white contact invariably and often disastrously affected Aboriginal lifestyles and culture
the long-term effect can be characterised as adaptation through both resistance and
assimilation. Through this interpretive framework of discontinuous modification, Read
argues that pre-contact culture was modified in particular ways in response to the
demands of white policy and actions. Assimilation in this context means that some
features of white society were incorporated into Wiradjuri culture, as well as the
movement of some Wiradjuri into white society. He thus concludes that even in areas
where community languages have been suppressed and forgotten, a distinguishable
Aboriginal identity and lifestyle has remained intact, although some features may have
altered.

Together this theoretical and empirical work provides evidence that class and race
relations were bound up with the creation of the interventionist and nationalist state as
consequence of crises in liberalism and capitalism. A critical issue which the British
historians on patriotism have not explored in relation to the crisis of liberalism or
capitalism is, however, that it was also a crisis of masculine proportions.

C.f. J. Miller. Koori: A Will to Win. The Heroic Resistance. Survival and Triumnh of Black
Australia, Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 1985; R. Folds, Whitefella School. Education and
Aboriginal Resistance, Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1987; P J. Read, 'A History of the Wiradjuri
People of N e w South Wales. 1883-1969', PhD Thesis, A N U , 1983 (2 volumes).
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The Patriarchal State
Feminist research has indicated that from the mid-nineteenth century 'universal'
suffrage was demanded for, and extended to, men. It was not until the early twentieth
century that women were enfranchised. Several Australian feminist historians have
suggested that the forthright campaigns for women's rights that characterised the turn
the twentieth century can be understood as a gender battle which created a crisis in
patriarchy. Marion Aveling claims it is in this context that Kerreen Reiger's study on
technical restructuring of the Australian home and family should be placed, as an

"analysis linking the battle for women's suffrage with the changing relations of bedroo

and kitchen". Although other studies illustrate that Australian women have been defined

socially through their sexuality and reproductive function since 1788, some also sugges
that this heightened during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Indeed,
authorities of the late nineteenth century were intensely concerned with women's
reproductive function in society, which included their sexuality, methods of
contraception, childbirth and child-rearing patterns. The result, some suggest, was

increased state intervention into the lives of both working class and middle class wome
As the sexuality of women become a major preoccupation of state authorities, women
50
were defined increasingly through this dimension.

In other words, these studies indicate that the late nineteenth century crisis of
patriarchy involved a complex transformation of perceptions about the role of women in
society. While women may have been incorporated into the 'public' sphere by gaining
the vote, they were linked increasingly with the 'private1 sphere of the family and the
home through the focus on their sexual and reproductive funtion. It is in this broader
context that changes to Australian schooling can be placed.

M. Aveling, "Review of Disenchantment of the Home ', Thesis Eleven. 17, 1987, 127-131. Also
see, for example: A. Summers, Damned Whores and God's Police. Penguin, Victoria, 1975; Sydney
Labour History Group, Op. Cit.; J. Kociumbas, The Management of Children, Medical Advice on
Child Care in N e w South Wales and Victoria. 1860-1900', Australia 1888.9,1983,14-19.
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Noeline Kyle has demonstrated that the question of preparation for citizenship in
N.S.W. state schools between 1848 and 1920 involved substantial gender differences.
With a specific focus on education as a means of social mobility, Kyle convincingly
demonstrates that girls' schooling was different from and inferior to boys' schooling.

She concludes that despite this overall difference, limited opportunities for girls did exis
particularly through several private schools and the selective state high schools which
emerged initially in the early 1880s. Limitations were imposed, she suggests, largely
through the implementation of domestic education as the basic educational formula for
girls in state schools. This argument is consistent with studies on other Australian states,
which point to the contradiction of state authorities' actions in relation to the domestic
curricula in delineating women's "natural destiny" as homemaker yet structuring it into the
curriculum as knowledge that needed to be learned.

Examining this in relation to the (continuing) demand for domestic servants, Paula
Hamilton argues that the domestification of girls' schooling from 1912 restructured state
schooling not only for working class girls but also for the middle class girls - for the
purpose of limiting their participation in the labour market. The generalised effect was to

posit a life of domesticity as the major option for all girls in public schools from this ti
In a study of the effects of technical rationality on the family and the home in Victoria
between 1880 and 1940, Kerreen Reiger reaches the similar conclusion that technical
expertise and its manipulation of the family dramatically altered the role of both working
class and bourgeois women. This process therefore seemed to involve the construction of
52

gender as a cohesive force which cut across and hence obscured class differences.
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Gender, this also implies, probably became more central to the concept of studenthood

itself. Further research is required to assess this, because gender relations have not b

examined in the history of Australian education. Instead, feminist studies in the histor

Australian education have aimed largely at redressing the accounts of male schooling as a
universal experience. Studies have engaged in the necessary first step of rendering
53

w o m e n visible by tracing the history of women's education.

Reiger's study does not address the issue of gender relations alone though. It is one

of several recent Australian social histories that have examined the shift towards techn

rationality in the late nineteenth century and the changes in social relations created b
Together these studies have located medical expertise as an emerging cultural force and
medicine as a major form of interventionist technology from the late nineteenth century.

The Technocratic State
Examining the relationship of medical expertise with asylums in N.S.W. between
1880 and 1940, Stephen Garton concluded that medical opinion and practice profoundly
transformed definitions of sanity and insanity, and that this altered the range of the
population likely to be incarcerated in asylums. Initially the asylum population was
largely unskilled, single, itinerant and male, but by 1940 it included a substantial
proportion of married women. From a different perspective, Kerreen Reiger has
delineated the transformations wrought by medical expertise on parenting in Victoria, to
conclude that mothers became mediators of medical definitions of childrearing and
mothering practices. State schools assumed some of this task by initiating parenting
lessons for female students and their mothers. By the same token David McCallum has
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argued that the eugenics m o v e m e n t was introduced in the late nineteenth century to
Australia through medicine, and that medical practitioners focused on students in state
schools as a means of social engineering. Through this there was a shift from the
nineteenth cen ry definition of moral and social unfitness to mental and physical
unfitness which, he suggests, recast the same working class and criminal population in a
new mould. Applying McCallum's argument to South Australian schooling, Pavla Miller

contends that intelligence testing became a new and sophisticated method for ensuring the
working class did not become socially mobile in an era which stressed equality of
opportunity through schooling.

Garton's analysis of insanity suggests, however, that a more complex change than

the simple reproduction of class relations probably occurred in Australian schools throu

the use of the 'scientific' instrument, the intelligence test. Indeed, existing literatur
the history of education implies that women and people with disabilities were recast
through scientism. Noeline Kyle contends that from the late nineteenth century in
N.S.W. scientific arguments posited women as intellectually and physically inferior to
men, and that these arguments were drawn on to justify the gender differentiation which
occurred in N.S.W. schools. In Victoria, physically disabled children became an

educational issue in the late 1880s as state Health authorities began to provide schoolin
for people who were institutionalised as "idiots" in mental asylums. Victorian school
authorities also extended compulsory education to the "infirm" in 1910. Although this

particular situation remains to be explored for N.S.W., these studies clearly indicate t

technical expertise had some impact on Australian schooling during this period beyond remarginalising the unskilled working class.

S. Garton, Medicine and Madness. A Social History of Insanity in N e w South Wales. 1880-1940.
N.S.W. University Press, Kensington, 1988; K. Reiger, Op. Cit.; D.McCallum, Fugenics,
Psychology and Education in Australia'. In R. Teese & G. Wickham (Eds.), Melbourne Working
Papers 4, University of Melbourne, Victoria, 1982/1983,17-33; P. Miller, Long Division. Op. Cit.

N. Kyle, Her Natural Destiny, Op. Cit.; GR. Newman, 'Educational Segregation in Victor
1900-1968: A View from the Sociology of Deviance', The Australian Journal of Education. 1974,18,
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M u c h of this recent literature on technical rationality indicates that with the emergence
of experts came increasing surveillance and regulation of the family. Christopher Lasch
describes this as the advent of the 'therapeutic state', where professionals like
psychologists have played a significant role in undermining parental authority and
confidence, and in leaving the family prone to a degrading dependence on experts. Ivan
Illich has more succinctly labelled this the 'age of disabling professions', where
people had "problems", experts had "solutions" and scientists measured
imponderables such as "abilities" and "needs".56

Illich suggests further that the creation and monopolisation of specialised knowledge
which only the initated 'experts' had access to, and the right to, dispense has
disempowered people in general. He argues that professions to do with medicine, law
and education have been particularly powerful in determining and proscribing people's
needs - and that this has subverted democracy.

It is within this context that the early twentieth century movement towards
professional teacher training in Australia should be situated. For the purposes of this
thesis, however, specific questions need to be asked about the relationship between new
forms of professional expertise and the state, the relationship between medicine and the
state within the context of schooling, the relationship between these new experts and
families, and the influence of these potential changes on the reconceptualisation of
studenthood.

(1), 50-67; J. Lewis, 'So Much Grit in the Hub of the Educational Machine. Schools, Society and
the Invention of Measurable Intelligence'. In B. Bessant (Ed.), Mother State and Her Little Ones.
Children and Youth in Australia. 1860s-1930s. Centre for Youth and Community Studies, Melbourne,
1987,140-166.

I. Illich, 'Disabling Professions'. In I. Illich et. al., Disabling Professions. Marion Boyar
1977,11. Also see C. l^asch, Haven in a Heartless World: The Family Besieged. Basic Books, New
York, 1977.
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CONCLUSION

The foregoing discussion has indicated that the state cannot be regarded as a unified

entity. Rather, it is a multi-dimensional phenomenon that varies across time. During t

time span covered by this thesis it is clear that the activities and functions of the
changed enormously. While the state cannot be regarded as having a constant form or
method of operation, it is appropriate to conceptualise the state as having both a
fragmented organisational dimension and varying functions - any of which may be in
conflict with the other. At its most basic level however, the state was forged and
continues to be perceived as a site of power within society. Indeed, the process of
forging the modern state involved a reconceptualisation of society itself; a
reconceptualisation in which the state and society have been, and continue to be,
inextricably linked. As such, the state has been influential in the shaping and

restructuring of social relations far beyond the simple reproduction of class relatio

the state has also been a site of struggle, where individuals and groups have attempt
reshape the social world by altering the power relations expressed within and by it

A similar situation pertains to class, gender, race and age. While recognising that
each of these analytical categories are problematic, prior discussion indicates that

more appropriate to conceptualise each as socially and culturally constructed, and to
recognise that each has altered over time. There is also a need to recognise the
complicated interactions that arise between race, gender, class and age relations.
Contemporary Aboriginal women argue, for example, that white contact has resulted in

the subversion of gender relations found in pre-contact Aboriginal societies. Some ha

argued further that despite this, race has been the central defining feature of Abori

experience since the British invasion. Henry Reynolds contends that the race question

early colonial N.S.W. was also a class question. Paula Hamilton argues that class and
gender relations were transformed together through early twentieth century state
schooling. A number of the historical studies in the foregoing discussion clearly
indicate, moreover, that state authorities focused on particular social relations at
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times. T h e most important task of the following chapters in this thesis is, therefore, not
to predetermine the shape of these social categories and relationships as much as it is to
examine each in their historical and cultural context to ascertain how they influenced the
57

conceptualisation of studenthood.

See, for example: F. Gale (Ed.) W e are Bosses Ourselves. The Status and Role of Aboriginal
W o m e n Today. Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, Canberra, 1983; H. Reynolds, 'Aborigines
and European Social Hierarchy', Aboriginal History. 7, (2), 1983,124-133; P. Hamilton, Op. Cit.;
R.W. Connell & T.I. Irving, Op. Cit.
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CHAPTER 3
THE ORIGINS OF STUDENTHOOD
IN A PENAL STATE
1788 - 1847
The Rising Generation of this Infant Colony
should receive instruction in those Principles
which alone can render them
dutiful and obedient to their Parents and Superiors,
honest, faithful and useful Members of Society,
and good Christians.l

INTRODUCTION
Those historians of education who have examined the early years of British

settlement in N.S.W. in some detail have argued that in contrast to contemporary Britai
there was intense state involvement with schooling. Yet the reasons for this have been
difficult to ascertain. In the 1950s V.W.E. Goodin saw state intervention as benevolent
and necessary government reaction to a convict colony filled with profligate parents.
More recently John Cleverley has argued that there was a "sudden unforseen demand for
education" which forced evangelicals into considering the question of schooling, which

was then used as a tool of social reform. This chapter suggests that the question of why
colonial authorities were intent on some youth becoming students in N.S.W. can be
answered by examining the unique form of the early colonial state, the tensions between

liberalism and penalism, and the specific social conditions related to youth in this co
It begins by exploring the social condition in which studenthood emerged to argue that

focus was on schools (rather than students) as an instrument of controlled social chang

Government and General Order, Svdnev Gazette. 24/2/1810.

V.W.E. Goodin, Public Education in New South Wales Before 1848', JRHAS. 36, (1-5), 1950;
J. Cleverley, The First Generation. School and Society in Early Australia. Sydney University Press,
N.S.W., 1971, 13.
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S T A T E A N D S O C I E T Y T O T H E 1820s
When the First Fleet came to N.S.W. in 1788 with the intention of founding a penal
colony, formal power was vested in the military. It has been argued that this military
imbalance of power resulted in the exercise of authority as blatant and oppressive

coercion, especially in relation to Aborigines and convicts. Equipped with instruction
secure land and backed by a military force in a country which was already occupied by

indigenous population with sophisticated societies of their own, conflict between Angl
Europeans and Aborigines was inevitable.

So too was conflict of a different type between the military and convicts. The convict

experience involved a loss of rights, entitlements and status, and punishment was dealt

out according to the status of the offender rather than the offence. Demands for change
occurred within the parameters of this penal model, with convicts referring to the
established principles of English justice and drawing on strategies such as 'go-slow'
work techniques and the manipulation of magistracies. As Macintyre points out, this
often worked to the ultimate detriment of those convicts who sought justice, because
magistrates played an important role in supporting military expectations regarding
submission to authority and the protection of private property. Emancipists and

immigrants too were bound by this civil sphere where military personnel administered t

British settlements "under the conditions of war" until 1804. Even after this date tho
who insisted they 'were free men and would do as they pleased' were viewed by

authorities as inimical to the control and discipline required in penal settlements. B
1840, however, convicts and ex-convicts formed the majority of the British population
N.S.W.4

3

Governor Phillip's First Commission, HRA. Series 1,1,13-15; H. Reynolds, The Other Si
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A m o r e subtle dimension of coercion also existed within this penal model. Consistent
with recent changes to the British prison system, military authorities in N.S.W. also
aimed to reform convicts. Consistent with the British practice of appointing ministers of
religion within prisons to facilitate this process, the Reverend Richard Johnson was
recruited from the London Missionary Society to accompany the First Fleet as Chaplain.
His stated intention was to reform all convicts. Soon joined by other missionaries, much
of the formal reformative role was delegated to and assumed by the religious in N.S.W.

Like the military, missionaries believed in their o w n inherent superiority. Convicts,
Aborigines, labourers and Irish Catholics were all discussed in a similar vein as the
'uncivilised' and 'heathen' "lower orders". According to colonial authorities an entire
lifestyle which included visible differences such as clothing helped to mark themselves off

as superior: "is it a likely way to civilize the heathen, to live in huts, and eat, and dress
they do?" It was this conviction in their own superiority as much as the formal positions
of power they occupied that underpinned their approach to reformation. As criminals
were regarded as 'outcasts' from a society they had 'dishonoured', the reformative task
was seen to involve the 'amendment' of individuals so they could take their place within
society. The two major strategies used to achieve this were imprisonment and 'a life of
labour':

Johnson to SPG, 1794. In G. Mackaness (Ed.), Some Letters of Rev. Richard Johnson. Part II. Ford,
Sydney, 1954. O n the new refcjmative focus in British prisons see: D. Philips, 'A Just Measure of
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"Sociology, the State and Penal Relations'. In D. Garland & P. Young (Eds.), The Power to Punish.
Contemporary Penality and Social Analysis. Heinnemann, London, 1983, 84-100.
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The loss of America induced the British Government to look out for some other
distant region of the earth to which w e might transport the outcasts of society,
w h o had endangered the peace of their fellow citizens by their crimes, and
where, secured from escape, they might by a life of labour, be rendered useful to
the nation they had injured and dishonoured and thus again be restored to
society, corrected and amended. 7
According to colonial authorities then, the willingness of the 'lower orders' to labour
indicated not only their willingness to be reformed but ultimately their willingness to

contribute to the stability of society. But convicts were also expected to labour in or
earn their rations from the Government stores. Hence their labour was linked with both
their own reformation and the economic framework of the British settlements. Indeed,
convict labour was crucial in establishing the economic infrastructure of the British

settlements in N.S.W. It was, for example, utilised extensively to clothe, house and fee

the British settlements and to erect all public buildings, bridges and roads. At the sam
time though, colonial authorities began to create a market economy and instigate wage
labour with a long-term view towards a permanent colony. It was based on the premiss

of the classic liberal capitalist state that the government's task was to facilitate the

conditions which would enable individuals to accumulate enough wealth to at least render
them responsible for their own economic self-sufficiency.

In many ways these two economies complemented each other. For instance, convict
labour was distributed through the 'free' market via the assigned convict system to
facilitate its development. Because employers were responsible for the keep of their

assigned convicts there was less reliance on the Government stores. Yet the two economic
bases also held a fundamental contradiction, for one assumed a reliance on the
government while the other focused on individuals' assuming responsibility for

A Concise View of the Present State of Evangelical Religion Throughout the World, Evangelical
Magazine,Vol. XIX, 1811,498, B T Box 49 M L .

Government and General Order, 12/12/1796, HRNSW. 3,186. For a detailed discussion of t
economy and labour market see R.W. Connell & T.H. Irving, Op. Cit.; K. Alford, Production or
Reproduction? An Economic History of W o m e n in Australia. 1788-18S0 Oxford University Press,
Melbourne, 1984.
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themselves. This contradiction played a critical role in shaping authorities' views about
the social redeemability of particular groups of people. The reluctance of Aborigines to be
engaged continuously in wage labour, for example, was taken as a sign of their inability
to become 'civilized', while the reluctance of convict women to act as domestic servants
was taken to be an indication of their inability to be reformed.

Exacerbating these perceptions w a s the belief that the bourgeois family w a s a natural
expression of economic and other relationships. Arising from the nexus between
liberalism and capitalism during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, major features
of the middle class family are a companionate marriage followed by mutual habitation in a
residence which provides privacy from the external world. Relationships within this
family form are further structured through men's work in the public sphere of paid
employment and women's unpaid work in the private domestic sphere. The task of
children is to prepare for these gender-specific adult roles, generally through formal
instruction. Structurally then the bourgeois family unit is nuclear. Economically the
family unit functions with women and children financially dependent on men, with men
freed for paid labour by women's unpaid work in the home and children freed for formal
education through both. A number of colonial authorities, such as Phillip Gidley King,
the second Governor of N.S.W., come from precisely this type of familial background,
and these beliefs were reflected in many of the social policies formulated by them.

See for example K. Alford, Op. Cit.; S. Foster, 'Aboriginal Rights and Official Morality', The Push
from the Bush. A Bulletin of Social History. 11, 1981, 68-91; A. Atkinson, 'The Ethics of
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O n the other hand, most convicts c a m e from a working class background where the
extended family functioned as an economic unit. Not only was the family the unit of
production, but the family network provided support in times of economic and other
crises. It was through the extended family too that children were informally and formally
apprenticed. Yet convicts were transported individually, resulting in an absence of
apprenticing and support networks for some time. In addition, although a fair proportion
of men and women formed stable unions in colonial N.S.W. many did not formally
12
marry.

Not only was a well-developed economic infrastructure absent in the British
settlements of N.S.W., but so too were the familial forms that helped it to function.
Common law nonetheless assumed that men were responsible for and had authority over
both women and children. While authorities therefore attempted to induce men to support
women they had intercourse with and the children they fathered, few mechanisms were
established to ensure this actually occurred. In view of the colonial push for selfsufficiency, they even appeared willing to waive common law in order for women to take
on the economic burden of rearing children. But other social policy resulted in few
13
w o m e n being able to d o so.
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Indeed, the labouring role of convicts and the gender relations in bourgeois familial
ideology had posed quite a contradiction for colonial authorities. If convict women were
allocated to paid public labour then they would contravene 'natural' gender relations
which located women in the private domestic sphere. But all convicts were expected to

labour in order to establish the British settlements, to facilitate the market economy, t
'earn' their rations, and to reform them. Authorities' resolution of this conflict was to
stress the desirability of marriage for convict women so that men instead of the
government would provide for them - and in the meantime to allocate convict women to
an extremely limited range of devalued spheres of employment which gave them minimal
wages. Hence a tightly gendered labour market emerged in N.S.W. in comparison to
contemporary Britain, with women allocated mainly to domestic service.

Ultimately the restricted employment and remuneration available to women, together
with the absence of mechanisms to ensure men provided for children they had fathered,
resulted in convict women with young children comprising the majority of those on
government rations. Authorities continuously condemned both for "burdening the State"
and took this reliance as further evidence of women's inherent worthlessness as workers
and parents. Indeed it enhanced the view that they were probably 'prostitutes' and that

they were unable to be reformed. British authorities concurred, claiming that being singl
was unnatural for women, that being single in N.S.W. was sufficient to cause
prostitution, and that children of single mothers were therefore 'neglected'.

C.f. K. Alford, Op. Cit.; M . Perrott, A Tolerable Good Success. Economic Opportunities for
Women in N e w South Wales. 1788-1830. Hale & Iremonger, Sydney, 1983; D. Snow, 'Orphan
Schools Revisted: Family Ideology in Early Nineteenth Century N.S.W.'. In N. Kyle (Ed.), Gender
and Education Unit. Collected Conference Papers 1988. University of Wollongong, 1989.
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Through conditions which were created largely by colonial authorities themselves,

many people - especially convict and ex-convict women - found it difficult to approxima
the ideal 'subject'. More specifically this was someone who demonstrated a blend of

features essential to capitalism and liberalism in a penal colony by promptly obeying a
Government Orders, respecting private and public property, facilitating industries and
supporting themselves through industrious labour. Given the inability of many to meet
these criteria, the intentions Chaplain Johnson had of reforming convicts were soon
dashed. But their children were singled out quickly as providing a more viable
alternative:
If any Hopes are to be formed of any Reformation being effected in this Colony,
I believe it must begin amongst those of the Rising Generation
& no steps, I think, can be better adopted & pursued for this Purpose than
due attention being paid to their Instruction and Morals.17
According to colonial authorities young people not only presented a better means of
ensuring the penal character would be reformed, but these children needed to be rescued
from parental neglect and "saved from certain ruin". Before 1830 approximately 80% of
Anglo-Saxon youth had at least one convict or ex-convict parent. Indeed, in 1800
Governor King estimated that 398 of the 958 children at the General Muster were "going
about the streets in a most neglected manner". Some of these young people would have
been on the streets without adult company because their parents were convicts who were
sent to daily labour by military authorities.

Yet there was also an absence of traditional apprenticing networks and manufacturies
in early colonial N.S.W. which kept young people in contemporary Britain from the
'labouring class' off the streets. This "unnatural" visibility of colonial youth was

exacerbated further by their rapid proportional increase in the British settlements, ri

King to Portland, 31/12/1800, H R A . Series 1,3,45.
Johnson to Secretary of the SPG, 6/12/1794. In G. Mackaness (Ed.), Op. Cit, 9-10.
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from a meagre 3 % in 1788 to 1 7 % in 1798. 18 Their presence on the streets in a penal
colony where state authorities believed hard labour was central to morality and social
stability, resulted in 'idle' young people also becoming a target of reform in their own
right:

At present they are brought up in idleness, and uncleanliness, and robbery, and
scattered up and d o w n in every part of the settlement...it is well k n o w n that, if
Children be not assembled for some good and useful purpose, they will
assemble themselves for Mischief and Disorder.19
Broadly speaking this dual focus on young people and their parents reflected a
contradiction found at law. Common law presumed youth would be located within a

family unit under the economic and moral authority of their fathers. Contrasting this was

criminal law, which held individuals to be responsible for their own actions, to the exte
20

that young people were transported individually as convicts.

Establishing schools and an apprenticing network were nominated by authorities as
appropriate methods for dealing with what was construed as a complex social problem of
criminals, parents and young people. Both would provide a means by which the
inherently superior and "pains-taking middle class" could teach children from the lower
orders by "good example". Schools and apprenticeships were perceived not only as an
institutional means of providing idle youths with labour, of rescuing children from
parental neglect and minimising the influence of 'problematic' parents (especially

mothers) over their own children, but also as social instruments of "great utility to so
at large" by preventing the children of convicts from becoming like their "abandoned
parents". Indeed, in 1807 colonial authorities received instructions from Downing Street

King to Johnson and Others, 7/8/1800, H R N S W . 4,135; Marsden to Smith, 10/1/1817, B T Box 15
M L ; B. Gandevia. Tears Often Shed. Child Health and Welfare in Australia from 1788. Pergamon
Press, Australia, 1978; Table Al, Appendix A.
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to establish a system of schooling in N.S.W. which paid more attention to the morals and

industry of youth than to other learning. But by this time both apprenticing and schooling
21

were well underway on colonial initiative.

Although each formed a means of dealing with the absence of a well-developed
infrastructure in the British settlements of N.S.W., there can be no doubt that both the

British instruction and colonial initative were suggested in general terms by contemporar
British practice. The English Charity Sunday school movement instructed employed
working class youth, English workhouses provided labour and instruction for destitute
youth, and National Schools had been established by the English to convert the
'subversive' Irish to Protestantism. Yet the systematic schooling and apprenticing of
young people in N.S.W. clearly arose in response to local conditions and did not simply
22

duplicate the British experience.

In the first instance, the defined social functions of these institutions were different.

Through them, colonial authorities sought to do what the convict system itself essentiall
failed to achieve; to render N.S.W. a consensual society characterised by a morality
which had industriousness and obedience at its core. Consequently the form of the
institutions were different in the second instance. Consistent with the gendered labour

market, military authorities had established a system of apprenticing convict and then fre
bom boys to private families and government works. Consistent with the reformative
task of missionaries, their most important duty was defined by themselves, by British

state authorities, and by colonial authorities, as educating the children of 'convicts, po

colonists and the native heathen'. Their agreed aim was to ensure that "every care is take

E.g. Hunter to Portland, 20/8/1796, H R A . Series 1, 1, 595; King to Johnson and Others, 7/8/1800,
H R N S W . 4,135; Hassall to Burder, 8/8/1801, H R N S W . 4,447; Wilberforce to Castlereagh,
9/11/1805, H R N S W . 5,729; R. Therry, Reminiscences of Thirty Years' Residence in N e w South
Wales and Victoria. 1863, (Facsimile Edition, Sydney University Press, 1974).

For an analysis of the influence of these on N.S.W. schools, see J. Cleverley, Op. Cit.
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to m a k e s o m e change in the next generation"; their specific method w a s through the

institution of the school. While both the religious and military shared a clearly articula
vision of social order and stability being achieved through schools, each added their own
specialised aims. The religious sought not only to 'restore' people to society but also to
"fit them for the hereafter". Military authorities hoped that schools, which doubled as
churches, would assist with discipline and control by imposing 'the restraint of religious
awe' on the population. Essentially, however, these differences did not conflict. Indeed,
the shared task of establishing schools as part of the infrastructure within the British
. . 23

settlements was too critical for any major conflict to develop between these authorities.

By 1800 two types of government school had been established. One was the 'total'
school which sought to remove young people completely from the general community and

their families, to train them in segregated institutions, and to place them into pre-arran
apprenticeships on their release. The other type was the day school, the first of which
was established in 1798. As both day and total schools sought to monitor the relationship
of youth with their parents and with society, colonial authorities viewed the two types of
school as variations on the one theme. The main difference between them, they explained
to British authorities, was that parents provided food and clothing for those in day
24

schools while the government undertook this task for students in total schools.

Responsibility and authority were therefore the criteria of differentiation and the
perception colonial authorities had of themselves was that they were acting as surrogate

parents by fulfilling an in loco parentis role. The relationship of youth with the state as

London Missionary Society (LMS) to Missionaries in Sydney, October 1799, H R N S W , 3,731-732;
LMS to Hunter, October 1799, HRNSW. 3,731; King to Hobart, 1/3/1804, HRNSW. 5, 324;
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"pupils" in schools or apprenticeships also reflected this assumed role. According to the
Oxford dictionary the term not only describes students but is a legal status applied to
someone who is under the care of a guardian and within the age of minority. But by

British liberal tradition the extent to which N.S.W. authorities could assume this guar

role and intervene into the private lives of families was limited by the extent to which
young people and parents were seen to be socially problematic. Although Governor King
had stated in 1800 that 42% of young people in the British settlements should be placed
an Orphan School, only those who were seen to be most problematic or most neglected
and vulnerable were actually institutionalised. Consistent with the gendered labour
market and perceptions of convict women as inherently worthless, two Female Orphan
Schools had been established by 1801 while an equivalent institution for boys did not
emerge until 1819. But by establishing schools and instigating methods of apprenticing

colonial authorities were taking on moral responsibilities which liberal ideology infor

them lay with the family and outside the sphere of the state. Hence total schools can be

seen as filling the gap created by the unequal distribw ution of labour and resources in
penal colony, while day schools filled the gap between total schools and the extent to
which they could be implemented within a coexisting tradition of liberalism.

Clearly schooling in N.S.W. was a strange crucible in which liberal and penal
models merged. Equally as clear is that studenthood was an implied concept embedded

within the context of schooling as a social institution; a context which colonial autho
had delineated as a response to the socially problematic "lower orders". The purposes,
problems and rules of the various government schools indicate that these concerns
continued to influence this original shape of studenthood in N.S.W. Nowhere was this
expressed more clearly than in the Orphan Schools.
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Y O U T H . S T U D E N T S A N D T O T A L S C H O O L S : 1788 - 1820s
Until 1826 when a group of colonial elite concerned about the lack of suitable

domestic servants established a training school for girls, the colonial governm
25

instigated all of the total schools for young people within the British settlements.

The

first of these was the Female Orphan School established on Norfolk Island in 1795,
which was followed by a Female and Male Orphan School on the mainland in 1800 and
1819 respectively. Gender relations clearly were involved in the establishment of
Orphan Schools.

Female and Male Orphan Schools. 1795- 1830: Institutionalising Gender Relations
Both convict and ex-convict women had fewer opportunities than men to be seen as
useful, industrious, self-supporting and moral members of society. Not surprisingly, the
majority of girls and boys in the Orphan Schools came from families headed by single
convict and ex-convict mothers. The criteria of being reared by an immoral mother, in
poverty, fatherless and neglected are liberally sprinkled through the documents on the
orphan schools. Through orphan schools colonial authorities therefore perceived

themselves to be filling a surrogate father ox paternalistic role, and they sought to preve
girls from becoming like their 'prostitute' mothers by institutionalising them. Once
institutionalised, parental contact was severed completely. Guardianship was vested in
the Management Committee and parents were expressly forbidden to have any contact
27

with their children until they reached the age of 18 years.

2

5 This was the Female School of Industry. See N. Kyle, Her Natural Destiny. Op. Cit.
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The Norfolk Island School closed sometime before the settlement was abandoned while the
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Authorities therefore intended not only to minimise parental influence but to

disempower parents, particularly mothers, of the legal authority they held over their own
children. This parochial definition of 'orphan' was adhered to despite warnings from the
British Government to ensure that only parentless children were institutionalised and
despite strenuous objections by a new Management Committee in the 1820s about
children of (convict) parents being placed there. The responses of various governors
included ignoring the British diatribes, disbanding the objecting Committee, and
eventually allowing the implementation of new rules in the 1820s which permitted parents
28

to visit their orphan children under supervision once a week.

But Female Orphan Schools did not only involve the question of separating girls
from their 'profligate' mothers. Apprenticeships had been provided for boys, indicating
clearly that authorities were eager for young people from the labouring class to work at
productive and useful employment. But apprenticeships had been organised for boys
alone. With an absence of 'legitimate' avenues of employment for girls, authorities were
quick to assume that they were probably working as prostitutes themselves:
Soon after I arrived here the sight of so many girls between the age of eight and
twelve, verging on that brink of ruin and prostitution which several had fallen
into, induced m e to set about rescuing the elder girls from the snares laid for
them, and which the horrible example and treatment of m a n y of their parents
hurried them into.29

As was the case with older women, authorities probably included any number of activities
like 'being on the streets' as evidence of girls' prostitution. Given the lack of

Orderstothe Committee of the Orphan Institution, 30/10/1802, H R A . Series 1,11, 598; Brisbane to
Scott, 23/5/1825, H R A . Series 1,11, 614; Rules and Regulations of the Orphan Schools, 'Clergy
and Schools Land Corporation. Proceedings of General Courts, 17/4/1826 - 29/6/1830', CSLR SB
4/291 A O N S W .
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employment for w o m e n , girls were more likely than boys to be 'idling' on the streets.
But given the constant underemployment of women, the male demand for prostitution and

the viability of it as remunerative labour for women, perhaps some girls did take up this
sort of labour. Authorities were, nonetheless, definite in their assumption that Orphan
Schools promised a means of curtailing girls' current and future sexual activity and,
therefore, of regulating their labour.

Within the orphan schools girls were taught alternative employment skills. Besides
being apprenticed into domestic service on reaching the leaving age, before 1818 they
30

were put to labour manufacturing clothing.

Indeed the school on Norfolk Island was

established around the same time as a flax manufactory which aimed to provide sufficient
clothing for the British settlements. Managers of both Female Orphan Schools were
instructed to have the girls taught "handicraft professions" which was translated more
specifically into producing sufficient clothing for themselves and for sale. Their work

therefore contributed to the dual economy of self-sufficiency and government stores while

indicating to authorities that they were being reformed. A formal, albeit complicated, li
between studenthood and the economy had been laid. From 1818 the manufacture of
clothing for sale in the Female Orphan Schools ceased. Instead girls were to learn to
cook, sew and manage a dairy and garden in order "to fit them for wives of farmers".
Arranged marriage on their release at the age of thirteen years was introduced as an

alternative to domestic service. To further induce girls to marry, material encouragement
was given to their prospective husbands in the shape of a land grant and a cow. Through

The common assumption has been that girls were therefore trained for domestic service within the
schools: e.g. N. Kyle, Her Natural Destiny. Op. Cit.; K. Alford, Op. Cit.; M . Horsburgh, 'The
Apprenticing of Dependent Children in New South Wales Between 1850 and 1885', Journal of
Australian Studies. 7,1980, 33-54. On the manufacture of clothing see evidence in J. Ramsland, Op.
Cit.
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this n e w and additional aim the boundaries of bourgeois femininity which authorities'
o1

assumed these girls had transgressed through prostitution were m a d e more explicit.

It was at this time that the first Orphan School for boys was established. Emerging
without the rhetorical flourishes accompanying the Female Orphan Schools, it has been

argued that the school was established due to a dearth of skilled male labour in the Bri
settlements at the time. Some boys were apprenticed within the school itself while the
majority were engaged in activities like vegetable gardening which made them more
suitable for unskilled agricultural labour - which was in fact the destiny of most, who
32

were apprenticed out as farm labourers at the age of twelve.

If institutions for girls

emerged at a time when authorities were concerned about the labour-morality of women,
then at a more basic level the Orphan School for boys also emerged at a time when
authorities were concerned about the the labour-morality of men. For men, morality was
seen to involve the capacity to financially maintain a family, and unemployment was
increasing in urban areas at the time. Like girls beforehand, some boys were now seen to
possess inappropriate labour skills by being unemployed. Unlike girls, boys still had
more opportunities to find some form of 'legitimate' remunerative labour - which
33

accounts for the fact that more girls were institutionalised than boys during this period.

Despite the patent gendering of skills and futures for pupils in the orphan schools,
each institution shared the more fundamental aim of reformation through labour.
Reinforcing this was the punishment approved by authorities to "amend" disobedient

King to Foveaux, 26/6/1800, H R N S W . 4, 105; King to Portland, 9/9/1800, H R A . Series 1, 11,
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Op. Cit. O n the marriage gifts see InstructionstoBligh, H R N S W . 6,251.
J. Ramsland, Op. Cit.
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students. W h e n placed in the "punishment class" students wore a yellow jacket with
black sleeves with the offence written on the back. This rendered these students visibly
different from others who wore a uniform consisting of "a plain and economic garb,
suitable to their Condition in life". As Ramsland notes, the introduction of uniforms to
the orphan schools was not just an efficient means of clothing large numbers of children

but was a visible and permanent indicator of their low status to themselves and to others
Physical appearance was clearly an important feature of studenthood. If failing to be
amended after wearing the punishment jacket students were put to labour. Scrubbing and
cleaning the building, weeding and cleaning the garden, breaking stones and splitting
wood were designed as "laborious and degrading work" which should be set according to
the strength and age of the student. Bolstering the reformative function of labour and
punishment was schooling in its more usual sense. Girls and boys from the orphan
schools were taught to read the Bible for four hours each day through the week and were
compelled to attend church on Sunday.

From 1818 both orphan schools also shared a rural focus which reflected a wider
movement towards land-based capitalism. Indeed if rural labour was the focus in 1818
and land-based capitalism did not emerge fully until the 1820s then schooling was being

utilised by authorities to assist the restructuring of the economy towards this direction

For boys this involved becoming agricultural labourers while for girls it involved sexua
constraint and preparation for life as a servant to a middle class family or as wife and

mother within their own family. Clearly authorities did not intend to create a new middle

class through studenthood in the orphan schools but sought instead to create a respectab
35
labouring class.

Rules of 1818 and 1819, Op. Cit.; Clergy and Schools Land Corporation, Proceedings of General
Courts, 17/4/1826-29/6/1830,241-244, CSLR SB 4/291 AONSW; J. Ramsland, Op. Cit.
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However, decisions about current and future labour together with the monitoring of
daily activities were delegated to administrators and committees. Powerlessness was

therefore structured into studenthood in total schools because young people were alloca

no formal control over their own current and future activities. For female students this
had special implications. Indeed, the unintended effect of their institutionalised
powerlessness was to encourage their sexual exploitation by some male administrators.
On several occasions the scandal associated with the Female Orphan Schools included
specific commentary on managers' abusing their position by taking 'indecent liberties'
with the girls.

Several historians have suggested that attention was shifted from incarcerating older

to younger girls because of the difficulties authorities had in controlling their sexual

activity. Various age limits indeed were set over the years for the admission and releas
of youth from Orphan Schools, from 7 to 14 years for girls in 1801, to admission
between the ages of 5 and 8 years then release at 13 years in 1818. Boys supposedly
were admitted between the ages of 7 and 10 years and apprenticed out at the age of 15
years. For a number of reasons these regulations were not followed with any precision.
From 1820, for example, children over the age of two years were taken from their
mothers in the Female Factory and automatically placed in the schools. Fathers who had
difficulty finding urban employment applied to have their daughters of various ages
admitted to the school so they could seek urban employment, while women in domestic
service who were not permitted by their employers to keep their children with them also

applied to have their daughters and sons admitted. Similarly, parents whose situation h
changed were able from 1818 to apply to the Management to have their children released.
Moreover, some older girls who had been apprenticed from the school were returned for

36
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reasons such as immoral conduct or for being crippled and unproductive. Boys too could
be 16 years old and still in the Male Orphan School as internal apprentices. Chronological
age w a s therefore a rather irrelevant criteria of studenthood. W h a t w a s regarded as
important w a s a physical ability to work, a propensity to obey orders and the skills that
37

could be taken to employment.

Many of these basic components of studenthood in the orphan schools were
replicated in the next type of total school to be established, the Native Institution although they worked through race relations rather than gender relations.

The Native Institution. 1814 - 1829: Institutionalising Race Relations
Devised by Governor Macquarie as an experiment in 'civilizing' Aborigines, the
Native Institution aimed to alter children's habits so they would b e c o m e "more
domesticated and industrious", rendering them "happy in themselves" and "useful to the
Community". While civilization, or to be more precise Anglo-Europeanisation, might
have been the goal, institutional rules and strategies were identical to those of the Orphan
Schools. This could reflect a lack of administrative creativity but it also demonstrates that
authorities were consistent in their broader aim of transforming society through young
people from the 'lower class' becoming students in government schools. In this sense
there w a s little difference between state authorities' perceptions of the Anglo-European
'criminal' class and Aborigines. But the fact that a separate school for Aborigines was
established indicates that race relations were as important as gender relations in initiating
38

total schools.

For rules in the Female Factory see A. Summers, Damned Whores and Gods Police. Penguin,
Victoria, 1975. On the Orphan Schools see Rules of 1818 and 1819, Op. Cit.; J. Ramsland, Op.
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Similarities with the shape of studenthood in the Orphan Schools included being
admitted at a young age (between 4 and 7 years), learning to read the Bible and hence
becoming Christian, and being clean, well fed and dressing modestly. If not carried out
within English middle-class understandings of what these were, then inmates were
punished. Thus for example, when the manager Rev. William Hall sent girls and boys to

fetch water and they swam in the pond, he punished them for failing to follow his explici
instructions and for outraging his moral sensibilities by swimming together. Compulsory
church attendance was also part of the weekly routine which not only aimed to inculcate
Protestant Christianity but which demonstrated to Anglo-Europeans that their experiment
was working:
Next day we saw these daughters in church dressed in clean white dresses.
Their reverence and their harmonious singing were clear expressions of the
moral force of Christian teaching...An English upbringing had transformed their
morality and their way of thinking. Only their black faces remained as proof of
their origin.39
Labour was as essential a component of both the Institution's self-sufficiency and the
reformation or civilization of its students as it was in the Orphan Schools. Indeed
Governor Gipps later argued that Aborigines would only become 'civilized' once they
became 'voluntary wage labourers'. Acquiring 'habits of industry' was therefore one of
the explicit aims of the Institution, which was to be achieved within the limits of the

sexual division of labour already delineated by colonial authorities. Girls were instruc
in needlework and domestic service while boys were instructed in agriculture, mechanical
arts and common manufacturing. Like the orphan school, girls were prepared also for
marriage on leaving the institution and material inducements were offered to their
prospective husbands. Authorities therefore hoped that girls would either go into
domestic service, marry boys from the Native Institution or marry British men in the

Diary of I.M. Simonov, 29/4/1820. In G. Barratt, (Ed.), The Russians at Port Jackson. 1814-1822.
Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, Canberra, 1981,49; Diary of F.G. Bellinghausen,
30/4/1820, Ibid., 35. On the swimming incident see Hall to Marsden, 25/1/1828, 'Blacktown
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colony. T h e majority of successful applicants for Aboriginal wives from the Institution
were in fact convict men. Aboriginal boys were to become agricultural labourers and
were to be kept 'civilised' through the influence of Christian Aboriginal women whom
they married. Contradicting this special role girls were to assume in keeping men
civilised, two boys had been trained as ministers so they could be sent back to their
communities to "civilise their fellow creatures".

While authorities unashamedly aimed to Anglo-Europeanise Aboriginal children, they

also aimed to equip them with the skills and marriage partners that would 'fit' them for the
labouring class. This was to be achieved not only through the program operating in the
Institution but, like the Orphan Schools, by minimising parental contact. Once a child
was admitted to the school no parent or relative was permitted to take them out until they
reached the age of 14 years in the case of girls, or 16 years for boys. Unlike any other
total school of the time, relatives were allowed to visit but only with the approval of a
magistrate; which in effect rendered this rule obsolete. There can be no doubt that
authorities fully intended to treat Aboriginal children as if they were incarcerated while
school and to completely sever parental and Aboriginal community influence, for an
escape-proof wall had been built around the institution by 1821. Barry Bridges suggests
that these changes occurred because half of the students had been removed by their
parents within two weeks of the school opening, and the following years saw little change
in the rate of 'absconding'. Also unlike any other total school, parental consent was
required to admit children in the first place. But very few Aboriginal children were ever

Aborigines in the Australian Colonies, British Parliamentary Papers, 1844, 34/627,105-106, Cited in
H. Reynolds, 'Aborigines and European Social Hierarchy', Op. Cit., 124; Hall to the Church and
Schools Corporation, 1/12/1827, Flacktown Correspondence', Op. Cit.; Hall to the Archdeacon,
30/9/1828, Ibid.; Document No. 446, 'Clergy and Schools Land Corporation, Inventory of Documents
and Accounts Relative to the Male and Female Orphan Institutions, the Public Schools and the
Aboriginal Institution, 1800-1825', CSLR SB 4/7491AONSW. For statistical analysis of
applications for marriage see B. Bridges, "The Native Institution Part 1.' Op. Cit.

'Accounts and Miscellaneous Papers re the Native Institution 1814-1823', AONSW 4/7498; B.
Bridges, "The Native Institution, Parramatta and Blacktown. Part n. 1820-1829', Op. Cit.
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placed in the school and even fewer remained for any length of time. Research suggests
several reasons for this. Henry Reynolds argues that Aborigines scorned the class
differences of the British and were more than aware of Anglo-European attempts to
allocate them to the margins of the labouring class. This was, of course, an explicit
purpose of the Native Institution. Michael Christie contends that Aborigines at Port

Phillip also displayed a keen understanding of authorities' intentions to utilise schooling
to disrupt the continuity of Aboriginal culture:
O n e of them complained in his anger that the white fellow had stolen their
country and that I was stealing their children by taking them away to live in huts,
and work, and 'read the book like whitefellows'.42

Visiting m e m b e r s of a Russian scientific expedition to Port Jackson m a d e incisive

notes on the reluctance of Aboriginal parents to place their children in the Institution at
Parramatta. While this might account for so few Aboriginal children enrolling and
remaining, it fails to account for the fact that some did enrol and did so on a voluntary

basis. Evidence of the Russian expedition further indicates that most of the children taken
into the Native Institution were "half-castes" who were "the offspring of English fathers
and native mothers". Perhaps colonial authorities believed 'half-castes' could more
readily be 'civilised', or perhaps some parents utilised the school for light-skinned
children who were regarded with suspicion by Aboriginal communities.

C.f. H. Reynolds, 'Aborigines and European Social Hiearchy', Op. Cit.; E.S. Parker, Report
1/6/1842 to 31/8/1843, Box 6 APR, P R O (Vic). Cited in M . Christie, The Failure of the Port
Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate 1838-1849', A N Z H E S Journal. 8,1979, 8-21.
43

C.f. Diary of F.G. Bellinghausen, April 1820. In G. Barratt, (Ed.), Op. Cit., 44; Diary of
Shabel'sky, June 1822, Ibid., 54; Report of the Select Committee on the Condition of Aborigines.
Together With Replies to a Circular Letter Addressedtothe Clergy of All Denomination, 1846,
N S W L C V & P . 1846; K. Gilbert, Living Black. Black Talks to Kevin Gilbert Allen Lane, Victoria,
1977; H. Reynolds, Frontier. Op. Cit.
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It has also been suggested that although Aboriginal societies had their o w n formal
systems of educating women and men in the highest forms of religion, law, medicine and

art, they nevertheless displayed an interest in Anglo-European knowledge and an ability to
learn it from the earliest days of their contact with British settlers. Yet they were not
prepared to learn it at the expense of education in their own knowledge and thus risk the
survival of their own culture.

According to colonial authorities some Aboriginal parents were enthusiastic about
their children's ability to learn to read and write, and while under the management of
Mary Shelley a 14 year old female student took out the first prize in the 1819 Public
Examinations. The formal age of releasing youth from the Institution also loosely fitted
patterns of formal Aboriginal learning of specialist knowledge which commences at
puberty for girls and around puberty for boys. In theory this allowed the acquisition of

both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal skills. Certainly the vast majority of Aboriginal youth
immediately returned to their own communities on leaving or escaping the school. Some
also used the Institution briefly for their own convenience, like 'Black Johnny' who left
young boy for two weeks before returning and taking him away. A few might have been
doomed to remain in British society because of the annihilation of their communities. A
14 year old girl placed into domestic service who ran away from her master back to the
Native Institution may well have been a member of the decimated Eora community who
bore the brunt of first contact with the British. Indeed, when the institution was closed
1829 several young people who remained were placed in the Orphan Schools.

A. Barlow (Education Research Officer, Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies) to D. Snow,
1/12/1987.

The Svdnev Gazette. 17/4/1819; Macquarie to Bathurst, 27/2/1822, HRA. Series 1,10,677; Ha
the Committee of the Corporation, 26/7/1828, Flacktown Correspondence', Op. Cit.; Diary of F.G.
Bellinghausen, April 1820. In G. Barratt, (Ed.), Op. Cit., 46.
Hall to the Archdeacon, 30/9/1828, 'Blacktown Correspondence', Op. Cit.; Hall to Cowper,
25/7/1827, "Blacktown Correspondence', Op. Cit.; Brisbane to Bathurst, 3/10/1825, H R A . Series 1,
11, 864.
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Given the general deterioration of black-white relations during this period and the

ultimate purpose of the Native Institution, it is not surprising that this school did fai
was finally closed. Through the Institution authorities' deliberately sought to force

children to forsake their Aboriginality and to allocate them to the colonial British lab
class in gender specific ways. Despite the willingness of some Aborigines to experiment
with the British experiment, there was little to recommend it to them at all. Unlike the
Orphan Schools where authorities' ability to incarcerate more youth was constrained by
their own reliance on liberalism, it was Aboriginal opposition which spelled the doom of

the Native Institution. Yet it was the eagerness of colonial authorities to support the f

market which saw the demise of the other total school established in this period, Carters
Barracks.

Carter's Barracks. 1820-1835: Institutionalising Class Relations
In 1820 a segregated barracks for selected convict boys under the age of 16 years

was built along with the first barracks for all convicts, drawing together several thread
penalism and liberalism. In a detailed study of the Barracks which operated between
1820 and 1835, Beverley Earnshaw provides evidence that like the Male Orphan School it
aimed to produce skilled tradesmen such as carpenters, shoemakers and blacksmiths.
Unlike the Male Orphan School which provided some tradesmen for manufactories,
Carters Barracks provided tradesmen whom the Government could deploy within its own
public and private works. In essence Carters Barracks was a trade school within the
prison system.

To be selected for the three year program in the Barracks, convicts had to be male,
Protestant and under the age of 16 years. Once selected for this 'privilege' boys were
required to submit to all the rules of the institution in order to remain there. These
included: submitting to any punishment deemed necessary by the Superintendent;

acquiring trade skills; undergoing four hours daily lessons in reading, writing, cipherin
and spelling; and not being allowed to leave the establishment under any circumstances.
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The latter limited inmates' activities more than other convicts of the time. Certainly some
of those selected for training in the Barracks did not share authorities' perception of

institutional training as a privilege; over time several boys broke the rule about not le
the Barracks and lost their places there. But Carters Barracks closed in 1835 because
demands for labour far exceeded supply in the colony and it was considered more
expedient in the short-term to reinstitute the system of apprenticing convict boys
AH

immediately following their arrival to N.S.W.

In spite of its comparatively short lifespan, Carters Barracks confirms several of the

themes already identified. Like the other total schools, the process of studenthood aimed
to reshape youth. Complete segregation from their communities, in this case other
convicts, was fundamental to achieving this. So too was powerlessness, where
unquestioning obedience and submission to those in authority was required. Moral
reformation was anticipated as a result as well as through the labouring, punishment and

Bible-reading skills undertaken in the institution. As no similar institution for convict
girls was established, the Barracks reinforced the gendering of skill acquisition and of

labour market itself. One area of difference was that the Protestantism taught within bot
the orphan and native schools was made very explicit in the Barracks, which sought to
offer its intended advantages to Protestants and withhold them from Catholics. Unlike

any of the other total schools this was justified in terms of being a 'privilege'; a priv
for involuntary students which could only be kept by their voluntary submission to rules
which were more rigid than those regulating convict behaviour. This contradiction
between penal-reform and liberal-privilege was taken directly from the government day
schools which had emerged alongside these total institutions for youth.
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Y O U T H . S T U D E N T S A N D G O V E R N M E N T D A Y S C H O O L S : 1788 - 1820s
Government day schools emerged along with total schools in response to colonial
authorities' perception of the need for social reform. Although several convicts

military personnel had been released to act as teachers between 1788 and 1798 their

schools met with minimal success. William Webster who ran a school for the childre

those from the lower military ranks, for example, lost all his students because of

drunken violence towards them. In the other two day schools operating on the main

at the time, parents complained that their children were making little educational headwa
while teachers complained about student s' irregular school attendance. The Governor's

response to this conflict was to amalgamate the existing schools into one at Parramatta in
49

1798. Not named as such at the time, it was later described as thefirstpublic school.

Many of the schools built between 1798 and 1830 by local subscription or

government funds or a mixture of both are difficult to differentiate from one another. The
Governor held the same power to define educational policy and practice within each, most
of these schools doubled as churches and were taught by ministers or missionaries, and
those in the British settlements regarded them all as public schools. Perhaps more
importantly they all aimed to have children from 'the lower orders' as students. In 1798
these were the daughters and sons of "Soldiers, Settlers and Convicts", while from 1810
they were described simply as "the poorer classes". Clear distinctions were made
between these youth and those in the private schools which began to emerge from 1800.
According to colonial authorities private schools were for the children of the "better
classes", such as military officers and civil servants like themselves. In their official
capacities military authorities encouraged private schools to be established but did not

seek to dictate their policy or practice. As parents they - along with others - steadfastl

For detailed descriptions of these early schools and their teachers see V.W.E. Goodin, Op. Cit.
Johnson, 1798, "Rules or Articles to be Observed Respecting the School at Sydney'. In
(Ed.), Op. Cit., 29-31; Macquarie to Castlereagh, 30/4/1810, HRNSW. 7,388.
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refused to utilise public schools in case their children became "contaminated" by mixing
with the "lower orders". The aims and rules of the public day schools clearly indicate
that studenthood was shaped by the same concern with social reform as in total schools.

In doing so, they illustrate the underlying supposition that the 'better' class did not r
reforming and that their schooling could, therefore, be left outside direct government
influence.

Devised by the Chaplain and approved by the Governor in 1798, the rules of the first
public school sought to delineate and monitor the time, space, physical appearance,
activities and morality of young people. Youth who enrolled at the school were expected
to attend seven days of the week. Weekdays were divided into a morning and an
afternoon session, from nine to twelve and from two to five. The two hour midday break
did not appear to be regulated and students presumably could do as they pleased during
this time. But no excuses for late attendance at each session were allowed and to ensure
prompt attendance the Church bell was rung at a quarter to nine each morning. As a

condition of continuing enrolment students were also required to attend catechism classe
on Saturday morning and church on Sunday.

With the weekday program in day schools focusing on hymn singing, prayers and
reading the Bible and other books supplied by the London Society for the Propagation of

the Gospel, literacy and numeracy were incidental to the major aim of acquiring Protestan
morality. Indeed additional fees were required if a student wanted to learn anything

beyond reading the Bible, and the price of the three Rs together in 1798 was one shilling
and six pence per week. Students were not permitted to damage their school books nor to

Johnson, 1798, Rules or Articles to be Observed Respecting the School at Sydney'. In G. Mackaness
(Ed.), Op. Cit., 29-31; Government and General Order. The Svdnev Gazette. 24/2/1810: Hassallto
L M S , 19/8/1800, B T Box 49 M L ; Government and General Order, 11/5/1811, H R N S W . 7,531;
Marsden to Smith, 10/1/1817, B T Box 15 M L ; Macquarie to Sorrell, 24/9/1818, H R A . Series 3,2,
257; Bourke to Goderich, 23/11/1832, H R A . Series 1,16,806; Gipps to Stanley, 8/5/1845; H R A .
Series 1,14,336-338.
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swear, steal, lie or indulge in any other "idle or wicked Habit at School". They were also

required to be both 'clean and decently clad'. If transgressing these rules, students we
required to submit to any punishment teachers chose to inflict upon them. Despite the
reason for the failure of Webster's school, no rules regulated the nature or amount of

punishment teachers could inflict. If refusing to accept punishment or if failing to ref
after "frequent correction", students were to be expelled from the school. Other grounds
for expulsion included not paying school fees, not attending catechism classes on
Saturday or church on Sunday, and irregular weekday attendance. A copy of these rules
was posted permanently in the vestry and was read in church every quarter so "that no
Persons may be able to plead ignorance of their contents and meaning".

With changes to the rules of public day schools in 1810, 1818 and 1826 these
particular rules of 1798 were simply noted in brief, indicating that they had probably
52

become standard expectations.

They shared some striking similarities with total

schools, particularly in respect of the type of morality aimed at and strategies for
achieving it such as a monopolisation of youth's time, Bible reading and punishment.
Another similarity was the focus on the very young as suitable students. In 1798 the
Parramatta school sought children from the age of three years as students. Around 1818
both total and day schools set the age of students at four or five for admission and at
twelve for leaving. As indicated previously, this lowered the age of admission to total
schools in the hope of more successful reform. In day schools it seemed to be an attempt

to raise the age of admission, yet it has already been established that neither of the ag

limits were strictly adhered to in total schools. The same seems to have been the case in
day schools. Demonstrating this quite clearly were the government Infants (day) Schools

51
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1798 Rules, Op. Cit.

1798 Rules, Op. Cit.; Government and General Order, The Svdnev Gazette. 24/2/1810; Cowp
Macquarie, 8/9/1818, HRA. Series III, 2,357-358; Rules of the Female Orphan School, 1818
Cit.; Rules of the Male Orphan School, 1819, Op. Cit.; 'Archdeacon Scott Re Male and Fem
Orphan Schools, the Clergy and School Lands, and Other Clerical Matters, 1825-1826', CSLR
4/1913.4 AONSW.
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which were established in Sydney during the 1820s for children 'of both sexes' w h o
were under the age of six years. By 1829 there were five Infants Schools as well as the
thirty other day schools under some form of government auspices scattered throughout
N.S.W. But it was a distinction in name only because infants and other students shared
the same teacher, classroom and schoolwork. With the introduction of the Bell system to
many schools during the 1820s students progressed "according to their improvements"
from one reading book or lesson to the next, either at their own rate or en masse with
others. Age was not relevant to the perception of students within the classroom, and
53

young children were still sought as students through the Infants Schools.

This new theoretical distinction between students which involved age was in fact a
colonial adoption of the new English Infants Schools. In England these schools were
provided privately for children too young to work in factories but who could be prepared
for the discipline required there. The English focus on developing habits of punctuality
and obedience for industrial purposes through Infants schools therefore legitimated the

colonial focus on discipline within schools as a means of "raising a better generation t
exists at present". In both England and N.S.W. it was clearly a case of the younger the

student the better chance of achieving these aims. For N.S.W. this meant no change at all
in terms of the age of young people who attended day schools.

Each type of government school also clearly expressed the same concern by
authorities to reform the criminal/lower class character. Rules of the day schools more

concisely delineated the seed of a puzzling and conflicting expectation about young peop
in this context which was nonetheless common to both. On the one hand becoming a

1798 Rules, Op. Cit.; King to Portland, 1/3/1802, H R A . Series 1, 3,425; Scott to Darling,
25/9/1827, HRA. Series 1,14,49-55; Darling to Murray, (Enclosure Scott to Darling), 18
HRA. Series 1,15, 214-224.

On the English Infants Schools see D. Deasey, Education Under Six. Croom Helm, London
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student and being a student was a process which was intended to foster a particular
morality in youth, indicating an assumption that they were not like this to begin with.
the morality which eventually was to be fostered was expected of young people whilst

they were at school and still undergoing this process. Ironically, students in day schoo

were expected to be punctual, clean, modest, respectful of private property, and obedien
and respectful towards those in authority - to the point that they would be expelled if
trangressing these boundaries.

Expulsion was a strategy only in those schools which claimed to offer education as a
privilege, namely the day schools and Carters Barracks. It was also only in day schools
that youth were required to pay weekly fees for the benefit of being a student. With

reading, writing and arithmetic basic 'free' fare in the total schools, their cost toget
day schools was one shilling and sixpence a week; a sum few from the labouring class

could afford. Consistent with liberal capitalism, this held the additional purpose in da
schools of placing a monetary value on learning, and, incidentally, of loosely
commodifying the experience of studenthood. This was enhanced by the public
examinations which were held annually by the Governor for students from total, day and
private schools, where material rewards were given for first place in areas such as
knowledge of the Anglican catechism and needlework.

Despite these similarities, significant differences between the two types of school
emerged from the compulsion associated with penalism and the voluntaryism associated
with liberalism. Penalism legitimated the incarceration of some youth in total schools

while liberalism limited the extent to which authorities could implement penal strategie
when people appeared to be leading an acceptable life. Hence being a student in a day
school was a matter of individual choice. The fact that enrolment was voluntary in day

On the annual public examinations see, for example, V.W.E. Goodin, Op. Cit.; A. Barcan, A Short
History of Education in New South Wales np Cit.
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schools meant that from the outset contradictions were forged between the penal aim of
transforming young labouring class people through schooling as a social necessity and
liberalism which posited schooling as part of private life free from state intervention.
Encapsulating this contradiction were the Government Orders issued by various
Governors which exhorted parents to realise their obligation towards the preservation of
social order and send their children to a public school.

These orders were considered necessary because few had entered studenthood
voluntarily. The Parramatta school of 1798 opened with 150 students or 28% of the
children resident in the British settlement. Within several months enrolments dropped to
18%. This proportion did not change dramatically through the years 1788 to 1847, where
57

approximately 2 2 % of young people were students.

In the absence of extant records it

is impossible to ascertain why almost four out of every five young people did not attend
school. The most obvious reason is that it was without a tradition in England and was not

part of the ordinary, everyday life of people from the 'labouring class'. Authorities also
indicated that some youth did not enrol at school, or attended irregularly once they had
enrolled, because their families needed their labour. As day schooling had emerged at

least partly in response to the lack of organised labour for youth in N.S.W. and it did not
include any explicit component of labour, a framework was therefore established for

conflict between familial need for the labour of young people and authorities' intentions
having all youth from the 'lower orders' at school as a means of social change. In

contrast, labour was a reason for incarceration in total schools, it was an activity withi
the school itself, and it was an organised part of the future of its students through
apprenticing. The explicit Protestantism which government schools sought to inculcate in

E.g. Government and General Order, 11/5/1811. H R N S W . 7,531; The Svdnev Gazette. 7/4/1819;
Scott to Brisbane, 7/6/1825, H R A , Series 1,12,312.

See Tables Al, A8 and A20, Appendix A; Johnson to SPG, 19/4/1800, Minutes of the Genera
Meeting, 15/5/1801, Journal of the SPG, B T Box 49 M L ; Scott to Darling, 1/9/1829, H R A . Series
1, 15, 220.
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young people m a y also have offended Irish Catholics, w h o formed one-quarter of the
British population in N.S.W. by 1803. Certainly there was not complete acceptance of
the idea of schooling; someone expressed a rather extreme view by burning the original
Parramatta school to the ground within a week of it opening. Even if some did want to
attend school, the relatively high fees would have prevented their enrolment. Since the

British settlements experienced clothing shortages up to 1820 and their water supply was
polluted, the rules related to being clothed and clean might have impeded enrolments as
well.

It is more difficult to ascertain why one in five children did attend school voluntarily
Recent evidence indicates that approximately half of those transported as convict were

literate. Perhaps some of those who were not hoped their children would acquire literacy
skills through this new and available medium. Given authorities' concern about youth especially girls - wandering the streets, perhaps some parents thought it best to avoid
potential trouble and have their children attend school. Analysis of the sex of those

attending schools supports the latter suggestion. While numerically fewer girls than boy
attended schools, in the 1820s more than twice the proportion of the female population
59

attended schools than boys.

Authorities made it clear that this enrolment rate was unsatisfactory and stressed
parental responsibility as a means of having more youth attend school. While severing

parental influence in the total schools enhanced the powerlessness of students by placin
authorities in control, the same was achieved in day schools by elevating parental

responsibility, which allocated control to both parents and authorities. This highlights

On contemporary sanitary conditions see B. Gandevia, Op. Cit. On population characteristic and
wages see R.W. Connell & T.H. Irving, Op. Cit.; K. Alford, Op. Cit.

For statistical evidence see Table 1, Appendix A. On il/literacy rates see B. Penglas
Again', Australian Historical Statistics. 8,1984, 30-41.
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important contradication about parents which was built into day schooling. Authorities
argued that day schools were necessary because of parental negligence and immorality;
indeed day schools sought to minimise parental influence over their children to the

greatest extent possible without resorting to total incarceration. At the same time paren
were expected to be socially responsible enough to send their children to school. With
around four out of five young people choosing not to become students during this entire

period, authorities built on this contradiction. For example, the assumption that enrolme
was a parental responsibility was soon extended to encompass the regular attendance of
those already enrolled. This emerged, however, from the conflict which had generated
the Parramatta school itself and was embodied in a rule which sought to provide
guidelines for 'future disputes or differences' between parents and teachers:
Those parents as make a practice of keeping their Children for several days
together from school upon frivolous occasions, (by wH'rheans their children
m a k e little or no improvement in their learning, whilst the blame is laid on the
Master) are first to be warned of such neglect, & if they still persist, they are to
be deprived of the Benefit of sending their Child to this School.60

Parents had complained that their children learned little at school because of the teache
but this new rule insisted that if a student did not learn it was because of parental
negligence. In addition it claimed that irregular attendance could not have a legitimate
basis and that any parent who failed to send their children to school regularly was to be
understood as neglectful.

Between 1798 and 1818 this focus on those already enrolled at school was widened
to incorporate those who did not attend any school at all. Once a school was established

authorities expected all parents in the area to send their children there and those who c
not to were considered negligent. As authorities perceived themselves to be providing
schools through benevolent concern about the welfare of society, parents who did not

60

1798 Rules, Op. Cit.
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send their children to school were also seen to be 'despising the goodness of the
government and the kindness of those in Authority'. Thus the argument moved from the
general criminality and negligence of parents which necessitated schooling in the first

place to a negligence bordering on the civil subversion of parents for not utilising sch
once they were established.

In 1818 a new element was added to this with the freeing of Saturday from school
attendance. Although leaving no recorded reason for this change, it is possible that it
in response to continual irregular attendance. During the 1820s for example, students'
attended school for approximately two-thirds of the time it was open. If freeing

Saturdays was in response to this practice, authorities ensured that the uppermost aim of
schooling was not jeopardised in the process. Catechism classes were held on Sunday
before both the morning and afternoon church services, all of which students were

required to attend. In a declared attempt to counteract the negligence of parents who did
not send their children to school at all, public school students were also required from
1818 to bring children of the "impious and ignorant" with them on Sundays. In addition
to changing the time involved with being a student another major innovation with these
rules lay with the focus on students themselves and the movement by authorities to more

subtle forms of control. Like the attempt to train two boys as missionaries in the Native
Institution, authorities sought to enlist students in day schools to monitor other young
i 62

people.

But this remained a comparatively minor focus on students, for authorities continued
to elevate parental responsibility. In 1810 a new rule was implemented which stipulated

E.g. Hughes to Cowper, 24/1/1801, H R N S W . 7,277; Government and General Order,l 1/5/1811,
H R N S W . 7,531; Macquarie to Sorrell, 24/9/1818, H R A . Series 3,2,257.
Cowper to Macquarie, 8/9/1818, HRA. Series 3,2,357-358; Carvosso to Wesleyan General
Committee, 16/8/1821, B T Box 51 M L ; On attendance see Table A20, Appendix A.
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that students in day schools should learn to be 'obedient to their parents'.

Perhaps

authorities perceived lower class youth as being independent of their parents and

incorporated this feature of bourgeois familial relations under the general rubric of
reformation. It is more likely however that the aim of obedience to parents was an

extension of the existing focus on parental responsibility to have children attend sc

the first place and to have them attend regularly thereafter. If this was the case th

colonial authorities were attempting to bolster 'lower class' parental authority thro
schooling while they were simultaneously constructing a body of new rhetoric about

parental negligence in relation to school attendance. This discourse emerged, however

from the initial constraints which adherence to liberalism imposed on authorities' pe

intentions. With the movement towards a civil society, liberalism became the dominant
framework through which social relations were understood by civil authorities.

YOUTH. STUDENTS AND GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS: 1830-1847
The conflict and debate involved in the movement towards civil authority during this

period has been documented extensively elsewhere. With regard to education, control o
schooling was placed by the British Government into the hands of the Anglican
Archbishop for a decade but was returned to the colonial civil government after much
conflict over this attempt to empower Protestantism within the state arena. Civil

authorities consequently sought some means of maintaining 'equality' beween disputing
religions. In more precise terms this meant encouraging freedom of choice, where
religious and government schools could operate without advantaging or disadvantaging

others. Hence a separate orphan school was established after Catholic authorities obj

to Catholic children being forced to relinquish their parents' religion, and the gove

orphan schools were amalgamated into the Protestant Orphan School. It was argued that

Government and General Order, The Svdnev Gazette. 24/2/1810.
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to d o otherwise w o u l d be to "violate the principle of equality".

D a y schools were

established by the various religious organisations, often with several in one area and none
in another as a result of denominational competitiveness. To resolve sectarian conflict and
the 'inefficient' deployment of schools, the Irish National System was suggested as a
compromise which would allow both denominational and government schooling to
continue, but under the formal control of the government itself. It was not until the
1840s that this was resolved and implemented. During the lengthy debate surrounding
this, several changes occurred that began to relocate studenthood from a penal to a civil
*

*65

context.

T h e first stemmed from the m o v e m e n t towards land-based capitalism which involved
the dispossession of Aborigines. It was followed by the arrival of more missionaries who
established reserves as a place of Aboriginal refuge and as a means of effecting their
'civilization'. Like the Native Institution these reserves functioned on a voluntary basis
and enjoyed as little success as this school had in Anglo-Europeanising Aborigines. A

Petition to Governor Bourke from the Lay Committee of the Catholic Church of S L Mary on Behalf
of the Catholics of N e w South Wales, N S W L C V & P . 1836, 525-526; The Sydney Gazette,
29/8/1839; J. Macarthur, N e w South Wales: Its Present State and Future Prospects. D. Walther,
London, 1837; G. Burton, The State of Religion and Education in N e w South Wales. J. Cross,
London, 1840.

For analysis of the nature and extent of these debates see for example: W. Foster, The Era o
Archdeacon Scott in Education', JRHAS. 47, (3), 1961,156-174; W . Foster, 'Education in N e w
South Wales, 1838-1847', J R A H S . 49, (4), 1963,273-300; A.G. Austin, Australian Education.
1788-1900. Church. State and Public Education in Colonial Australia. Pitman, Melbourne, 1965;
P.N. Turner, Sinews of Sectarian Warfare. A.N.U. Press, Canberra, 1972. O n prior discrimination
against Catholics in particular see, for example, P.J. O'Farrell (Ed.), Op. Cit.; R. Fogarty, Catholic
Education in Australia. Melbourne, Melbourne University Press, 1959.

L. Ryan, 'Aboriginal Policy in Australia. 1838 - A Watershed?', The Push from the Bush. A Bu
of Social History. 8, 1980, 22; S. Foster, 'Aboriginal Rights and Official Morality', The Push from
the Bush. A Bulletin of Social History. 11,1981,68-98; H. Reynolds, Frontier. Op. Cit. O n land
dispersal for churches and schools see: Proclamation by George IV on the Creation of the Church and
Schools Corporation, 1824. In A G . Austin. Select Documents in Australian Education. 1788-1900.
Pitman, Australia, 1963,10-24; "Returns of Appropriations of Crown Land for Religious and Public
Purposes, 1833, 1842-1849', C S L R SB 4/6994 A O N S W .

J.D. Bollen, *English Missionary Societies and the Australian Aborigine', Journal of Religi
History. 9, (3), 1977, 263-291; J. Woolmington, "Early Christain Missions to the Australian
Aborigines: A Study of Failure', PhD Thesis, University of N e w England, 1979.
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number of clergymen claimed by the 1840s that it was critical for the government to

introduce compulsory labour for Aboriginal adults, to sever their influence over childre

and to compel children to attend school. They claimed that irrespective of how "illibera
this might seem, it was necessary in order to "remodel the character of the rising
generation". Thus the earlier reformative focus was reiterated in respect of Aborigines
but was now being articulated to liberalism rather than penalism.

Similar arguments were being forwarded about day schooling. Besides the sectarian
debate, a specific prompt to this was the phenomenal increase in the number of young
people in the British settlements due to assisted immigration. Between 1830 and 1840 the
British population in N.S.W. almost tripled with the immigration of poor and unskilled
families as well as single labourers, and in 1837 alone one third were under the age of
seven. Like those in the 1780s, these immigrants came to a society with few
manufactories in which children could be employed and from a British tradition where
schooling was not a central feature of life. Exacerbating this was the 1840s economic
depression. As the newly arrived Sarah Davenport wrote in 1841, the priorities of her
family were to find sufficient work to remain clothed and fed, which resulted in them
constantly moving through N.S.W. in search of available work. The upshot of
immigration was, however, that while approximately the same proportion of young
people attended school as in the decades beforehand, numerically there were enormous
numbers of young people who did not attend any school. One early response to this by

authorities was to formalise their capacity to apprentice 'poor' children. The first col
Apprenticeship Act, passed in 1834, allowed the government to apprentice any
"impoverished" youth or any inmate of the Orphan School at the age of 12.
Indentureships continued until the age of 21, or were cancelled in the case of girls who

Repliestoa Circular Letter Addressed to the Clergy of all Denominations, Select Committee on the
Condition of Aborigines, N S W L C V&P. 1846,550-582; Minutes of Evidence Taken Before the
Select Committee on the Aborigines and Protectorate, N S W L C V & P . 2,1849,437-475.
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married before this age. Through this Act authorities incidentally aligned the age of
apprenticing and the anticipated age of completing schooling.

In a colony which still had the 'taint of convictism', which was experiencing a
staggering population growth rate as well as a depression, and which was undergoing

change in state authority itself, official fears about social disruption were rife. Schooli
was raised once more as a means of preserving "good order" and of posing "an obstacle
to crime and immorality". In the different political and socio-economic context of the
1840s this was no longer to occur through religious reformation but was instead to be
70

achieved through the secular and liberal m e a n s of "elevating the h u m a n character".

In

the wake of these concerns and continuing sectarian debate, a Select Committee was
appointed by the new colonial parliament in 1844 to investigate the question of youth and
schooling. The Committee declared that less than half of those aged between four and
fourteen years attended any sort of school and that many of these attended irregularly largely because of parental 'ignorance, avarice and dissolution'. In direct contrast to
suggestions by the religious about Aborigines, the Committee expressed the hope that
compulsion would never be employed to induce parents to send their children to school

because it was "hostile to the liberty of the subject and would infallibly rouse a spirit of
determined opposition". Instead, they suggested that an improved and unified system of
71
schooling would persuade parents to send their children to school.

B. Earnshaw, The Colonial Children', The Push from the Bush. A Bulletin of Social History. 9,
1981,28-43; Petition Re Need for Adult Immigrants Rather than Children...', Undated (c. 18411842), CSLR SB 4/737 A O N S W ; Diary of S. Davenport, 'Sceth of an Emegrants Life in Australia
from Leiving England in the Year of our Lord 1841'. In L. Frost, N o Place for a Nervous Lady.
Voices from the Australian Bush. McPhee Gribble/Penguin, Victoria, 1984,239-264; A n Act for
Apprenticing the Children of the Male and Female Orphan Schools, and Other Poor Children in the
Colony of N e w South Wales, Public and Private Statutes of N e w South Wales. 1836; Table Al,
Appendix A .

E.g. Glenelg to Bourke, 30/11/1835, HRA. Series 1,18, 202; P.N. Grabosky, Svdnev in Ferm
Crime. Dissent and Official Reaction 1788 to 1973. A.N.U. Press, Canberra, 1977, (esp. Chapter 6).
Report of the Select Committee on Education, 28/8/1844, N S W L C V & P . 1844.
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Changes towards this had already begun in 1841 w h e n the Colonial Secretary issued
new regulations for government schools. Inspectors were appointed to conduct
impromptu visits to each school twice a month to check the attendance registers and
ensure that teachers were not overpaid. In country areas, teachers were to forward
returns to the local Police Magistrate instead. Teachers' salaries were to be paid partly
the government on the basis of the number of students attending regularly and partly
through fees which, consistent with liberal tradition, aimed to minimise government
expenditure, to preserve schooling as a 'privilege', and to ensure that people would
'value' it. Within this context the regular attendance of students was re-emphasised and
linked not only with parental negligence but also with the efficient government
r • 72

management of its o w n resources.

It was in this context of an emerging civil liberal state and fears of social disruption
that the Irish National system of day schooling commenced in 1848. The following
chapter examines the reconstruction of studenthood which resulted in more detail.

Colonial Secretary's Office, 14/9/1841, *New South Wales Public School Regulations', Pa476 M L ;
Gipps to Stanley, 17/12/1842, HRA. Series 1,12,427-428.
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CHAPTER 4
SECULAR STUDENTHOOD
IN A CIVIL LIBERAL STATE
1848 - 1878
If while at school they have been trained
to yield a willing obedience to law,
to form habits of order and regularity, and
to act with consideration for the views and feelings of others,
they will in all probability display the same characteristics
as citizens and members of society. 1

INTRODUCTION
In response to the socio-economic crisis of the 1840s and as a means of resolving
sectarian conflict the Irish National system of education was borrowed, modified and
introduced to N.S.W. in 1848 by the new colonial parliament. During this process

schooling both facilitated and demonstrated the movement towards a civil, secular, libera
state. Essentially this movement transformed the penal state. It involved minimising the
institutions, activities and strategies of penalism while elevating and elaborating the
parameters of liberalism; parameters that had been secondary in the earlier colonial
period. During this process civil authority was constituted beyond parliament, and
religious authority was marginalised from the state arena. By recontextualising state
institutions and activities within the ideological boundaries of liberalism, many of the
older religious themes of schooling were reworked to a secular or 'worldly' context.

The elaboration of liberalism in this period was not without conflict. N.S.W. had
developed a strong tradition of state intervention to develop a coherent infrastructure

within the early British settlements. Overt state intervention was, however, the antithes
of liberalism. In addition, liberalism was opposed traditionally to the influence of the
church within the state sphere. Yet the religious had been powerful partners with the
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military in the colonial state, with each seeking to discipline and reshape what was
perceived to be a criminal and uncivilised population. Moreover, the struggle over
parliamentary representation (and hence dominance within the state) was conducted along
class lines. Each of these held profound implications for the reconceptualisation of
studenthood. For most of this period however, schools rather than students were the
central concern of state authorities. Indeed the day school became paramount as a result
of both the movement away from penalism and the implementation of the modified Irish

National system. Yet total schools did not disappear. In fact, new ones were established.
The remainder of this chapter examines these changes in more detail. It begins by
examining how schooling was recontextualised as a social institution in N.S.W.

LIBERALISM. SOCIETY AND SCHOOLING
One of the distinguishing characteristics of classic liberalism is that it was forged in
opposition to monarchic-religious-aristocratic rule, which had defined a 'natural' order
where position and power was largely contingent on birth and wealth. Central to this was
a focus on freedom from these distinctions and the equality and rights which would flow
from their absence. Authorities argued that as there was 'no privileged aristocracy' in
N.S.W., schooling should reflect this equality.2 In 1865 it was claimed that the national
school system was actually doing so:

It is emphatically a system intended to benefit all, and none are excluded from the
advantage it offers. It recognises no distinctions of rank and wealth, no
differences of party, and no variation of creed; but all are admitted to its
privileges on equal terms.3

W.A. Duncan, Lecture on National Education', Brisbane, 1850. In A.G. Austin & R. Selleck, The
Australian Government School. Op. Cit., 32.

W. Wilkins, National Education: An Exposition of the National System of New South Wales
Douglas, Sydney, 1865, 25.
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Compared with the earlier Anglican monopoly in N.S.W. government schools and
the grammar school/university tradition of contemporary Britain where social rank and
wealth determined access, this argument was in one sense accurate. Possibly the clearest
indication of this belief in schools as agents of equality was manifested in 1873 when a
ministerial office was created to formally head the new (but transient) Department of
Justice and Public Instruction. In another sense though it was not. As the last chapter
indicated, by the nineteenth century a new order was constituted where the middle class
believed in their own inherent superiority to lead. With the movement of the urban
bourgeoisie into colonial parliament in the mid-nineteenth century this belief remained.
As part of their program of 'tolerating' differences and enhancing 'equality', private as
well as public and denominational (church) schools received government funds. During
the 1850s for instance, parliament funded the establishment of the Sydney Grammar
School and the Sydney University, where it was assumed only males would attend and
high fees ensured only the middle class could attend. Despite the government funding
involved, these schools were left to their own management in precisely the same manner
as private schools. Thus the liberal version of equality enhanced class and gender
differences, although state authorities assumed equality was being maintained because
they did not adopt policies of actively restricting anyone from attending.

A conviction in their inherent superiority also led to fears being voiced by
parliamentarians about extending the franchise beyond the propertied class. With the

introduction of 'universal' (i.e. male) suffrage in 1858, public schools were seen to be an

appropriate vehicle for "enlightening" potential voters and thereby creating a respectable

It is often assumed that 1880 saw the creation of the first ministerial officeregardingeducation, but
several notices were gazetted from 1873 under the authority of the Department of Justice and Public
Instruction, e.g. N.S.W. Government Gazette. 5/1/1875, 3. Further details on this short-lived
Department can be found in F.A. Milne, The Council of Education and Its Work. 1866-1880', M E d
Thesis, University of Sydney, 1956.

N. Kyle, Her Natural Destiny. Op. Cit. On Sydney Grammar and the University see for examp
Barcan, A History of Australian Education. Op. Cit.
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citizenry. Even liberal emancipists like Henry Parkes w h o focused more on the "dignity
of humanity" argued that "the masses" were naturally inferior:
It is education - and education alone - that is capable of making the masses
acquainted with theirrights,and mindful of their duties. Equally hostile to
anarchy and despotism it alone has the power to awaken the humble classes to a
true sense of the dignity of humanity and to inspire them with the love of equality
and order combined which is the true foundation of freedom.6

Thus the 'humble classes' were perceived by bourgeois state authorities as being dutybound to learn to value the freedom, equality and rights they unknowingly possessed.
Public schooling was therefore still regarded as the state's 'great work of civilizing the
youth of the colony', but the anticipated result was now the "best type of men and women
for the duties of a well-ordered State". Clearly the same fundamental hope for a
consensual society manifested earlier by colonial authorities continued in this period,
although it was now mediated through the civil rather than the penal arena. And hence the
future-oriented social purpose of studenthood was reaffirmed. Rather than becoming
'good christians and useful members of society' through the process of schooling, now
youth were to become 'citizens and members of society'. Rather than being 'restrained
by religious awe' and obeying military orders, students were to become citizens who
'willingly obeyed' legislation framed by parliament. Indeed authorities claimed that
public schooling was now provided by the "benevolence of law" rather than the
benevolence of the Governor and the British state.

This change in the state's authoritative basis from military to civil political institution
was accompanied by an equally important shift from the use of coercive to persuasive

C.f. W.A. Duncan, Op. Cit., 32; H. Parkes, The Empire. 2/8/1851. Cited in D. Morris, 'Henry
Parkes - Publicist and Legislator'. In C. Turney (Ed.) , Pioneers of Australian Education. Sydney
University Press, Sydney, 1969,163.

Parkes to Governor Cairns, 23/8/1875. In H. Parkes, Fifty Years in the Making of Australi
Longmans, Green & Co., London, 1892,307; Second Report of the Commissioners on National
Education, N S W L C V & P . 1,1850,2; Report of the B N E for 1858,6.
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strategies. A t its most fundamental level emerging political institutions required some
form of general consent in order to exist. While working class radicalism grew with

immigration and initially challenged these institutions, by the mid-nineteenth century th
had been replaced by organised working class attempts to utilise institutional processes
a means of implementing change. By agitating for and gaining the franchise, for

example, these institutions were legitimated further. It is in this context of consent an
legitimation that the phenomenal increase in voluntary enrolments within day schools
Q

between 1848 and 1878 can be seen.

There was also an increase in the number of youth in total institutions during this

period. Consistent with the boundaries of the state in classic liberal ideology, initiall
most of these young people were in new institutions which had been established by
private organisations with the encouragement of the N.S.W. government. It was hoped
that these philanthropic organisations would resolve existing social problems brought
about by the 1850s gold rushes, which had exacerbated the social dislocation already
flowing from massive immigration and economic depression of the 1840s. Fears were
voiced about the overcrowding and epidemics following increased urbanisation, about
the increasing number of families in poverty headed by mothers as men went off to find
work or gold, and about an increase in crime on both the goldfields and the city streets.
Indeed, the findings of various Select Parliamentary Committees during the period
constructed a consistent picture of the urban poor as the "abandoned class" whose
children were learning to lead a life of crime on the streets of the metropolis. Not only
were most of these "street arabs" engaged in street-selling, but the boys were

characterised as 'vagrants' and the girls as 'prostitutes'. Gendered perceptions about wh

See, for example, R.W. Connell & T.I. Irving, Op. Cit.; S. Macintyre, Op. Cit.; LJ. Hume,
Working-Class Movements in Sydney and Melbourne Before the Gold Rushes', Historical Studies.
1967, 30-50.
Table A2, Appendix A.
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comprised socially problematic behaviour clearly had not altered dramatically since the
early colonial period.

What had altered though was the context. Ironically, fears were not voiced about
young people being visibly idle on the streets as in the early colonial period, but about
them working in public places like the streets. It was here, parliamentarians and
philanthropists argued alike, that they were likely to associate with vagrants and
prostitutes and consequently pick up criminal habits. Moreover, since 1810 authorities
had argued that if the government provided schools then parents who failed to utilise them
were bordering on being subversive. Significantly, in the 1850s and 1860s children from
the urban poor were seen to be problematic not only because they would acquire criminal
habits on the streets but also because it was apparent that they were not attending school.
Hence poverty, parental negligence, the visibility of youth on the streets and schooling
became interwoven with rhetoric about the need to prevent crime. And if legislation was
the authoritative basis of the new civil state which had only just abolished the
transportation of convicts, then preventing people from transgressing law was a major
concern of the time.

While an absence of day schooling was being constructed as part of the metropolitan
problem, total schooling was still seen to represent the appropriate solution for
problematic youth. But existing total institutions were seen to be inadequate.

Paradoxically, rules of the orphan school had been altered with the advent of a civil libera
state. By the late 1840s parents were complaining about the Committee's hesitancy to

10

C.f. Progress Report from the Select Committee on Destitute Children With Minutes of Evide
1/9/1852, N S W L C V & P . 2,1854; Final Report from the School Commissioners, 6/12/1855,
N S W L A V & P . 2,1856-1857; Report of the B N E for 1858,15; Report from the Select Committee
on the Condition of the Working Class of the Metropolis. Together with the Proceedings of the
Committee, Minutes of Evidence and Appendix, 18/4/1860, N S W L A V & P . 4,1859-1860. Also see
P.N. Grabosky, Svdnev in Ferment. Crime Dissent and Official Reaction.1788 to 1973. A.N.U.,
Canberra, 1977; A. Mayne, "City Back-Slums in the Land of Promise: Some Aspects of the 1876
Report on Overcrowding in Sydney', Labour History 38,1980,26-19; A. O'Brien, Poor Families in
Late Nineteenth Century N.S.W.', Australia 1888. 9,1982,29-33.
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relinquish children to them, and the Attorney-General's Department concluded that the
government had no power to refuse the return of any child in an orphan school to her or
his parents. As this 'parental right' of ownership was implemented the orphan schools
came to hold children from impoverished families only temporarily, and only genuinely
parentless children on a more permanent basis. The other major institution was the
Randwick Asylum for Destitute Children, which was one of the first and largest charitable
institutions to be established during this period. By the 1860s reports were being made
about its inefficient management and liberally unacceptable practices (although, again
ironically, its rules virtually duplicated those of the earlier orphan schools). Therefore a
government body was created to inspect and monitor all charitable institutions that
received some government funds, such as the Randwick Asylum for Destitute Children,
12

The Deaf and D u m b Institution and the Parramatta Lunatic Asylum.

At the same time, conflict was occurring within the state itself. Some magistrates
argued that if young people would acquire criminal habits on the streets by associating
with vagrants and prostitutes, then the chances of them learning about crime were even
greater if they were committed to a gaol. They were nonetheless convinced of the need
for some institutional action, as were other state authorities. The Attorney-General had
delineated orphan schools as being out of the question as an alternative, and education
authorities bewailed the fact that the very legislation which allowed them to operate also
prevented them from establishing new total institutions for dealing with the problem of

Temporary use of the orphan schools by families in financial straits was enhanced by the stringent
rules of the Randwick Asylum for Destitute Children. See, for example M . Horsburgh,'The
Apprenticing of Dependent Children in N e w South Wales Between 1850 and 1885', Journal of
Australian Studies. 7, 1980, 33-54; A. O'Brien, Poverty's Prison. Op. Cit.; J. Ramsland, Children
of the Backlanes. Op. Cit.

An Act to Make Provision for the Inspection of Hospitals and Other Institutions Aided fro
Public Revenue, N.S.W. Government Gazette. 2,1866,3233-3234; Report of the Inspector of
Public Charities, 1878, N S W L A V & P . 3,1878-1879,954. Also see, for example: M . Horsburgh,
The Randwick Asylum: Organisational ResistancetoSocial Change', Australian Social Work. 30,
(1), 1977,15-24; J. Ramsland; 'An Anatomy of a Nineteenth Century Child-Saving Institution: The
Randwick Asylum for Destitute Children', JRHAS. 70, (3), 1984,1-15.
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'street arabs'. Therefore legislation was enacted in 1866 which allowed the government
to construct Industrial Schools and Reformatory Schools. These particular types of
1 Q

institution were suggested by contemporary European, American and British trends.
But they were established in N.S.W. with two crucial differences. Firstly, while they
were privately owned and managed elsewhere, they were under government control in
N.S.W. Secondly, the European focus was largely on boys but in N.S.W. it
incorporated a strong focus on girls as well.

Within N.S.W. itself, however, attention w a s directed m o r e to the differences
between the two types of school. According to the actual legislation, Reformatories
sought to "restrain, punish and correct" anyone under the age of 16 years who had
committed a criminal offence that was punishable by imprisonment for 14 days or longer.
Their sentence was lengthened from 14 or more days to a period of one to five years at the
magistrate's discretion, in order that they might be corrected through 'education and
employment'. Industrial Schools were intended for destitute children, and aimed at
young people who: had no visible means of support; were found 'sleeping in the open
air'; 'habitually loitered or wandered about streets, highways or public places'; or were
seen in the company of 'reputed thieves' or 'common prostitutes'. Consistent with the
visibility of youth on the streets being recast in terms of transgressing the authoritative

basis of civil society, according to authorities the difference between the two institutions
therefore lay with 'actual' and 'potential' criminality. The legislative distinction between

E.g. Report of the B N E for 1858,15; Report from the Select Committee on the Condition of the
Working Class of the Metropolis, Op. Cit. On overseas trends see for example: R. Hill & F. Hill,
What W e Saw in Australia. Macmillan, London, 1875; M . Carpenter, Reformatory Schools for the
Children of the Perishing and Dangerous Classes and for Juvenile Offenders. 1851, (Facsimile Edition,
Woburn Press, London, 1968); D. Lord, 'Changes in Attitude Towards the Treatment of Juvenile
Offenders in Great Britain, 1823-1908', Australian and N e w Zealand Journal of Criminology. 1, (4),
1968,201-211; B. Dickey, The Establishment of Industrial Schools and Reformatories in N e w
South Wales,l850-1875\ JRHAS, 54,(2), 1968,135-151; J. Ramsland, The Agricultural Colony of
Mettray: A 19th Century Approach to the Institutionalization of Delinquent Boys', Paper Presented to
the Seventeenth A N Z H E S Conference, University of Tasmania, 1987; J. Ramsland, L a Maison
Paternelle: A College of Repression for Wayward Bourgeois Adolescents in 19th and Early 20th
Century France', Paper Presented to the A N Z H E S N.S.W. Regional Conference, University of
Newcastle, 1988.
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poverty and criminality was, therefore, rendered somewhat meaningless and, as John
Ramsland notes, police were deliberately given wide powers to remove children from the
streets without having to find them actually engaged in a criminal activity. Indeed it was

continually remarked that there was little difference in either the aims, the management, o
the 'character' of young people committed to Industrial and Reformatory Schools.

Clearly the issue of total schooling helped to constitute civil political authority itself.
Indeed, in 1869 Henry Parkes succinctly made this point about all government schools:
A public school system in any country is an essential part of its institutions in the
large sense of politics. It is part of the policy of the country. It is part of the
intention and action of Government, part of the life of constituted authority...15

This was being facilitated as early as 1848 through the establishment of two Boards to
administer the Irish National system of day schooling. Schools wishing to remain
associated with a particular religious denomination came under the Denominational School
Board (DSB), whose main responsibility was the distribution of government funds
allocated for its use. Government schools came under the Board of National Education
(BNE). Each of these Boards was an administrative body responsible to parliament, yet
the BNE was empowered to make regulations governing both National and
Denominational schools. Not only were the religious now answerable to government, but
their capacity to influence decisions about government schooling was constrained. In
1866 the marginalisation of the church and clergy from a formal position of power was
taken one step further when any school not willing to utilise the National curriculum and

An Act for the Relief of Destitute Children, N.S.W. Government Gazette. 2,1866,2153-2158; An
ActtoEstablish Juvenile Reformatories. N.S.W. Government Gazette. 2,1866,2161-2163; Scott,
Central Police Office, Sydney, to C. Cowper, 23/9/1863, CSLR SB, 'Conversion of Public Buildings
at Port Macquarie into a Juvenile Reformatory and Prison', 4/988.2 A O N S W ; Inspector of Public
Charities to the Principal Under Secretary, 31/1/1870, "Reports of the Inspector of Public Charities,
1870-1873', CSLR SB 4/810.2 A O N S W ; J. Ramsland. Children of the Backlanes. Op. Cit.. 115.

H. Parkes, Speech Delivered on the Occaison of Opening the Public School at Dundas, 4/9/
H. Parkes, Speeches Delivered on Various Occaisnns Op. Cit., 303.
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timetable ceased to be funded by the government. In addition, all day schools using the
National method were administered by the government Council of Education (which had
replaced the BNE).

This segregation of the religious and the civil continued in other forms as part of the
process of constituting secular aims and civil authority. For example, the five
Commissioners appointed to the first BNE in 1848 were selected from the ranks of
paliament and the urban professional and business classes. In the 1850s the first
professional educator was appointed. Similarly, members of the new Council of
Education instituted in 1866 included four members of parliament and a professor from
17

the University of Sydney.

Clearly parliament intended that its o w n interests would be

reflected in administrative decisions. Generally these were. The second Chair of the BNE
argued for instance, that "the only way of averting anarchy is to teach the people their
own interests...[so they] may be rendered not only a harmless, but a highly beneficial,
conducting channel of political power". On the other hand, a basis for conflict with
parliament was laid by the creation of this body with independent decision-making
capacities. The dismissal of J.H. Plunkett, first Chair of the BNE, was couched in

conflict which actually helped to establish the semi-independent authority of the Board; in
1866 new legislation enabled the Council of Education to formulate its own regulations
18

which then had the force of law - unless expressly opposed by Parliament.

16

When

A number of works cover these organisations. See for example: K. Gollan, The Organisation and
Administration of Education in N e w South Wales. Sydney Teacher's College Press, Newtown, 1924;
A Barcan, A Short History of Education in N e w South Wales. Op. Cit.; F.A. Milne, 'The Council of
Education and Its Work, 2866-1880', M E d Thesis, University of Sydney, 1956.

E.g.. List of members of the Council of Education, N.S.W. Government Gazette. 1/1/1867,2 an
28/4/1876,1663. Thefirstprofessional educator on the B N E was William Wilkins: C. Tumey,
William Wilkins - Australia's Kay Shuttleworth'. In C. Turney (Ed.), Pioneers of Australian
Education, Op. Cit.

G.K Holden, The Moral and Intellectual Culture of the People..A Lecture', 1853. Reprinted i
Connell & TJ. Irving, Op. Cit., 183; Papers Relating to the Removal of Mr. J.H. Plunkett, 'Supply
of School Books to the National Board by the Commissioners of National Education, Dublin, and
Miscellaneous Matters, 1849-1854,1858', C S L R SB 4/7176.3 A O N S W ; Council of Education,
Regulations under the Public Schools Act of 1866, Adopted by the Council 27/2/1867, N.S.W.
Government Gazette. 1/3/1867.
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Inspectors were brought into the formal organisation of the B N E in the 1850s, the
potential for semi-independence was facilitated further through the planting of a seed
which would soon grow into a bureaucracy.

The movement towards a centralised bureaucracy whose allegiances and interests lay
primarily with parliament was enhanced by the manner in which the BNE formalised
relations between itself and local communities. Before 1866 the BNE could fund up to

two-thirds of the cost of erecting a new public school and at least one member of the l
community was to act as guarantor for the remaining one-third which was to be raised
locally. Guarantors formed the Local School Board (LSB), who were then responsible
for seeing that the community provided furnishings for the school, for repairing and
maintaining the school, and for funding school books which were to be acquired from a
government-approved stock. Members of LSBs were also responsible for a great deal of
weekly and monthly report writing to the BNE. They possessed only two areas of
discretionary control; they could recommend a candidate for teaching and they could
19

exclude any visitors from the school besides inspectors and clergymen.

Research indicates that all LSB members during this period were men and that the

majority were from the 'better classes' (e.g. magistrates, doctors, solicitors). The rep
'indifference' of LSBs is also well-documented. Perhaps this can be construed more
accurately as the inevitable product of the formalised relationship which the BNE had
constructed with them. Members of LSBs were often placed in a contradictory situation.

They were, for example, expected to be the local authorities as the Irish National syst
delineated, but which had been modified in N.S.W. to place most control with the BNE.
They were also expected to monitor the teacher in the local school but were

Regulations of National Education, N.S.W. Government Gazette. 10/5/1848; General Instructions for
the Agents in Establishing National Schools 23/6/1849, Report of the BNE for 1850, A
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simultaneously supposed to offer them and their office support. T h e B N E indicated,
moreover, that LSBs were to support the teacher/inspector rather than the community. As
Rodney Francis has shown in some detail, in instances where the BNE was forced to take
the side of either the LSB or teachers/inspectors, the Board usually responded by
supporting its employees and rapping members of the LSB on the metaphorical knuckles
20

for interfering in areas outside their jurisdiction. Like parental negligence, rhetoric about
the 'indifferent' LSBs concealed conflict which might otherwise have illuminated the
problematic nature of the BNE's claim that they were implementing what the public
wanted.

Clearly though the representativeness of formal decision-making and authority within
government schooling was as selective as the franchise - which excluded all Aborigines,
all women, and all youth (i.e. those under the age of 21 years). When control was
formalised in N.S.W. it was therefore structured through an initial relationship between

the state and youth, the state and students, the state and parents, and the state and the l
community which sought to render the state authoritative and others not By constituting
a state forum of decision-making which represented the understandings and interests of

bourgeois white adult males, authorities had not only marginalised those directly involved
in state schooling (i.e. youth), but also those adults who were most likely to know about
and be able to represent their interests. In some instances this excluded the only people
likely to know, such as Aborigines. Moreover, any objections to schooling or
suggestions for change made by communities, parents, young people or students
themselves were now positioned in such a way that it would be difficult for state
authorities to construe them as anything but non-authoritative and interfering.

J. Ely. Reality or Rhetoric. Op. Cit.; R. Francis, 'School Boards in N e w South Wales. 1866-1880',
JRHAS,58, (4), 1972,268-283. Also see for example, List of members of Local Public Schoo
Boards, N.S.W. Government Gazette. 29/1/1867,267-269.

In the Report of the BNE for 1850,2, it was claimed that public schools were provided 'a
the wants of the people'.
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Enhancing this was the ownership of the material m e a n s of government schooling
which also lay with the state. Although local communities were to fund one third of the
cost of the school building, furnish the school, maintain the school, pay for schoolbooks
and pay fees for a youth's attendance, ownership was vested in the government. This
was translated readily by the BNE as a further means of monopolising decision-making
and control. From 1848, for example, vested schools were not allowed to be used by the
community unless they obtained formal approval from the BNE on each occasion. Before
1866 none of this was the case for denominational schools, which were allowed much
more internal flexibility than government schools ever were. They could, for example,
select their own teachers and schoolbooks, formulate their own rules on discipline, and
22

involve parents in decision-making at the school level.

Justifying this differential stance between denominational and national schooling was

the liberal argument that the government should not directly intervene into religion, that
should not privilege one religion over another, and that it should be tolerant of
differences. While this meant greater local control over denominational schooling, in
government schools it meant increased state involvement to ensure less local control and
sectarianism. The rules and regulations formulated under the 1848 legislation therefore
fully intended to alter the fifty-year relationship between religion and government, and
religious and civil purposes in government schooling; an alteration which transformed
studenthood significantly.

Cf. First Report of the Commissioners Appointed by the Lord Lieutenant to Administer the Funds
Granted by Parliament for the Education of the Poor of Ireland, Reprinted as Education, Ireland,
N S W L C V&P. 1836, 518-527; Regulations of National Education, N.S.W. Government Gazette.
10/5/1848; General Regulations for the Conduct of Denominational Schools, N.S.W. Government
Gazelle, 24/1/1848,1537; Rules and Regulations for the Denominational Schools, N.S.W.
Government Gazette. 25/7/1848,915-917; Elyardtothe DSB, 5/2/1856, 'Copies of Utters to the
DSB, January 1848toDecember 1866', CSLS SB, 4/3701 A O N S W ; Regulations for the
Establishment and Conduct of Non-Vested National Schools in N e w South Wales, Report of the B N E
for 1857, J N S W L C , 1858,13; Regulations of (National Schools) 27/2/1867, N.S.W. Government
Gazette. 1/3/1867.
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S E C U L A R I S I N G S T U D E N T H O O D : 1848 - 1878
Marginalising the Religious Function of Studenthood
Secularisation was addressed systematically in the new regulations for government
day schools in 1848, which focused on specifying how non-denominational pursuits
were to be the order of the day. In the first instance the removal of any reference or
practice specific to one religion had a significant impact on the time parameters of
studenthood. Buildings could not be used as a church from 1848 and students were no

longer required to attend school/church on Sunday as part of the criteria of studenthood

Studenthood itself therefore became a concept which was related to five days of the week

The missionary-teacher role was severed, leaving the religious as visitors at well-defin

and restricted times. Thus specific religious doctrine was taught exclusively by a visit
clergyman who had access to students for five hours each week. Those wishing to
receive this instruction had to do so in a separate room which prevented others from

overhearing the lesson, and visiting clergy could only teach those students whose parent

had given permission for them to do so. Education authorities described this in the libe

language of protecting parental rights, which continued the earlier process of bolsterin
parental authority through schooling and simultaneously disempowering youth through
23

studenthood.

In addition, the Bible was replaced with textbooks which had been approved by the
Commissioners of the BNE for their lack of contentious denominational content. Through
this process of removing all religious content peculiar to any denomination from the
curriculum, a broader range of 'subjects' which were thought to be useful in preparing
students for 'enlightened' citizenship were introduced. From 1848 reading, writing,
arithmetic, grammar, geography and singing were taught, all for the one weekly fee. In

particular, literacy and numeracy were stressed as skills which were necessary to exerci

1848 Regulations of National Education, Op. Cit.
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the franchise. Strangely, encouraging students to learn about political institutions as part
of the training for citizenship was not even at issue. The likely reason for this is that
sectarian debate had been a powerful force in the formal political arena, and this is
precisely the content that state education authorities were seeking to avoid. Indeed,
regulations strictly forbad the use of school buildings for political meetings, nor could

teachers be involved in political activities. This, incidentally, rendered studenthood its

an apparently apolitical experience. Yet the gendered nature of the franchise did appear t

influence the skills and knowledge thought to be suitable for students in national schools
From 1848 girls were taught sewing, usually at the expense of several hours of
geography and arithmetic each week.

Although the Bible was no longer the central text in state schools, an explicit but
more nebulous Christian basis was retained. Teachers were instructed by the BNE to
post six excerpts from the Bible on the classroom wall so that the 'principles of these
lessons' would be learned. One principle exhorted students to be "followers of Christ"
while another more explicitly sought to encourage tolerance for those holding different
religious opinions. The remainder addressed the related issues of living in peace, loving
your enemy and turning the other cheek. By retaining Christianity as an aim of
schooling, other creation philosophies (such as those held by Aboriginal or Chinese
students) were automatically rendered unacceptable and a prejudice against non-Christian
practice was woven into studenthood. When government funding was made conditional
on schools using the national school method in 1866, these Biblical excerpts were
decontextualised and expressed in civil terms, such as 'acting with consideration for the

E.g. 1848 Regulations, Op. Cit.; List of Books Sanctioned by the Council of Education, N.S.W.
Government Gazette. 28/5/1867, 1292. Also see N. Kyle, Her Natural Destiny. Op. Cit., for further
details of timetabling.
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views and feelings of others'. This enhanced the ease by which studenthood could
25

become a 'liberal' rather than simply a 'secular' experience.

Class and Studenthood
The literacy and numeracy skills which state education authorities stressed as useful
for exercising the franchise were also stressed in terms of their potential moral influence
on students. Morality was, however, expressed clearly in the dialogue of the 'better
classes'. For example, students were to learn to read "with taste and expression, that is to
say, as an educated gentleman would read". With the gendering of speech implicit here, it
is little wonder that Inspectors claimed that female students spoke unclearly and
indistinctly. But it also aimed to modify the distinct working class Australian dialect
"which bids fair to surpass the American in disagreeableness, and which, therefore, needs
to be checked." Singing was thought to be of special strategic value as a "refining
agency". According to R. Stevens, N.S.W. steadily increased this focus throughout the
nineteenth century while it declined in Victoria. Through these subjects N.S.W. education
authorities were continuing the original aim of monitoring youth's language through

studenthood, but consistent with the institutionalisation of liberalism within the state arena
it was now expressed in terms of bourgeois morality.

C.f. Regulations of National Education, N.S.W. Government Gazette. 10/5/1848; Report of the B N E
for 1850,2; Report of the B N E for 1858,6-7; Regulations of 27/2/1867, N.S.W. Government
Gazette. 1/3/1867; Regulations Framed by the Council of Education under the Public Schools Act of
1 8 6 6 . N S W L A V & P . 3,1868-1869; Council of Education Office, Regulations Under the Public
School Act of 1866, Adopted by the Council 1/1/1876, Collected Pamphlets, Pa 346 M L .

Report of the BNE for 1858,10; Fourth Report of the Commissioners of National Education, Rep
for the Year 1851, N S W L C V & P . 1,1850-1851; Final Report from the Select Committee on
Education, 1855,15; Report of the Board of National Education for the Year 1859, J N S W L C . 5, (2),
1859-1860; Inspector's Report on the Armidale District, Report of the Council of Education Upon
the Condition of the Public Schools for 1869, N S W L A V & P . 2,1870,32; Inspector's Report on the
Albury District, Report of the Council for 1869,23; R. Stevens, 'Music: A Humanising and
Civilizing Influence in Education'. In G. Featherstone (Ed.), The Colonial Ghild. Royal Historical
Society of Victoria, Victoria, 1981,63-72.
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Similarly, teachers were required from 1867 to assemble students before marching
them into the classroom in the morning and afternoon, to ensure that "the hands, faces,
necks and ears of the pupils are clean, their hair brushed, and their clothes clean and
neat". Inspectors also investigated and reported on cleanliness. Many commented
favourably on the 'clean and orderly' students in National Schools although several also
noted that some students were still "unkempt and untidy", barefoot, without blouses or
jackets, and had long or ruffled hair. Parents were frequently blamed for this state of
affairs, despite several Select Committees reporting on the unsanitary conditions in
overcrowded rented metropolitan areas like The Rocks where landlords steadfastly
refused to make alterations. Teachers, however, were more often held to blame. Indeed,

teachers came under increased inspectorial censure during this entire period as part of th
broader effort to improve schools so that parents would be persuaded to send their
children. Hence it was argued that some teachers failed to assemble students for their
daily inspection while others set a bad example by coming to school unshaven, unwashed
and with 'disordered attire'. Yet in some instances this aim seemed to have been

successful; indeed it realised the potential for conflict which was built into studenthood
a process of making youth different from their parents. For example, one mother
withdrew her children from the local public school in 1871 explaining that "my children
were getting too impudent at the public school; they came home and bounced me about
not having the house clean, and I could not stand it".27

With this focus on mannerisms and cleanliness came the exclusion of children
because of their appearance. Research indicates that 'unkempt and dirty' children were
turned away from public schools in the Sydney area during this period and sent instead to
the charitable Ragged Schools which had been established privately in the 1850s. The

Daily Routine, 1867 Regulations, Op. Cit.; Daily Routine, 1868 Regulations, Op. Cit.; Daily
Routine, 1876 Regulations, Op. Cit.; Report of the B N E for 1859; Report of the Council for 1869;
Teacher's RepliestoCircular, Appendix A, Report of the Council of Education Upon the Condition of
the Public Schools for 1871, N S W L A V & P 3,1871-1872.
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reverse also occurred, where youth assessed by Ragged School teachers as being clean
and decently clad were frequently told to enrol at the public school instead. Frequently
the criteria of cleanliness and decency centred on whether or not a young person was
28

wearing shoes.

In turn this was obviously related to the financial situation of the youth

and her or his family. Indeed, government schools charged a weekly fee for students
while the BNE stipulated that denominational schools must provide "gratuitious"
education if someone could not afford their fees. Denominational schools were therefore
more likely than government schools to cater for those from the 'lower' working class,
29

which included a number of Aboriginal children.

Together these elaborations suggest that government day schools were being forged
as places for the respectable working class, where respectability was measured by
mannerisms, appearance and capacity to pay. Indeed, the relationship between
cleanliness and class morality was analysed in some detail by the BNE Commissioners.
They concluded that cleanliness was not indicative of any moral quality at all, nor was it
generalisable to one class of person. But they did suggest it was generalisable to

behaviour: "if the scholars are dirty they will also be disorderly". If girls were less able

to fulfil the criteria of respectable speech, according to authorities boys were less able t

fulfil the criteria of cleanliness - implying that boys were therefore also more disorderly

Disorderly student behaviour was seen to involve being noisy, talkative, prompting
classmates and whispering in class. It was also related to the ways in which students
managed their own bodies. They were criticised by Inspectors for being "restless" and

Secretary, Committee of Ragged Schools to the Coucnil of Education, 18/5/1878, "Ragged Schools,
1878-1882", 20/13029 A O N S W . Also see evidence in J. Ramsland. Children of the Backlanes. Op.
Cit., 99; J. Ramsland, 'The Sydney Ragged School: A Nineteenth Century Approach to Child
Welfare and Education", JRHAS. 68, (3), 1982,222-237; J. Kociumbas, 'Children and Society", Op.
Cit., 77-80.

Elyard to the DSB, 7/11/1851, "BNE.Letters Sent to the Denominational School Board, Janua
to December 1866", CSLS 4/3701 A O N S W ; Elyardtothe DSB, 28/12/1864, Ibid.
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were expected to m o v e with "precision" rather than in a noisy and hurried manner or with
loose, irregular movements which were unpleasing to the eye'. Nor were they to stand
in a 'slovenly or lounging' fashion, or shuffle their feet when sitting at desks or push
desks themselves askance. Orderliness was perceived as the opposite of all of these but
also included being industrious, diligent, docile, obedient, and having proper pencils.
Students were further expected to achieve delicate balances between other behaviours

such as being too 'listless' and too 'cheerful', too 'forward' and too 'shy', and exhibiti
"over free and easy conduct" and being "officious". Indeed, in the mid 1870s School
Drill was trialled in some Sydney schools. Taught by state military officers, students
were put through the paces of military drill as a means of training them to move in an
30

orderly manner and to obey orders.

Considerable refinement of the physical criteria of studenthood therefore occurred in
this period, much of which was related to the classroom context. It was also within this

context that an emphasis was placed on the need for students to obey teachers; a new need

which was related to the separation of the teacher-missionary role and the reconstitution
teachers as civil authorities.

Constituting Civil Authority at the School Site: Studenthood and Discipline
While students were expected to be polite to visiting clergy, obedience to teachers
and Inspectors was demanded. With the 'restraint of religious awe' disappearing from
schools through secularisation, Inspectors continually highlighted the point that as
teachers were civil employees of the state then they required unquestioning obedience
from students. Through this demand for complete obedience the power relationship
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between teachers and students w a s exaggerated even further, resulting in several
31

unintended effects.

In the first instance, public evidence was accrued about some male teachers in day
schools sexually exploiting their heightened position of authority over female students.
While considering it prudent not to go into too many details and limiting discussion to a
criticism of parents who employed untrained tutors in their own homes, members of the
BNE indicated an awareness of the potential that other research has shown was actualised
in day schools. Of the three men brought to trial for child-rape in the Dungog area
between 1841 and 1851, for example, two were teachers. One had raped a six year old
female student while another had 'indecently assaulted' all the girls in his class. New
rules issued by the BNE in 1867 appeared to be an attempt to address this issue, for
women teachers or the wives of male teachers were required to take charge of disciplining
32

female students from this time.

The broader question of discipline was also brought to public attention. From the
early colonial period punishment had been approved in government schools as a means of
'reforming' students. This coercive strategy was, however, soon considered to be
inappropriate in a civil society which relied on the image of consensus. Indeed, after
visiting 202 schools, the Select Committee of 1855 ascertained that the majority used
corporal punishment as the only means of disciplining students. The Committee further
argued that corporal punishment seemed to 'exercise no salutory influence upon the
characters of the children but rather the reverse', and recommeded that schools use
persuasive strategies instead. But these recommendations were made in the face of a fifty-

31

Report of the BNE for 1858,15; Duties of Teachers, 1867 Regulations, Op. Cit.; 1868
Regulations, Op. Cit.; 1876 Regulations, Op. Cit.
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C.f. Duties of Teachers, 1867 Regulations, Op. Cit.; 1868 Regulations, Op. Cit.; 1876
Regulations, Op. Cit; Report of the B N E for 1858,15; M . Sturma, Vice in a Vicious Society.
Crime and Convicts in Mid-Nineteenth Century N e w South Wales. University of Queensland Press,
St. Lucia, 1983.
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seven year public school tradition which claimed that punishment would reform youth and
an emphasis on the need for students to obey those who used this type of disciplinary
method - not to mention reactionary press statements such as 'a school without corporal
33

punishment is like an army without discipline or a State without laws'. Because of these

conflicting traditions and contradictory demands between state authorities, only two minor
changes were made which attempted to facilitate a movement towards the use of
persuasive strategies.

The first was a set of rules issued to teachers in 1858 to take charge of the school
playground so that they might "study the character of children, and so discover how to
rule them by moral influence". Not only would this provide teachers with an opportunity

to study students while they were 'stripped of the artificial restraints of the classroom'
but student behaviour could be monitored further. Developing respect for private property
and suppressing sexuality were the primary targets. Students were regularly criticised by
Inspectors for defacing BNE property in the classroom and teachers could now extend
their monitoring of this into the playground to ensure that students did not tear each
others' clothing nor injure school trees or "other property of the Board". The gendered
sexual morality made most explicit in relation to total schools earlier was introduced to
day schools through these rules as well. Country students in particular were believed to
require monitoring because they were 'entirely unable' to "amuse themselves without
engaging in rude horse-play on the one hand, or indelicate infamiliarities on the other".
Girls, it was further suggested, indulged in 'hoydenish conduct' while boys displayed a
'coarse rudeness, verging on downright insolence'. Teachers were therefore ordered to

enforce the segregation of boys and girls in the playground, to 'strictly forbid' the play
of 'indecorous games', to prevent 'boisterous games' and to 'repress improper language

C.f. Final Report of the Select Committee, 1855, 21; E. Reeve, 'Education in N e w South Wales - Its
Defects and Their Causes', Australian Era. 1, (1), 1850,11-12. In A.G. Austin and R. Sell
The Australian Government School. Op. Cit., 34-36.
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and conduct'. Children from the working class, it was further commented, 'seldom
considered propriety to be of much importance' and hence separate lavatories were
required in school playgrounds as well. Without them "common notions of delicacy can
scarcely be entertained, nor habits of decency fostered".

Through the hope of implementing persuasive methods in public schools, the school
playground therefore became another place which was monitored directly by state

education authorities. During this process the concept of studenthood itself was exte

beyond the confines of the classroom to encompass more of the geographical space of t

school. Thus the 1858 rules also required students to obtain permission from teachers
before leaving the school grounds for the first time, although students continued to

home regularly during the mid-day recess. In 1866 new regulations extended this furth
to incorporate the route between home and school. Consistent with this expansion of
studenthood from the classroom, some students in the Newcastle area were being given
school work to do at home in 1869; a move the District Inspector thoroughly approved
of35

By focusing on persuasive methods in the playground, however, the authority of

teachers as well as their preference for corporal punishment in the classroom were le

inviolate. This resulted in a some noteworthy conflict between students and teachers,
between parents and teachers. For instance, one boy left school instead of 'doing his

Euclid' and his father sent the teacher a message that the boy was not to be caned. Th

teacher responded that if he could not 'do as he pleased' with the student, then he s

Of. W.C. Wills, Secretary, National Education Office, 19/7/1858, Report of the B N E for 1858; W .
Wilkirts, Outline of a Plan for the Establishment of Boarding-Schools in Remote Districts/fod.; W .
Wilkins to the BNE, 10/2/1859, 'BNE, Miscellaneous Letters Received', CSLR SB 4/7176.2
A O N S W ; Report of the Council for 1869, Appendix H.

Clause 61, Section III, 1867 Regulations; 1876 Regulations, Op. Cit.; Inspector's R
Newcastle District, Report of the Council for 1869,104; Council of Education File No. 24766,
29/12/1876, 'Brewarrina School File,', 5/15078 A O N S W .
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be withdrawn from the school permanently. Although this father complained to the
Council about the teacher's arrogance, other parents used alternative measures to deal
with some teachers. The daughter of the headmaster of the Glebe National School was

caned on the hands for 'not being able to spell the difficult words of the reading lesson
By that night her hands were so swollen and bruised that her mother refused to send her
to school again. Other parents suggested to teachers that they use reason rather than
coercion in the classroom, while a number withdrew their children from National Schools
purely because of the excessive punishment. Some students made the decision
themselves. Elizabeth S. was instructed to report to the headmaster and be caned for
laughing in class. Instead she simply took her hat, walked out, and never returned.

Although supporting the office of the national school teacher, BNE Commissioners
and Inspectors also supported the authority of consensus in a civil state. Hence they
demanded that teachers maintain an orderly and disciplined classroom, and insisted they
should manage this without using excessive corporal punishment. Therefore at Glebe
National School, for instance, one teacher was reprimanded by the Inspector in 1862 for

'boxing the infants' ears and smacking their faces', another in 1864 for 'striking a littl

boy on the head and thereby causing him to be ill for three days', and yet another in 1869
for 'pulling some hair off a boy's head'. But the flow of students from national to
denominational school from the late 1850s because of teachers' excessive use of corporal
punishment seemed to override this concern to maintain the authority of the teacher because new rules were issued in 1867 which aimed at clarifying the role of punishment
in national schools. Teachers were to 'avoid all degrading and injurious punishments for
students', and caning was the only corporal punishment allowed. Caning could,

C.f. E. Reeve, Op. Cit:, Report of the B N E for 1858,12; 'Journal of the Glebe National School,
Private Manuscript Extracts 1862-1872'. Reprinted in D.C. Griffiths (Ed.), Documents on the
Establishment of Education in N e w South Wales. 1789-1800. A.C.E.R., Melbourne, 1957, 107-109;
Council of Education File No. 24766,29/12/1876, "Brewarrina School File,', 5/15078 A O N S W ;
Report of the Council of Education Upon the Condition of Public Schools for 1878, N S W L A V&P.
2, 1878-1879, 275.
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moreover, only be inflicted in "extreme cases" (and as "a last resort" from 1869), each
instance had to be recorded, and it could only be administered by a Principal Teacher (or
37

an Assistant Teacher with the Principal Teacher's permission).

Despite this attempt to regulate the punishment that teachers meted out to students,
corporal punishment nonetheless remained as a legitimate disciplinary tool. Not only was
the view that students required externally-induced discipline continued during this period,
but it remained one of the experiences which students negotiated frequently, as an expupil from Wagga Wagga Public School recalled:
Rigid discipline w a s enforced, and w o e betide offenders against it, for the cane
was always strongly in evidence. Twelve or fourteen cuts were not u n c o m m o n ,
and even twenty-four were inflicted for s o m e extra atrocious misdeeds. It w a s
all accepted as quite a matter of course.38

Accompanying this m o v e m e n t in the 1860s towards the attempted regulation of
corporal punishment and the explication of bourgeois morality was a reformulation of the
grounds for expelling students from school for transgressing moral boundaries:
A pupil may, nevertheless, for gross insolence, persistent disobedience,
profanity, or immoral conduct, be...removed from the School.39

The expulsion of William S. in 1872 points to other reasons as well as the readiness of
teachers in using this method to rid the school of problematic students. It was claimed

C.f. Journal of the Glebe National School, Op. Cit.; 1867 Regulations, Op. Cit:, 1868
Regulations, Op. Cit.; 1876 Regulations, Op. Cit.

R. Emblem, 'Some Reminiscences'. The Crow. 5, 1930,13. Cited in R. Francis, 'Schools from t
Pupils' Point of View. N e w South Wales in the Late Colonial Period', A N Z H E S Journal. 8, (2),
1979,26.

The initial regulation stated that no student "shall be dismissed from any school under th
superintendence of the Council, unless with the express concurrence of the Local Board". A year later
it was amended so that either the Local Board or the Council of Education wererequiredtoapprove the
expulsion of any student. In 1876 therightof appealtothe Council was further stipulated: 1867
Regulations, Op. Cit.; 1868 Regulations, Op. Cit.; 1876 Regulations, Op. Cit.
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that William had absented himself from school for an entire week without his parents'
knowledge and that he had then come to school with a fistful of stones, which he
threatened to throw at anyone who tried to interfere with him. He was promptly caned
and then suspended until the Inspector and the Council approved the teacher's decision,
which they did. William had thus transgressed three boundaries. He had engaged in
behaviour like throwing stones which was associated with the 'dangerous, dirty and
unkempt1 lower class. He was also 'insolent' towards teachers, and, moreover, he had

challenged state authorities' views on parental authority. Obedience to parents had been
implemented as a school aim in 1810 and appearing to challenge it was now sufficient
grounds for removing a student from school. The contradictions previously woven into
studenthood between the current and future morality of students clearly were becoming
more complex.

Contradictions about parents were also elaborated. While condemning teachers'
excesses and even taking action to curb them, formalised relations of authority
encouraged the BNE to perceive objecting parents as objectionable and unauthoritative.
Not surprisingly then, Commissioners of the BNE argued that those parents who took

issue with school discipline lacked proper deference to those in authority. They claimed
further that parents who objected to corporal punishment also objected to some of the

rules designed to encourage discipline, order and regularity within the student - such a
regular attendance, cleanliness and orderly behaviour. Others, they suggested, were
simply 'ignorant'. Thus when some parents claimed that geography was useless
information the Board responded that parental objections were the greatest obstacle to

students doing well in the subject. Many parents insisted that their children should lea

arithmetic which was applicable and useful to everyday life and the Board replied that t
irregularity of students at school hindered the progress of arithmetic. Grammar was
considered by 'a vast number of parents' to be complete nonsense and the Board insisted

Journal of the Glebe National School.Op. Cit., 109.
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that ignorant and uneducated parents could not possibly see the value of something they
did not understand themselves.41

According to the BNE, however, parents were most objectionable because of their
'widespread view' that public schooling should be instrumental. This led parents to pay
fees based on the amount of time their children actually attended school (rather than the
weekly sum stipulated), and to withdraw their children after they had learned to read,
write and perform basic arithmetical calculations. Ironically parents were acting on the
very principle that public schooling had been and still was reliant upon: as a privilege
commodity with a cash value offered by the state to parents. All of these parental attitudes
and actions were summed up by state authorities under the rubric of a student's "defective
home influence" which was, moreover, 'diametrically opposed to school training'. If

parents did not support all the specifities of public schooling authorities clearly considere
them to be in direct conflict with it Through such arguments, state authorities continued
to understand students in the day school largely through their parents. It was this stock of
growing 'conventional wisdom' about parents which contributed to the establishment of
new total schools. Industrial and Reformatory Schools were required, state authorities
argued, to turn the children of "abandoned parents" from an eventual life of crime and to
change them into "respectable members of society".

E.g. Report of the B N E for 1857,5-6; Report of the B N E forl858,12; Report of the Council of
Education Upon the Condition of Public Schools for 1878, N S W L A V & P . 2,1878-1879,275; E.
Reeve, Op. Cit. O n the teacher training programs see for example, B. Mitchell, 'Improving
Teachers'. Journal of Australian Studies. 11.1982,54-69; B.K. Hyams. Teacher Preparation in
Australia. A History of its Development from 1850 to 1950. A.C.E.R., Victoria, 1979.

E.g. Report of the BNE for 1850,15; Report of the BNE for 1858,6-15; Thirteenth Report of t
Board of National Education, Report for 1860, N S W L A V & P . 2,1861-1862,12; Report of the
Select Committee on the Working Classes of the Metropolis, Op. Cit., 1271-1275.
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Studenthood as Criminal Reformation
Like the earlier orphan schools it was considered imperative by state authorities to
minimise the influence of 'abandoned' parents over their own children. Unlike the earlier
orphan schools the boundaries were now determined by a civil state which based its own
authority on law. Hence more traditional themes about social relations and social
institutions were reworked to arguments about 'criminality'. While adherence to
liberalism had delineated the extent to which colonial authorities could intervene into
familial relations and had resulted in day schools and total schools, in the late colonial
period it resulted more in differences between total institutions. Orphan schools now
contained young people who were genuinely parentless and destitute parents could apply

to have their children placed there temporarily and be more or less guaranteed their return
Reformatory schools were for youth who had actually transgressed legislation. Industrial
schools formed a bridge between the two. Established for destitute children, they drew
some temporary inmates from the orphan schools and, according to state authorities,

provided an institutional means of preventing potentially criminal activity (such as being
on the streets) from becoming actual criminality. Not viewed as such at the time,
industrial schools in particular had an increased pool of potential inmates because state
day schools were being forged as institutions for the respectable working class.

Also consistent with the parameters of liberalism, another major difference between
these total schools lay with the amount and type of separation from families that

authorities could initiate. Ironically, the reliance of the civil state on legislation also
their range of possible action. Youth placed in reformatory schools were theoretically
'worse' because of their proven criminality and parental contact was therefore severed
completely for the duration of their sentence. Conversely, parents could visit under
supervision in industrial schools. But young people in reformatory schools had to be
released after the expiration of their sentence, while those from industrial schools could
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apprenticed by the government from the age of 12 without parental consent because
custody was invested in the state.

Also like the earlier orphan schools - and the existing Protestant Orphan school activities and areas of apprenticing continued to be gendered. Girls learned 'household
management', did the laundry work for all government asylums and were placed from
industrial and orphan schools into domestic service. Although it was initially intended
that boys on the industrial school ship Vernon boost the colonial merchant sea trade by
acquiring seafaring skills they also learned other trades. Despite this the majority of
prospective employers were eager for farm labourers and this was the area most boys
were apprenticed to. Hence these schools also continued the function of the earlier orphan
school in meeting the demands of employers in a labour market with an undersupply of
domestic servants and rural labourers.

T h e n e w industrial and reformatory schools also took on the earlier orphan school
intention of 'reforming' youth by monitoring their every activity, ensuring they were
engaged in 'useful industry' such as secular schooling and laundrywork, and teaching
them "habits of cleanliness, industry and diligence". Like the coercive strategies found

Cf. A n Act for the Relief of Destitute Children, N.S.W. Government Gazette. 2,1866,2153-2158;
A n ActtoEstablish Juvenile Reformatories, N.S.W. Government Gazette. 2,1866,2161-2163;
Regulations for the Industrial School for Girls at Newcastle, N S W L A V & P . 3,1868-1869,833-836;
Further Regulations for the Industrial School for Girls at Newcasde, N S W L A V & P . 3,1868-1869,
837-840; Regulations for the Nautical School-Ship "Vernon", N S W L A V & P . 3,1868-1869, 853857; Regulations for the Biloela Industrial School for Girls, Parramatta River, N.S.W. Government
Gazette. 18/7/1871, 1597-1600.
E.g. Report of the Select Committee on the Proposed Nautical School and Minutes of Evidence,
1854, N S W L A V & P . 2,1854; Report on the Protestant Orphan School at Parramatta, Progress
Report of the Inspector of Public Charities, N S W L A V & P . 3,1868-1869,483-487; Inspector of
Public Charitiestothe Under Secretary, 13/6/1871, Reports of the Inspector of Public Charities,
1870-1873, C S L R SB 4/801.2 A O N S W . For further details of activities in and apprenticing from
these schools see J. Ramsland, Children of the Backlanes. Op. Cit.; N. Williamson, 'Reform or
Repression? Industrial and Reformatory Schools for Girls in N e w South Wales, 1866 to 1910',
BA(Hons) Thesis, University of Newcastle, 1979; N. Williamson, Laundry Maids or Ladies? Life in
Industrial and Reformatory Schools for Girls in N e w South Wales', J R H A S . 67, (3-4), 1983, 312324. O n the labour market see B. Kingston, M v Wife. M y Daughter and Poor Marvanne. Nelson.
Australia, 1977; R.W. Connell & TJ. Irving, Op. Cit.
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within day schools of the early colonial period, punishment w a s also a stated aim of
reformatory schools and a strong theme in industrial schools. Unlike the movement
towards 'persuasive' strategies in contemporary government day schools, corporal
punishment was a central strategy deployed in total schools. An extensive list of
approved punishments was framed by the parliamentary Executive Council to whom the
administrators of each school were responsible. Permissable punishment for misconduct

in either type of school included black listing, eating meals alone, being confined to cel
during play hours, and being confined to cells with bread and water for any period up to 7
days for one offence. No more than six 'cuts on the hand with a cane' were allowed for
minor offences such as 'disobeying orders, being unclean, being indolent, quarrelling or
• *• ,45
noting.

For boys on the Vernon this list was extended, and corporal punishment began to be
gendered - at least in theory. Not only were they punished in full view of all staff and
students, but additional punishments were permitted, such as being tied to the masthead
and receiving twenty lashes with a plain leather strap for the 'grave offence' of stealing.
For girls, grave offences included being 'immoral, dishonest, lying, stealing, destroying
public property, gross indecency or insolence to an officer'. Solitary confinement was
nominated as their appropriate punishment. After the riots by student inmates at
Newcastle and Biloela Industrial Schools in 1867 and 1871 however, several girls were

transferred from the school to gaol after they had been straight-jacketed, confined to bar
cells and caned about the head and shoulders.46

Regulations 1-3, An Act to Establish Juvenile Reformatories, N.S.W. Government Gazette.
14/9/1866,2161-63; Regulations, Reformatory School for Girls at Newcastle. N S W L A V&P. 3,
1868-1869, 841-844; Report of the Inspector of Public Charities, 1878, N S W L A V & P . 3,18781879,953.

Details of these riots and authorities' responses can be found in Reports of the Inspect
1870-1873, CSLR SB 4/810.2 A O N S W ; Second Report of the Public Charities Commission
Appointed to Inquire into and Report Upon the Working and Management of the Public Charities of
the Colony, 26/5/1874, N g W L A V & P , 4,1873-1874. For analysis of theriotssee N. Williamson,
Reform or Repression?', Op. Cit., 29-26.
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Like day schools actual punishment in the industrial schools clearly exceeded the
written limits. Head administrators within the institutions therefore were castigated
constantly by other state authorities for not following Government regulations. At the
same time, however, a number of apprenticed students were readmitted annually to
industrial schools for "misconduct" and the Inspector of Public Charities began to
consider the feasibility of transferring inmates from institutions such as the Protestant
Orphan School and the Randwick Asylum for Destitute Children to an industrial school
for misbehaviour. Given this written and actual focus on punishment it is hardly
surprising that parents reputedly saw the schools as 'prisons' and not the "refuge from
home" that state authorities perceived them to be - adding more grist to the state mill of
parental ignorance and obtuseness.

What was seen to require reforming was also more complex than in the earlier
colonial period. John Ramsland argues that the majority of boys were committed to the
Vernon because of parental poverty while Noeline Kyle argues that the majority of girls
were institutionalised in (Newcastle then) Biloela Industrial School and the Shaftesbury
Reformatory for prostitution. Yet only one reformatory school was established during this
period and the number of girls committed to it were few. Almost all committals were to
industrial schools where youth did not have to break the law in order to be incarcerated.

Recorded reasons for admission to these schools in 1873 indicate that 10% of girls
and 12% of boys were institutionalised because their mother was a prostitute or their

E.g. Inspector of Public Charities to the Principal Under Secretary, 31/1/1870, "Reports of the
Inspector of Public Charities, 1870-1873", C S L R SB 4/810.2 A O N S W ; Inspector of Public Charities
to the Principal Under Secretary, 14/4/1870, Ibid.; Report of the Inspector of Public Charities, 1873,
N S W L A V&P. 3,1872-1873; Report of the Inspector of Public Charities, 1876, N S W L A V & P . 4,
1876-1877; Report of the Inspector of Public Charities. 1877. N S W L A V & P . 2.1877-1878; Report
of the Inspector of Public Charities for 1878; Report of the Inspector of Public Charities, 1879,
N S W L A V & P . 2,1879-1880, 862.

J. Ramsland, Children of the Backlanes. Op. Cit.; N. Williamson, Reform or Repression?', O
Cit:, Table A12, Appendix A.
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parent/s kept a brothel. A further 1 7 % of boys were recorded as having impoverished
parents, while this was not a stated reason for girls. Also stated for boys and not girls
was 'parents dead or deserted, supporting self and 'parents unable to control'.
Alternatively a number of girls but no boys were incarcerated because one or both parents
were in gaol. Nor were boys admitted for reasons given about girls such as 'mother
Aboriginal', 'mother believed to possess a bad character', 'mother living with another
man' or 'father gaoled for incest'. This language that state authorities used to describe
why youth were committed to total schools formed part of the constructing process.
Although poverty, prostitution and Aboriginality remained as themes from earlier times,
the delineation of 'appropriate' parenting was being expanded to incorporate the

immediate absence of parents from child-rearing, the sexuality of fathers and the capacity
49

of parents to 'control' boys.

Parental absence was a concern of earlier authorities but was not a reason for
incarceration unless youth themselves were thought to be problematic. By the mid-

nineteenth century it appeared to be a criteria on its own, indicating an expectation that

least one parent be continually present for child-rearing. The issue of control involved t
articulation of expectations about parents which had only been implied within the 1810
aim of day schooling that children obey their parents. While it had been an aim of day
schooling in 1810 and was now a reason for expulsion from day schools, it was also now
a reason for committal to a total school. Incarceration for paternal incest involved an

official recognition of the potential abuse of patriarchal power relations; relations of p
which had been constructed and formalised within the sphere of the civil state itself. It
therefore not surpising that the same sexual abuse of authority was manifested by male

administrators within the industrial school for girls during this period. In an inquiry in

C X Statistical analysis by John Ramsland, Ibid., 129-132; Returns Showing the Number of Girls
in the Industrial School for Girls, Biloela, 1873, Report of the Superintendent of the Industrial School
for Girls to the Principal Under Secretary, 1873, N S W L A V & P . 2,1872-1873,1255-1256.
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theriotsat Newcastle and Biloeala, for example, one of the girls w h o testified claimed
that the Superintendent had taken 'indecent liberties' with her and another inmate, who
had conceived a child. Just as women were required to discipline female students in day
schools, these events undoubtedly contributed to the appointment of women
50

administrators from the late 1870s. Yet by incarcerating daughters w h o were the official
victims of incest authorities indicated an assumption that the girls themselves bore some
responsibility for being sexually active, despite the circumstances involved. Hence
authorities' stance on paternal incest was also part of a wider concern with the sexual
precocity of working class youth.

Studenthood as Childhood: the Sexual Precocity of Working Class Youth
As the the Inspector of Police demonstrated in his evidence to the Select Committee
of 1860 on the Working Class in the Metropolis, prior concern with girls' sexuality had
broadened by the mid-nineteenth century to incorporate boys under the rubric of
'childhood':

I have frequently observed a number of children, varying from infancy to 12 or
14 years of age, in a state of nudity, bathing at the different wharfs leading out to
Sussex Street..I believe it is intercourse of this kind which first breaks d o w n the
barrier of decency, deadens the sense of modesty and leads to criminal
intercourse between boys and girls, whilst they are only mere children.51

Thus it was that boys were institutionalised in total schools for the first time for having
mother who was a prostitute or parents who owned a brothel, and boys were punished
for engaging in 'unnatural' acts such as sodomy while on the Vernon. Girls of course
continued to be institutionalised for their own real, presumed or potential sexual activity,

Report of the Inspector of Public Charities for 1876,910. Other reasons for the appointment of
women as administrators have been examined by N. Kyle, 'Agnes King Inter Alios: Reformatory
School Administrators in New South Wales, 1869 to 1904", Journal of Australian Studies. 9,1984,
59-68

Evidence of the Inspector-General of Police to the Select Committee on the Condition of t
Classes, 1860, Op. Cit., 1352-1353.
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although n o w they were given a medical inspection for venereal disease on admission,
and the Matron was required to supervise their daily dressing and undressing to ensure
52

that they slept in individual beds of a night.

This concern of state authorities that young people experience no sexual activity was
shared and reinforced by the emerging medical profession. From the 1860s doctors
published magazines with advice to middle-class women to monitor their children's
53

activities and ensure that sexuality had no part in it.

T h e forging of childhood as an

asexual experience was, in this respect at least, creating an ungendered social relation by
incorporating boys into a concern previously conceptualised in terms of girls alone.
Instead of being linked to women's prostitution the sexuality of young people was now
linked with the 'innocence' of childhood. According to state authorities they were
therefore justified in monitoring young people's physical activities because it was
beneficial and necessary for society:
Let us take care of these precious things, remembering always that those we
rescue with the left hand not only lessen the s u m of vagrancy and vice, but they
are passed on to society by therighthand to lighten its burdens, to increase its
powers of industry and to defend its interests.54

Other changes accompanied this articulation of 'childhood' to young working class

people by state authorities. Colonial authorities' belief in the irreclaimability of working
class women was translated partially into a belief about the inability of older youth to be
reformed. While authorities stressed the greater impossibility of reforming girls 'from the

E.g. Superintendent, Newcastle Industrial School for Girls, to the Under Secretary, 9/12/1869, CSLR
SB 69/9549 A O N S W . For details of punishment on the Vernon see J. Ramsland, Children of the
Backlanes. Op. Cit.

J. Kociumbas, The Management of Children. Medical Advice on Child Care in New South Wales
and Victoria, 1860-1890', Australia 1888.9,1983,14-19.
H. Parkes, Speeches on Various Occasions Connected With the Public Affairs of New South
Wales.1848-1874. Longman. Green & Co., London, 1876, Op. Cit., 169.
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streets w h o generally return to their former habits and associates', younger children were
now seen to be innocent, "guiltless in themselves, the victims of society or of their own
parents". Suggestions began to be voiced about the need to separate students within total
schools to prevent younger children from acquiring criminal tendencies from older
inmates. In 1877 this was implemented with the 'older', 'younger' and 'youngest' girls
being segregated internally for both sleeping and working activities.

For boys the process was slightly different. After examining contemporary British
practice it was recommended that all those under the age of 12 years should attend a
government day school on the mainland rather than sharing their daily activities with older
boys on board the ship. Just as state education authorities were reluctant to release
orphans to their parents so too were they reluctant to undermine the principal of
segregation from parents and the community by following this suggestion. Instead, boys
under the age of 7 years who had been committed to the Vernon were sent to the industrial
school for girls. Not only did this separate younger from older boys but it provided
further opportunity for authorities to train girls in 'household management'. Several
senior girls were selected on the basis of good conduct and put to the task of supervising
and mothering the young boys. Undoubtedly some of these girls saw this as a positive
change. In the first year of its implementation, for example, the girl who had been
selected to supervise the nine boys from the Vernon was sister to two of them, and the
Superintendent remarked that 'the little ones had become much attached to her'.

Through this new method of loosely classifying students by age within total schools
the partial 'de-gendering' of studenthood and its reconstitution as 'childhood' was

55

H. Parkes, Op. Cit.; Inspector of Public Charities to the Principal Under Secretary, 20/3/
"Reports of the Inspector of Public Charities, 1870-1873', CSLR SB 4/801.2 A O N S W ; Report of the
Superintendent of the Biloela Industrial School for Girls, 1877, N S W L A V & P . 2,1877-1878, 663;
Report of the Inspector of Public Charities for 1879,862.
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reinforced. Indeed, it was soon argued that institutionalising very young children at all
was quite detrimental. Cutting them off from society at an early age by total

institutionalisation meant, according to the Inspector of Public Charities, that students
from industrial schools entered the world 'unprepared for its snares and difficulties'.
This was in stark contrast with practice in the orphan school, which had adopted agesegregated sleeping quarters by 1870. Indeed, consistent with the construction of new
total institutions for socially problematic youth and the rendering of the orphan school
institution for genuinely parentless children, the orphan school had begun to adopt some
of the practices of national schools. Some of these were age-related, although the route
these changes were from a very different source to a vision of the 'innocence' of young
children.

BUREAUCRATISING STUDENTHOOD
Unlike total schools, age became a criteria of studenthood in day schools largely
because of the dual movement towards the professionalisation of teachers and the
bureaucratisation of educational organisation. A concern with the inefficient deployment
of schools as a result of sectarian rivalry, it will be recalled, was one of the reasons
BNE and DSB were established in the first place. In terms of formal relations of power
the BNE had the responsibility of overseeing the DSB and implementing parliamentary
concerns with schooling, and hence was empowered to frame new rules and regulations
in respect of public schools and the Board itself. Organisationally the BNE did not
remain a body of several Commissioners for very long. Within a decade civil

administrative offices were being created. For example, the Inspectorial office establish
in 1841 had been extended by 1859 when N.S.W. was geographically divided into
School Districts, each supervised by an Inspector or Superindent who acted as the

Progress Report of the Inspector of Public Charities Respecting Certain Charitable Institutions,
N S W L A V & P . 1868-1869,483-487; Report of the Inspector of Public Charities, 1878, 953.
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Board's agent. Ownership of public schooling and final decision-making powers m a y
have lain with parliament but much of its day-to-day monitoring lay with this growing
bureaucracy which held the potential to take on characteristics and interests which were
distinctly its own. In the absence of immediate parliamentary response to the findings of
58

the 1855 Select Committee on education this is precisely what happened.

The Select Committee claimed the majority of teachers in N.S.W. schools used
individual teaching methods which expended a lot of unnecessary time and effort which
could be made more effective by classifying a group of students together at the same level
of progress and teaching them collectively. Commissioners of the BNE readily took up
and elaborated this argument. Some teachers, they suggested, left required subjects out
of their teaching repertoire completely, some focused on those students learning 'the
higher branches' to the neglect of other students, and others were so zealous that they
promoted students to higher classes before they could properly understand what was
being taught. The Board agreed with the Select Committee that a suitable remedy was to
train teachers. Professional training would help to render teachers more authoritative
while rationalising government resources so that schools were operating with the
precision of a "great machine". The former was necessary for constituting civil authority
59

while the latter was necessary to help legitimate the civil authority of government itself.
But studenthood itself was redefined in two substantially new ways as a consequence of
this focus on teachers.

Regulations and Directionstobe Attended to in Making Application to the Commissioners of
. National Education, for Aid Towards the Building of School Houses or for the Support of Schools,
N.S.W. Government Gazette. 10/5/1848; Report of the B N E for 1850; Report of the B N E for 1860,
12.
Final Report of the Select Committee on Education, 1855,9-16; Report of the BNE for 1856,
N S W L A V & P . 1,1857, Annex 2; Report of the B N E for 1858,6. For other examples of William
Wilkin's application of this mechanistic philosophy to public schooling see C. Turney, "William
Wilkins - Australia's Kay Shuttleworth'. In C. Turney (Ed.), Pioneers of Australian Education. Op.
Cit., 163.
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Stduenthood and A g e Relations in D a y Schools
The first involved the delineation of chronological age as a feature of studenthood
within the confines of the school. In 1856 two new model schools were created which,

together with the existing Fort Street School, were to serve as teacher training institut
and models of educational excellence for N.S.W. Amongst other innovations each of
these schools was divided into an Infants and Primary Department, with those aged
between 2 and 7 years allocated to the Infants section. The Infants Department was
further divided into a Nursery section for children aged between 2 and 5 years. In
addition, the Primary Department was divided into a section for girls and a section for
boys. Gender and age were now preferred differentiating criteria in public day schools,
although each remained a model throughout this entire period. As Noeline Kyle has

pointed out, it was difficult indeed in the classrooms of small country schools for teac
to segregate female and male students. As commentary in this chapter related to
playground supervision has also indicated, segregation by sex outside the classroom was
not always followed by teachers. Age segregation was even more difficult for teachers to
adopt. By 1858 only a few country schools were reported as having created Infants
Departments. A decade later there were only 11 throughout the entire state, 10 of which
were in Sydney.

One reason that neither gender nor age segregation were implemented fully in day
schools was the formula devised by the BNE for allowing separate sections or
departments to be established. Based on the number of students attending a particular
school, few indeed had sufficient enrolments to justify the additional cost of separate
rooms or buildings and additional teachers. Common practice also limited the extent to
which age could become an important differentiating criteria. In 1858 the average age of

Report upon the Training Department and Model National Schools, Report of the B N E for 1856,
Section 5,6-14; Report of the B N E for 1858,12-13; Report of the Council for 1869; N. Kyle, Her
Natural Destiny. Op. Cit.
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students w a s reported as being "considerably less than nine years". Graph 1 suggests that
the situation was little different in 1869. Clearly the vast majority of public school
students preferred to leave school by the age of 11.

GRAPH 1
Age of Students in National Schools, 1869

Source: Inspectors' Reports, Report of the Council of Education for 1869

Although the age of students w a s linked with the efficient m a n a g e m e n t of
government resources it was perhaps also prompted - and certainly legitimated - by the
new European Kindergarten movement. Commissioners of the BNE were broadly
familiar with this movement, especially the ideas of Froebel and Pestalozzi. Essentially
these theorists believed that young children were not capable of reason and that they
required specialised teaching in a specialised environment in order to stimulate their

Report of the B N E for 1858,9; Report of the Council for 1869, Appendix H. Statistics were not
uniformly reported in this period: some Inspectors provided basic information by type of school and
numbers of students enrolled, while others provided more detailed information including the ages of
students.
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'dawning intellect' through various stages of growth.

In N.S.W. though, there was

already a tradition of formally educating very young children in state schools. While age
became an 'ideal' mid-nineteenth century method of segregation in N.S.W. government
schools, it was not in the context of the very young requiring specialised teaching.
Rather, it was argued that if 2 to 5 year olds received the same intellectual, moral and

disicplinary training as older students then they would be better prepared for the discipl
of the primary section of school.

The notion of growth through stages appeared in more subtle forms when some
Inspectors began to link it with school practice and the curriculum in the 1860s.
Commenting on Brungle Public School for example, Inspector Coburn suggested that
although the curriculum was too limited, the teaching "method was well adapted to the
ages of the pupils". Inspector Jones decided that most students from the Armidale District
were not "old enough to engage in such studies" as Latin and Geometry. Students in First
Class at Cadia Public School performed badly in their annual inspection and Inspector
McCredie claimed this was because "their thinking powers are small". Such assessments
heralded an important shift towards understanding students through chronological age as
an indicator of readiness for learning and appropriate learning experiences.

Reinforcing this Inspectorial rhetoric about age was the second major strategy aimed
at teachers. As all teachers could not be trained simultaneously in the three model
schools, a Table of Minimum Standards was introduced in 1856 to provide a guide for

For further details on kindergarten theories and theorists see, for example, D. Deasey, Op. Cit.; J.
Cleverley & D. Phillips, Visions of Childhood. Influential Models from LocketoSpocke. Allen &
Unwin, Sydney, 1987.

Report upon the Training Department and Model National Schools, Report of the BNE for 18
Section 5,6-14. N.S.W. modifications are discussed in some detail by C. Turney, 'William Wilkins > Australia's Kay Shuttleworth', Op. Cit., 219-222.

Inspector's Report on the Albury District, Report of the Council for 1869,27; Inspector'
the Armidale District, Op. Cit., 33; Inspector's Report on the Bathurst District, Op. Cit., 52.
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teachers to teach by and for Inspectors to assess a teacher's performance. Under these
standards public schools were divided into six hierarchical classes, and students were
expected to master all of the content taught in one class before moving on to the next
class. The prescribed subjects of reading, writing, arithmetic, grammar, scripture and
object lessons were also stratified across these six grades. The setting of an identifiable
standard soon lead to several Inspectors reporting that entire classes of students were
either 'backward' or 'forward'. At Braidwood National school for example, "the younger
children [were] very backward in reading and writing, and the elder boys in Geography".
Of the students at South Wolumla Public School it was stated that "the most advanced
class is very backward in spelling, arithmetic and English grammar". Studenthood clearly
was becoming a more complex phenomena within the boundaries of the school itself.

In contrast to the individualism inherent in liberal ideology however, students were
being classified and understood en masse because teachers were expected to teach
collectively. Indeed, students were examined orally by Inspectors as whole classes each
year as a means of assessing the teacher's performance. This contradiction was reconciled
by focusing on students as 'innocents' who possessed only a 'dawning intellect':

Individuality of character is less destructible than is generally supposed.
F r o m personal observation, I conclude that in children, it is almost impossible to
destroy the idiosyncracy, and even if subjected for years to a course of discipline
calculated to crush out their very identity, m u c h m o r e their individuality, they
still retain their individual character with some modification. The fact is that
children have really no opinions - no deliberate judgements; they have instincts,
dispositions, and impulses which can be controlled and directed, but not
eradicated.66

To the consternation of state authorities, however, many teachers failed to utilise the Tabl
of Minimum Standards. Therefore in the 1870s a Standard of Proficiency was issued

Inspector's Report on the Albury District, Report of the Council for 1869,27; Inspector's Report on
the Armidale District, Op. Cit., 33; Inspector's Report on the Bathurst District, Op. Cit., 52.
W . Wilkins, National Education. Op. Cit., 34.
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which restated the principles of the Table. In doing so the need to classify students
according to their 'ages and mental capacities' was stressed, shifting the reason for
classification from teachers towards students themselves.

This shift towards understanding students through age and intellectual capacity
seemed to be occurring in other state spheres as well. In 1848 new regulations stipulated

age as a criteria for immigration. In 1850 new legislation aimed to hasten the trial of an
person under the age of 14 years charged with larceny. In 1852 this was extended to 16
years. Analysing actual convictions for the period, Michael Sturma concluded that young
people who were tried and charged in N.S.W. generally received less severe sentences
and penalties than their older counterparts. Like schooling itself, much of this

differentiation on the basis of age was positing youth more explicitly as a group who were

different from adults. The exclusion of those under the age of 21 years from the franchise
in 1858 formalised this difference within the state sphere. The process of constructing
youth as different was enhanced also by the steadily increasing stress on parenthood.
Indeed, the two went hand-in-hand.

Yet it was not a concerted or co-ordinated process of differentiation. In fact it was
filled with many inconsistencies. For example, while an 'infant' at criminal law was
defined as anyone under the age of 19 years, in the education sphere an 'infant' was
someone under the age of 7. While immigration law presumed youth under the age of 18
years required the family unit to support them, total schools continued to apprentice
young people at the age of 12 after removing them from their families. Anyone under the

Table of Minimum Standards, 1/12/1856, Circular 21, Report of the B N E for 1856; 12; Report of
the B N E for 1858, Annex 1,23-28; Inspector's Report on the Goulburn District, Report of the
Council for 1869,89; Inspector's Report on the Sydney District, Op. Cit., 116; W . Wilkins,
Council of Education Office, Standard of Proficiency, 187-, Miscellaneous Collected Pamphlets, Pa
346 M L

See C. Mackellar, The Child, the Law and the State. Government Printer, Sydney, 1907; M.
Sturma, Op. Cit.
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age of 19 w h o was convicted by a court could be assigned to a caregiver other than their
parents, but the youth was held responsible for her or his actions. Each of these built on
the inherent contradictions between civil and criminal law noted in the previous chapter,
and although constructing youth as different from adults there was no definitive state
presumption about 'an appropriate age'. Indeed, the cultural transition from infant/youth
to adult was quick. State education authorities argued that children under the age of 7
years possessed infantile understandings and that an environment conducive to play was
their special province, but they also presumed that by the age of 13 someone was capable
of becoming a pupil-teacher and shouldering a great deal of responsibility for classroom
teaching. Similarly new immigration regulations issued in 1848 implied that those over
the age of 14 were as capable as adults of productive labour, and 12 remained the legal
age for apprenticing. However, even the capacity to labour which had once been
69

sufficient in itself w a s n o w being differentiated on the basis of age alone.

Studenthood and Labour
The labour of students enrolled in day schools was one of several issues which was
also linked to the efficiency during this period. Regulations relating to Inspectors in
1841 had linked the regular attendance of students at school with the efficient management
of government resources. By the late 1860s students' "lack of punctuality", or absence
from school for days on end, had been nominated by authorities as a major problem
requiring urgent attention. In 1869 a 65% attendance rate was estimated; by 1876 this had
risen by only 1%. Authorities interpreted these statistics in various ways. They claimed,
for example, that only two-thirds of students attended regularly or that all students

Regulations to be Observed in the Selection of Labourers for a Passage to New South Wales, N.S.W.
Government Gazette. 23/12/1848,1859; Report of the Council for 1869,8. The pupil-teacher
system began in 1851 in N.S.W., but remained throughout this period as one of the major methods of
trainingteachersfor N.SW. public schools. The age criteria also remained the same throughout this
period: e.g. Report upon the Training Department and Model National Schools, Report of the B N E
for 1856, Section 5. .
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attended for only two-thirds of the time schools were open. Either w a y it meant an
70

inefficient use of schools and teachers.

Consistent with authorities' ongoing concern to professionalise schooling, teachers
were blamed so frequently for students' erratic attendance that they were issued with strict
instructions to attend school regularly and on time in order to set an example. At times
weather, such as the devastating floods of 1857, was held responsible for irregular
attendance. As urbanisation had resulted in regular epidemics, by the late 1850s illness
was also being listed as a reason for students' irregular school attendance. With child
mortality from gastric disease a concern in metropolitan areas, infectious disease began to
be noted as a reason for the absence of younger students from Sydney public schools.
According to authorities there were also 'marked characteristics' of metropolitan parents
which caused irregular school attendance. In addition to be being 'indolent' and
'neglectful', metopolitan parents 'indulged' their children and failed to exercise any
1

"salutory restraint whatever" over them. H e n c e young people roamed the streets
71

whenever they chose because parents failed to m a k e them attend school constantly.

This vividly contrasted the same authorities' attitude towards rural areas where
irregular attendance was believed to be most rife. Authorities initially claimed that as
children's labour "in the home, the cow-yard and the field' were indispensable, the
exigencies of country life "necessitated" children's absences, especially during summer.
There can be no doubt that the labour of youth was extremely important in maintaining

Report of the Council for 1869, 5; Report of the Council of Education Upon the Condition of Public
Schools for 1876. N S W L A V & P . 3.1875-1876. 11.
Report of the BNE for 1857,543-556; Report of the BNE for 1858,7; Clause 55, Section in,
Regulations, N.S.W. Government Gazette. 1/3/1867; Inspector's Report on the Sydney District,
Report of the Council for 1869; Inspector's Report on the Armidale District, Ibid.; Council of
Education Hie No. 18184, 5/7/1878, 'Brewarrina School File', 5/15078 A O N S W ; Council of
Education File No. 13191,1/6/1878, Mittagong Upper School File', 5/16879.4 A O N S W ; Council
of Education File No. 18976,18/9/1879, Ibid. O n the increase in children's infectious and other
disease in general see-B. Gandevia, Op. Cit.
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economies peculiar to various country districts as well as to the working class family

itself. For example, in an analysis of family life in the Kiama District in the late coloni

period, Sherington and Mitchell provide sufficient evidence for the reader to conclude that
the labour of children and women was vital to the manufacturing of butter, which was the
economic staple of the area at the time. Education authorities were silent about the same
need for metropolitan families, although they could not have avoided knowing the
findings of Select Committees about street-selling; indeed several of the BNE
Commissioners served on the Committees. By interpreting the same phenomena in urban
areas as parental neglect, authorities were contributing to an already extensive and
complex body of state wisdom about urban working class families.

Although authorities initially indicated a desire to protect the rural basis of the
N.S.W. economy by describing country students' irregular attendance as a 'necessity',
the language through which metropolitan parents were understood was soon applied to
rural parents as well. To some Inspectors 'necessity' was really parental obtuseness. One
stated that the local communities around the Upper and Lower Wallamba River Schools
had explained to him that "the school is subordinated to the farm", but he nevertheless
concluded that "parents keep their children from school on every pretext". The BNE
despaired in 1858 that the 'weakness' of so many parents in using their children's labour
would result in N.S.W. public schools having to adopt the American school strategy of
closing for the whole summer harvest time. By 1869 the Council of Education claimed
that the leading cause of irregular attendance at all public schools was 'parental
convenience1. By the early 1870s country parents were being described in the same way
that metropolitan parents had been since the late 1850s. To be more precise they were
'wanting in control over, and pandering to the caprices of, their children".
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C.f. Report of the BNE for 1858,7; Report of the Council for 1869,5; Inspector's Report on
Armidale District, Op. Cit., 30; Inspector's Report on the Newcastle District, Op. Cit., 113; Report
of the Council for 1871; W . Mitchell & G. Sherington, Families and Children in NineteenthCentury Dlawarra,. In P. Grimshaw et. al, Op. Cit., 105-117.
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A s the B N E indicated in 1858 in discussion about adopting American measures,

rules devised by authorities themselves effected their interpretation of irregular attenda

Having initially sanctioned only ten days holiday all year for public school students, and
this during the summer months, the BNE clearly was reluctant to alter its own regulations
in the face of familial economic need. By 1866 they seemed to have conceded a little to
this 'necessity' for school vacations were extended to two weeks over Christmas, one
week at Easter, and one week during mid-winter. In 1876 they were again amended to
three weeks over Christmas and two weeks at mid-winter. The periods which were
extended were critical periods in the rural calendar, such as harvesting and shearing
seasons. Yet at no stage did authorities document why these changes were made. Hence
the overwhelming impression left by state authorities is their conviction of the moral
unfitness of parents although they apparently amended school practice so that the rural
73

basis of the economy would not be jeopardised.

The rural economy was protected further when half-time schools, which were open
for 2 to 3 hours each day, were established from 1866. Although the Council of
Education approved them in areas only where insufficient children were available to
render a full-time school economically viable, most were established in the more sparsely
populated rural areas. Country families were, therefore, incidentally provided with a
more flexible form of schooling that provided them with opportunities for children to
combine labour and schooling. Unquestionably popular, the six half-time schools
operating in 1867 with 267 students had grown in two years by over 900%, while fulltime public schools increased by a miniscule 17%. The Goulburn District Inspector
attributed their popularity to the few hours they were open and the curriculum which

The only vacation initially sanctioned by the Board was from 24th December to the 2nd January:
First Report of the Commissioners of the Board of National Education, Report for 1849, N S W L C
V&P. 1,1850-1851, Appendix G; Vacations, Regulations, N.S.W. Government Gazette. 1/3/1867;
Vacations, Regulations, 1/1/1876, Miscellaneous Collected Pamphlets, Pa 346 M L .

Calculated from statistics on enrolments provided in the Report of the Council for 1869,
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offered only "useful subjects". H e added that half-time schools were just as efficient as
full-time schools in terms of students' attainments. But the Council of Education
perceived them through the bureaucratic framework which had allowed them to be
established in the first place - as inferior alternatives which should be 'promoted' to fulltime status as soon as sufficient students were enrolled. Indeed, members of the Council
complained bitterly if a full-time school was reduced to half-time status because students
75
left periodically to follow seasonal work.

Also protecting the rural economy were changes to the daily timetable of public day
schools. Exhibiting the same unexplained leniency as holidays, in 1867 the Council gave
schools a half-hour leeway each side of the times which had been set in 1850. But in
1876 all full-time day schools were required to start at 8.45 a.m. and finish at 3.30 p.m.
Pleas by teachers for alterations due to local circumstances - such as children not being
able to arrive until they had finished milking cows at 10 o' clock - were refused. Like
objecting parents these teachers stood out against those who were keen to follow
regulations. The Inspector from Albury commented in glowing terms, for example, on
the initiative displayed by teachers who had begun to punish students for arriving late at
school by keeping them in after school had finished.

By the 1870s the attendance of students at school and its complicated time parameters
had become a burning issue with state education authorities; an issue which was related to
the labour activities of young people and prompted by concerns with efficiency but which

E.g. Regulations of 1866, Op. Cit.; Inspector's Report on the Goulburn District, Report of the
Council for 1869,89; Godfrey to Inspector McCredie, 7/10/1876, 'Yass School File', 5/18259
A O N S W ; Memorandum from Inspector Murray to Secretary, Council of Education, 12/2/1876, Ibid.;
Memorandum from Inspector Huffer, Bathurst District, to Secretary, Council of Education, 15/5/1876,
'Cow Flats School File', 5/15549.5 A O N S W .
C.f. First Report of the BNE, 1849, Appendix G,l; Daily Routine, Regulations, N.S.W.
Government Gazette. 1/3/1867; Inspector's Report on the Goulburn District, Report of the Council
for 1869, 84-85; Inspector's Report on the Albury District, Op. Cit., 22; Daily Routine,
Regulations, 1/1/1876, Miscellaneous Collected Pamphlets, Pa 346 M L ; H; McLelland to the
Council of Education, 18/3/1878, 'Kiama Public School File', 5/16465 A O N S W .
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was explicated largely in terms of parental negligence. It was this issue which sparked
some of the discussion about the need for compulsory day schooling.

PARENTAL NEGLIGENCE. COMPULSORY SCHOOLING
AND DEMOCRACY: 1870s
By the early 1870s the question of parental negligence was being linked further with

fears about 'larrikinism' in the metropolitan area. Inspectors described groups of b
who 'loitered' around the Domain and wharves and claimed that "truancy" was
widespread throughout these parts of Sydney. Although these were areas where 'dirty
and unkempt' children were turned away from public schools, Inspectors elaborated

further that these boys ignored their parents' orders to attend school and hence were
absent through disobedience. Whether it was mere speculation that these boys were

acting against the advice of their parents or not, the presence of boys on the stree
their apparent absence from school was seen by Inspectors as an act of parental
disobedience. Threads of the 1810 aim of day schooling were being drawn together to

construct a new social problematic that total schools of 1866 were to deal with. Alt
this heralded a new focus on young people themselves, it also contributed to the
construction of further inconsistencies about parents. On the one hand metropolitan

parents were criticised for not sending children to school regularly, while on the o
77

hand it was argued that 'truants' were disregarding parental advice to attend school.

This particular phenomena was seen to pose a particular threat to the democratic

institutions of N.S.W. society. While state education authorities were forging these

themes of studenthood the franchise had been extended to white male adults and N.S.W.

Report of the Council for 1873. For further details on larrikinism see for example: D. Walker,
"Youth on Trial: The Mt Renni^ Case'. Labour History. 50,1986,28-41; J.C.R. Cramm
McQuilton (Eds.), Australians. A Historical Atlas. Fairfax, Syme & Weldon, Sydney,
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had become a 'democracy'. Authorities n o w described their o w n interests and actions as
representative of all society and bourgeois fears about the unfitness of the working class

were expressed as the threat that the masses posed to 'democratic institutions'. In the fir

instance this led to a recasting of the reasons underlying state institutions like schoolin
Such 'intervention' was not only justifiable, but was considered necessary in order to
preserve society itself:

The State, representing the whole body of citizens, has a direct interest in
education, inasmuch as the successful working, if not the very preservation of
its democratic institutions, depends largely upon the virtue and intelligence of its
subjects. The duty of the State is coincident with its interests, and on this
ground its interference with the people's education is justifiable.78

Following this, further intervention was aired as the most appropriate method of

dealing with threats to these democratic institutions - like the threat parental negligence
posed to state day schools. In 1869 the Maitland Inspector considered the question of
compulsory schooling but concluded that it "does not accord with the spirit of public
opinion". Others thought differently. The Bathurst Inspector compiled a complex
argument about the 'ignorance, apathy and pecuniary interests' of parents in a democratic
society. He suggested that those who attended school already would not mind
compulsory education. The problem was they were attending as a 'law unto themselves'
and they therefore required legislation to legitimate what they were doing. Those who did
not attend school obviously did not value education. They were in need of compulsion so
that they would learn to value it once they had been 'improved and elevated' by attending
school. In 1876 the Council of Education conducted a special survey and discovered no
difference between attendance rates in metropolitan and country areas; a finding which
was probably anticipated given the extent of juvenile employment in urban factories
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reported in the same year by a Select Committee. T h e evidence seemed to m a k e an
79
overwhelming case for compulsory schooling.

As other countries and several Australian states were considering and implementing
compulsory schooling it was to some extent inevitable that N.S.W. would do the same.
As prior discussion has indicated however, the themes of future civic responsibility and
parental negligence underlay more recent themes such as age and attendance in the civil,
secular, liberal state. The following chapter explores how these were reworked to liberal
democracy through compulsory schooling.

C.f. Inspector's Report on the Maitland District, Report of the Council for 1869,93; Inspector's
Report on the Bathurst District, Op. Cit., 44; Report of the Council for 1876; Progress Report from
the Select Committee on the Employment of Children, 1876, N S W L A V & P . 6,1875-1876.
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CHAPTER 5
THE TURNING POINT:
COMPULSORY STUDENTHOOD
IN A LIBERAL DEMOCRATIC STATE
1879 - 1882
It is just, in the interests of the child,
to exactfroma careless unnatural parent
not only the bodily sustenance of his child,
but a fair, decent, primary education as well.
If he neglect that duty he cannot take the consequences upon
himself; he transmits them not only to his innocent child
but to the country at large....
The compulsory clause is one which grates on my mind.
I do not like the principle, but I like ignorance less.1

INTRODUCTION
A number of historians of N.S.W. education have applauded the advent of
compulsory schooling as the state's eventual but proper management of both
denominational conflict and the apathetic masses. But N.S.W. was by no means the

international instigator of compulsory schooling in the nineteenth century, a fact N.S.W
parliamentarians were more than aware of. Despite these international precedents, the
N.S.W. debate on compulsory schooling focused largely on N.S.W. concerns.
Compulsion was recognised as the "heart and soul" of the Public Instruction Bill which
was devised by Henry Parkes and presented to parliament in 1879. It was debated not
only in terms of secularism and denominationalism but also over the issue of familial
relations. Couched in the liberal dialogue of rights and intrusions, the 1880 Public

Instruction Act drew together many existing concerns and recast them into a substantiall
new mould. In short, parliament became a site of struggle. The protracted parliamentary
debate which extended throughout 1879 and into 1880 marked out new boundaries.

Greenwood, 26/11/1879, N S W P D . 1,1879-1880,342; Cohen, Ibid., 3/12/1879,451.
E.g. S.H. Smith & Spaull, Op, Cit.; A. Barcan, Op, Cit.; B.K. Hyams &. B. Bessant, Op.
N S W P D . 1,1879-1880,27/11/1879, 358-359; H. Parkes, 13/4/1880, N S W P D . 2, 1879-1880,1926.
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Indeed, this debate indicated that a major turning point in parliamentary conceptualisation
of the relationship between the state itself and religion, society, parents, and youth had
occurred. The remainder of this chapter analyses the issues that arose in this debate, and
then explores how state education authorities interpreted the Bill once it was enacted.

PARLIAMENTARY DEBATE ON COMPULSORY SCHOOLING
The Relationship Between the State and Religion

The secular debate has been documented extensively because it was the mo
vehement, both inside and out of parliament. Central to this debate was the patently clear
attempt by the state to disempower religion and extend its own monopoly of schooling.
Although state schooling already possessed this monopoly through sheer numbers
without legislation, the Bill specifically framed compulsion in terms of attending a state
school. Indeed, it also stated that government funding to denominational schools was to
cease during 1882, and that the government would be empowered to purchase those
schools which could not afford to continue unaided. Opponents, particularly Catholics,
argued that the government could hardly compel children to attend a school financed by
public funds which taught no particular religious creed whilst those who wanted to
exercise religious choice had to pay to go elsewhere. Aware that the government could
compel all to attend state schools, supporters of the Bill argued that a 'full liberty of
religious conscience' would remain - either through those schools which could survive
without government funding or through the optional hourly Scripture lesson which was to
remain in state schools. To them the Bill therefore represented "but a moderate attempt in
the direction of compulsion".

In the month before the Act wastotake force (which was May 1880) for example, there were 1115
State Schools with 78718 students and only 150 denominational schools with 22716 students: Report
of the Minister for 1880, N S W L A V&P. 2. 1880-1881,158. Also see statistics in Table A2,
Appendix 2.
Clause 20, Public Instruction Act of 1880,43 Vic. 23, N.S.W. Government Gazette. 2,1880;
Regulations under the Public Instruction Act of 1880, N.S.W. Government Gazette. 2,1880,
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The State and Parents
Opponents continued to argue that the parental right to choose would be tampered
with severely by such an arrangement. In fact, some elaborated, a father's right to
determine the entire course of his child's life would be violated through compulsion and
hence the.very foundations of 'democracy' would be threatened:

It would be a gross injustice - a plucking away of parental right. What is the
foundation of Government? Government is based on the parentalright.That is
the fundamental principle of our Constitution, and of the Constitution of every
enlightened country in the world. The offspring belongs to the parent w h o is
answerable to the Almighty for the well-being of his child, and die power that
would c o m e in between them and try to rob the father of the care of the child,
and destroy its faith, would be doing the act of a barbaric spirit.5

Others countered with the argument that people should be made to 'give up numbers
of personal rights for the purpose of providing for public safety.' If individual liberties
were the foundation stone of liberalism and if collectivism was the basis of democracy,
then surrendering individual rights for the collective good was the argument under
democratic liberalism. State authorities had already determined that schooling was critical
to the collective good in terms of preparing youth for citizenship and preserving civil
society. Some members of parliament now drew attention to the impressiveness of the
German empire and its army, the leading role of America in industry and the opportunity
for social mobility in Scotland which would render compulsory schooling of even greater
benefit to N.S.W. society. They claimed the major problem was that two-thirds of the
young people in the colony did not attend school at all. Parents were therefore neglecting
their duty to their 'innocent' children, to society, and to the state itself:

12/5/1880, 1825. For Catholic oppositiontothe Bill see for example: N S W P D . 1, 1879-1880,
26/11/1879, 331; P. J. O' Farrell, Op. Cit. For support of the Bill see for example: 27/11/1879,
N S W P D . 1,1879-1880,358-359 and 362-376; Sir John Robertson, 10/3/1880, N S W P D . 2,18791880, 1432.
27/11/1879, NSWPD. 1,1879-1880, 358-359.
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D o w e not compel a m a n to register his child? Is that an infringement of the
liberty of the subject? W h a t crime can a parent be guilty of towards his child
greater than that of neglecting to educate his child? H e is guilty not only of a
crime to the child but also of a crime to the State, a crime the effects of which he
leaves behind when he is gone.6

The conclusion they reached was that in a democracy it became the state's duty to act on

behalf of such irresponsible parents. If an adherence to liberalism had limited authoriti
ability to compel children from the labouring class to attend school, then democratising
liberal state provided the very grounds to justify it. But even Henry Parkes recognised
compulsion as an unprecendented intrusion by the state into the privacy of the family.

Indeed, he privately declared on the eve of the Act becoming law that 'the magnitude of i
7

upsets m y equilibrium'.

The state's right to compel school attendance in the face of parental neglect for the
benefit of all was a powerful argument which drew on a continuous nineteenth century
bourgeois preoccupation. Yet the 1880 Act delineated compulsion as a parental
responsibility, thereby enshrining and elaborating at law a contradiction which had been
first apparent in the 1790s. The argument that parents were too irresponsible to have

school attendance left to their own choosing helped to convince dissidents of the need fo
compulsion, but from 1880 these same parents were legally responsible for ensuring that
their children attended school. Through parliamentary debate and the 1880 Act, part of
the parental civic duty now consisted of ensuring that their children underwent the
process of studenthood. In turn this enshrined the implication found earlier in common
law that young people were innately 'innocent' and that parents (i.e. fathers) were
responsible for them. Indeed, one politician attempted to discredit petitions opposing
compulsory education on the grounds that they had been signed by mere children,

6

3/12/1879, NSWPD. 1,1879-1880,471. Also see 11/12/1879, NSWPD. 1,1879-1880, 590;
,27/11/1879, 1,362; 12/2/1880,2, 1879-1880, 1125; 6/4/1880,2, 1879-1880, 1787.

_

' Letter of Henry Parkes to his daughter Annie. In D.C. Griffiths, Op. Cit., 163.
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although another stated that children's signatures were always found alongside adults on
petitions to goverment and, moreover, that it was their right to do so as members of
society.

Despite parliamentary delineation of this new parental responsibility the relationship
between parents and schools was to remain the same in its structural sense as it had since
the inception of the BNE. Local School Boards were to remain, although they were now
responsible to the Department of Public Instruction, which was to head the centralised
administrative machinery of state education. In addition, a Ministry of Public Instruction
was created as a link between the Department and parliament, despite some concern that:
the powers conferred on the Minister by the 1880 Act were greater than those exercised
by any other Minister of the time; it would provide its incumbent with the opportunity to
appoint officers for political rather than educational or administrative purposes; and, it

provided a potential vehicle for the expression of the individual interests of the incumben
Generally it was anticipated that parliament itself would act as sufficient restraint and
prevent any of these from occurring. The formal relationship thus established through the
1880 Act was an hierarchical one. Youth had no means of formal representation, nor did
most parents. A small non-representative local body was responsible for the physical
maintenance of state schools and answerable to the Department of Public Instruction. The
Department was responsible for major decisions about the administration and management
of state schooling, and was ultimately answerable to parliament through the Minister of
Public Instruction. The Minister was a politician selected from whatever government had
been elected to office; a politician who was not directly responsible to the public and who
held explicit legal immunity from any actions performed in carrying out Ministerial duties.
Clearly parliament intended that the state would be authoritative regarding schooling.

Petitions, N S W L A V & P . 3,1879-1880, 391- 446.
4/12/1879, NSWPD, 1„ 1879-1880,497; 10/12/1879. NSWPD. 1, 571; 11/3/1880, NSWPD. 2,
1879-1880,1483; Clause 38, Public Instruction Act of 1880, 1828; Report of the Minister of Public
Instruction for 1880,158 and 220.
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Compulsory State Schooling and Its Exemptions: W h o Should B e the State Student?
During the process of establishing the authority of the state and the viability of the
principle of compulsion, questions were raised about precisely whom the compulsory
clauses were intended for. The Bill specifically stated that compulsion was in terms of
attending a state school, which was one of the issues which had aroused such vehement
denominational opposition. But it also resulted in some debate about others who did not
usually attend state schools. What, some members asked, of the middle class who
attended private schools? And what, inquired others, of urban street arabs? There was
no question in parliament as to whether street arabs required compulsion to prevent them
from roaming the streets in ignorance and potential criminality. Several members
claimed, however, they were of such "objectionable character" that if 'compulsion was

applied in its truest sense the schools would be ruined.' The solution posed in debate was
to compel their attendance but to ensure that they attended special segregated schools.
This was precisely the action being taken by the Council of Education. During 1878 and
1879 the Council attempted to take over the charitable Ragged Schools in Sydney, but its
attempts were met with solid resistance by the Management Committee. Although

additional special schools were still considered after the Act came into force in order to
prevent "neglected children in Sydney and the larger towns in the colony who roamed the
streets in a ragged and filthy condition...from injuring the discipline and repute of
ordinary Public Schools", none eventuated.

One of the reasons for the lack of segregated state schools for street arabs lay with
the creation of the State Children's Relief Board (SCRB) in 1881, and its policy of
'boarding-out' instead of 'barracking'. The barracking system which relied on the mass

3/12/1879. N S W P D . 1,1879-1880,463; Secretary, Committee of Sydney Ragged Schools to the
Council of Education, 18/5/1878, Tagged Schools, 1878-1882', 20/13029 A O N S W ; Ragged
Schools: To Be Designated Public Ragged Schools, N.d., Ibid.; Report of the Sydney Ragged
Schools, to be Submittedtoa Public Meeting to be Held at the Temperance Hall on Tuesday 22nd
August, 1882, Ibid.; Report of the Minister for 1880, 160.
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institutionalisation of huge numbers of youth had c o m e under increasing attack in the
1870s although some criticisms, such as their conduciveness to the spread of infection,
had been voiced since the 1850s. Of particular importance was the argument that
institutionalised life was an impersonal and unhealthy moral climate which worked against
the very change institutions were attempting to bring about in young people, namely
engendering a positive attitude towards familial life. The alternative method of boarding
children out with selected 'respectable' families was taken up by the government after a
small voluntary group of middle class women demonstrated it could work successfully,
and was popularised by state authorities as "the family system".

To implement this policy the SCRB was given the authority to withdraw anyone it
chose from reformatories, orphanages, industrial schools or other government asylums,
and to place them with selected families as either boarders, adopted children or
apprentices. Central to this policy was the severing of the natural parent-child
relationship. Natural parents of young people selected for boarding-out were strictly
forbidden to maintain any contact with their children. The SCRB facilitated this by
refusing to inform parents where their children had been placed. The immediate impact of
this was the withdrawal by natural parents of a number of young people from orphan
schools in 1881, to the extent that the Protestant Of/shan School closed in 1886. But the
intended aim was for 'respectable' families to influence boarded-out children so that they
would become 'respectable' citizens. It was also intended that those who were boarded
out would attend the public day school in the locality in which they now lived. By
selecting 'acceptable' wards for boarding-out (i.e. those who were young and 'innocent',
clean, healthy and well-behaved), those who were left in the total institutions would be

Report of the Inspector of Public Charities for 1879, N S W L A V & P , 1879,2, 863. For a more
detailed analysis of the SCRB, its authority and the movementtowardsthe boarding-out policy see: J.
Ramsland, Children of the Backlanes. Op. Cit.; M . Horsburgh, The Apprenticing of Dependent
Children", Op. Cit.; C. Mackellar, The Child. The Law and the State. Op. Cit., 1.
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seen to be even more irredeemable than they were under the old barracking method. The
potential for an internal redefinition of studenthood in total schools had been cast.

Although it was felt that many 'street arabs' could be dealt with under this new
policy, the 1880 Act left the Department of Public Instruction with a pool of youth who
were compelled to attend public day schools but whom state authorities did not want
attending at all. As studenthood in the day school had been forged as a social relation
involving the respectable working class from the mid-nineteenth century the same
potential for redefinition within the day school existed, awaiting the enrolment of the
'disreputable' working class. Class relations were now being woven into the fabric of
studenthood within the state day school rather than between government institutions.

This was enhanced by questions raised in parliamentary debate about compelling the

middle class to attend state schools. It was taken for granted that most of the middle cla

preferred private schooling and the secular debate had already established the principle o
exemption from state schooling if an alternative school could be maintained without state
funding. Hence it was unthinkable to parliament that the middle class should be denied
their traditional 'choice' between private and state schooling by a compulsion to attend
state schools. A clause within the Bill therefore stipulated that those who received
'efficient and regular instruction in some other manner' were to be exempted from state
schools, aiming specifically at those who attended self-supporting private schools and

those who were tutored at home. This structural preservation of class distinction stood in
contrast with the claim that had emerged in the secular debate that state schools were
'open to all without distinction'. Recasting it in class terms highlighted the core of the

problem as the existing conceptualisation of public schools as institutions for the workin
class. If state schools were to be considered as open to all then they should be also be

Entries 82.16154 and 82.20601, 'Special Decisions and Precendent Book 1882-1914', 1/3509A

AONSW.
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considered as 'classless' institutions. M e m b e r s like Henry Parkes were eager to claim
that state schools had been 'without distinction' for some time and that some middle class
13

children were attending public schools already.

Although the ideal of 'classless' public

schooling was accepted by parliament in principle, it elicited some argument regarding the
14

high schools which would be established under the n e w legislation.

There was unanimous agreement that working class youth would not be able to use
high schools because so many 'mechanics, shopkeepers and clerks' needed their
children's wages once they had completed a few years of primary schooling. Members
like O'Connor from West Sydney further denounced the proposal for high schools as a
means of subsidising education for the rich from public funds, which went against the
grain of democracy by profiting middle class 'bankers and merchants.' Another viewed
the issue from the classic liberal stance that distinctions between the classes were
'inevitable' and that any attempts to equalise 'natural inequalities' by building high
schools which the working class might be able to use were not only "inimical to liberty"
but were tantamount to "communism". Others combined the two positions to argue that
as state schools were intended for all and as working class youth were not formally
debarred from either the proposed state high schools or Sydney University, they would
be provided with an opportunity for social mobility if they had sufficient energy and
talent The debate had been deflected successfully from democratic socialism to liberal
democracy and O'Connor's suggestion for night high schools was defeated.

C.f. H. Parkes, Speech Delivered on the Occasion of laying the Foundation Stone of a Public
School at Liverpool, 4/6/1871. In H. Parkes, Speeches on Various Occasions. Op. Cit., 317;
Section 20, Public Instruction Act of 1880, Op. Cit.; 18/2/1880, N S W P D . 2,1879-1880, 11891191.

As Maitland, Bathurst and Goulburn were initially nominated in the proposed Bill as sites
high, schools, and thesetownshad the largest denominational high schools outside Sydney, it was also
recognised that this clause of the Bill represented a further means for the state to compete with
denominationalism. -
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So too w a s O'Connor's argument that compulsory school attendance combined with
compulsory weekly fees would cause undue hardship to the urban working class. When
first put before parliament, the Bill proposed a compulsory weekly fee of six pence per
student on the grounds that everyone could afford this sum. O'Connor pointed out that
compelling school attendance would mean the urban working class would not only lose
the money earned by their children but that this loss of money would make it extremely
difficult for many to pay fees. Persistent opposition by these members was met with the
entrenched argument that fees must be retained because the working class would not value
anything they received for free. The result was a compromise which retained compulsory
attendance, which reduced fees to three pence per week with no more than one shilling
being payable by one family, and which allowed those who could not afford fees to apply
for an exemption.

Retaining school fees alongside compulsory schooling had, as Denis Grundy has
pointed out in the context of South Australian schooling, the potential for stigmatising
those with little money. While possessing sufficient money to attend a private school was
considered sufficient grounds for exemption from state schooling, possessing insufficient
money to attend a state school was not. Those who could not afford fees therefore were
faced with at least three choices. They could avoid schooling and breach the new
compulsory law, they could go to school and suffer extreme hardship in order to keep
their poverty to themselves, or they could go to school and request an exemption from

fees. If either the first or last were chosen they were liable to become the object of clo

scrutiny by state authorities. Requests for exemption from fees carried with it an officia
investigation into the request, the issue of a certificate of 'pauperism' and the need to
request a new certificate every three months. Moreover, the label of pauper was to be

15

11/12/1879. NSWPD. 1,1879-1880,592-593; 5/2/1880, NSWPD. 2, 1879-1880,1043-1045;
12/2/1880, Op. Cit., 1121-1123; 18/2/1880, Op. Cit., 1183 ; 25/2/1880, Op. Cit., 1280;
11/3/1880, Op. Cit., 1485; 31/3/1880, Op. Cit., 1595. On democratic socialism during this period
see S. Macintyre, The Short History of Social Democracy in Australia', Thesis Eleven. 25,1986, 314.
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applied to any w h o did not have the m o n e y to pay fees. A s one rural politician pointed
out, this held the potential to alienate farmers and others who had paid teachers in eggs or
other produce.

Capacity to pay was therefore one of the several threads in the reworking of class
relations through studenthood. Indeed, both the 'disreputable' working class and the
middle class were being incorporated into the concept of studenthood; a concept that had
been defined relatively recently as pertinent to the respectable working class. Although
this resulted in the idea that state schooling was 'classless', it barely concealed class
distinctions which all parliamentarians were aware of and which a number were eager to
continue supporting. This further involved a reinterpretation of 'equality'. Rather than
'tolerating differences' it now meant offering resources that were, in theory, open equally
to all. This policy of not actively prohibiting the access of any particular group of young
people to particular schools nonetheless reinforced known class inequalities. Rather than
offering unequal resources and opportunities in order to redress existing inequalities, the
official stance of the N.S.W. Government on equality had been determined as opening the
same door to everyone irrespective of their circumstances, while simultaneously keeping
other doors available for those who could pay. Most of the responsibility for social
mobility was, moreover, thrown into the context of individual energy and talent.

Having established equality in relation to class, there was little need to consider
seriously the few conservatives who claimed that girls ought to be excluded from the
compulsory clause because it was improper for them to attend school at all. Consistent
with the defining of equality in terms of access, it was agreed by most members of
parliament that it was unjust to offer schooling to boys and not to girls. But all agreed

D. Grundy, Pree Schooling and the State in South Australia, 1875-1898', Melbourne Studies in
Education. 1983,169-202; Additional Regulations Under the 13th Section of the Public Instruction
Act of 1880,8/4/1881, Appendix 1. Report of the Minister of Public Instmction for the Year 1881.
Government Printer, N.S.W., 1882,14; Garrett. 5/2/1880. N S W P D . 2. 1879-1880, 1051-1055.
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that schooling should be gendered in its aims. Girls should be educated so that they
would be better wives and mothers and boys for civic duties and employment, as Parkes
had suggested earlier:

We may have the most perfect laws, the most liberal institutions; but if they
fall into the hands of a debased race, w h o will not k n o w h o w to use them,
the result...will be slavery and degradation. It is only by raising m e n to be
industrious, self-restraining, patriotic, robust citizens, and in raising w o m e n
to be virtuous, industrious and careful mothers of families, that you will bring
about a condition of healthy freedom, and create a powerful and prosperous
state.17

The ideal roles of women and men in the civil society of N.S.W. were articulated
from bourgeois familial relations, with boys allocated to the public sphere of civil life
girls to the private domain of the home and family. It had already contextualised total
schooling and was now to be extended to state day schools. Not only would this require
students in day schools to learn sex-specific skills and knowledge, but it required state
monitoring of sexual relations between girls and boys. Indeed, during parliamentary
debate it was argued that sex-segregated schools were necessary throughout the state to
prevent "courtship". Clearly parliament intended that studenthood in all state schools
18

would

be gendered from 1880.

In comparison to the sectarian, class and gender debate, the exemption of children
who lived further than two miles from a state school raised minimal commentary. With
the prudent expenditure of government resources a continuous concern, this clause not
only sought to minimise the difficulties compulsion would bring to families who lived in
sparsely populated areas with few schools, but it exempted the Department from having to
make educational provision in all sparsely populated localities at once. Exemption of the

C.f. H. Parkes, Speech on laying the Foundation Stone of the West Matiland Public School,
5/8/1873. In H. Parkes, Speeches on Various Occasions Op Cit., 382; 18/2/1880, N S W P D . 2,
1879-1880,1187-1193; 6/4/1880, M S W P D , 2,1879-1880,1787.
18/2/1880, N S W P D . 2.1879-1880,1191.
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'infirm' w a s of little concern at all. Undoubtedly the fears about epidemics which lead to
the establishment of the SCRB and the boarding-out policy were involved in the framing
of this clause. Yet no parliamentary member questioned this, or whether those 'infirm'
young people in the Deaf, Dumb and Blind Institution were part of the 'public' for whom
public schooling was now intended. Favourable reports from the Inspector of Public
Charities about the management of the Deaf, Dumb and Blind Institution probably
influenced this to some extent. Perhaps too it was simply not an issue because people

with 'infirmities' were traditionally catered for either within the family or in govermentsupported welfare institutions which were not perceived as schools, such as the
19

Benevolent Asylum and the Lunatic Asylums.

While the 'infirm' were not at issue, Aboriginal youth was a matter of protracted
silence within both the parliamentary debate on the Public Instruction Bill and the 1880
Act itself. It was, however, at issue elsewhere. Jim Fletcher argues that the Department
of Public Instruction intended compulsory schooling to be as applicable to Aboriginal
youth as others, because parliament funded schools at the new Maloga and Warengsda
Missions around 1880. While government assumption of financial responsibility supports
his argument, it is only so to the same extent that government supported the education of

street arabs in segregated total institutions. A reinterpretation of Fletcher's own evidenc
supports this contention.

After initial unsuccessful lobbying of government for funds, the Maloga Aid
Committee was reconstituted as the Association for the Protection of Aborigines (APA).
With several members now located in Sydney they continued to lobby government for

19

Clause 20, Public Instruction Act of 1880, Op. Cit.; Report of the Minister of Public Cha
1877,928;
Report of the Inspector of Public Charities for 1880, N S W L A V&P. 2,1880-1881,
932. Also see Tables A10 and All, Appendix A; CJ. Cummins, Public Health Administration in
New South Wales'. Public Administration. 20, (1), 1961,33-43; N. Parker, 'Differential Policies in
:• Child Care', The Australian Journal of Social Issues. 1, (1), 1961,49-59; N. Williamson, The
Education of Crippled and Cerebral Palsied Children in N e w South Wales, 1880to1979. A Right or a
Charity?'. Educational Enquiry. 3, (10), 1980, 55-72.
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funds more persistently and with greater effect. John Robertson was President of the
APA and also Minister for Public Instruction. Their platform was to rescue Aborigines
from 'degeneracy' through the mission-reserve approach, relying heavily on the
schooling of children within reserves to achieve this end. In the meantime, Reverend
Gribble had established the Warengsda Mission and when he visited Sydney in mid-1880
to seek government financial support, John Robertson used his newly-assumed
Ministerial office to implement the APA's aims through the Department of Public
Instruction - which is precisely what some parliamentarians had feared would happen

through this position. Although the Department inherited several schools with both black
and white students from the Council of Education, Robertson authorised the school at
Warengsda to become a state school; a state school exclusively for Aborigines within a
segregated reserve. Approval for similar assistance to the Maloga Aboriginal School
followed in 1881. In early 1882 a state Board for the Protection of Aborigines was
established, dominated by APA members who were eager to pursue the segregated
mission approach on a state-wide basis. Mechanisms were in place for the co-ordinated
pursuit of separatist schooling of Aboriginal youth. Through this, Aboriginal youth were
therefore tentatively cast outside the boundaries of 'the student'.

Despite the immediate concern of parliament to delineate relative relationships of
youth with compulsory schooling in terms of class and gender, and to a lesser extent race
and dis/ability, the actual clauses of the 1880 Act regarding compulsion did not mention
any of these. Instead, compulsion was couched in terms of parental responsibility, age,
and attendance. Under the new legislation parents were legally obliged to send their
children aged between 6 and 14 years to a state school for 70 days each half year, unless
exempt. While there was prolific discussion about the choice of school, about the

principle of compulsion and about parental responsibility by state authorities, there wa
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JJ. Fletcher, The History of Aboriginal Education in N.S.W., 1788-1940',-MEd Thesis, U
of New England, 1977; District Inspector Mclntyre, Report of the Minister for 1880,196.
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only minimal debate about age and attendance. In one sense there is probablytittlereason

to expect otherwise, for England and Victoria were consistently referred to as models and
each utilised age and proportional attendance to delineate compulsion. England had
instigated compulsory schooling in 1872 for those aged between 5 and 13 years, with
proportional daily attendance established in the Revised Code of 1862. Closer to home,
Victorian limits set in 1872 were 6 to 15 years for 60 days each half year. Undoubtedly
these precedents suggested viable parameters. Nonetheless, the N.S.W. parameters of
6 to 14 years for 70 days each half year were not simply copied from elsewhere. While a
few questions were raised in parliamentary debate about the particular choices made, it
was after the Act was implemented that these parameters became critical issues in state
schools; issues which had dramatic effects on the conceptualisation of studenthood.

THE AGE PARAMETERS OF STATE STUDENTHOOD
Constructing the Age Parameters of Studenthood
During parliamentary debate, some concern was expressed about both the lower and

upper age limits which stipulated who would be compelled to attend school. Only th

brief objections were made about the choice of 6 years as the lower age limit. One

that setting the lower age at 6 was untenable because parents would not see any ne
schooling children of this age. Another argued that individual circumstances were

irrelevant when the State had an obvious duty to undertake; what did it matter if parents
might object to sending 6 year olds by themselves on a two mile trek through the bush to
school, when the State had the more important task of ensuring all children were
educated? Perhaps eager to demonstrate some expertise in the area, the third summonsed

the Aristotlian argument that 'until children were 7 years old, they should remain in th

Although not referredtoas much as Victoria, South Australia had also set its limits in 1876 at 7 to
13 years for 35 days each quarter. On England see, for example: D. Wardle, English Popular
Education. 1780-1975. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1976.
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father's house'. While each implied that 6 year olds were too young to be included in the

legislation, they failed to render the lower age limit an issue and their statements slippe
unnoticed into the more vociferous concern about the upper age limit.

The context here was the school to work nexus, with several parliamentarians
repeatedly arguing that the compulsory clauses would penalise the working class
unnecessarily. By compelling boys to attend school until the age of 14 when they were
usually employed from the age of 11 or 12, families would lose wages. Although fees

were reduced as a result of this debate, it too failed to render age an issue. Nobody raise
the possibility of aligning the compulsory age limits with the known working class
preference of sending their children to school from the ages of 4 to 12 years, even though
the age of formal apprenticing was still 12 years and the 1876 Select Committee on
Employment had provided considerable evidence of children under and around this age
23

working in factories in the metropolitan area.

Indeed in N.S.W. there w a s no

legislation restricting the employment of youth from wage labour at all. Although it
could be the case that the choice of these particular ages simply represented another
inconsistency in state policy concerning age, authorities were not only aware of working

class patterns of labour and schooling but also that little had changed since the 1850s. Th
average length of attendance remained around three years and the average age of students
remained at 9 to 10 years. At private schools however there had always been a preference
for commencing and finishing school at a much later age. Indeed the leaving age for

;

11/12/1879, N S W P D . 1, 1879-1880, 590; 12/2/1880, N S W P D . 2,1125; 11/3/1880, Op. Cit.,
1486; .6/4/1880, Op. Cit., 1787; 13/4/1880, Op. Cit., 1924.

In 1873 Henry Parkes publically discussed these age limits as the 'school age for the chi
working people and tradespeople'. See 'Speech Delivered on the Occasion of Laying the Foundation
Stone of the West Maitland Public School, 5/8/1873'. In H. Parkes, Speeches on Various Occasions.
Op. Cit., 381.

There was, of course, legislation concerning the conditions of apprenticing. There was al
which sought to restrict the employment of girls under the age of 12 years in mines. See D.
McDonald,'Child and Female Labour in Sydney, 1876-1898'. A N U Historical Journal. 10-11,19731974, 40-49.
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middle class youth w a s criticised as being too young at the age of 17 years. Choosing the
ages of 6 and 14 years as respective limits for the 1880 Act therefore appears to have been
an unstated compromise between working class and middle class practice.

Specifying that those aged between 6 and 14 years were compelled to attend school
did not seem to influence the views of parents. As Table 1 on the following page
indicates, 26% of those enrolled at schools in 1881 lay outside the statutory age
parameters with the majority of these being under the age of 6. While the compulsory
age parameters might not have altered patterns of schooling immediately, they certainly
influenced education authorities' perceptions of students.

Departmental Interpretation of the Lower Age Limit: The Incompetent Young Student
One Inspector suggested that too many young children were still being exposed to the
'dangers and temptations of the streets'. In his view, State Kindergartens which offered a
"well regulated course of recreation and technical training in its elementary forms" would
provide a means of extending schooling to all those below the current age limit and
exposing them to middle class experiences: "such schools would be to the families of the
27

poor what well regulated nurseries are to the families of the rich".

E.g. Plan Prepared by the Venerable Archdeacon Broughton, Upon Which to Form Grammar Schools
and Eventually a College in N e w South Wales, Sub-Enclosures 1 and 2, Darling to Murray,
10/2/1830, H R A . Series 1, 15, 358-361; R.E.N. Twopenny, Town Life in Australia. London, Elliot
Stock, 1883, (Facsimile Edition, Sydney University Press, Sydney, 1973).

It should be noted that all of these statistics were known to overestimate both enrolments a
attendance. For example, although officially a full 9 3 % of the colony's population was returned as
fulfilling the fundamental requirements of the Act in 1881, both the Minister and various Inspectors
agreed that this overestimated enrolments by a minimum of 1 7 % - duetofactors such as children
enrolling in more than one school during the year and an inability on the Department's part to
ascertain if home instruction was actually occurring. It was, however, these statistics which informed
authorities' discussion and decisions at thetime.See Report of the Minister for 1881,5.
Report of the Minister for 1881, Appendix in, Annex B, 42.
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TABLE 1
Students Enrolled in N.S.W. Schools During 1881
Ages of
Students

Net
Enrolments

Proportion
of Students

Percentage of
Colony's Same-Age
Population Enrolled

3 502

2.4%

3.8

4 to 6 years

25 275

17.3%

61.8

6 to 12 years

85 913

58.8%

75.8

12 tol4 years

21626

14.8%

63.3

Over 14 years

8 351

6.7%

-

101.6%

-

Under 4 years

TOTAL

144 667

Source: Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for the Year 1881,
Government Printer, N.S.W., 1882, 5

Efficiency was, however, the catch-cry of the day. Authorities were bound by
limited resources but nonetheless intent on extending educational facilities throughout
N.S.W., and several Inspectors were quick to utilise the statutory age parameters as a
satisfactory explanation for a number of problems within schools in 1881. The Sydney
Inspector argued that there were too many 3, 4 and 5 year olds actually attending school.
Others had commented on the overcrowding of state schools in the latter part of 1880
because school enrolments hadrisenby 1 3 % immediately following implementation of
the Act, but the Sydney Inspector claimed that overcrowding arose purely from schools
admitting very young children. Thus he further insisted that these young children were
really 'babies' w h o would be better served at home. F e w of those enrolled at school
could be considered 'babies' in the usual sense of the word, for only 2.4% of the school
population was under the age of 4 years: the majority under the statutory age were
between 4 and 6 years old. Even allowing for overestimates, around half of the colony's
white population aged between 4 and 6 years were in fact enrolled in schools in 1881 -
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indicating a public d e m a n d for the schooling of children in this age group and suggesting
that many parents did not share some authorities' views about the inappropriateness of
very young children as students. Clearly the new legislation had instigated a conflicting
interpretation between state education authorities and parents about what constituted an
28

appropriate lower age limit

In view of the 'exhorbitant' numbers of very young children enrolled in 1881, the
Department conceded to a request to introduce an experimental kindergarten. Although
impressed by the novelty of (European) kindergarten methods, the Inspector appointed to
assess the experiment decided that it was not conducive to the discipline required in state
schools. Despite the introduction of the experimental kindergarten it was, therefore, not
29

unusual to find young children in Third Grade and 14 year olds in Infants.

While state schools had adopted age-grading measures in the 1860s to facilitate the
professionalisation of teachers, the argument was picked up with greater vehemence after
the 1880 Act and applied more directly to students themselves. The efficiency of
schooling children of different ages in the one class, especially when older children were
located in Infants sections, became a matter of demonstrable concern to a number of
Inspectors. One exhorted teachers to consider the risk to their reputations by allowing too
many older children to remain in elementary classes. Others argued that teachers relied too
heavily on the results of proficiency examinations to promote students to the next class
and that they should instead do so when the student was 'fit* for promotion. Age was
suggested as an indicator of when they were fit. Indeed, "they should not be detained in
classes in which the average age of the pupils is much below their own ages", even if they

Report of the Minister for 1880,158; Report of the Minister for 1881, Appendix III, Annex A, 41.

Representation from Mrs A. Crowley for Kindergarten System to the Under Secretary, 16/5/18
'Kindergarten Files 1875-1948', 20/13376 AONSW; Inspector McRedie's Report on the Experime
Kindergarten at Crown Street, 13-15/3/1882, Ibid.; Inspector McRedie's Report on the Exper
Kindergarten at Crown Street, 28/3/1882, Ibid.; Table A30, Appendix A.
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were "naturally dull". Chronological age w a s being suggested for thefirsttime as
sufficient grounds for a student being in a particular class, irrespective of their skills
attainments. Amongst Inspectors developmental theory had the status of "the laws of
mental growth" and passing the Standard of Proficiency was taken as an indication of
"intelligence", yet chronological age was assuming equal importance with this as an
organisational principle. Age-grading was only possible though if there were sufficient
students to divide groups into segregated classes, and the diversity of ages and
attainments in new schools and older rural schools were noted as particularly
'problematic'.

'Being young' was utilised also by a number of Inspectors as the reason for the high
number of failures in the annual proficency examinations during 1881. It was only after
age was nominated as a parameter by the 1880 Act, however, that 'being young' was
used as sufficient excuse for examination failure. Young students were not simply
blamed for their own failure in examinations though. Their presence in schools was

offered as one reason for half the entire student population failing in 1881. Inspectors d
offer other reasons besides the presence of young children to explain the huge numbers of
failures that year. These included inappropriate standards, such as the Third Grade
arithmetic examination being more difficult than the Civil Service Examination; an
irrelevant syllabus, which failed to have much to do with the everyday experiences or
interests of children in school; poor teaching methods, especially in arithmetic; and

irregular attendance. Although statistical correlations were never presented by Inspectors
about examination pass or failure rates and age, some nevertheless felt justified in
claiming that young students now accounted for a 'large proportion' of all failures in
proficiency examinations. With one in every five students in Public Schools being under

Chief Inspector's Report, Report of the Minister for 1880,187-188; Inspector Jones, Op. Cit., 190;
Inspector Long, Op. Cit., 205; Chief Inspector's Report, Report of the Minister for 1881,43; Report
of the Minister of Public Instruction for the Year 1882. Government Printer, Sydney, 1883,4;
Inspector Jones.Op. Cit., 113; 'Albion Park Public School', Mimeo, U W A .
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the statutory age in 1881, an obvious group w a s readily available for Inspectors to blame
for some of the problems facing schools that year. No Inspector considered their own
general accounts of students who failed to reach required standards of proficiency when
discussing those under the age of 6. Instead, claims altered dramatically in the
commentary on these particular students. For instance, subjects were not taught badly,
but rather, the content was too difficult for them to understand. If they failed proficiency
tests, it was not because the subject was irrelevant to their everyday life or that the
standards were unreasonably high, but simply because they were 'young'. Moreover,
'being young' was explained as exerting an undesirable influence on older students in
their own examination performance, a claim which clearly stems from a desire to
implement an age-grade principle.

Some Inspectors continued that many of the subjects which young students were
required to study were, essentially, a waste of time. The earlier argument for establishing
Infants Departments was reiterated in 1881 by the Chief Inspector who suggested that a
teacher's time would be best spent with young students on reading, writing and
arithmetic, while another Inspector concluded that this would produce higher examination
results in later grades. But these particular focuses on younger students after compulsory
legislation had one further effect, firmly rooted in a fundamental contradiction between the
organisational strategy of grading and developmental (kindergarten) theory itself. On the
one hand it was consistently argued that young students were incapable of little more than
basic comprehensions. Yet concern with the teaching of graded material in the class to
which it had been allocated indicated that young students were capable of much more.
Instances of 3, 4 and 5 year olds 'getting to the end of the second book' were cited and

Report of the Minister for 1881, Appendix III, 37. For comments on the standards in schools
comparedtothe Civil Service Examination, see Report of the Minister for 1881, Appendix III,
Annex R, 79. Inspector Dwyer claimed the entire syllabus had littletodo with the everyday
experiences or interests of students (Annex F, 52), while Geography and Object Lessons were most
frequently berated by other Inspectors. Complaints about poorteachingmethods and irregular
attendance were made by every District Inspector in 1881. Also see Table A43, Appendix A, which
indicates that contrary to Inspectorial arguments, pass rates increased in the early 1880s.
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condemned as highly unsatisfactory, because the second book w a s set for students in the
second class of primary school - and a student only needed to demonstrate proficiency in
the fourth book to be exempted from schooling permanently. Overzealous teachers were
thought to be at the root of this problem which produced students of "phenomenal
precocity". Teachers should focus instead, Inspectors argued, on eliciting the "average
excellence" the Department required of students. The implication for students was that
they should be guided in what they could learn exclusively by the graded material set by
32

the Department.

Clearly there were preconceived notions about age-relatedness existing in N.S.W.
before 1880. But it seems to be the case that these general ideas found more ready and
more selective expression after an age-specific framework was supplied by the 1880
Public Instruction Act. Discussion of age by Inspectors quite pointedly transformed some
of the concerns with efficiency and proficiency into a body of rhetoric about ageappropriateness exclusive to the schooling context. For those under the statutory age
limit, commentary centred on their incompetence. It also indicated a number of other
expectations authorities held about students. Not only should they be of an appropriate
age, but they should undergo learning experiences which were regulated by both the
Department and teachers in terms of content and the time taken to proceed through them.
Further, students should not learn too much or too little, nor too quickly or too slowly,
but should remain within the parameters stipulated by state authorities and consequently
achieve 'average excellence'. To demonstrate this students should not only sit for an
annual examination but they should perform sufficiently well to pass it.

Only one Inspector made the simple observation that what seemed to be an

appropriate 'level' of study for students of various ages was essentially pre-determined b
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C.f. Report of the Minister for 1880,197; Report of the Minister for 1881, Appendix III,
Cit., Annex J, 58; Op. Cit., Annex N, 67; Regulations Under the 20th Section of the Public
Instruction Act of 1880, N.S.W. Government Gazette, 22/2/1881,1022.
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three conditions:firstly,education was compulsory between certain chronological ages;
secondly, education was divided into rigidly defined hierarchies of annual content which
regulated those learning experiences supplied to children in school; and finally, it was
hoped that students would reach a prescribed standard of education in that time they were
required to spend at school:

Keeping in view the facts that a pupil cannot be prepared to satisfy the "standard
of education" (sec. 20 of the Act) until he has spent some time in
the third class, and that he ought to be in that class at twelve years of age.33

Departmental Interpretation of the Upper Age Limit: Its Link With Juvenile Labour
But a complete alignment of age, grade and content had not occurred in 1881.
Furthermore, reaching a prescribed standard of education was being posited as a preferred
but not an essential component of studenthood in a state day school. Although school

authorities thought it undesirable, a student could remain in First Class until they reache
the statutory leaving age. In other words, chronological age was the parameter which
exempted a student from compulsion rather than being 'educated'.

Yet the age of 12 years was being recommended as the most appropriate school
leaving age when the 1880 Act actually stipulated 14 years. Maintaining a supply of
apprentices for N.S.W. industries appears to have been the underlying reason:

It is quite plain that the course for the third class (highest) should at least reach
the standards prescribed for exemption from school attendance; otherwise, in
country places at least, children cannot be apprenticed to trades until they grow
beyond the school age - a condition of things that would not be creditable to our
school system.34

Maintaining credibility with employers and continuing to supply 12 year old apprentices
would be possible if this traditional age of apprenticing was aligned with both common

Report of the Minister for 1881, Appendix III, Annex T, 89.
Report of the Minister for 1881, Appendix III, Annex G, 54-55.
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practice and school organisation. Most students did not proceed beyond Third Class,
schools operated on graded content through each class and the 1880 Act allowed students
to be exempted if they reached the required standard of education. Details of this

'standard' had not been set in the 1880 Act itself, but in early 1881 it was stipulated as

demonstrating specific 'levels of skills' in arithmetic, reading and writing. These levels
were consistent with the content of Fourth Class material, and thus later in 1881 it was
considered necessary to align this material with the Third Class Proficiency Examination,
which would effectively exempt most 12 year olds from school. Although this occurred
the task was simplified further in 1882 when exemption certificates were issued to
students who had passed the Third Grade examination.35

Some employers had bound apprentices who were within the statutory age range for
compulsory schooling working for them when the 1880 Act came into force. The Cobar
Copper Company was in this position in 1881, with the Inspector for that area reporting
that employees under 14 years of age were compelled to attend school with the Company
paying the boys' school fees. Apparently some arrangement between the Department and
the Company was contrived to ameliorate this obligation. While Cobar was listed as
having a Public School, apprentices were permitted to attend the local Evening Public
School - despite the fact that such schools were an innovation under the 1880 Act for the
voluntary use of those over the statutory age limit.

Bending the rules to accommodate those already employed in industry as apprentices,
together with a concern to generally exempt 12 year olds from school indicates that State
authorities were sympathetic to existing juvenile labour trends and perhaps even to the

Regulations, 22/2/1881,1022; Report of the Minister for 1882.

Report of the Minister for 1881,2-3; Op. Cit., Annex R, 75; Regulations for Evening Pub
Schools Under the Public Instruction Act of 1880, N.S.W. Government Gazette. 3,1880,23/7/1880,
3867-3868.
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role of juvenile labour in the working class family economy of the time. If authorities

were concerned with the existing reliance of working class families on juvenile labour

then commentary on labour interfering with attendance which had occurred with gatherin
vehemence before 1879 should have lessened in 1881. This was not the case. Indeed
analysis suggests that once attendance became a parameter of compulsory education its
pre-established link with juvenile labour in the family became a critical issue with
education authorities.

THE ATTENDANCE PARAMETERS OF STATE STUDENTHOOD
Irregular school attendance was perceived by state authorities as the overwhelming
problem with students in public schools during 1881 and 1882. Very little concern was
demonstrated about young people who had not enrolled at all, although parliament had

claimed in debate that compulsion was necessary because two-thirds of the young people

in the colony did not attend school at all. Indeed, enrolments increased only minimall
between 1879, 1880 and 1881; much of which was natural increase anyway. This

suggests that those politicians who were familiar with education issues engaged in som

rather exaggerated deployment of statistics to present their case. In fact, the Ministe

attributed the 13% increase in enrolments in 1880 not to the introduction of compulsio
37

but to the reduction in school fees which had m a d e schooling more affordable.

A

similar sort of exaggeration seemed to be applied to attendance statistics. While

Departmental authorities estimated that at least half of those enrolled did not attend

required 70 days each half year in 1881, as Graph 2 on the following page indicates, th
'TO

official annual average attendance rate was 69%.

C.f. Tables A 2 and A4, Appendix A; Report of the Minister for 1880,3.

Report of the Minister for 1881,6. The same occurred with more refined statistics su
attendance rates: see Table A19, Appendix A.
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GRAPH 2
Annual Attendance Rates of Female and Male Students
at all Schools in N e w South Wales,
1857 -1882
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Indeed, Departmental authorities were quite unclear about the precise interpretation of
these statistics. The annual attendance rate seemed to be based on an average daily
attendance calculated weekly, which was averaged to produce a quarterly attendance
figure, which was further averaged for annual attendance. Some Inspectors claimed that

this rate was satisfactory, especially in agricultural and pastoral areas where childre
labour was used regularly. Indeed one Inspector claimed that students in these areas

attended school as much as possible. Others interpreted it to mean that two-thirds of t

school population now attended school constantly and that the 1880 legislation therefor
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had been effective. Others thought the attendance rate w a s less than 1 0 0 % because m a n y
39

'disinclined' youth had enrolled after the Act.

Generally, however, the Minister and his Inspectors despaired because compulsion
had a negligible effect on the annual attendance rate. Indeed, they indicated an

assumption that nothing more than a full five-days a week attendance was satisfactory and
that anything less than this was unacceptable. For example, Inspector Maynard explained

that the attendance figures in the Maitland District 'proved what teachers and inspectors
have known for years', that irregular attendance caused high failure rates in the annual

proficiency examination. As no statistical evidence was presented by Inspectors to verif
such claims we do not know, for example, whether those failing proficiency examinations
were young or old, or how regularly they attended school. What is clear is an assumption
that the mere quantity of time spent in a public school had a beneficial effect upon
examination performance, and that attending less than every day the school was open was
detrimental to 'progress'. While the 1880 Act indicated a government preference for
proportional attendance, Departmental authorities had interpreted the 1880 Act to expect
immediate 100% attendance. This conflicting interpretation may well account for the
phenomenal criticism of irregular attendance due to youth's labour within the family
40

which occurred over 1881 and 1882.

Interpreting Irregular Attendance: Its Link With Juvenile Labour Within the Family Unit
Although no consistent statistical evidence is available, a number of reasons were
given for the irregular attendance of students during the first complete year after the
Act came into force. Bad weather was periodically remarked on as one cause. Illness,
however, accounted for approximately 11% of irregular attendance. Epidemics of

' . Chief Inspector, Report of the Minister for 1880,186; District Inspector's Report on Bathurst, Op.
Cit., 205; Inspector Bradley, Op. Cit., 207; Report of the Minister for 1882,11.
!

Report of the Minister for 1881, Annex J, 59; Report of the Minister for 1882,21.
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whooping cough and measles forced schools to close for protracted lengths of time in
several school districts, while other illnesses such as scarlatina, dysentry, skin disease,

fever and sandy blight were contained to specific localities. Inspectors noted that affected
schools inevitably closed for periods of up to 8 weeks to prevent contagion. The year
1881 was a little unusual in that a smallpox epidemic throughout the Metropolitan and
surrounding rural areas emptied many schools for prolonged periods, either through

illness itself or fear of contracting the disease. Yet this was not reflected in the quarter
attendance rates, implying that students attempted to offset prolonged absences as much
as possible when they were able. These reasons were not rendered into issues because
they were recorded usually without further commentary.

However, enrolment in more than one school, lack of punctuality and non-attendance
over a lengthy period were definitely issues. They were often discussed at the same time
and they frequently pointed to an underlying economic cause. Inspector Johnson of the
Illawarra area provided an encapsulated description of the problems perceived here:

There is still, however, m u c h r o o m for improvement in the regularity of
attendance, especially during harvesting and other farming operations, w h e n the
older pupils are kept at h o m e for the sake of their assistance. T h e shifting nature
of the population in the coal-mining districts, and also along the line of works of
the Sydney Water Supply, has necessarily affected the attendance
at the schools in these localities. Another great cause for annoyance to the
teachers and of loss to the pupils themselves is their want of punctuality in
arriving at school, and their frequent withdrawal from school s o m e half-hour
before the close of the day's work. In this w a y m a n y pupils, though filling the
letter of the law, do not attend for m u c h more than half the time prescribed.42

Although these problems were not limited to one geographical area, authorities
tended to focus on different aspects for metropolitan and rural areas. In the metropolitan

E.g. Inspector G.B. to Local Board, Upper Mittagong School, 18/9/1879, 'Mittagong Upper School
File', 5/6879.4 A O N S W ; Members of Local Board, Upper Mittagong, Bowral, to W . Wilkins,
Council of Education, 22/10/1879, Ibid.; 'Complaints of Inquiry Into the Condition of the Puiblic
School at Camden Park, 1880-1881', 4/830.2 A O N S W ; Report of the Minister for 1881, Annexes A,
B.UjV^andR.

42 Inspector Johnson, Report of the Minister for 1881, Annex E, 49.
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area the major problem was seen to lie with the tendency of the general population to
migrate. Inspector McCredie of the Sydney area, for instance, reported with some

irritation that 21,951 students had been enrolled at one, two, three, or even four, schools

during 1881. Some education authorities chose to interpret this as a "desire on the part of
parents for change", while Inspector Johnson indicated that this was largely in response
to the need for families to follow employment. Although the Department provided
portable tent schools to accommodate some employment patterns such as the laying of

railway and water lines, Inspector McCredie pointed to an expectation that all areas should
have a fixed school attendance pattern irrespective of employment patterns. Perhaps these
conflicting expectations reflected the co-existing geographical pockets of stability and
mobility in Sydney in 1881. But a similar problem was noted by the Inspector for the Far
Western region, particularly with the children of hawkers and carriers and the children of
men employed on stations as stockmen and shepherds. His suggestion was that new
legislation was needed to compel itinerant workers to have permanent family homes so
that children could attend schools. While the latter solution was the articulation of
another feature of bourgeois familial life to public schooling, the real problem for
authorities was an administrative one; of how authorities could ensure the attendance
requirement was fulfilled if students lived a migratory lifestyle when day schools were
built to remain in the one place.

If keeping track of a shifting population was seen to be the major problem with
metropolitan students, compelling students to attend school for the regulatory number of
days was seen to be the major obstacle in rural areas. According to the Inspector from the
Far South Coast, the employment of children in farming occupations accounted for the
largest proportion of missed school days in that district. Indeed the Inspectorial Reports
for 1881 described distinct trends of juvenile labour throughout N.S.W. Inspectors from

4

3 District Inspector Bridges, Report of the Minister for 1880,210; Report of the Minister f
Annex A, 42; Report of the Minister for 1882,10; S. Fisher, The Family and the Sydney Economy
in the Late Nineteenth Century'. In P. Grimshaw et. al. (Eds.), Op. Cit., 153-162.
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the Coastal Regions reported schools being emptied, particularly of older students, during
harvest time. The Western Regions reported identical trends during harvesting, shearing
and weaning seasons. Coal-mining areas also reported that children going to work
periodically in the mines affected attendance.

A few Inspectors appeared to be sympathetic to these demands on children's time and
energy. For instance, one took teachers in the Bathurst area to task for the amount of
homework given to the already overworked students. The Chief Inspector agreed, but
only in the case of students under the age of 9 years who were taxed by a day at school
and who required "recreation" rather than "mental culture". He also realised the
difficulties teachers faced in country areas getting students to do their homework at all
because of familial need for their labour. Although making allowances for students under

nine because of their age, he therefore stressed the need for teachers to "impress on both
parents and pupils the value and importance of studious habits acquired in youth." Like
the Chief Inspector, the majority of Inspectors expressed some displeasure about
children's continued involvement in everday activities outside of school, for they
interfered with both regular attendance and homework. The same Inspector who
presented homework in such a sympathetic light also claimed that children's continued
employment in "pastoral, agricultural and mining operations... [was] perhaps the most
44

formidable obstacle which those engaged in primary education have to contend".

Students were not only criticised for their involvement in seasonal and periodic

labour. Almost all rural Districts reported daily activities such as shepherding and milki
which young children in particular engaged in. Inspectors complained that they often
arrived at school after class had started and/or left before school had finished. Daily

Chief Inspector, Report of the Minister for 1880,187; Report of the Minister for 1881, Annex H,
54; Annex N, 66-67.
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interruptions to schooling were not limited to rural areas, but included activities more
common to metropolitan areas such as market gardening:

I found that some parents were in the habit of keeping their children at home
in the afternoon at work, or sending notes to the teacher requesting him to send
their children h o m e at 2 o'clock or half-past 1, as the case might be. There
would thus be the appearance of school attendances, which would clearly be of
little benefit to the children concerned, and so far the provisions
of the law were defeated.45

Although compulsion was only in terms of 70 days attendance each half year,
Departmental authorities interpreted this to mean that students should attend each day and
all day that a school was open.

Even parents' attempts to 'play by the rules' and politely explain partial absences
with reasons they obviously thought legitimate were frowned upon. Fulfilling the letter

of the law (in the manner the Department chose to interpret it) was stated by authorities as
-V-

the more compelling requirement. It is hardly surpising then that a major cause of
irregular attendance was construed by authorities in 1881 as parental negligence. The
Inspector for the Braidwood-Queanbeyan District instigated a special enquiry into
irregular attendance in that area in 1880 and reported that the cause of irregularity and
unpunctuality were brought about by the negligence of parents who employed students in
farming and other work. The subjects of his inquiry were discussed consistently as
pupils from school rather than as young people with familial responsibilities. Authorities'
criticisms of parents thus ranged from apparent "indifference" and "carelessness" to
exploiting children by an "unwillingness to forego the trifling amount of gain produced by
their child's labour". Studenthood was beginning to be articulated very clearly by
education authorities as the primary responsibility of youth.

Report of the Minister for 1881, Annex D, 47.

Inspector Dawson, Report of the Minister for 1880,199; Report of the Minister for 1881, A
F, 51; Annex H, 56;. Annex N, 66.
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The waves of criticism about parental negligence which flooded the pages of the
Departmental Reports between 1880 and 1882 are particularly surprising when the same
authorities' commentary on Evening Public Schools is considered. Established
exclusively for the voluntary use of those over the statutory age limit, they were
conducted for two hours each night using the same building, teacher, syllabus and
teaching methods as the day school. As these schools possessed the lowest quarterly

attendance rate of any type of public school a special investigation was conducted in 18

to seek ways of ensuring they continued. The investigation indicated that poor attendanc

was a feature of all Evening schools except in Bathurst, and that while they were intende
for both men and women, comparatively few women were enrolled. Difficulties faced by
women frequenting the streets alone at night were voiced as a possible reason for low
female enrolment, although this did not seem to deter those women who attended twelve
different schools throughout the state. On asking students themselves why their
attendance was so irregular, however, women reported similar reasons to men. The most
common of these included: the high weekly fee of 1 shilling which they were unwilling to

pay if they missed a few nights; the exhaustion felt during class after a full (10 hours)
day's work; shift work which prevented attendance once every other week; the unbearable
heat in classrooms during summer, and the appeal of leisure activities, especially in
summer.

A few Inspectors suggested that the real problem lay with these students being 'free
agents' who could not be compelled to attend school, but many sought to alter the way
schooling was provided in order to attract and keep students. It was suggested that fees
could be lowered, that attendance requirements could be reduced to two nights per week,

that schools could open only during the winter months, that the curriculum could be pared
to the essentials of literacy and numeracy, and that the educational environment which
was designed for children could be modified because students were over the age of 14.
Essentially Inspectors sought ways of adapting night schooling to Suit the wants and
lifestyles of those attending. In contrast, the flexibility of Half-Time and Third-Time
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schools w a s noted in 1880 as securing a higher quarterly attendance rate than day
schools. By 1881 however Provisional, Half-Time and Third-Time schools were
described in terms of their inferiority to day schools. Unlike Evening schools,
Departmental authorities would brook no alteration to day schooling and it was therefore
young people and their families who were to change.

Concealed within this dialogue was an expectation that girls were to change to a
greater extent than boys. Although the statistics in Graph 2 indicate that girls attended
school with greater irregularity than boys, this was not the subject of Departmental
commentary. Noeline Kyle has remarked on differential attendance rates, suggesting that
female state students often combined schooling with regular domestic work, such as
washing on Mondays and child care when mothers were at work. Being situated within
the family sphere, girls' work lay largely in that area which was being criticised by state
authorities as an impediment to regular school attendance. Yet other evidence indicates
that girls' attendance was more regular than boys in Half-Time and Third-Time schools.
This suggests that a more flexible approach by Departmental authorities to school
organisation would have boosted the attendance rates of all girls without compromising

their labour within the family unit. It was not only the rigidity of Departmental authorities
towards changing school time-tabling that obscured this point, but also their focus on
labour that contributed to the maintenance of commercial 'industry'. Being situated
largely within the family sphere, a great deal of the labour of girls was unpaid and hence
was not seen to require the development of special mechanisms to facilitate 'apprenticing
to industry'48

It is interesting to note that the Minister of Public Instruction initiated this.investigation after
reading about the state of Evening schools in the Sydney Press! Ministerial Memorandum, 1/1/1881,
Report of the Minister for 1882, Annex W , 100. Also see 5/2/1880, NSWPD.2.1879-1880, 1041;
Tables A 5 and A19, Appendix A.
See N; Williamson, 'Her Natural Destiny. The Education of Women in New South Wales. 18481912', PhD Thesis, University of Newcastle, 1983; Table A19, Appendix A.
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Nonetheless, by the Department's o w n evidence child labour was crucial to the
N.S.W. economy from the commercial to the family level throughout both urban and
rural areas. Also by their evidence it seemed that the 1880 Act had as little impact on
these pre-existing economic needs as they had on the ages of those going to school.
Given this, the substantial proportion of children enrolled in schools immediately

following the 1880 Act and the (legally) satisfactory attendance of most could have been
interpreted by Departmental authorities in a positive light. Consistently, however, they
chose to interpret this through critical condemnation. Although the legislation had
provided a framework which encouraged authorities to view irregular attendance
negatively, many dealt with the necessity for juvenile labour from a rigid and
uncompromising position. A few contained their comments to a simple list of reasons but
many took the opportunity to moralise and to condemn parents for continuing what had
been a perfectly legal social practice before 1880.

The Department did not contain its actions to linguistic criticisms. Indeed, nowhere
was this uncompromising stance more apparent than in the dialogue of Attendance
Officers - who had been appointed to monitor the population's compliance with the
compulsory clauses of the Act.

Monitoring School Attendance: Consensus. Coercion and Parents
Employed in the newly-created School Attendance Branch of the Department of
Public Instruction from late 1880, the task of Attendance Officers was to ensure the
compulsory clauses of the Act were met. The Minister stated in 1880 that he anticipated

some resistance to the principle of compulsion after the legislation became operative an
that the Attendance Branch was to deal with this. Teachers and LSBs were also enlisted

to counter this anticipated resistance by reporting any child not enrolled at a school o
who attended irregularly. Teachers were also requested to use their Jmoral influence' as

members of the local community to "assist in rendering the Act, if not entirely acceptab

yet in a large measure unobjectionable to those classes who on these points are most lik
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to be dissatisfied". Departmental authorities were not only anticipating some resistance to
the 1880 Act but were more than aware of the conflict between "the law and the

individual" built into it. State school authorities deliberately chose, however, to operate on
the explicit assumption of congruent wishes between the law and parents. Any parent - or
youth - disagreeing with the legislation would indeed be seen as part of the 'lunatic fringe'
49

and could be treated as such.

Initially four Attendance Officers were employed within the Sydney area. By May of
1881 twenty-six additional officers had been appointed and dispersed throughout other
areas. Their duties consisted of familiarising people with the new legislation by visiting
the homes of those parents whose children were either not enrolled in a school or were
not attending regularly, and to bring cases to court where warranted. More specifically
they were to have "friendly conferences with parents", giving "judicious advice and
persuasive discussion as to the advantage to be derived by children from regular
attendance at school".

According to the Principal Attendance Officer these duties were performed leniently
during 1881. He also claimed that as a consequence of home visits, many parents had
been "induced...to exercise greater care and control over their children by sending them to
school". Although not required to comment on Attendance Officers, several District
Inspectors agreed that they carried out their duties by 'persuasion', or, more precisely, by
"visiting the parents, explaining the law, and pointing out the penalty to which they
expose themselves by non-compliance with its provisions". These penalties were set on a

A Scheme of Administration of the Provisions of the Public Instruction Act Relating to Payment of
Fees (Section 11) and Compulsory Attendance (Sections 21 and 22), 'Compulsory Education 1880',
20/12583 A O N S W ; 'Instructions to School Attendance Officers', N.d., Ibid.; Circular to Teachers,
Report of the Minister for 1880,219-220; School Attendance and Payments Officer, Report of the
Minister for 1880, 157.

Under Secretary to Principal School Attendance Officer, Duties of Attendance Officers, Augu
1880,'Compulsory Education 1880', 20/12583 A O N S W .
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sliding scale: a first offence incurred a fine of no m o r e than five shillings, subsequent
offences attracted a fine of anything up to twenty shillings, and defaulters on fines could
be imprisoned for no more than seven days. In 1881 few people were prosecuted for
non-compliance with the Act; while some 22584 cases were investigated only 35 cases
reached a court. Research on the initial work undertaken by Attendance Officers in
South Australia has been characterised similarly by historians as reflecting a desire to
facilitate an understanding of the legal requirements of compulsory schooling rather than
52

bringing the available penalties immediately into force.

Despite these persuasive methods Attendance Officers were unable to obtain
outstanding results in N.S.W. in 1881. Less than 10% of those children who had
attended school irregularly before being visited by the local Attendance Officer were
reported as regularly attending after his visit Nor were all parents and children viewed as
leniently as previous discussion might suggest, for 33 parents were convicted in courts of
law for non-compliance with the Act. The Principal Attendance Officer explained the
need to convict such parents in no uncertain terms:
In some cases of flagrant violation of the Act, and w h e n every other means had
been tried - repeatedly tried, and failed,- and w h e n as in s o m e instances open
hostility had been manifested and openly vaunted, it became imperatively
necessary, not only for the vindication of the law but as an example to others, to
have recourse to extreme measures.53

Clause 21, Public Instruction Act of 1880; Report of the Attendance and Payments Officer, Report
of the Minister for 1880,157; Report of the Principal Attendance Officer, Report of the Minister for
1881, Appendix V, 133; Report of the Minister for 1881, Annex M , 64; Report of the Minister for
1881, Annex R, 76; Report of the Principal Attendance Officer, Report of the Minister for 1882,45.

P. Cashen, "Without Sufficient Excuse: A Study of Truancy in South Australian Schools. 19271939*, M E d Thesis, University of Adelaide, 1980; P. Cashen,' "No You Don't Wilkie, I K n o w Your
Game." The Work of School Attendance Officers in South Australian Schools in the 1920s and
1930s', A N Z H E S Journal. 11, (2), 1982,15-26; I. Davey & P. Miller, Op. Cit.; K. Wimshurst,
'Child-Saving and Urban School Reform in South Australia at the Turn of the Century', Melbourne
. Studies in Education. 1983.203-221.
Report of the Principal Attendance Officer, Report of the Minister for 1881,133-134.
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The difference between Inspectors' criticisms of children's continued involvement in
labour activities and Attendance Officers' bringing of people to court was quite marked.
Although the Principal Attendance Officer remarked that prosecution was only initiated
when "parental pride or authority failed to cause the child to attend school, or where
parental indifference or cupidity barred the way", the dividing line during 1881 and 1882
seemed to be a simple matter of how 'hostile' a person was towards the Attendance
Officers themselves.

The Principal Attendance Officer also pointed out that the Attendance Branch could
not work in any area until the School District had been proclaimed for six months, and,
that this hampered the Branch, particularly in rural areas which were coming under the
Department's auspices for the first time. He hoped soon to be able to 'make an example'
of "all delinquents" there as well. Given that at least 20325 children of families visited
during the year paid little or no heed to the Attendance Officers, we would expect some
disillusionment on their part. Even allowing for this, the rhetoric of the Attendance
Branch was very different from that of Inspectors. While many Inspectors criticised
irregular attendance they did not draw on arguments relating to punishment and reward
like Attendance Officers did. Nor did Inspectors describe irregular school attenders as
"delinquents". Indeed delinquency had shifted from its early nineteenth century meaning
of those who would not work to young people and their relationship with schooling.
More precisely this link between youth, schooling and criminality was deemed 'truancy'.

Monitoring School Attendance: Constructing the Truant
While the Principal School Attendance Officer continued the 1870s interpretation of
non-attendance at school as the result of no parental control over children, a new

Report of the Principal Attendance Officer, Report of the Minister for 1882,44.
Report of the Principal Attendance Officer, Report of the Minister for 1881,133.
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dimension was added. Just as unacceptable to Attendance Officers as hostile parents were

children who were thought to attend school irregularly either against their parents wishes
or without their parents' knowledge:

Many of the parents, however, may have been ignorant of the absence of their
children from school; for a case of the kind occurred during the year where a lad
of fourteen years of age was absent from school for weeks together without the
knowledge of his guardians.56

It is striking that the example supplied above was for a 'lad' whose age placed him
outside the parameters of the 1880 Act. While legislation required the regular attendance
of children between the ages of 6 and 14 year years, education authorities indicated an

expectation that all students attend school regularly. Further problems with the statistic
provided by the Department are also revealed here. Without a breakdown of attendance

patterns by age it is impossible to be sure that those who attended irregularly were those
who were compelled to attend school by law. Nevertheless, the 1880 Act clearly
provided a means by which education authorities would monitor parental control of their
children and children's obedience to parental instructions through studenthood. Concepts

of order and disorder at both the family and the state level were therefore built into the
1880 Act; indeed, the potential for criminality was now expressed within the very concept
of studenthood through truancy.

But only 2% of the irregular attendance in 1881 was attributed to truancy. Together
truancy and illness accounted for approximately 12% of the irregular attendance of public
school students, leaving labour-related activities as the obvious and major other cause.
Very few Departmental authorities claimed that children were kept at home simply to play,
while none suggested reasons likely to be heard today such as children going on holidays.
Indeed this would have been unlikely in a colony which did not yet have a large leisured

Report of the Minister for 1881, Annex B, 44.
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middle class. Yet the extensive displeasure voiced by so m a n y authorities about the
economic reasons for irregular attendance sits uncomfortably with the same authorities'
desire to exempt 12 year olds from school and to allow some of those already employed
to attend Evening Public schools. Moreover, some of the actual mechanisms created by
the Department to monitor the 1880 Act, such as the Exemption Certificate to release
students and the Attendance Branch for enforcing attendance, contradicted each other.
Setting the initial number of days for regular attendance as 70 days when schools were
open for 115 days each half year undoubtedly allowed some degree of flexibility to both
rural and metropolitan children engaged in seasonal, migratory or other casual labour.
From the descriptive data supplied by Inspectors this apparently occurred on no small
scale.

CONCLUSION
This analysis endorses research into South Australian compulsory education which

has suggested that initial compulsory legislation was deliberately mild. But the 'mildness
of the N.S.W. legislation was discussed in the secular context and little explicit
consideration was given by parliamentarians to the role of juvenile labour. Further,

Departmental authorities in N.S.W. very clearly articulated the expectation that schoolin
should take precedence over any other activities of young people. On the other hand,
proportional attendance requirements were standard fare and the N.S.W. parliament did

not speak at all of full attendance - only Departmental authorities did. Mechanisms creat

by the state to patrol and enforce this compulsory relocation might not have been working
57

to full effect by 1882 but they had been established and the process had clearly begun.

On the South Australian situation see D. Grundy, Tree Schooling and the State in South
Australia'.Op. Cit.; K. Wimshurst, 'Child Labour and School Attendance in South Austra
Cit.
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In N.S.W. education authorities also sanctioned and devised mechanisms of
exemption which encouraged the tradition of juvenile 'apprenticing' to continue

uninterrupted. Indeed, the arrangement with the Cobar Copper Company indicates tha
commercial industry was intended to reap the most benefits from the Department's

immediate interpretation of the 1880 Act - although the individuals who were exemp
from school for these purposes may have seen this as a personal benefit as well. A

simple comparison immediately indicates, however, that it was families and individu

who were expected to adjust their daily and extended labour requirements to compul

schooling, while the Cobar Copper Company simply sent its 'children' to school afte
labour requirements had been met, by special arrangement and without Departmental

censure. In the same vein, tent schools were provided to follow the migrating popul

employed on state industrial activities like the laying of railways lines, yet chil

Sydney were criticised for enrolling in more than one school when their families m

on to follow available employment Children and their families were expected to rea

their daily existence to accommodate compulsory schooling, but compulsory schoolin
seemed to have been rearranged to accommodate industry.

This situation contrasts vividly with the argument that South Australian state

authorities were keen to allow juvenile labour to continue. But the South Australia
response was guided to the extent that before its compulsory education Act, other

legislation had restricted juvenile employment in industries outside the rural area

Australian Parliamentary debate on compulsory schooling also consciously addressed

rural juvenile labour by stating that it did not intend to disrupt juvenile labour
family, thereby providing clear guidelines for Departmental interpretation of the
was not the case at all for N.S.W., which operated from an entrenched perspective

regarding parental negligence, no prior legislation restricting juvenile employment

little parliamentary debate on the role of juvenile labour in the economy. Departm
interpretation of compulsory education in N.S.W. thus drew on this context during

and 1882 to condemn parents and penalise the family economy through strict adheren
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a particular school routine while choosing to be m u c h more flexible in its approach to
other types of schooling and commercial/state industrial needs. Indeed state discussion
about schooling had moved between 1879 and 1882 from urban children on the streets to
the juvenile worker, particularly the rural one.

This was clearly in response to the community's continuation of existing social and
economic practices. Generally the population of N.S.W. indicated a desire to have their
children attend school, and young people seemed willing to comply. Their attempts to
combine this with existing practice were met, however, with considerable criticism. At
least one-half of those under the age of 6 attended school, but Departmental authorities
were not sure whether they wanted them there. At least half of those aged between 12
and 14 years appeared to attend school, but the Department devised mechanisms so they

could be 'apprenticed' instead. Although the initial compulsion to attend was only 70 day

out of the 115 each half year, no further mechanisms were devised to facilitate children'
continued involvement in seasonal, migratory, or other casual work. No mechanisms at
all were devised so that children could combine their daily labour comfortably with the
Departmental expectation that they attend school all day.

Like the findings from South Australian studies, this suggests that while the 1880

Act was not necessarily intended as a means of regulating juvenile labour, this undeniabl
became one of its functions. Rather than indicating a desire to separate the world of
school from the world of work as Kerry Wimshurst has suggested of South Australia,
this analysis of the N.S.W. experience suggests it was more a case of Departmental
authorities attempting to transform the labour of young people so that schooling was
prioritised - in essence, so that schooling was the major form of youth's work .
Responsibility for this was firmly allocated to parents, although studenthood was an
activity which centred on youth themselves. Truancy was a category which went some
way towards resolving this contradiction, for it implied that either parents or young
people themselves had transgressed the legal boundary which delineated studenthood as
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the primary responsibility of youth towards themselves, their families and the state itself.
The following chapter examines studenthood as the civic duty of young people and its
link with labour between 1880 and 1948 in more detail.

SECTION

2

1880 - 1948
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CHAPTER 6
CIVIC STUDENTHOOD
IN AN INDUSTRIAL STATE
1880 - 1948
The ordinary Public Schools are not organized
for the purpose of teaching boys and girls trades...
Their proper function is to supply their pupils with
the elements of [scientific industrial] education...
so that they might becomefittedto practically learn some
business, profession or trade by which they may get a living,
or by which they may advance the interests of civilization...
To furnish scholars with a scientific industrial education,
three things must be carefully attended to.
First, they must be trained to systematic habits of industry,
in order that a thoroughly industrial disposition
may be cultivated in them;
secondly they must be instructed in general industrial knowledge,
and in the outlines of science and technology;
and thirdly, there must be a development of their
physical, intellectual and artistic power,
such as will give them a consciousness of strength,
and will lead them to devote themselves
earnestly and successfully to some chosen employment. 1

INTRODUCTION
With the introduction of compulsory schooling in 1880 a tension had been created
regarding the most appropriate labour for youth. Before this tension was resolved state
authorities embarked on a policy of industrialisation. This policy sought to expand the

domestic craft-based factory system within a rural economy to a fully industrial capital
economy, which would allow Australia to enter the 'economic race of nations'.
Schooling was to play no small part in equipping young people with the skills thought to

be required in an industrialising state. Initially manual training was introduced into al
public schools but by the turn of the century this was considered to be inadequate.
Systems of secondary and technical schooling were thought to be more suitable for the

Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for the Year 1885. Government Printer, Sydney, 1886,
26; Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for the Year 1886. Government Printer, Sydney,
1887, 23.
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purpose of preparing students for industrialisation. Indeed, it was argued further that this
was an essential component in preparing youth for citizenship. Detailed studies of these
new post-primary systems and the curricular changes involved have already been
conducted.

This chapter contends that the institutional focus in these existing educational studies
has obscured two critical transformations related to youth through studenthood. In the

first instance, to prepare young people for industrialisation through education they needed
to be located within schools rather than elsewhere. This required some resolution of the
conflict between compulsory schooling and the role of juvenile labour in the economy. It
is argued that this involved marginalising young people from the labour market and
constituting schoolwork as their appropriate labour. Yet the value of juvenile labour to
both the industrialising sector and the rural economy meant that state authorities were
faced with a major contradiction regarding their functions. In essence this was resolved
by focusing on truancy and delineating studenthood as the civic responsibility of youth.
Secondly, authorities were concerned to have students acquire the skills, habits and
knowledge which would facilitate the restructuring of the economy towards industrial

capitalism. This broadened the prior concern by state authorities with the future labour of
students in total schools to the future labour of students in all government schools, it

altered the nature of apprenticing, and it involved state education authorities constitutin
themselves as authoritative in the school-to-work nexus that they were attempting to
create. The relinking of studenthood with the labour market through the school-to-work
nexus provided another means of resolving the conflict engendered by the state being
committed to both industrial capitalism and compulsory schooling. The second did not

On economic change see for example: G.P. Walsh, "Factories and Factory Workers in N e w South
Wales, 1788-1900', Labour History. 21,1971,1-16; R.W. Connell & T.I. Irving, Op. Cit. On
changestoN.S.W. school systems see for example: J. Cleverley & J. Lawry (Eds.), Op. Cit.; A.G.
Austin & R. Selleck (Eds.), Op. Cit.; A. Barcan, A Short History of Education in N e w South Wales.
Op. Cit.; A. Barcan, A History of Australian Education. Op. Cit.
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neatly follow from thefirst,for each were continuous concerns from the early 1880s.
Nonetheless, the first issue was predominant between 1880 and 1920; the second
between 1910 and 1948.

Together this dual but complementary process legitimated compulsory studenthood
and wrought a complex transformation of relations between youth and the state. It also

enhanced and elaborated issues bound up with irregular attendance, age relations, gende
relations and parental negligence. The remainder of this chapter examines these
arguments in more detail, beginning with the link that had already been established
between juvenile labour and the attendance parameters of compulsory schooling.

DELINEATING STUDENTHOOD AS THE PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY OF
YOUTH: 1880-1920
From 1883 Attendance Officers continued to indicate that the main problem with state

students was their irregular school attendance. Following the withdrawal of funding fr
private schools in 1883, Departmental authorities also began to argue that many lower
class' private schools threatened the effectiveness of the 1880 Act. According to the
Department these private schools did not monitor the attendance of their students, and

hence they provided opportunities for families to evade the attendance clauses and cau
an increase in truancy from state schools. Although state authorities clearly were

beginning to concern themselves with studenthood in all schools, their main concern lay
with the government school system which now held the staggering majority of students.

Graph 3 indicates that while the average annual attendance rates of state school stude

did increase slightly between 1881 and 1915, it certainly never approximated the full-

Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for the Year 1883. Government Printer, Sydney, 1884,2;
Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for the Year 1888. Government Printer, Sydney, 1889;
Table A4, Appendix A.
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attendance which senior members of the Department of Public Instruction so keenly
desired.

GRAPH 3
Average Annual Attendance Rates of Female and Male Students in State Schools,
1880-1915
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Perceived causes of irregular attendance remained much the same as those nominated
immediately after compulsory schooling was introduced. Weather was periodically
remarked on as one cause, with the drought of 1888 and consistent wet weather in the
first half of 1890, for example, accounting for lower state-wide attendance. Illness
noted as another reason; indeed annual Departmental reports provide a clear index of
contagious diseases prevalent throughout N.S.W. For instance, measles and diptheria
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raged throughout the colony in 1893 as did measles and whooping cough in 1909. In
1900 the bubonic plague severely affected metropolitan school attendance. Many schools
were closed and utilised as makeshift hospitals during the influenza epidemic of 1919.

"Migration" also continued to account for s o m e irregular attendance and Inspectors
regularly complained about the vast number of students who moved from school to
school. Although the Department was willing to alter the 'fixed school' principle and
provide tent schools for the children of workers on state projects like railway extensions,
they failed to consider more flexible forms of schooling for others - even when the
number of itinerant workers increased during the 1890s Depression. Ignoring the need
for families to follow work as much then as in 1881, Inspectors argued instead that
students changed schools at the "whim" of their parents who simply desired "constant
change". The problem was anchored to the working class family (rather than the school
or the economy) even more firmly by Inspectors who argued that as group teaching
methods were utilised in schools, the absence of one student jeopardised the learning of
all. They claimed that even at the individual level irregular attendance contributes to
'lower school performance', because lessons were organised on the assumption that
students attended school each day. But it was the labour-related activities of young
people themselves which continued to be the most contentious issue.

Report of the Minister for 1883,140; Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for the Year 1890.
Government Printer, Sydney, 1891,9; Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for the Year 1893.
Government Printer, Sydney, 1894, 5; V.E. Clarke to M r Cooper, District Inspector of Schools,
Goulburn, 29/10/1890, 'Burra Burra School File', 5/5183.1 A O N S W ; A. Lambert to F. Bridges,
Inspector, 6/5/1895, 'Gulgong School File', 5/16182.2 A O N S W ; Report of the Minister of Public
Instruction for the Year 1900. Government Printer, Sydney, 1901, 5; Report of the Minister of Public
Instruction for the Year 1909. Government Printer, Sydney, 1910,2; Report of the Minister of Public
Instruction for the Year 1919. Government Printer, Sydney, 1920,4. Also see Table A23, Appendix
A.

Report of the Minister 1883,113; Illawarra Railway Extension, 6/2/1885, 'Railway Extensions
Temporary Schools', 20/13029 A O N S W ; Railway Extenstion from Young to Cowra, 8/5/1885,
Ibid.; Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for the Year 1887. Government Printer, Sydney,
1888,85; Report of the Minister for 1890, 13; Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for the
Year 1912. Government Printer, Sydney, 1913,44; Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for
the Year 1919. Government Printer, Sydney, 1920,2.
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Juvenile Labour and Studenthood: 1880 - 1910

The Attendance Branch regularly listed "work" as a major but unjustifiable reason
thousands of students who did not attend school regularly. Yet the activities of

Attendance Branch did not expand. In fact, the opposite occurred. According to the

Minister of Public Instruction, the major reason for this was that the legislatio

enabled the Attendance Branch to operate also inhibited its capacity to monitor s
attendance effectively. For example, proof of non-attendance as well as proof of

of any person not at school lay with the Department. Moreover, the ambivalence of

education authorities towards full-time school attendance and 'maintaining credib

employers' had been taken up by other state authorities, rendering the task of the

Attendance Branch even more difficult. By definition, however, the primary concern

the Minister lay with compulsory schooling. Thus in 1888 and 1892 he publicly cal
for legislation which would regulate youth under the statutory school age out of
employment and into schools.

As these demands went unheeded, the Minister insisted that until legislative chan
occurred he could not justify the expenditure of public monies on the Attendance
The Branch was dismantled in 1887 and the remaining nineteen Attendance Officers

dispersed through the District Inspectorates. As part of the Departmental cost-cu
associated with the Depression, all Attendance Officers were dismissed in 1893.

Surprisingly, this decision was made during a decade which was noted as one where

parental need for the labour of children was far greater than it had been before;

seemed to be general knowledge. Not only did Departmental authorities recognise i
the manager of a boot manufactory claimed in 1891 that it was not unusual for 50

people to apply to him for work each day, that many were under the age of 14 year

that their families were in "deep distress". Other evidence confirms that many fa
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Sydney relied heavily, and at times exclusively, on the wages of young people during the
1890s.7

Given the link between irregular school attendance, parental neglect and juvenile
labour that had been established by the Department immediately following the 1880 Public
Instruction Act, conditions existed which should have sparked a major argument by
Departmental authorities about the need to remove youth from the labour market. In
particular, with the acknowledgement by state authorities that the growing urban factory
system was more than willing to employ cheaper juvenile labour (particularly girls) and
that familial need ensured a steady supply of juvenile factory workers, young people
employed in urban factory work should have become a major feature of Departmental
dialogue. Except for the Ministerial calls for legislation in 1888 and 1892, however, and
claims about their leniency in dealing with the widespread economic difficulties of

families, Departmental authorities maintained an official silence on the question of juveni
labour.

The Minister and his Inspectors stressed their leniency by pointing to the system that

had been initiated of cautioning parents before prosecuting them for failure to comply with
the compulsory clauses ot the 1880 Act. They also claimed that prosecutions for nonattendance were dropped if adults in the family were unemployed, that proportionately
more debts of school fees were cancelled in the early 1890s than any other period, and
that the number of 'free scholars' rose dramatically. It might seem that the dismantling of
the Attendance Branch was part of this leniency. Yet teachers were given the task of

Report of the Minister for 1888,10; Report of the Minister for 1890,13; Report of the Minister for
the Year 1892. Government Printer, Sydney, 1893, 8; Messrs J.P. Wright & Co., Progress Report:
Visit to Boot Factories, N.d., 'Compulsory Education 1891', 20/12583 A O N S W ; A. O'Brien,
Poverty's Prison. Op. Cit.

Report of the Minister for 1888,6; Report of the Minister for 1890,13; Report of the Mini
1892,8; Report of the Minister for 1893, 7; Tables A22, A24 and A34 , Appendix A. On state
authorities' knowledge of the factory system see D. McDonald, Op. Cit.
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monitoring school attendance and the Police Department took on the task of prosecuting
parents for non-compliance with the compulsory clauses, belying the claim of leniency.
Indeed, despite the acknowledgement of financial difficulties experienced by many
families, fees were still demanded in state schools until 1905. Attendance Officers noted
that most of those who were unable to pay school fees were single mothers, many of
whom refused to have their children "slighted at school" by the stigma of being a "free
scholar". Some parents complained bitterly that their children were being publicly
victimised and humiliated because they could not pay their fees at the Monday morning
roil call, which encouraged them not to attend school at all. It was also during the
Depression that the Department began to prosecute some parents for non-payment of
school fees.

In addition, Departmental authorities were quick to draw on accumulated state
wisdom to deflect the issue away from structural unemployment and its effects to claim
instead that some parents who were simply avaricious were taking advantage of the
Depression to work their children. It was suggested that many preferred to have their
children in constant employment from the age of 12 years without an exemption certificate
because they could be fined only once every six months, and earnings from one week
more than covered the court costs involved. Moreover, while not possessing the legal
sanction to do so, an Attendance Officer had been given the additional task of visiting

factories in 1891 to ascertain the ages of employees, to report his findings to parliament
and to prosecute those under the statutory age who were found in the factories but who
did not possess a school exemption certificate. The brief commentary in 1892 on his
findings, however, was the last official comment on this issue by the Department for the
decade.

Chief Inspector's Report, Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for the Year 1902. Government
Printer, Sydney, 1903,73; Debate on the abolition of school fees, N S W P D . Second Series, 5,1902;
N S W P D . Second Series, 7,1902; N S W P D . Second Series, 11,1903; Table A22, Appendix A. Also
see a range of evidence from various schoolfilesin J. Kociumbas, 'Children and Society', Op. Cit.,
56. On similar complaints about parental avarice in South Australia around this time see D. Grundy,
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T h e main reason for this silence can be traced to the issue that juvenile labour had
become beyond the confines of the Department. With the Department assuming an

official stance of 'leniency' towards parents it was to their advanatage to let others criti
and agitate for change. Indeed, although clearly coinciding with Departmental interests,
the investigation by an Attendance Officer into factories in 1891 was undertaken as a
result of formal complaints by two different lobby groups. The newly-formed Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Children (SPCC) had successfully lobbied parliament to
expand the terms of reference of the Infant's Protection Bill so that older children and
labour would be considered along with issues related to abortion, infanti cide and babyfarming. Members of the SPCC regarded all child labour as exploitative, and argued that
as it "entailed much suffering against childhood", N.S.W. should adopt English child

labour laws. Their petition to the Minister for Public Instruction to this effect was receive
not long after both the N.S.W. Boot Trade Union and the N.S.W. Trades and Labour
Council had petitioned the Minister as well. Each requested the Department to investigate
factories with a view to removing 12 year olds and forcing them to attend school
instead. Undoubtedly the latter deputations were part of the wider union campaign to
protect skilled workers' employment during the Depression. It is also likely that N.S.W.
unions were adopting earlier British union thought on removing children from the labour
market so that a stronger case could be made for a family wage.

Free Schooling and the State',Op. Cit.

Report from the Select Committee on the Infant's and Children's Protection Bills, Together
Proceedings of the Committee, Minutes of Evidence and Appendix, 1892, J N S W L C . 1891-1892,29,
(1), 1067-1127; Deputation from the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children to the
Minister for Public Instruction, 13/8/1891, 'Bill and Papers Related to Cruelty to Children', 20/12603
A O N S W ; Resolution No. 1, Annual Meeting of the N.S.W. SPCC Held in Pitt Street [Sydney],
15/6/1891, Ibid.; Minutes of the Deputation from M r Brennan, M r James Kelly and M r Charles Hart,
N.S.W. Trades and Labour Council,tothe Minister of Public Instruction, 28/5/1891, 'Compulsory
Education 1891', 20/12583 A O N S W ; Petition from R. Harris, Secretary, N.S.W. Boot Trade Union,
to the Minister of Public Instruction, 29/8/1891, Ibid.
Jane Humphries argues that the mid-nineteenth century English union pursuit of a family wa
represent a desiretomarginalise women and children from the paid workforce, but was an attempt to
benefit families by having only one member employed: 'Class Struggle and the Persistence of the
Working-Class Family.' In A. Giddens & D. Held (Eds.), Op. Cit., 470-490. Also see R.W.
Connell & TJ. Irving, Op. Cit.; L. Layman, UnitedtoProtect'. In V. Burgman & J. Lee (Eds.),
Making a Life. McPhee Gribble/Penguin, 1985,242-252; D. Kirby, 'Oh What a Tangled Web'. In
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At a more fundamental level, however, the Minister's calls for regulating youth out
of the labour market conflicted with the Departmental stance on 'maintaining credibility
with employers'. Indeed, juvenile labour was integral to both the existing rural economy
and to the emerging factory system which was seen as the backbone to industrialisation and state authorities were more than aware of each of these facts. They were, moreover,
committed to facilitate the restructuring of the economy. At the same time, through the
Public Instruction Act state authorities had committed the state to the idea that the
appropriate place for youth was in school rather than in paid labour. Enhancing the latter
were demands by groups like the SPCC and the N.S.W. Trades and Labour Council.
Hence the Attendance Officer gave a subdued report to parliament on his investigations
into factories, although his unpublished Departmental reports complained about the
12

inability of the Department to monitor juvenile labour more effectively.

Along with Sydney detectives and newspaper boys, Charles Meyer gave evidence to
the Select Committee on the Infant and Child Protection Bill about street-selling as well.
was established that street-selling was widespread throughout metropolitan areas, and that
most street-sellers had attended school up to the age of 12 while others were combining
paid employment with unpunctual daily school attendance. Those in factories were also
likely to have left school at the age of 12 or were combining periodic employment with
periodic absences from school. According to Meyer this was not really a problem,
because these juvenile workers were attending or had attended school at some time. Yet
according to the police and the Superintendents of the Industrial and Reformatory
Schools, street-selling prompted the "downward fall" of girls while it encouraged boys to
gamble, to smoke, and to eventually become vagrant casual workers. The President of

Ibid., 253-366.
12

C.f. Evidence of C. Meyer, to the Select Committee on the Infant's and Children's Protect
1891-1892; School Attendance Officers Reports on Inspection of Factories and Other Industries for
the Cabinet, 1/6/1891, 'Compulsory Education 1891', 20/12583 A O N S W ; C. Meyer, School
Attendance Officer, Progress Report on Factory Children 5/2/1891 to 20/3/1891, Ibid; C. Meyer,
Progress Report on Factory Children, 15/4/1891, Ibid.
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the S C R B added that the main problem with factories lay with females and males of all
13

ages mixing indiscriminately together, which encouraged their "precocity".

The line of action that state authorities subsequently pursued aimed at appeasing as
many interest groups as possible while not jeopardising the economic structure of
N.S.W. In 1894 legislation was passed that raised the age of apprenticing from 12 to 14
years, while in 1896 further legislation prohibited the employment of anyone under the
age of 14 in any capacity in any factory. In some specific factories such as printeries or
white-lead manufacturies, age restrictions were raised to 16 or 18 years for boys and
women were excluded completely. The greater restrictions on women's employment
sought to counter their preference for the 'freedom of the factory' over domestic service.
There was no attempt, however, to restrict the employment of young people in rural

industries. Indeed, state authorities went to some lengths to define factories as industri
by inserting a saving clause which exempted children of any age who worked in a family
business operated without steam or mechanical power, such as a dairy or woolshed.

While this appeared to be an attempt to regulate juvenile factory labour while
preserving the rural economy, a Select Committee of 1912 pointed out that no means for
monitoring the age-related clauses of the 1894 Factory Act were ever implemented -

indicating that state authorities were not keen to deprive manufacturing of a major source
of labour and disrupt it either. Indeed, before 1915 the majority of students in state
schools continued to leave at the age of 12 because the Department of Public Instruction

Evidence of A. Renwick, C. Meyer, F. Neitenstein, C. Spier, A. King, W . Fosbery, W.J. Tindall, E.
Keating, J. White, A. Smith, R. Healy to the Select Committee on the Infant's and Children's
Protection Bills, 1891-1892.

Apprentices Act, 57 Vic. No. 2,1894, The Public Statutes of New South Wales: S. 2, S. 35
First Schedule of Factories and Shops Act, 60 Vic. No. 37,1896, The Public Statutes of New South
Wales: Report of Miss Duncan, Inspector of Shops and Factories, 1897, Public Service Board
Investigation into the State Clothing Factory, 1905', 4/961.3 A O N S W ; B. Kingston, M v Wife. M v
Daughter and Poor Mary Ann. Nelson, Sydney, 1977, (esp. Chapter 5).
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continued to issue exemption certificates to those w h o passed the 3rd Grade examination,
no attempt was made to regulate outworking from factories, and a vast range of other
employment avenues remained open to young people.

Undoubtedly there was also an element of concern about disrupting familial life in
these state actions as well. Although street-selling had become an issue in the early
1890s, legislation which sought to restrict it was not passed until the following decade.
The 1905 Act was concerned to protect the 'moral and material well-being' of child streetsellers and hence it prohibited all girls and any boy under the age of 10 years from streetselling, it required boys to be approved by state authorities and issued with a licence
before they could take it up, and boys of school age who were licenced were required to
wear a 'distinctive badge*. The delayed implementation of this legislation suggests that
state authorities were concerned about family survival during the Depression. At the same
time, however, street-selling was sufficient reason during the Depression for those under
the age of about 12 years to be committed to an industrial school, and the number of
youth who were placed in total institutions rose dramatically. In 1800 being on the streets
and/or not working in an 'honest and diligent' capacity had been sufficient reason for
colonial authorities to establish schools for young people. Almost a century later the
argument was reversed within a more complex framework, so that any attempt to combine
schooling with being employed on the streets was seen to necessitate total
institutionalisation.

Report of the Royal Commission of Inquiry Into the Hours and General Conditions of Employment
of Female and Juvenile Labour in Factories and Shops, and the Effect on Such Employees, With
Minutes of Evidence, 1912. N S W P P . 2. 1911-1912; Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for
the Year 1894. Government Printer, Sydney, 1895,13; Report of the Minister of Public Instruction
for the Year 1898. Government Printer, Sydney, 1899,65; Report of the Minister of Public
Instruction for the Year 1910. Government Printer, Sydney, 1911; B. Robinson, Child Labour and
Education in N e w South Wales. Government Printer, Sydney, 1919; D. McDonald, Op. Cit.

Children's Protection (Amendment) Act, No. 47,1902, The Public Statutes of New South Wales
Neglected Children and Juvenile Offenders Act, No. 16,1905, The Public Statutes of N e w South
Wales; Evidencetothe Select Committee on the Infant's and Children's Protection Bills, 1891-1892;
Table A12, Appendix A.
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Although street-selling was a major reason for committing young people to the care
and control of the SCRB, this state organisation also sought to bolster the rural economy.
Domestic service and agricultural labouring had been exempted from the 1894
Apprentices Act, and SCRB authorities continued to 'apprentice' 12 year old girls to
domestic service and boys to farming from total schools. Under the boarding-out policy
the SCRB also placed youth with rural working class families. It was anticipated that they
would learn about family life by being in a 'respectable' family, that they would be less
dependent on state welfare in the meantime, and that they would acquire skills that would
"enable them to earn their own livelihood", which would ultimately render them "useful
citizens and creditable colonists". According to Jan Kociumbas, SCRB authorities
realised that people might apply for state wards to be boarded with them as a source of
cheap labour and they therefore placed out young children to avoid this. Thus the
majority of those who were boarded out were aged between 7 and 10 years, while the
average age for fostering was younger still. Yet this was also consistent with the belief
that state authorities involved with total institutions began to voice in the 1860s. Young
children, they had suggested, were 'innocent' and needed to be in a 'normal' family

environment rather than a total institution in order to learn the social skills necessary f
17

'normal' later life.

A similar reworking of the age relations within day schools occurred

around the same time.

Age Relations and Studenthood
Although the 1880 Act had created the conditions for the discursive marginalisation
of those under the statutory age parameters, Inspectors had decided at their second annual
conference in 1889 that no age barriers should be placed on admission to state day
schools. Yet the 1891 enquiry into the Child Protection Bill had differentiated the very

Report of the President of the SCRB for 1891, N S W L A V&P. 7, 1891-1892, 391-392; Report of the
President of the SCRB for 1895, N S W L A V&P. 3,1895-1896,464; Report of the President of the
SCRB for 1902, J N S W L C , 64,1,1902,1139-1165; J. Kociumbas, 'Children and Society', Op. Cit.,
91-96.
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young from others, arguing that very young children had special needs and required

special protective treatment in order to meet them. This closely fitted the construction of
very young students as 'incompetent' that had occurred immediately after the 1880 Public
Instruction Act had been passed. When the Minister began to look for ways of
minimising Departmental expenditure during the Depression, the exclusion of those under

the statutory age limit therefore seemed a legitimate course of action. It would also solve
several Departmental problems such as the inefficiency of having a disproportionate
number of students in the lower grades at a time when resources were strained and
schools still needed to be built throughout the state. Consequently, in 1894 a Ministerial
directive was issued to teachers instructing them to remove all students under the age of
six years from public schools and to prevent anyone under this age from enrolling in the
future.

As those under the age of six accounted for a sizeable proportion of state students,
this directive had the rather unsurprising effect of reducing the number of students in

some schools so dramatically that they would either be forced to close or alter their statu
Teachers commented too that some parents had sent their young children to private
schools instead and that this decision had effected the attendance rates of older children
who were now required to stay home on occasion to mind younger ones who would
otherwise have been at school. The Minister was forced to withdraw his original circular
within several months, issuing another which excluded those under the age of 5 years
instead. Although Departmental authorities were aware that many parents preferred to
send their children to school from the age of 4 years onwards, this directive remained in
force after the Depression. Not only did this remove an option openly exercised by many
but it resulted in a marked marginalisation of 4 year olds from studenthood in both theory

C.f. Inspector Jones, Report of the Minister for 1882,113; Report of the Minister for 1888,13;
Recommendations of the Second Conference of Inspectors, Report of the Minister of Public
Instruction for the Year 1889. Government Printer, Sydney, 1890, 37-41; Report of the Minister for
1894, 4.
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and practice. For example, Graph 4 indicates that at Dapto West Public School there were
very few students under the age five w h o enrolled after 1894, although they had
accounted for 6 6 % of n e w enrolments before 1880.

GRAPH

4

Children Under the A g e of 7 Years Admitted to Dapto West Public School,
1873 - 1914

Source: Admissions Register, Dapto West Public School, U W A

Family circumstances nonetheless necessitated children underfivesometimes enrolling at
school. Rather than being an event not worth commenting on, n o w very young students
were singled out as unusual. This had a marked effect on some students' perceptions of
themselves. A s one recalled, she must have been sent to school at the age of four
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because she was "a pest and a nuisance" at home.

The exclusion of very young students and the focus on those over 12 in employment
meant that the practice of studenthood was being reshaped to more closely resemble
studenthood as determined by the 1880 Public Instruction Act. This was occurring
outside the education sphere as well. At criminal law the category of 'carnal knowledge'
was created to describe the rape of girls under the age of 14 years. In 1883 parents
became legally responsible for the provision of basic life-sustaining conditions such as
food, clothing and shelter for their children. Initially a child was defined as someone
under the age of 2 years, but by the 1890s this had been extended to include any boy
under the age of 14 years and any girl under 16. Infancy was nominated as 3 years in
1883 but was extended to 7 years in 1904. In 1905 a separate justice system was created
for people under the age of 18 years, who were to be dealt with in Children's Courts and
thus kept away from the "hardening influence of Police Courts". Within the legislation
that regulated street-selling, children under the age of ten were excluded from all public
performances such as circuses and theatres, unless gaining Ministerial exemption. Both
the 'public' visibility of very young people and their independent wage-earning capacity
therefore were reduced. Together this legislation confirmed the implication within
compulsory studenthood that young people were different from older people and that they
therefore required differential treatment. And although inconsistencies remained, together
20

this legislation broadly legitimated the statutory school age parameters.

19

Memorandum from F. Rogers, Lower McDonald and Webbs Creek Schools, to Inspector Pitt,
Sydney, 29/8/1894, 'Children Under Six', 20/12634.1 A O N S W ; Memorandum from H. Murray,
Wentworthville Public School, to Inspector Pitt, Sydney, 29/8/l894Jbid.; Memorandum from H.
Chandler, Seven Hills Public School, to Inspector Pitt, Sydney, 24/8/1894,/taf.; Report of the
Minister for 1894,4; Recorded Interview with L.D, Appendix B.
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C.f. Criminal Law (Amendment) Act, 46 Vic. 17, 1883, The Public Statutes of New South Wale
An Act to Provide for the Protection of Children, 55 Vic. 30,1892, The Public Statutes of N e w
South Wales: Child Protection (Amendment) Act, No. 40, 1900, The Public Statutes of N e w South
Wales: An Act to Make Further and Better Provision for the Protection, Maintenance, Education, and
Care of Infants, 4 Edw. VII, 1904, The Public Statutes of N e w South Wales: Neglected Children and
Juvenile Offenders Act, No. 16,1905, The Public Statutes of N e w South Wales: Criminal Law
(Amendment) Act, Act No. 11,1910. The Public Statutes of N e w South Wales. Also see Director's
Report, Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for the Year 1906. Government Printer, Sydney,
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Together this legislation also linked childhood m o r e firmly to the concept of
studenthood. As one person interviewed for this thesis remarked, "schooling was your
childhood". The institutionalisation of childhood through studenthood occurred in more
subde ways though than simply segregating young people into schools. For instance, the
one type of public performance that children were allowed to take part in without seeking
Ministerial exemption was a "school" performance. Parents and others who acted in loco

parentis, such as teachers, were accorded the legal 'right' to punish children under their
control. Fathers and male schoolteachers were singled out for different penalties for
'carnally knowing' their daughters or pupils - although parliamentary debate preceding
these particular amendments indicated that this was more of an attempt to monitor the
expression of young girls' sexuality and to protect boys and men from it. Nevertheless,
the patriarchal power relation expressed through studenthood was now recognised at law.
Perhaps the most important of these legislative changes was the Harvester Judgement
which awarded the first basic wage in N.S.W. As a family wage it was determined by
the amount an adult male was presumed to need in order to support himself, his wife and

three children. While a number of feminist historians have noted the importance of this in
marginalising women from the concept of paid labour, its relationship with children has
not been the subject of similar analysis. Clearly, however, it enshrined the implication
within compulsory studenthood that the paid labour of children was not necessary to the
family. It also translated the bourgeois familial ideal of children's economic dependence
on their father into material conditions that would effect working class families from

1907. Indeed, it established a viable framework for state authorities to resolve the conf
that remained between compulsory schooling and the role of juvenile labour in the
21

economy.

1908,37; R. Ross. Gaol Life and Prison Administration in New South Wales. The Humane System
Criticized. Beatty, Richardson & Co., Sydney, 1910.

Recorded interview with F.W.; S. 26, Children's Protection Act,1892, The Public Statute
South Wales: Debate on Crimes (Girls' Protection) Bill, N S W P D . Second Series, 11, 1903,11491266. On the backgroundtothe Harvester judgement see S. Macintyre, Op. Cit. For discussion of
the implications of this for women, see for example: E. Ryan & A. Conlon, Gentle Invaders:
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This conflict w a s already being resolved by Departmental authorities through an
increasing focus on the responsibility of parents in meeting the requirements of the 1880

Act. Parental responsibility and authority had in fact been elaborated greatly through this
spate of additional legislation, legitimating the more vehement insistence by Departmental
authorities that regular school attendance was essentially a matter of properly exerted
parental authority. By the turn of the century the related theme of children's obedience
was being elaborated as well through the concept of the 'truant'.

Transgressing Parental and State Authority: Further Construction of the 'Truant'
By 1911 the Chief Inspector had formulated a list of the major causes of irregular
attendance at school which included an easily evaded compulsory clause, parental desire

to exploit children's labour, parental indifference to the value of education, and the laxit
of home control. Occasionally it had been conceded that some internal conditions of
schooling did little to encourage students to attend regularly. In the early 1880s, for
example, it was suggested that if playground facilities were extended and if 'manly'
games such as cricket and football were available, boys would not 'creep unwillingly to
school' and truancy would be reduced. One strategy suggested in 1911 therefore aimed at
"cultivating a more powerful public opinion in favour of education". Persuading parents
to send students to school regularly and convincing students to want to attend was part of
the wider issue of the state itself existing by concensus:

The express aim of the individual is to form right habits - habits of life not
22

imposed by s o m e outside authority but felt as rising from an inner sanction.

Clearly hegemonic schooling was sought by Departmental authorities. Its rationale

Australian W o m e n at Work 1788-1974. Nelson, Sydney, 1974.

Inspector Bridges, Report of the Minister for 1882,81; Report of the Minister for 1890,5;
Inspector's Report, Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for the Year 1911. Government
Printer, Sydney, 1912, 39; The Teaching of Civics in the Primary Schools', The Public Instruction
Gazette. 20/6/1913,159.
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lay with liberal democracy which identified society as a conglomerate of individuals,
which saw the state as the representative of society, and which therefore equated the

individual's interest with those of the state. Rather than implying a need for Department
authorities to embark on some course of action which would cultivate public opinion, this
suggested that as the needs or wants of any individual and the state were identical any
misalignment between the two was a problem whose origin, nature and remedy lay with
the individual.

As Departmental Attendance Officers consistently pointed out, many parents were

problematic because they failed to ensure their children fulfilled the requirements of th
1880 Public Instruction Act. Hence other state authorities took on the task of monitoring
school attendance when Attendance Officers were dismissed during the Depression.
Consistent with school absence being seen as a potentially criminal activity and with the

additional duties related to maintaining social order (such as strike-breaking) which the
police undertook during the Depression, in 1893 this had been passed on to the Police
Department. Because of the number of additional duties the police took on in the 1890s,
however, school attendance was transferred in 1906, this time to the SCRB. The SCRB
had its own Attendance Officers who monitored the school attendance of young people
who were boarded-out and represented a logical choice given the pre-established link
between irregular school attendance and presumed parental neglect. According to

Department of Public Instruction authorities, this neglect continued. Although students o
the day have pointed out that going to school was something 'everyone did' from the turn
of the century and despite the various reasons given by authorities themselves for
students' irregular attendance, senior Departmental authorities claimed that parents had
23

lost control over their children by allowing them to miss school for "trivial reasons".
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C.f. Recorded interviews with J.F., L.D., J.W., and F.W.; Report of the Minister for 18
Report of the Minister for 1902, 81; Director of Education, Report of the Minister for 1906,38-40;
Address Delivered by J. Dawson to the Public School Teachers' Association of New South Wales,
The Social Conception of Education', The Public Instruction Gazette. 24/8/1908,28; Report of the
President of the SCRB for 1911,44-45.
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If commitals to total schools are an appropriate indicator, some parents did appear to
be exerting authority over their children in new and unusual ways from the 1890s.
Analysing the entrance books of the Industrial and Reformatory Schools between 1881
and 1915, Robert van Krieken argues that approximately 40% of inmates were committed
following parental request/consent for being 'uncontrollable'. For example, one boy was
admitted to the Sobraon in 1911 because he would not work when his father requested
him to, while a mother sought the commital of her son to the Mittagong Farm Home in
1912 because he refused to come home until he had been to the picture show after school
each day. While boys seem to have been committed by their parents for refusing to work
or for being independent, sexual delinquency seems to have been the reason for girls. In
1891 the Superintendent at Parramatta commented that some parents, "generally the better
class", committed their own daughters because they refused to obey instructions not to
'promenade on the street with boys'.

Evidence in other analyses supports the general argument that many committals to
total schools from 1880 followed parental request. It also indicates that the category of
'uncontrollable' may have been utilised to cover a range of familial problems beyond
outright defiance. Russell Hogg and Hilary Colder contend that a "surprising number" of
requests for committals in Newtown came from step-parents for the removal of a child
who was "retarding the 'blending' of the new family". Anne O'Brien argues that during
the 1890s in particular a final means of coping with destitution was for one family
member to be placed in a government institution. As no child could be placed

temporarily in a government institution for destitution following the closure of the Orph

R. van Krieken, 'Children and the State: Child Welfare in New South Wales, 1890-1915', Labour
History. 51,1986, 33-53; Evidence of Charles Spier to the Select Committee on the Infant's and
Children's Protection Bills, 1891-2,1098.

A. O'Brien. Op. Cit.; R. Hogg & H. Golder, 'Policing Sydney in the Late Nineteenth Cen
M. Finnane (Ed.), Policing in Australia. Historical Perspectives. N.S.W. University Press,
Kensington, 1987, 70.
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School in 1886, and as the police were central to the process of committal, it is likely that
'uncontrollable' was a label which obscured numerous other situations. Indeed the
Director of Child Welfare later remarked that the majority of children committed to the
care of the Child Welfare Department were committed via application rather than court
commital up until 1945. The trend reversed in 1945 because, he claimed further, of
Oft

increased employment and available housing.

Notwithstanding this evidence it remains that some parents did request the committal

of their children for acts of disobedience. In fact, one interviewee for this thesis insiste
that his sister had been committed to Parramatta Industrial School as a naked display of
27

paternal authority and power.

B y the turn of the twentieth century s o m e parents had

become mediators of familial ideology espoused by state authorities throughout the
nineteenth century. Van Krieken suggests that this was a product of active working class

alliance with the state in their 'struggle for respectability'. Changes to parental relation
with the public day school around this time support this interpretation. Although no
detailed research has been conducted on the emergence of Parents' and Citizens'
28

Associations ( P & C s ) in N.S.W. it seems that by 1906 there were several in existence.
It also seems to be the case that they emerged in response to parents seeking more active
input into schooling than the restricted role that the LSBs offered. Departmental
authorities were, therefore, wary of them at first. However, various P&Cs made it
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The Child Welfare Department replaced the SCRB in 1923 and was responsible to the Ministe
Public Instruction. During the 1930s the Department was reorganised so that it more closely
resembled the Department of Education, with a Director as its administrative head. C.f. A n Act to
Amend and Consolidate Certain Acts Relating to Child Welfare, Act No. 21,1923, The Public
Statutes of New South Wales: Child Welfare Act, Act No. 17,1939, The Public Statutes of N e w
South Wales: Report of the Minister of Public Instruction on the Child Welfare Department for the
Period 1/7/1935to30/6/1937. Government Printer, Sydney, 1939; Report of the Director of Child
Welfare, Report ofthe Minister of Public Instruction on the Child Welfare Department for the Year
Ended 30th June. 1945, Government Printer, Sydney, 1946.
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' Recorded Interview with F.W.

Some research has been conducted on the history of parent relatior&with schooling throughout
Australia but there is little information specifictoN.S.W. See D. Pettit, Opening U p Schools:
School and Community in Australia. Penguin, Sydney, 1980.
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patently clear that they sought to support state schooling rather than challenge it. For
example, the organisation at Lithgow saw its role as 'popularising education' and
assisting parents towards a 'better appreciation of our State school system', while at
Broken Hill their self-allotted task was to 'assist the State in reaching the ideal that the
highest education possible was the opportunity of every child'. In the Illawarra area the
P&C devised a leaflet on the problems with irregular school attendance and distributed
them throughout the locality. By 1913 P&Cs had formed a state-wide organisation and
Departmental authorities were ensuring their influence at the school site was limited to
fund-raising activities while discussing ways in which these orgasinations could bring
29

parents into 'closer and m o r e sympathetic contact with the school'.

If the working class were engaged in the struggle for respectability as Van Krieken
suggests, then it must be conceded that this struggle was being conducted within the
parent-child relationship and that some of this conflict involved the manner in which state
authorities had constructed studenthood. Indeed, since 1810 studenthood had been

constituted by state authorities as a potential site for precisely this sort of conflict. Hen
while the South Australian equivalent of the SCRB was puzzled about parents committing
their own 'uncontrollable' children to State institutions during this period, N.S.W.
authorities, with their stock of accumulated wisdom about parental negligence and
children's disobedience, were relieved that parents were finally beginning to see the error
30

of their ways and were exercising their authority over children.

Teachers and Parents Associations', The Public Instruction Gazette. 26/2/1907,324-325; 'Extracts
from Lithgow P. & C. Association for 1906', The Public Instruction Gazette. 20/2/1907, 325-326;
'Broken Hill District: Formation of Parents' Association', The Public Instruction Gazette.
31/12/1907,169; 'Extracts from Illawarra P. & C. Association for 1908, The Public Instruction
Gazette, 30/11/1908,552; 'Notice'. The Public Instruction Gazette. 31/1/1913. 5: Chief Inspector's
Report, Report of the Minister for 1909,38; Chief Inspector's Report, Report of the Minister for
1912,45.

K. Wimshurst, 'Street Children and School Attendance in South Australia 1886-1915', M Ed Th
Flinders University, 1979,20.
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A s Departmental authorities continually pointed out however, parental authority was
not always exerted to ensure regular school attendance. Therefore a new form of total
school was created to deal with this 'problem' almost immediately after the SCRB
assumed responsiblity for monitoring school attendance. The Mittagong Farm Home for
Boys was established specifically to cater for "truants and neglected or uncontrollable
children and juvenile delinquents" and aimed to reform its inmates by "instilling into

the importance to their future of obedience to parental authority". Colonial authoritie

expectations about parental control and children's obedience forged through schooling i
1810 had been elaborated in the 1880 Public Instruction Act and were now clearly
expressed through the concept of truancy: the crime against childhood, parenthood and
the state which was measured through studenthood. Indeed, the legislation which finally
insisted on full-time school attendance was known as the Truancy Act. The precise

definition of a truant in this amending Act of 1916 was "a child who habitually disobeys
31

the order of his parent or guardian to attend school".

This represented a significant shift in the conceptualisation of studenthood in many
ways. Although young people and students had always been an issue to state authorities,
studenthood throughout the nineteenth century had been perceived and explained largely
in terms of parents. Within truancy, however, parents were marginal and the focus was
now on the actions of young people themselves. In the early nineteenth century colonial
authorities had, of course, been concerned with the labour and morality of young people

and their parents in relation to total schooling, but now compulsory studenthood was the
central defining feature of state authorities' concern with the actions of any youth.
Contradictions between criminal and common law concerning childhood consequently
were gathered together and forged anew through truancy. On the one hand parents were
expected to compel their children to attend school because children presumably were

31

Report of the President of the SCRB for 1911, NSWPP, 2,1911-1912,44-45; Preliminary,
Instruction (Amendment) Act, No. 51,1916, The Public Statutes of New South Wales.
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incapable of doing so themselves. O n the other hand children were held responsible for
their independent capacity to decide not to attend school. Children were to be penalised
for their independent decision-making in relation to school but parents were culpable for
neglecting to fulfil their parental duty of ensuring their children did not m a k e independent
decisions. In the event that parents did not mediate this 'natural' parent-child relationship
to the satisfaction of state authorities, control of the child passed to the state itself - as it
had done throughout the nineteenth century. T h e increasing complexity of this
fundamental contradiction w a s matched by the increasing complexity of studenthood.
The network of expectations w o v e n through compulsory studenthood had transformed
the 1810 aim of regular day schooling into a reason for monitoring all youth outside
school and held the promise of total institutionalisation for those w h o contravened its
premisses.

Parliamentary debate preceding the 1916 Truancy Act took compulsory studenthood
to be an uncontroversial fact of life. W h a t was n o w at issue was the definition and
method of monitoring truancy, the monitoring of private school attendance, and the
intrusion effective full-time school attendance would make into people's lives. Introduced
by a Labor Minister of Education, both Liberal and Labor members debated these issues
through the belief that N.S.W. was socially stratified and would remain so. Differences in
their arguments stemmed from the liberal democratic perspective of the former and the
democratic secrafism of the latter.

According to Labor members, the role of the state was to create as many
opportunities for social mobility as possible and to retain definitive control over these
avenues. Schooling was critically important to social mobility and thus should offer
every child an education which would 'enable him to m a k e use of any available
opportunity which c a m e along'. A s irregular attendance 'handicapped' learning, an
education which would enable a student to m a k e use of any opportunity required full-time
attendance. The hardship inflicted on some families because children's labour would not
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be available during school hours was secondary to the need for children to be given every
opportunity to attend school. Children needed these opportunities not only for personal

opportunities but because the collective way ahead was to industrialise and to educate the
majority for this purpose. If schooling was a collective responsibility then "we must put

the necessity of the state, and especially the necessity of the child, before the necessit
the parent". While private schools should remain apart from the state system, they should
be subject to government inspection to ensure they measured up to state standards.

Liberal members argued that as private schools were not subsidised by the
government they should not be subject to government inspection. As the family lay in the
private realm it too should remain outside state intervention. Monitoring truancy would

intrude unjustifiably into the parent-child relationship and would, moreover, violate the

'civil liberties' of young people as citizens. Requiring full-time school attendance would
intrude similarly into the economic contribution children made to both urban and rural
working class families. Reacting to Labour's main intention, conservative Liberal
members further suggested that children already received a 'fair' education in public
schools and that this was sufficient While more technical education was certainly needed

for industrial purposes, the state should not be obliged to offer the same opportunities t

everyone. More specifically they argued it was "not the duty of the State to furnish every
individual with an education right through the various stages extending to university".
However, their tenacious hold on the principles of liberalism was matched by their
philanthropic concern with the presumed working class vices of alcohol and gambling,
and the related issues of street children, larrikinism and neglectful parents - which all
32

rendered full-time school attendance and the monitoring of truancy appealing.

The exchange between Carmichael (Labor member for Leichhardt) and Waddell (Liberal member for
Lyndhurst) succinctly covered the main points here. See 'Debate on the Public Instruction
(Amendment) Bill*, N S W P D . Fourth Session, 1913-1916, 61,4/11/1915, 3293-3297.
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Like the 1880 Public Instruction Act this amending Bill w a s passed without
concensus. While the 1880 debate had defined equality in terms of an opportunity to

access institutions, the 1915 debate had transformed it into equal access to opportuniti
through full-time education. Responsibility for ensuring children attended school still
with parents and interestingly, there was still no legislation which restricted 7 to 14
olds en masse from being in paid employment. Given the issue which child labour had
become by the turn of the twentieth century, it is apparent, however, that the 1916
legislation was intended to regulate juvenile employment in the labour market. But the

absence of child labour laws also indicates a continuing ambivalence by state authoritie

they were still reluctant to prejudice industry while keen to support full-time compulso
schooling. As in 1881, the result was that the tension produced between these two
conflicting positions would be manifested and resolved largely at the family level.
Members of both political parties seemed to be aware of this for they had been keen to

extract some assurance from the Minister during debate that the new interpretative power
granted him in the Bill would be exercised rationally and would not cause extreme
economic hardship to parents. Indeed the precise wording of the truancy clauses raised

both Liberal and Labor concern. As the legislation stood, any parent without a justifiab
reason for their child's absence from school could be 'hauled before the courts' and

prosecuted while the child would be sent automatically to a school for truants. Recallin
their own days of schooling, members from both political parties asked 'what boy did not
wag school occasionally'?

The Minister kept his parliamentary promise to interpret the clauses leniently by
issuing clear instructions to state school teachers in 1917 detailing the new full-time
attendance requirements and outlining reasonable grounds for school absences.

'Reasonable grounds' reiterated some of the 1880 legislative provisions such as receivin
adequate home instruction, being ill or infirm, and living further than 3 miles from a
school. Other examples of reasonable excuses were noted carefully by the Minister in
terms of labour:
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A holiday trip of the father or mother occurring at periods other than school
vacations; the necessity for occasionally employing a child in some h o m e service
where the mother has a large young family and is without any other help; and the
employment of children for a brief period each year in such work as grapepicking, which requires m a n y hands to work within a limited time.33

Despite this deliberate leniency in interpreting the 1916 Act, studenthood had been

reconstructed into a full-time experience and had transformed the relationship of youth

with society, schooling and labour. Put simply the 1916 Act translated the implication
compulsory studenthood and the Harvester Judgement into a more definite form of
material practice. Some students, for example, were absolved from tasks they might
otherwise have had because their mothers took them on to ensure full-time school
attendance was not compromised. Others now performed tasks like newspaper selling

and vegetable gardening before and after school instead of during school hours. But not
all work could be combined easily with daily school attendance, which meant that some
students were now required to take time off school in order to work at home. Chores

which girls were more likely to assist with such as washing, cleaning and child-minding
fell into this category. Consistent with the ways in which labour activities had been
perceived in parliamentary debate during 1879 and by Departmental authorities
immediately after compulsory schooling was introduced, girls in particular were noted

being absent from school for "trivial reasons". As the 1916 Act had legitimated the way

in which the Department had previously organised lessons on the assumption of full-time
attendance, students who were absent for these reasons certainly were not given any

special help to catch up on the work missed.. As one student recalled about her absence

for one and a half days each week over several years so that she could do the housework
because her mother was ill:
I don't think they [the teachers] were interested. Not interested. I told the truth.
I said I had to stay h o m e and work and they didn't seem to notice, as long as I

S.6 and Schedule 1, Truancy Act, 1916, The Public Statutes of New South Wales: N.S.W.
Department of Education, Handbook of Compulsory Education Procedure for the Information of
Teachers. Government Printer, Sydney, 1917,5,379.23N M L .
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had a note. M y parents seemed to think it wasrightthat I stayed home. 3 4

Although students from unskilled working class families who were interviewed for

this thesis felt a strong - indeed an unquestioned - commitment to taking on family duti
whenever necessary, those who were required to combine daily schooling with
substantial home labour also indicated that they would have preferred to attend school
only. Schoolwork, they commented, was easier than doing the weekly washing by hand
in a steamy room or delivering newspapers on frosty mornings with no shoes. And there

can be no doubt that state and Departmental authorities had constructed schoolvwr&as the
legitimate labour of young people between 1880 and 1920. A substantial proportion of

each day for five days of each week was to be spent at school, where all activities were
carefully planned and monitored in order to keep students 'fully occupied' and 'out of
mischief.

From 1916 truancy therefore was the most unjustifiable excuse for being absent from
school and could be dealt with severely. Departmental Truancy Officers were authorised
to "accost" any youth in the street who appeared to be of school age and was not at

school, then to take them to their home to verify the reason for their absence from scho
The penalties for truancy in the 1916 Act were also taken far beyond those assumed by
the SCRB in 1906. Instead of several months incarceration followed by release on
probation under the continued monitoring of an SCRB officer, the Minister of Education

could select an institution for, and the period of, incarceration. A truant could also b

detained in any institution until s/he reached the age of 14 years, and could be transfe

to any other institution in the interim. If a truant was released before reaching the ag

14 years, teachers were required to monitor their attendance at the day school and repor

Transcript of Recorded Interview with L.D., Appendix B. Also see recorded Interviews with F.W.,
J.W., T.T. and K.L.; Inspector Dawson, Report of the Minister for 1902, 81

E.g. Recorded Interviews with F.W and J.W.; Chief Inspector, Report of the Minister f
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any further absences directly to the Minister.36

Clearly this represented a dramatic shift in the social characteristics of young people
who were vulnerable to institutionalisation in total schools. In one form or another
destitution had been the main criteria throughout the nineteenth century, although
criminality had been added with the gradual separation of youth from the prison system.
With truancy the focus shifted towards a new form of morality, one gauged by 'crimes'
not only against property but also against studenthood, childhood, the parent-child
37

relationship, and the state itself.

Although some boys in total schools were committed for crimes against property and
although some girls were known to be truants, truancy was constructed as a male
phenomena. It was, moreover, believed to be the first step on the downward fall to
juvenile delinquency. Girls had been monitored on the streets for their presumed
sexuality since the end of the eighteenth century and now truancy provided a means for
patrolling boys' presence on the streets from the early twentieth century. That it should
so at this time was consistent with the relocation of youth's labour into schools and the
expressed belief that schools were to prepare boys for the task of future employment in
the paid workforce. Indeed it was consistent with the changing reasons for the

incarceration of young people in total schools. While the majority of girls continued to b
committed for 'sexual delinquency', by 1916 most boys in the Gosford Farm Home had
been committed under the charge of "won't work". It was comparatively unimportant if

S. 15 and S. 8, Truancy Act, 1916.

C.f. S. Magarey, The Invention of Juvenile Delinquency in Early Nineteenth Century Eng
Labour History. 34,1978,11-25; D. Tyler, The Development of the Concept of Truancy in Victoria
1855-1905'. In R. Teese & G. Wickham (Eds.), Melbourne Working Papers 4. Sociology Research
Group in Cultural and Educational Studies, Department of Education, University of Melbourne,
Victoria,1982-1983,1-16. Each discuss the construction of delinquency from the mid-nineteenth
century through changes to the criminal system and the emergence of differential treatment and
classification for juveniles as a consequence of their threat to property.
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girls missed school for 'trivial reasons', but boys missing school was tantamount to
38

jeopardising the future of the labour market.

This was consistent with the intention to gender studenthood that had been expressed

in parliamentary debate preceding the 1880 Public Instruction Act; an intention that wa
implemented with even greater vigour through changes which sought to prepare state

students for industrialisation. Emerging from this focus on industrialisation was a new
concern with the future labour of students in day schools.

INDUSTRIALISING STUDENTHOOD: 1880-1948
Cultivating an Industrial Disposition: 1880 -1911
Soon after the factory system began to expand in the 1870s in N.S.W Departmental

authorities began to argue the need to educate students for industrialisation. As in the
parliamentary debate of 1879, they argued that in comparison to the technical education
recently introduced in America, France, Germany and Britain, public schooling in
N.S.W. was not adequately preparing its students for industrialisation. While keen to
implement changes they were as hesitant as the London School Board to teach actual

vocational skills or trades in the regular day school. Total institutions had always op
by combining half-time schooling with the teaching of practical skills, followed by

apprenticing out of the institution; a practice that was continued well into the twenti

century. Within the schools girls were allocated the task of laundering clothes and lin
from all government asylums and by 1902 boys from the Sobroan and the new

Carpentarian Reformatory were manufacturing all the school furniture for state schools.

Report of the Superintendent of the Gosford Farm Home for Boys, Report of the Minister of Public
Instruction for the Year 1916. Government Printer, Sydney, 1917,27-28. On the reasons for girls'
commital see N. Williamson, Laundry Maids or Ladies? Life in the Industrial School for Girls in
New South Wales, Part II, 1887-1910", JRHAS. 68, (4), 1983,312-324; N. Williamson, 'Reform or
Repression', Op. Cit.; R. van Krieken, Op. Cit.
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O n reaching the age of 12 m a n y girls continued to be placed into domestic service and
boys into farm labouring. Instead of adopting this approach in other government schools
it was decided to pursue 'scientific industrial education' through two different avenues.
The new technical schools which had grown from Mechanics' Institutes and which

catered for adults across a range of interest and manual training areas would be relocated

under the Department of Public Instruction to bring new "scientific" approaches to skille

trades. While the technical college would concentrate on teaching specialist skills, publ
day schools would concentrate on 'cultivating an industrial disposition' in students by
imparting "preliminary scientific knowledge" which would assist students in 'devoting
39

themselves to some chosen employment'.

Initially the regular course of primary instruction with slight modifications was to
suffice. Lessons on local industries were included in geography, a greater emphasis on
'hand and eye training' was incorporated into drawing, and the new subject of natural
science was introduced through activities like school gardening. The study of science

itself was limited at first to the new state high schools which had been established in 18
to offer 'academic' study to the middle class. Before 1910, however, the eight state high
schools attracted few students. This was largely due to high fees, the limited number of

scholarships available, and the reluctance of the middle class to abandon private colleges
and ladies' schools for a curriculum which prepared students for university entrance
examinations by teaching to the Sydney University Manual. In the absence of a viable
middle class clientele authorities were forced to compromise. Bursaries were introduced
in 1890 for those who required financial assistance and the number of scholarships
awarded on a competitive basis for examination performance were increased in 1891 to

39

Report of the Minister for 1886,23. Also see: Report of the Minister of Public Instruct
Year 1885. Government Printer, Sydney, 1886, 26; Report of the Minister for 1887, 24-25; Report
of the Minister for 1890,43; Report of the Architect, Report of the Minister for 1902,108; Report
of the President of the SCRB for 1911,17-18; C. Turney, 'Norman Selfe and the Beginnings of
Technical Education*. In C. Turney (Ed.), Pioneers of Australian Education. Op. Cit., 105-149;
£. Murray-Smith, 'A History of Technical Education in Australia: With Special Referencetothe
Period Before 1914', PhD Thesis, University of Melbourne, 1966.
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salvage state high schools from total failure. This seems to have had the effect of
attracting students who were predominantly from a lower middle class background.

Departmental authorities were more than aware that high fees prevented the majority
of working class students from attending but, consistent with the boundaries decided
through the 1879 parliamentary debate, refused to alter conditions which would facilitate
their greater entry. Indeed, Bathurst Boys' High was closed in 1898 because only nonfee paying students had been attending for several years. Instead, a 'working class'
version of the high school was introduced in 1887 by extending primary schooling to 5th
class in select schools. Fees were considerably less than in high schools, schools were
within the students' own locality, 'academic' subjects such as Latin, French, Science and
Mathematics were available, and students were prepared for Public Examinations which
allowed them access to Sydney University and the Public Service. Hence the superior
public school was much more popular than the state high school; by 1897 there were
only 5 of the latter and 99 of the former. In the same year though the numbers of students
in 5th class began to decline because the Junior Public Examination no longer qualified a

student for entrance to several areas in the Public Service. Indeed despite their popularit
before 1900 no more than 1 out of every 5 students progressed past 3rd class.

Manual training was also introduced to both primary and high schools as part of the
new curriculum which aimed at fitting students for industrialisation. While drawing and
school gardening were deemed sufficient for this purpose in the primary school, the

Report on High Schools, Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for the Year 1884. Government
Printer, Sydney, 1885,149-150; Report of the Minister for 1890, 23; Report of the Minister for
1892,32; S. 6 and S. 30, Amended Regulations [for High Schools], 1892-1893, N S W P P . 1894, 2,
1253-1282. A n analysis of the socio-economic backgrounds of female students in state high schools
before the turn of the century has been conducted by N. Kyle, Her Natural Destiny. Op. Cit., 116.
Report of the Minister for 1888,21; Chief Inspector's Report, Report of the Minister of
Instruction for the Year 1891. Government Printer, Sydney, 1892,95; Chief Inspector's Report,
Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for the Year 1897. Government Printer, Sydney, 1898,
66; Table A5, Appendix A.
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subject Manual Training w a s trialled in 1889 in the Fort Street M o d e l Schools. B o y s
from 4th class spent 5 hours each w e e k in a special workshop learning h o w to use
various tools while girls in 5th class were taught cookery for 1 hour each w e e k in lieu of
science. Needlework w a s also recast as manual training for girls during this period.
This reflected the intention expressed in 1880 to prepare students for gender-differentiated
occupations; a differentiation which w a s also intended for state high schools. Regulations
issued in 1883 stated that the high school curriculum should stress mathematics and
science for boys and the "accomplishments and rudimentary scientific knowledge" for
girls. Because no actual syllabus w a s issued and teachers therefore taught to the Sydney
University Manual, girls managed to maintain a relatively high examination successratein
a range of subjects despite Departmental intentions, and s o m e w o m e n did enter university
and the professions as a consequence of these unintended opportunities.

Notwithstanding high school practice around the turn of the century, science w a s
being mapped as male terrain in state schools. Arithmetic had been established already as
a predominantly m a l e area. Therefore girls were increasingly and deliberately
marginalised from what w a s seen to be useful and valuable knowledge in an
industrialising state. Very m u c h the same w a s occurring in the courses offered at technical
schools where, consistent with state authorities' intentions throughout the nineteenth
century to gender the labour market, newer industrial and employment-oriented courses

Report of the Minister for 1888,32-37; Report of the Minister for 1892,32; Chief Inspector's
Report, Report of the Minister for 1898,69-70; Report of the Minister for 1902,23; Deputy Chief
Inspector's Reporttothe Under Secretary on the Needlework Standard, N.d., *Needlework, 1875-1948',
20/12884 A O N S W . Also see L.A. Mandelson, The Emergence of Manual Work as a Curriculum
Study in the State Primary Schools of N e w South Wales. Part I, 1886-1901', The Forum of
Educatian. 30,(1), 1971,1-8.
Regulations for Public High Schools, N.S.W. Government Gazette. 27/7/1883,4009; Report on
High Schools, Report of the Minister for 1884,149-150. Helen Garner argues that a curriculum for
'the accomplishments' was the focus of private girls' schools in both N.S.W. and Queensland:
'AMiiy of Respectability. Girl's Education, Queensland and N e w South Wales, 1870-1885',
A N Z H E S Journal. 6, (1), 1977,12-21. Also see N. Williamson, Women's Intellectual Capacity:
The History of Female Education in N e w South Wales', W o m e n and Labour Conference Papers. 1,
1982, 60-68; N. Kyle, Her Natural Destiny. Op. Cit., 111.
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were aimed specifically at m e n . In 1902, for example, the first full-time day courses in
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering were introduced. Restricted to boys over the age

of 16 years, these courses offered an alternative from traditional courses for those alre
in some vocation and aimed to produce "the future directors and leaders of industry".

Besides the greater gendering apparent here, studenthood was undergoing further

change as a result of this new industrial focus and its attendant compromises. In the fir
instance it was a concept that now spanned two institutions; the primary and the high
school. Secondly, progression through these institutions was hierarchically ordered in
that completion of primary schooling was required before students could progress to high
school. Thirdly, this hierarchy was loosely connected with the university and public
service at its pinnacle. Fourthly, while the 1880 debate implied very strongly that
studenthood was to be 'classless' the ensuing implementation of industrial aims through
hierarchical institutions began to forge class relations within schools themselves. High
schools remained an intended bourgeois province although in reality they became the

province of the petit bourgeois. Extended primary schooling was created as an alternative
to the high school for the working class student - an alternative which was inferior by
definition. Given the exigencies of the 1890s Depression it is reasonable to assume that
the skilled working class would have been more likely to afford extended primary

schooling (in terms of fees and loss of juvenile wages) than the unskilled working class.

Fifthly, the new emphasis on education for industrial purposes was implemented

well before industrialisation occurred on any grand scale. The occupations of the parents
of students enrolled at Dapto West Public School between 1873 and 1935 reflect this very
clearly. Graph 5 on the following page indicates that the rural economy of the 1870s was

Report of the Superintendent of Technical Education, Report of the Minister for 1900,104; Report
of the Superintendent ofTechnical Education, Report of the Minister for 1902,113-114. On women
and technical education see N. Kyle, Her Natural Destiny. Op. Cit., (esp. Chapter 10).
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GRAPH 5
Parental Occupations of Students Enrolled at Dapto West Public Schools
1873 - 1935

1873

1879

m Teacher
E3 Farmer

15.3%
84.7%

1880

1914
m Teacher
H Farmer
M Managerial
ESI Skilled
H Semi-Skilled
EB Unskilled
H Other

1928

1935
m
E3
M
E3
M
EI
M
H

Teacher
Farmer
Managerial
Skilled
Semi-Skilled
Unskilled
Unemployed
Other

2.5%
16.0%
2.5%
7.6%
1 5.1 %
51.2%
3.4%
1.7%

Source: Admissions Register, Dapto West Public School, U W A

4.3%
68.7%
4.9%
8.3%
5.2%
6.8%
1.8%
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still dominant in 1914. Although parents from industrial occupations began to appear in
the 1890s following the building of a railway line then a smelter works in the area, it was
not until the 1920s that students with parents from industrial occupations formed the
•

••, 45

majority.

Finally, if Dapto West is a typical example of non-metropolitan schools then it was
not until the 1890s-1900s that children from middle class backgrounds began attending
state schools in non-metropolitan areas in noticeable numbers. Students w h o attended
other schools between 1900 and 1920 in industrialising localities similarly recalled that
only a few students had parents w h o were either from the industrial middle class (e.g.
mine managers) or the professional middle class (e.g doctors and solicitors) and that the
majority were, like themselves, from a working class background. Others in more
isolated and rural areas indicated that their school remained the province of the working
class.

Generally this evidence indicates that while more middle class children were

attending state schools during this period they remained a very small group indeed.
Nonetheless a potential had been created whereby s o m e students were able to more
closely approximate the ideal of studenthood in terms of appearance, speech, behaviour,
etc. Whether intentional or not, middle class students had an initial advantage in fulfilling
some of the criteria of studenthood without having to change first in addition to
possessing the material means for attending high school.

Each of these features were more firmly shaped as N.S.W. emerged from the 1890s
Depression and into a n e w century with state authorities convinced that the economic w a y
ahead for N.S.W. w a s through industrial capitalism. Greatly assisting the search for
ways to alter schooling for industrialisation were the concerns of others that nineteenth

For a breakdown of categories and more detailed statistics see Table A35, Appendix A.
Recorded interviews with J.W. and F.W.; Transcribed interview with L.D., Appendix B.
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century schooling w a s n o w inadequate in m a n y ways.

This w a s the prevailing climate

which spawned the appointment of two Commissioners to travel throughout Europe,
America and Britain in 1902 and recommend changes to N.S.W. state schooling. They
were instructed to pay particular attention to methods which would render schools

'scientific' and which would equip the nation with workers suitable for "the conditions of
modern competition". If religious education was seen as the salvation of nineteenth
century N.S.W., then scientific technical education was to provide the socio-economic
salvation of twentieth century N.S.W. On their return the Commissioners published
extensive reports. Central to their recommendations was the intention of lifting N.S.W.

(and Australia) from its international economic position of 'inferiority'. They argued tha
as national wealth and even national existence depended ultimately on the thorougness of
education, the existing school system needed complete transformation. Their
recommendations included overhauling and systematising technical education as well as
the introduction of a complete system of post-primary schooling which could prepare
students for everything from industry through technical schooling to university entrance.
As Austin and Selleck have pointed out, the reports of the (N.S.W. and Victorian)
commissioners were widely distributed to politicians and educators throughout Australia
and by 1905 their arguments "constituted a widely accepted doctrine" of education for
national unity and industrial efficiency.

The implementation of these recommendations in N.S.W. occurred gradually. Soon
after the release of the reports Peter Board was appointed Director of Education,
consolidating education as a state exercise in rational management. Education was to be

See R.J.W. Selleck, The New Education. The English Background 1870-1914. Pitman, Melbourne,
1968; J. Lawry, "Understanding Australian Education 1901-1914', J. Cleverley & J. Lawry (Eds.)
Australian Education in the Twentieth Century. Studies in the Development of State Education.
Longman, Victoria, 1973, 1-31.

Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for the Year 1901. Government Printer, Syd
18; A.G. Austin & RJ.W. Selleck. The Australian Government School. Op. Cit. For a detailed
analysis of the various Reports ofthe Commissioners see K. Gollan, Op. Cit.
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administered by a professional 'expert' w h o headed a discrete bureaucracy and w a s
responsible to the Minister of Public Instruction. This scientific rationalisation of
educational administration was accompanied by various other changes, such as replacing
the pupil-teacher system with a 'new scientific' system of teacher training. A number of
District high schools were created in country areas in the same year (1906) to train those
wanting to enter the new Teachers' College. The primary school curriculum was altered
as well. Characterised as a 'discovery method' curriculum which focused on learning-bydoing, education for citizenship formed its ultimate goal:

To give its pupils the moral and physical training and the mental equipment
by which they m a y qualify themselves to meet the demands of adult life with
respect to themselves, the family, society, and the State.50

Manual training w a s emphasised as an important component of schooling in this

context. Liberals feared that the working class were developing a dislike for 'manual toil'
through the increased opportunities offered them through superior public and high
schools. Others were concerned with what they saw as a more fundamental issue. By
separating youth from the real world and allocating them schoolwork it was feared that
schools were inducing young people to develop a disdain for anything but book-work.
Either way, manual training was to ensure students developed 'a love for work,.habits of
accuracy, neatness, order, self-reliance, cleanliness, independence and perserverance'.

49

District High Schools, The Public Instruction Gazette. 28/3/1906, 1; "Child Study: Our
Opportunity', The Public Instruction Gazette. 26/2/1907, 322. On the new teacher training system
see B.K. Hyams, Op. Cit.

50 N.S.W. Department of Public Instruction, Primary Syllabus of Instruction. Government Pr
Sydney, 1905,9. For further discussion of these curriculum changes see A. Elliott, 'Curriculum
Change in N e w South Wales State Primary Schools 1880-1980', Paper Presented to the Tenth
Annual A N Z H E S Conference, Newcastle, 1980.
51

E.g. Inspector Willis' Report, Report of the Minister for 1902,82; Preface, N.S.W. Depart
Public Instruction, Primary Syllabus of Instruction. 1905, Op. Cit; 'The Social Conception of
Education', Op. Cit., 33; J. Quilkey, 'Manual Training'. The Public Instruction Gazette. 25/3/1907.
349; Report of the Minister for 1909,17. Also see L.A. Mandelson, 'The Emergence of Manual
Work as a Curriculum Study in the State Primary Schools of N e w South Wales, Part II, 1902 to
1916'. The Forum of Education. 30, (2), 1971, 134-139.
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In addition to the late nineteenth century innovations in manual training, primary

schools in country areas at the turn of the century included specific lessons on agri

and horticulture, with students "labouring like junior farmers" (and like inmates in t
new Farm Homes within the welfare sphere). Some schools undertook these tasks with

great gusto. Leichhardt West, for example, had one acre of land planted with a variety
crops such as wheat, pumpkins, millet and sugar-cane. Students were now expected to

undertake at school some of those very activities which state authorities had criticis

them for engaging in at home over the latter half of the ninteneenth century. Rather t

being perceived as a contradiction, authorities were eager to teach students the scie

principles of nature and agriculture which schooling alone, they believed, could impar

Similarly, the new subject Nature Knowledge sought to teach students about the 'natura
environment. Like commentary on the inappropriateness of younger children in total
institutions during the late 1870s, the primary school syllabi of 1905 and 1916 were

predicated on the assumption that young people spent a great deal of their time at sch

and hence had little contact with the external world. It was the role of state schools
reintroduce students to this external world in a manner that would demonsrate how to
52

"transform the wild, unproductive" features of nature into "great economic value".

Some parents saw this 'New Education' as a retrogressive step which took valuable
time away from the acquisition of literacy and numeracy skills. However, parental

requests to "teach my children reading and writing instead of ant-hunting" were met wi

familiar scorn by Departmental authorities. One Inspector stated that for all their a

ruminate on socialism, such parents were clearly 'ignorant of the aims of education a

the needs of the state'. Some parents also formally complained to the Minister about t
daughters' education and requested that they be exempted from needlework in order to

Chief Inspector's Report, Report of the Minister for 1902,82; Chief Inspector's Report, Report of

the Minister of Public Instruction for the Year 1922. Government Printer, Sydney, 1923, 2
Establishment of a Forest', The Education Gazette. 2/6/1924,70.
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learn more arithmetic. Requests were declined uniformly on the grounds that needlework
53

was part of the prescnbed syllabus.

In spite of parental trepidation further change of a similar nature was underway.
Reluctant to jump in hastily, Peter Board had communicated with the Department of
Labour and Industry from 1903 and travelled overseas several times to seek an
appropriate system of post-primary schooling. In 1908 he advised that the Canadian
and American models would be adopted with modifications suited to N.S.W.; in 1911
this scheme was implemented. The major difference with the N.S.W. system was a
planned link between post-primary school and university which did not exist in all
American states. Primary schooling was to be the foundation which prepared students for
post-primary education, while post-primary schools would offer variety and choice as
preparation for future occupations. According to the Director of Education, choice was
necessary because it was contrary to the principles of a democratic society to "coerce"
students into "pre-planned niches". Indeed, he saw post-primary schooling as providing
a necessary opportunity for working class social mobility and as a means of ensuring
skilled occupations were not downgraded by industrialisation. Variety was necessary
because the state's prosperity depended on both rural and urban industry. While
Continuation Schools would service industry directly, high schools would continue to
prepare select students for university entrance. Nevertheless, all schooling was to be
much more industrial in its aims and more clearly linked with the future employment
prospects of all students.

E.g. Mr A.T. Byrne, Nerrigundah to the Minister of Public Instruction, 15/144, 'Letters of
Complaints and Promotion, January 1916', 1/2094 A O N S W ; Mrs Cox, Glenn Innes, 15/205, Ibid.;
'An Inspector's Experience on Tour', The Public Instruction Gazette. 26/2/1907, 327. For further
details on objections to girls' schooling see N. Kyle, Her Natural Destiny. Op. Cit.

Communication between P. Board and the Department of Labour and Industry is listed in
Department of Education Subject Files held at the A O N S W (20/13337) but the actual correspondence
is missing.
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Just as state authorities equated the needs of individuals with the needs of the state,
the particular type of post-primary school established in any given area was to be
determined by "real industrial needs". A survey conducted in 1910 on students' intended
occupations was taken as evidence that the needs of students and of industry coincided.

The survey revealed that less than 6% of boys and 2% of girls were planning to enter the
professions either immediately or after university study. Less than 10% of boys and 5%
of girls were entering a skilled trade. The remainder were going to semi-skilled or
unskilled areas, with all boys nominating paid work and 34% of the girls nominating
unpaid home duties. No major conflict with the type of post-primary schooling
Departmental authorities intended to introduce was apparent.

M o r e specifically, post-primary schools offered boys diverse courses in trades,
commerce, agriculture and academia, which lead to Technical College, University or
immediate employment. Girls required a different experience which would prepare them
instead for 'scientific domesticity' within the home. Hence the Domestic Continuation
School and a modified academic course with more domestic science in the high school

were offered to girls. The sexual division of labour rooted in bourgeois familial ideolo
was to be forged through the sexual division of schoolwork in state schools. From 1916
gendered studenthood was a goal of primary schools as well:

The pupil should be able to read ordinary English intelligently, m a k e use of
his ability to read in further extending his knowledge, express himself in clear
and correct language, carry out the most c o m m o n calculations of trade and
business, have a general knowledge of the surface of the earth, some elementary
natural phenomena, and the main features of the history of England and
Australia, have acquired a degee of skill of hand that will assist him in the use of
tools, and a training in moral and civic duties that will form a basis for future
citizenship. In girls' schools the course will have been modified to admit of the

C.f. P. Board, 'Observations of American Educational Systems', Op. Cit.; Report of the Minister
for 1910,106-7; Regulations under the 1880 Act for High Schools and Superior Public Schools,
The Public Instruction Gazette. 31/12/1910,440-444; Gardiner, N S W P D . 1913-1916, 58,
4/11/1915,3314-3315; Table A36, Appendix A. On similar changes occuring in other Australian
states see for example: A.M. Badcock, 'The Vocational Fallacy in State Secondary Education in
Victoria, 1900-1925'. Melbourne Studies in Education. 1965,187-221; B. Bessant, The Emergence
of State Secondary Education'. In J. Cleverley & J. Lawry (Eds.), Op. Cit., 124-143.
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acquirement of knowledge and skill that will afterwards be useful in domestic
and family pursuits.56

Others have noted the resistance by girls and their families to the schooling offered
them after 1911. Noeline Kyle argues that girls flocked to private colleges which offered
commercial training and that state authorities failed to consider this growing demand by
women for entrance into newly-emerging areas of employment such as office work and
shops. Paula Hamilton contends that state authorities sought to prevent women from
entering the labour market and in doing so, "failed to appreciate the working class
57

economy which could not sustain the withdrawal of [women's paid] labour".

In either case, two contradictions were being forged in relation to studenthood for
girls. As others have suggested, one was that women's 'natural' role in life had to be
58

learned.

Another w a s that the tasks associated with housewifery which had always

held a devalued place in the labour market were elevated to the status of 'scientific'
training. This resolved the tension between the principle of equality and the increasing
emphasis placed on the importance of boys' schooling for their future paid employment.
But it also ensured that while domesticity was stressed as the proper role for women,
some opportunties were available for some girls to take on a career in addition to their
'natural' task as wives and mothers. While opportunities did exist for girls they were
limited in comparison with those intended for boys. Compared with schooling in the
nineteenth century which was both class and gender specific, girls' twentieth century
education in the state day school was to closely resemble that given to girls in total

N.S.W. Department of Public Instruction, Course of Instruction for Primary Schools. Government
Printer, Sydney, 1916, 13.
N. Kyle, Her Natural Destiny. Op. Cit:, P. Hamilton, Op. Cit., 11.

J. Matthews, 'Education for Feminity: Domestic Arts Education in South Australia', Lab
45,1983,30-53; P. Porter, 'The State, The Family and Education: Ideology, Reproduction, and
Resistance in Western Australia 1900-1929', The Australian Journal of Education. 27, (2), 1983,121135; P. Hamilton, Op. Cit.
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institutions. A s Paula Hamilton suggests further in a different context, domestic training
courses had moved from a gender-class orientation to one which was 'classless' and
gender-specific. The classlessness of state schooling for girls was rooted, however, in
the lower status domesticity that was previously considered suitable for girls in total
institutions. Now all female students in all state schools were to learn domestic skills
59
order to fulfil their civic duty as 'good wives and mothers'.

Yet the several additional High Schools and the small number of new Junior
Technical, Commercial and Domestic High Schools met with very limited success. By
1920 not only had no new schools been built but a number had closed. All of the new
vocational highs had poor enrolments compared to the academic highs. Male enrolments
in Commercial schools fell drastically after 1912. By 1918 Domestic schools had been
singled out by Departmental authorities as spectacularly unsuccessful in attracting

students. From the outset school authorities were at a loss to understand public reaction
to the new system; post-primary fees had been abolished and with it, presumably, the
major obstacle to post-primary school attendance. But before the 1916 Truancy Act was
passed the majority of students continued to leave school on the completion of 5th class
the age of 12 to 13 years. After 1916 most stayed on until the age of 14 and while many
commenced a post-primary course, very few indeed completed it. Reaction to the
extensive gendering of studenthood as preparation for gender-differentiated occupations
was therefore only one of several problems associated with the introduction of postprimary schooling in 1911 which wrought significant changes to studenthood.

C.f. P. Hamiton, Op. Cit.; Director of Education's Report, Report of the Minister for 1906, 35;
Report of the Director of Education, Report of the Minister for 1909,51 -52; Superintendent's Report
on Parramatta Industrial School, Report of the Minister for 1909,23; Superintendent's Report on
Parramatta Industrial School, Report of the Minister for 1916,27.
Report of the Minister for 1916, 5; Report of the Inspector of Continuation Schools,
Minister of Education for the Year 1918. Government Printer, Sydney, 1919,49-50; Chief
Inspector's Report, Report of the Minister for 1919,42; Table A7, Appendix A.
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Further Changes to Studenthood Through the Introduction of Post-Primary Schooling
One major problem was that the nineteenth century organisation of schooling did not

fit the model of the 'educational ladder' that state authorities were creating. In the f
instance there was considerable lack of alignment between schools regarding age.
Sydney university possessed no age restrictions for entrance. An upper limit of no older
than 14 years had been placed as one entrance criteria to state high schools in 1883 and
was not until the early 1920s that this was altered to no younger than 11 years.

Consistent with the value of technical education to industrialisation, Technical College
were the exception here. Except for visiting students from state schools, enrolment in
both day and evening classes was restricted to those aged 14 years and over from 1902.
The justification for excluding younger students was identical to that used by

Departmental authorities earlier for students under the age of six - they were 'too youn
benefit from the instruction'. Besides aligning Technical education with the formal
parameters of compulsory studenthood, technical education was established as a postschool activity. Clearly there was more than a little difficulty in co-ordinating the
progression of students through the 'education ladder'.

Secondly and more importantly, the introduction of post-primary schooling was
accompanied by major organisational changes within the day school system. In the late
nineteenth century state schools offered five grades which students usually progressed
through until reaching the age of 12. Most completed 3rd grade before leaving while
some continued to 4th or 5th Grade. This meant that students were expected to spend
more than one year completing each grade. By 1916, however, there were two discrete
sections to the public school; the primary school replete with six grades and the postprimary with a minimum of three grades. A major problem confronting school authorities

Regulations for Public High Schools, N.S.W. Government Gazette. 27/7/1883,4009; Report of the
Superintendent of Technical Education, Report of the Minister for 1900,104; Report of the
Superintendent of Technical Education, Report of the Minister for 1902,113-114; Tables A30, A31
and A32, Appendix A.
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in boosting enrolments at the post-primary level was h o w to readjust the nineteenth

century rhythm of schooling. Essentially this problem was dealt with by adding age, full

time attendance and annual promotion to the existing organisation by grade and syllabus.
If every child began school at the age of six and was promoted through each grade
annually - which most could manage if they attended school regularly - then they would
inevitably complete post-primary schooling by the age of 16 . Before the general

population had a chance to catch their breath over raising the effective school leaving

to 14 years state authorities were arguing the need to extend studenthood by an addition
two years. Nonetheless, each school grade now possessed an 'average age' which was
fundamental to organising students within the school and chronological age became a
central feature of studenthood.

This policy was not without further problems. Interim measures were required

because approximately half the students in primary schools in 1909 were enrolled in firs
and second class and were well over the 'average age'. Special acceleration classes for

older students in primary schools and constant reminders to teachers to promote students
annually were the two main strategies deployed by senior Departmental authorities. In
larger schools which had two classes for each grade, students were to commence the year
in the B stream and then after 6 months be promoted to the A stream. The following year
the same was to occur, so that students progressed from 3B to 3A to 4B to 4A and so
63

on.

From a long-term view problems were created by choosing six years as the

organisational starting point, because five was the starting age in practice. The Truanc

fn ———————————^_____________________________

E.g. Report of the Inspector of Continuation Schools, Report of the Minister for 1916, 51; Report
of the Inspector of Continuation Schools, Report of the Minister for 1919, 37.
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Report of the Minister for 1902, 2-3; 'School Progress in Relation to Age of Pupils',
Instruction Gazette. 1/8/1916,279; Course of Instruction for Primary Schools, 1916,0/7. Cit.;
Inspector Dawson to E. Cameron, 15/47, Tetters of Complaints and Promotions, 1915', 1/2103
A O N S W ; Transcribed Interview with L.D., Appendix B.
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Act of 1916 complicated matters more by raising the legal commencing age to seven.
Several members of parliament, including the Minister for Public Instruction, would have
been happy to make this eight instead because they believed children under this age were
merely "babies" who could not benefit from school instruction. Raising the compulsory
starting age had as little effect on practice as the 1880 Act had beforehand. Children
continued to begin school at the earliest possible age of five, setting the stage for the
adoption of kindergarten methods in Infants Departments and the marginalisation of
students under eight/nine from formal schoolwork as a means of resolving the conflict
between the belief that young students were incompetent and practice. Students
themselves were aware of the low status their marginal position carried as 'Infants'. As
one ex-student succinctly stated, the transition from the Infants Department to primary
school was "lovely. You got out of the baby classes and felt really important". By the
1920s younger students had been differentiated from older students within schools, and
children under six had been marginalised from the conceptualisation of studenthood to the

extent that they were described by school authorities as being in the "pre -school period
life".64

However, the problem with minimal post-primary enrolments was related more

immediately to older students. After several years of acceleration classes operating, mor
students had managed to begin post-primary schooling. One outcome of these age-related
changes, as Graph 6 on the following page demonstrates, was that state students were
considerably older - at both ends of the spectrum - than they had been throughout the
nineteenth century.

Transcribed Interview with L.D., Appendix B; N S W P D , 61,1913-1916,3297; Report of the
Minister of Education for the Year 1923. Government Printer, Sydney, 1924,2; Report of the
Minister of Education for the Year 1928. Government Printer, Sydney, 1929,12; Table AA4,
Appendix A. Also see D. Snow,' "But They're Only Babies": Policy and Practice Marginalising the
Very Young from State Schools, 1788-1920". In N. Kyle (Ed.), Gender and Education UnitCollected Conference Papers 1988. University of Wollongong, 1989.
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GRAPH 6
A g e Distribution of Students in State Schools,
1882 - 1944

1882188418881891 1894189519021907191219151923193019381941 1944

AGE OF STUDENTS
E3Under 6

0 6 to 13

0 1 4 & Over

Source: Annual Reports of the Minister of Public Instruction,
Annual Reports of the Minister of Education

But well over half of those who commenced post-primary school left as soon as they
turned 14 without completing even the first grade of high school. Several ex-students
have pointed out thefinancialdifficulty involved in attending a post-primary school.
Even with the abolition of fees m a n y could not afford to pay for travel, uniforms and
textbooks. The type of post-primary schooling available also was seen by some students
to make a significant difference to whether or not they would remain at school after the
age of 14. O n e student from an unskilled working class background recalled that middle
class students w h o were always well dressed with their hair nicely done "were the chosen
few" in primary school and another elaborated that they were the ones w h o automatically
went to high school. Other students like themselves were directed instead into the
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Continuation Schools which were regarded as comparatively useless as preparation for
anything beyond unskilled labour. As several students of the day more precisely added,
there was little point in continuing at school when the work available to them, such as
domestic work, factory work and mining, did not require extended schooling in terms of
knowledge, skills or certification. However, the main reason for leaving was the
continuing need of families for the labour of youth as soon as legally possible.

Unlike commentary on primary schooling before the turn of the century, the value of
juvenile labour to the family was not discussed by Departmental authorities as a major
factor mil i/ating against post-primary school attendance. Yet evidence which clearly
pointed to this as a reason could not have escaped them. In 1911, for example, the
Government statistician recorded a number of young people as wage earners. Probably
underestimating the true situation, 19 girls and 19 boys under the age of 9 were listed,
were 3,387 females and 8,401 males between the ages of 10 and 14 years. The
following year two different parliamentary enquiries documented the extent of juvenile
labour in factories and indentured apprenticeships throughout N.S.W. Each raised

questions about the sexual division of labour and the inappropriateness of girls working

in paid employment. A range of witnesses established that girls were frequently utilised
cheap unskilled labour during their indentureship and consequently acquired few skills
and that many preferred to enter factory work anyway. While boys often had a similar
fate many were thought to prefer unskilled labour because they earned more than they
could as apprentices and their freedom was not restricted. It was concluded that a
prolonged period of post-primary schooling to the age of 16 would resolve the 'problem'

Recorded interviews with F.W and J.W.; Transcribed Interview with L.D., Appendix B; Factories and
Shops Act, 1912; Industrial Arbitration Act, 1912; Apprentices (Amendment) Act, 1915;
Apprentices (Amendment) Act, 1918.

E.g. Recorded interviews with J.W, J.F., F.W., and KL.; Transcribed Interview with L.
Appendix B; Report of the Minister for 1916,5; Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for
the Year 1917. Government Printer, Sydney, 1918, 5; N.S.W. Statistical Register for 1911 and
Previous Years. Government Printer, Sydney, 1912, 70.
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of girls preferring paid employment to domesticity and of boys preferring to enter
unskilled occupations. Extended schooling would educate girls about housewifery while

the technical and trade training in post-primary schools would offer all boys the means o
becoming skilled workers. A range of union representatives, medical experts and state
authorities from numerous areas therefore agreed substantially with the extended,
gendered, vocationally-oriented state schooling that had been established already.

These Royal Commissions also raised significant questions about the nature of
apprenticing. They determined that in many instances erstwhile 'apprentices' performed
the function of cheap, unskilled labour for employers. To prevent this from occurring
they determined further that the nature of apprenticing should be altered. The age of
entering an indentureship should be raised from 14 to 16, only a limited number of

apprenticeships should be available, and they should be limited largely to indentureships
with skilled 'journeymen'/tradesmen. While union members aimed at preventing the
downgrading of skills through industrialisation and medical authorities aimed at keeping
young people out of 'physically dangerous' workplaces, this also provided a final means

of resolving the lingering conflict between the role of juveniles in the labour market an
schooling.

The age-related suggestions were put into effect almost immediately through various
legislation. Together with the Truancy Act these effectively regulated factory and shop
work as well as apprenticing. Apprenticing also was of some concern to the Department
of Public Instruction. When establishing the post-primary system of schooling, Peter
Board had argued that old forms of craft apprenticing were impossible to continue if

Report of the Royal Commission of Inquiry Into the Employment of Female and Juvenile Labour,
1912, Op. Cit.; Report of the Royal Commission of Inquiry into the Cause of the Decline in the
Apprenticeship of Boys to Skilled Trades, and the Practicability of Using Technical and Trade Classes
as Aids to, or Substitutes for, Apprenticeship, Third Section, N S W P P . 1911-1912,2, 1257-1296.
The high wages unskilled juveniles could earn was remarked on also by the Minister of Public
Insruction, Report of the Minister for 1916, 5. Also see J. Shields, Op. Cit.
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N.S.W. was to meet "the modern conditions of industry". H e envisaged the Technical
College as playing a major role in constituting a new form of apprenticeship that would
ultimately produce the "leaders of industry". The Royal Commission concurred by

delineating apprenticing as an elite occupational area for select boys who would be trai
partly in Technical Colleges. Soon several major employers of apprentices in N.S.W.
were using technical colleges for this purpose. In 1915 the N.S.W. Masters' Plumbers
Association began to release indentured apprentices from work for one day each week so
they could attend a technical college, and by 1917 a number of private firms, the State
Railway Department, Commonwealth Naval Departments and the Sydney Municipal
Council were doing the same.

At the same time, Departmental authorities insisted that no specific vocational training
should occur in day schools. In total schools students continued to be given specific
vocational training, but inmates also continued to be apprenticed into unskilled areas.
subtle sense, however, "a new form of apprenticeship" was intended as well through the

introduction and systematisation of vocationally-oriented post-primary schooling. In the
nineteenth century apprenticing and schooling were two separate but complemetary means
of shaping the working class for social purposes; in the twentieth century these were
combined loosely within the state school. If post-primary schooling offered a general
apprenticing function for a new industrial economy though, it was in the loose sense of
apprenticing that was used in the nineteenth century - for skilled tradesmen and the

technical school were to monopolise the limited number of new industrial apprenticeships
of the twentieth century. In essence, state education authorites were attempting to

constitute the state as authoritative in producing a skilled labour force through school
It was this broad perspective which informed the reasons Departmental authorities gave
for the problem with post-primary school enrolments.

E.g. P. Board, 'Observations of American Educational Systems', Op. Cit.; Superintendent's Report
on the Industrial School for Parramatta for the Year 1910, N S W P P . 1911-1912, 2,383-396; Report
of the Superintendent of Technical Education, Report of the Minister for 1917,78; Correspondence
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Authorities claimed no improvement in enrolments would occur until parents realised
the value of post-primary schooling in enhancing students' employment prospects and
until employers accepted the certificates students received for post-primary schooling as
an indication of students' employability. But state authorities were presuming a direct
school-to-work link which did not exist. In fact the prior link between high and superior
public schools with the public service had been severed. Instead primary schools
prepared students for post-primary entrance, continuation schools prepared students for
employment or progression to technical college or high school, while high schools
prepared students for entrance to the university. Authorities nonetheless perceived
schools as playing an important role in guiding students into employment and claimed this
school-to-work nexus could be forged by both parents and employers realising that
schools were a legitimate mediator of an industrialising labour market.

Some employers already recognised this by releasing indentured apprentices for one
day a week to attend technical college, but this was not enough. Departmental authorities
argued that employers should hire students who had completed a post-primary course and
possessed a certificate to that effect in preference to others. Parents also were much to
blame for allowing their children to leave school as soon as possible and enter any field
employment they chose. The language utilised by Departmental authorities in relation to
this charge indicates an extremely subtle change in social relations, where age relations

now reflected features of class relations of the early nineteenth century. Just as colonia
authorities would not concede to members of convict colony 'doing as they pleased',
older youth in the early twentieth century should not be able to 'do as they pleased' and
enter any employment they chose. Parents were therefore seen to be neglecting their

Respecting the Carpentarian Reformatory [for Boys], NSWLA V&P. 1897,7,955-965; Report of
the Minister for 1919, 26-31.
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parental duty to children and the state by not allowing school authorities to assist students
in making appropriate employment choices.

Through these various changes related to the preparation of students for future
employment a continuity was preserved regarding state authorities' utilisation of
schooling to facilitate economic transformation. Like nineteenth century schooling in
total institutions, the basic structural reorganisation of day schooling was established
before the economy itself changed substantially. The reorganisation of state schooling
was implemented in 1911, the year before the N.S.W. Government began materially

assisting the widescale transformation of capital to industrialisation. Schooling therefo

continued to be deployed as a vital part of the process of economic restructuring, rather
than being an addendum after the event. The major difference between the nineteenth and

twentieth century relationship of schooling with the economy was that regular day schools
were involved in the process of restructuring.

Another related difference was the initial focus on acquiring skills for urban rather
than rural industry. Indeed it was not until the 1920s that rural post-primary schooling
was initiated. However, consistent with the defining of equality as equality of access to

institutions the Department had embarked on a concerted effort to establish schools in th
more remote areas of N.S.W. from the early 1880s. In 1916 Correspondence Schooling
was also introduced for those students who lived in extremely remote areas. While
studenthood therefore was extended to the farthest corners of N.S.W., the focus on
schooling for manufacturing contributed to the existing Departmental perception of
country students as both inferior and deprived. Deprivation was measured not only in

E.g. Report of the Royal Commission Into the Employment of Female and Juvenile Labour in
Factories and Shops, 1912; Report of the Royal Commission Into the Apprenticeship of Boys to
Skilled Trades, 1912; Report of the Inspector of Continuation Schools, Report of the Minister for
1916, 51; Report of the Inspector of Continuation Schools, Report of the Minister for 1919, 37.
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terms of resources and facilities but also in terms of the aims of schooling. For example,
rural students went to small schools and therefore "lacked" the "competition" considered

necessary to get ahead in an industrial capitalist society. Girls were seen to pose a specia
problem in this context. It was argued that a 'sound domestic education' was especially
important for "the bush girl who is likely to spend all her life among the gum trees and
never see anything mind-lifting beyond it". Studenthood was therefore constructed
increasingly against an urban industrial ideal during this period.70

Contrasting this was the fear that the transition to industrialisation would be socially
disruptive. While school authorities in N.S.W. clearly were attempting to ensure the rural
sector did not perish with industrialisation, like Victorian state authorities of the late

they also subscribed to the belief that getting close to nature was a panacea for the myriad
of social ills accompanying modern industrialisation. The ideal of pastoral simplicity
legitimated the continuing apprenticing of children to rural families by the SCRB and the
change from Industrial/Reformatory Schools to Farm Homes in the first decade of the
twentieth century. In addition, select boys from metropolitan state schools were taken on
rural camps from 1907 to 'foster the inclination, lying dormant in many boys, to go onto
the land' and to 'bring them closer to nature'. From the turn of the century through to the
1940s state authorities involved with youth and schooling saw rural school camps and
farm homes as a way of nipping the potential 'larrikinism' of metropolitan boys in the bud
and of reforming delinquents. By the 1920s post-primary rural schooling in N.S.W. was
71

also being deployed in an attempt to halt the 'urban drift'.

District Inspector Dwyer, Report of the Minister for 1883,95; Chief Inspector's Report, Report of
the Minister for 1884, 80; Inspector Kevin, Report of the Minister for 1902,98; Inspector Walker,
Op. Cit., 91; Report of the Minister for 1923,4; Notes for the use of Dr H.S. Wyndham, DirectorGeneral of Education, Miranda Public School: Official Opening of N e w Buildings, 19th August,
1965, U W A . Also see B. Bessant, "Rural Schooling and the Rural Myth in Australia", Comparative
Education. 14, (2), 1978,121-132.

E.g. Report of the President of the SCRB for 1900, JNSWLC. 62, (2), 1900; 'Pitt Town Farm
Farm Training for City Lads', The Public Instruction Gazette. 30/9/1908,478-479; Report of the
Director of Education for 1906, Report of the Minister for 1906,44; Report of the Minister for 1909,
17; 'Saving the Youngster for the Farm', The Education Gazette. 1/7/1924, 54; 'Drift to the City",
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This fear of social disruption wrought by industrialisation encompassed other areas
as well. Some manual training, for example, sought to preserve crafts which authorities
thought industrialisation might render obsolete. These crafts would, it was argued, also
be useful to students in their 'leisure' hours. Indeed, by defining schoolwork as the main

responsibility of youth in an industrialising society, out-of-school hours were defined fo

the first time as the leisure time of young people. From the early 1900s school authorities
perceived a need for students to spend these 'leisure' hours productively. It was argued

that "a community not only needs to be trained to do its work, but also to use its leisure"
so that each person could become a "productive unit of society". Manual training, the
Department thought, would provide boys with 'hobbies' like carpentry and girls with
hobbies like 'tastefully furnishing a home'. This would not only keep them off the streets
and out of delinquency's way, but would encourage that industriousness which was the
mark of a 'good citizen'. Possessing a hobby would, moreover, ensure that boys in
particular did not get into "mischief in the period between leaving school and taking up
employment. While the 'rising generation' were to be "fitted to make good use of the
increasing leisure which technology and the increased production of commodities is
72

making possible", some n e w forms of technology were seen to create n e w problems.

Cinematography in particular was perceived by Departmental authorities to present a
threat to the morality of older youth. 'Picture shows' encouraged young people to gather
in the cities and towns during the night, exposing them to 'unedifying language' and
encouraging them to assume an unbecoming air of independence. Some form of

The Education Gazette. 2/11/1925,161; 'Summer School in Nature Study and Forestry', The
Education Gazette. 2/11/1925,160; 'Outdoor Nature School at Gosford', The Education Gazette.
1/5/1926,65; Report of the Minister of Public Instruction on the Child Welfare Department for the
Period 1/7/1939 to 30/6/1940. Government Printer, Sydney, 1940. C.f. A. Holbrook,' "Back to the
Land": The Rural Scheme Response to Youth Unemployment in Victoria in 1930's', Paper Presented
to the A N Z H E S N.S.W. Regional Conference, University of Newcastle, November 1987.
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'Children's Hobbies', The Public Instruction Gazette. 25/9/1907,66-68; 'Education's Part
War', The Education Gazette. 25/9/1907,66; The Uses of Leisure', The Education Gazette. 1/4/1924,
44; 'Education and Leisure', The Education Gazette. 6/15/1926,60.
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censureship which excluded youth from this n e w form of public entertainment would, it
was argued, deal with these problems and the laxity of parental control which
accompanied it.

Industrial safety was seen to be a more pressing issue. The police were brought into
schools to give special talks to students on issues such as the need to watch automobiles

while playing on the streets, the danger of electrocution if flying kites near electric wire
and the risks involved with jumping on and off trams or dangling off moving vehicles.
Although industrial safety was the dominant concern here - indeed a Safety Committee
was established in 1931 and School Safety Patrols in 1935 - these issues also held a
distinct element of disapproval by state authorities with the "unseemly conduct" of
students in school playgrounds and public places. One ex-student from Sydney recalled
being regularly chastised in front of the other students by the headmistress for riding a
bicycle in public, not for the 'daredevil' manner in which she rode but because it was
considered to be unladylike to ride a bicycle in the company of several boys. By the
1930s the monitoring of safety and leisure had been combined in the summer playground
centres which the Department of Education ran in working class Sydney suburbs during
*7/i

school holidays.

There can be no doubt that state authorities' perception of the student problematic had
undergone a complex change. Throughout the nineteenth century the three themes which

dominated state rhetoric regarding the state school student were children's labour, parenta

E.g. Inspector Williams, 'Child Life in Broken Hill', The Public Instruction Gazette. 29/2/1908, 221223; Report of the Superintendent of the Gosford Farm Home for Boys, Report of the Minister for
1918,25.

'The Danger of Street Traffic', The Education Gazette. 1/4/1925,42; "Playground Supervis
Accidents to Pupils', The Education Gazette. 1/8/1925,114; Danger from Electric Wires', The
Education Gazette. 2/1/1928,1; 'Jumping on and Off Trams', The Education Gazette.1/11/1924,65;
Report of the Minister for 193 L 10; Report of the Minister for 1935,10-11; Report of the Minister
for 1939,16; Report of the Minister for 1944,4; Recorded interview with P J.
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negligence and irregular school attendance. B y the 1920s a n e w tri-partite theme had
emerged which concerned the school-to-work nexus, the need for students to attend postprimary school and raising the school leaving age. This new focus which emerged with
patent clarity between 1911 and 1948 helped to resolve state authorities' prior
ambivalence about schoolwork and market labour. While girls were the subject of much
of the nineteenth century focus, boys were in the twentieth century. The importance of

transforming girls' labour and morality through total schooling in both penal and liber

states was replaced by the importance of day schooling in preparing boys for wage labour
in an industrial state. Just like the total schools of the early colonial period, this
twentieth century focus on the future employment of students also sought to create a
respectable working class:
The main aim of that [post-primary] education should be the preparation of the
boy for a career...The most obvious obligation that rests upon every boy as he
enters upon manhood, is that he should earn a living honestly...This particular
aim should be the main directing spirit of his education.75

Indeed the shift to wage labour as common practice between the 1870s and 1890s
was reflected in N.S.W. schools through the initiation of school banking in 1886, to
cultivate students' "self-restraint, self-reliance, and thrift" and to "promote the
independence, dignity, and happiness of children's lives, as well as the welfare of the
country". If wage labour was to be commonplace then state authorities would ensure the
working class remained respectable by managing their money and resources efficiently
and minimising any potential reliance on charity. By the early twentieth century public

schools were encouraging students to give money to Departmentally-approved charities as
well. Each of these were middle class 'virtues' and hence contributed to the continuing
'bourgeoisification' of state studenthood. They remained, however, secondary to the

P. Board to the N.S.W. Public School Teachers' Association, July 1907, The Australian Journal of
Education. 2,1907,9. Cited in A.R. Crane & W.G. Walker, Peter Board: His Contribution to the
Development of Education in N e w South Wales A.C.E.R., Melbourne, 1957, 102.
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major task of ensuring schools facilitated the future e m p l o y m e n t of boys and hence the
financial stability of the working class family.

Studenthood and Future Employment: Creating a School-to-Work Nexus. 1911 - 1 9 4 8
So committed to the principle of post-primary schooling for vocational preparation
were Departmental authorities that in the year the first group of students completed a
Continuation School course an Employment Bureau was established. Its self-appointed
task was "to bring together the boys in our schools and probable employers of labour, in
order to maintain credibility with employers and to give boys' schooling some direction".
Reserved for the use of boys gaining Certificates from Evening and Day Continuation
Schools, the Bureau compiled a register of the students' names, their examination marks
and areas in which they would like to find employment. This list was then circulated to
prospective employers. Employers also utilised the Bureau to circulate information about
available apprenticeships within schools; by 1919 the State Railway Department had filled
77

all of its apprenticeships through this avenue.

By the 1920s post-primary schooling had been extended to many country areas
including the Correspondence school, and senior Departmental authorities felt that a
78

secondary system of .schooling had been established successfully.

7

H o w e v e r , annual

° School Banks were introduced following the example set by France. The scheme took some time to
get off the ground, firstly because teachers were reluctant to take on the additional administrative tasks
involved and secondly because the majority of students, even in wealthier districts, did not utilise these
banks. E.g. Report of the Minister for 1886, 25; Report of the Minister for 1887, 25-18; Report of
the Minister for 1902,90. O n saving as a bourgeois familial practice see for example: 'Gratuities and
Allowances to Public Servants and Their Families, 1833-1837', 4/1117.3 A O N S W .
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Establishment of Employment Bureau, 29/10/1914, 'Vocational Guidance', 20/13373 AONSW;
Australian Glass Manufacturing to the Employment Bureau, 3/12/1918, Ibid:, Memorandum re
Pamphlet 'Employment for Boys', 29/1/1919, Ibid.; S.H. Smith, Careers for Bovs - A Guide for
Parents. Government Printer, Sydney, 1917, Ibid.; Application for Apprenticeship in Railway
Department, 29/4/1919, Ibid:, Report of the Inspector of Continuation Schools, Report of the
Minister for 1919, 45.
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E.g. K.S. Cunningham. Primary Education bv Correspondence. Melbourne University Press.
Melbourne, 1931; P.R. Cole (Ed.), The Primary School Curriculum in Australia. Melbourne
University Press, Melbourne, 1932; P.R. Cole, The Rural School in Australia. Melbourne
University Press, Melbourne, 1939. Also see Tables A 5 and A7, Appendix A.
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statistics on school leavers continued to reflect the prevailing climate in the labour market.
Unemployment rates rose following World War I and remained unchanged until the late
1930s, except for a phenomenal increase in 1930. Department of Education statistics

revealed that the majority of students left school on turning 14 without having complete
secondary course. Even in 1929 around half the students left state schools without

entering a secondary school. Moreover, around one third of male students still left schoo
to enter unskilled employment. Departmental authorities argued there was an obvious

need to address parental indifference to the benefits of secondary schooling, to forge co
operation between the Department and employers, to make secondary schooling more
attractive to boys, to encourage boys to enter skilled labour, and to raise the school
leaving age to 16 years. Astutely they decided it would be politically untenable to raise
the leaving age when so many students still left school at the age of 14 - which now was
deemed to be an "early leaving age". Persuasive techniques which aimed at resolving the
79

other 'problems' were to be deployed instead.

In 1926 the Employment Bureau was converted into a Vocational Guidance Bureau
(VGB) which was to co-ordinate the transition from primary to post-primary schooling,

allocate students into an appropriate post-primary schools, and co-ordinate the transitio
of students from school to work. Selection for the type of secondary school and advice on
later employment was made on the basis of both gender and information recorded on the
new Cumulative History Card such as student's character and behaviour, regularity of
school attendance, home conditions, employment preferences and examination results.
Many of the characteristics woven in to the fabric of studenthood such as appearance,
language, punctuality and obedience therefore became important state criteria in

L. Louis, Unemployment and Trade Unions in the Depression: Victoria,, 1930-1932'. In R.
Kennedy (Ed.1. Australian Welfare History. Critical Essavs. Macmillan, Melbourne, 1982,167-198;
Report of the Minister for 1919; Report of the Minister for 1923; Report of the Minister of
Education for the Year 1927. Government Printer, Sydney, 1928, 5-7; Report of the Minister for
1928,6-8; Tables A6, A29 and A40, Appendix A.
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determining the employment prospects of students. M e m b e r s of the V G B also addressed
P & C meetings to persuade parents to keep their sons at school longer and to seek the
VGB's advice in ascertaining suitable future employment areas for them. Special
meetings with employers were also arranged in an attempt to convince them to allow the
VGB to select employees on their behalf. Some inroads were made by the end of the
decade. In 1929 for example, the VGB interviewed 1500 boys and placed them in semiskilled to highly skilled employment situations. Both the Master Plumbers and Printers

Associations as well as several state organisations, including the Department itself, als
80

utilised the V G B tofillapprenticeships.

Besides attempting to render the Department authoritative in the preparation and
selection of juvenile labour, studenthood in secondary schools was being explicitly and
deliberately gendered in new ways. Although the goal was to educate girls to be 'good

wives and mothers', annual Departmental statistics clearly indicated that girls did enter
employment. Their exclusion from the school-to-work nexus which was being forged
around the state school site was justified on the grounds that their employment only
temporarily preceded their real career of marriage. By forging mechanisms which placed

boys in skilled labour the Department was at the very least contributing significantly to

masculinisation of apprenticing. It was also helping to create a gendered industrial labo
market which saw women concentrated in unskilled employment. From the official
Depression years through to 1948 this intention to gender employment opportunities
through schooling created special problems.

E.g. 'Super-Primary Leaflets'. The Education Gazette. 1/12/1925,174; Report of the Minister of
Education for the Year 1925. Government Printer, Sydney, 1926, 3; Report of the Minister of
Education for the Year 1926. Government Printer, Sydney, 1927,4-6; Report of the Minister for
1928,2-8; 'Courses Beyond Primary', The Education Gazette.. 1/8/1928,126-127; Report of the
Minister of Education for the Year 1929. Government Printer, Sydney, 1930, 5-6; 'Cumulative
School History Cards', The Education Gazette 1/11/1929, 170.
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Related in part to the underlying fear of social disruption which would follow from
large numbers of youth 'drifting aimlessely on the streets', the VGB organised classes at
Technical Colleges in the industrial metropolitan areas of Sydney, Newcastle and
Wollongong to cater for unemployed youth. Continuing until the advent of World War II
in 1939, the VGB successfully preserved the continuity of indentureships for some boys
through these classes by arranging with employees to credit the time spent at college to
their indentureship. Indeed these classes were part of a strenuous campaign to revitalise
technical education itself; a campaign which drew on employer's increasing reluctance to
apprentice boys to argue that technical colleges must now take on a greater role in the

training of apprentices. Although girls could attend these classes Departmental authoritie
primary concern was with the employability of young men, and hence they were careful
to ensure that few opportunities were created for girls. Indeed the trend which began in
the Depression for many more girls to seek paid employment was still apparent in 1937
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and school authorities claimed they should curb this threat to boys' employment.

The latter argument contained a recognition that unlimited jobs could not be created
and that the labour market was to some extent fixed. Perhaps this accounts for the sudden
disappearance in the mid-1930s of articulated concern about the large number of boys
who still entered unskilled occupations. Undoubtedly influencing this was the Labor
Party's tendency to marginalise the concerns and the voices of the unemployed from
formal policy at both state and federal levels and Liberal concern that state schools were
82

creating too m a n y opportunities for working class youth.

Indeed the Department was

Report of the Minister of Education for the Year 1931. Government Printer, Sydney, 1932, 9; Report
of the Minister of Education for the Year 1933. Government Printer, Sydney, 1934,1-3; Report of
the Minister of Education for the Year 1935. Government Printer, Sydney, 1936,10; Report of the
Minister of Education for the Year 1936. Government Printer, Sydney, 1937, 17; Report of the
Minister of Education for the Year 1937. Government Printer, Sydney, 1938, 13; Report of the
Minister of Education for the Year 1939. Government Printer, Sydney, 1940.

M. Conley, The "Undeserving Poor" Welfare and Labour Policy'. In R. Kennedy,(Ed.), Op. C
281-303; Debate on the 1916 Truancy Act, Op. Cit.; Debate on the Child Welfare Bill, N S W P D .
Second Session, 1938-1939, 157,1939, 3766-4832.
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politically and institutionally committed to creating opportunities for social mobility for
boys but continually produced surveys which indicated that few state students were
entering professions as a consequence of schooling. A s Graphs 7 and 8 on the following
pages indicate, although proportionately more state students did enter the professions on
leaving school by 1948 the major changes were in the percentage of male students w h o
entered trades and the percentage of girls entering paid employment. Also noticeable is the
continuing reluctance of girls to enter domestic service and the ferninisation of clerical and
shop work. Clearly the social mobility which the Department espoused was limited in its
83

nature and extent

The resistance displayed by women in foregoing employment was greatly facilitated
by industry's need for w o m e n to enter employment during World W a r II. Although
committed to the gendering of studenthood Departmental authorities had little choice but to
follow state policy on this count. It w a s also structurally difficult for them to do
otherwise because the V G B had been transferred to the Department of Labour and
Industry (DLI) in 1933. Not only did this legitimate state education authorities' focus on
the school-to-work nexus, but a mechanism for state students to be deployed throughout
the labour market in ways whichfittedbroader state policy had been created. Therefore it
was during the war years that girls were distributed with pamplets concerning possible
84

future employment and encouraged to seek advice from the V G B for thefirsttime.

But the Department of Education had created the position of School Counsellor in
order to maintain links with the V G B . B y 1939 there were eight school counsellors in
metropolitan areas w h o advised secondary students on the employment they were most
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C.f. Tables A36 and A37, Appendix A.
Report of the Minister of Education for the Year 1940. nnvernmp.nl Printer. Svdne.v. 1941. O n
women's employment see for example: E. Ryan & A Conlon (Eds.), Op. Cit.
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GRAPH 7
Probable Occupations of Female Students Leaving State Schools,
1910 and 1948
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_I Other Unskilled
_I Home Duties

0.0%
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4.3%
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3.4%
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1948
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Source: Annual Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for 1910,
Annual Report of the Minister of Education for 1948
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GRAPH 8
Probable Occupations of Male Students Leaving State Schools,
1910 and 1948
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suited for and w h o liaised with the D L I and local employers to determine the labour needs
of industry. In 1940 the position of Careers Advisor was also created to provide specific
advice to students on available employment and teachers had been appointed throughout
the state in this capacity by 1941. By 1945 counsellors from the VGB, school
counsellors and careers advisors were working throughout the state utilising school

examination results and certificates, student record cards and vocational aptitude tests to
co-ordinate the transition of students from primary through secondary school to paid
employment. Advice given to girls by these Departmental members sought to slot them
85

into feminised areas such as nursing.

By 1948 the Department of Education had established a number of mechanisms

which had constituted them as authoritative in the preparation and selection of students fo
the labour market. Several areas of industry, including the state itself, facilitated this

acceding to the Department's insistence on its own expertise in this area. Also facilitatin
this was a similar growing belief by the general population. Although commenting on the
unsuitability of post-primary schooling in gaining employment before the 1920s, every
person interviewed for this thesis talked about the effect this had on limiting their
employment opportunities. Whether they had moved to a country area and hence could
not train as a teacher or whether they left school without attempting the Intermediate
Certificate, each saw 'education' as a means of guaranteeing better employment prospects
(permanent, more secure, better remunerated, higher status). To a person they wanted
their children to gain 'better' employment positions than they had done themselves and
therefore encouraged them to attend academic high schools and to stay longer at school in

Utter from V G B to Mr H.Palfreyman, 1/2/1927, 'Vocational Guidance, 1914-1915,1918-1932',
20/13337 A O N S W ; Letter from Mrs H. Flackman to the Minister of Education, 1/1/1927 Jbid,;
Memorandum to the Deputy Chief Inspector, Report on Activities of School Counsellor Attached to
Canterbury High School During 1935, 'School Counsellors, 1933-1938', 20/12665 A O N S W ;
Itinerary of B. Wright, School Counsellor Attached to St George High School, Week Ending
9/4/1931 Jbid:, Report of the School Counsellor on the Vocational Survey of Goulburn, 1937 Jbid,;
'Pupil Record Cards', The Education Garpttp. 1/9/1938,271; 'Careers Advisors', The Education
Gazette, 1/11/1940,290; Report of the Minister of Education for the Year 1944. Government Printer,
Sydney, 1945, 5.
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order to achieve this. Integral to this process was gaining the Intermediate Certificate,
which had been established by the Department as the documentation awarded students
who completed three (later four then five) years of academic high school and passed its
examinations. Having been established as the 'best' certificate awarded by schools by
virtue of its association with academic rather than continuation schooling, employers
began to preferentially hire those with this certificate over others in the 1930s. This

contributed to a growing public demand for students to undergo the certification process
structured into academic secondary schooling as a means to employment which was
Q/r

noticeable by the 1940s.

In the meantime Departmental authorities were still keen to raise the school leaving
age by legislative action. In spite of their conviction that "every additional year of

schooling during adolescence is a great asset to national efficiency" and in spite of th
written encouragement by some parents to raise the school leaving age as a means of

giving their children 'something to do' during the Depression of the 1920s and 1930s, th
school leaving age was not raised until 1940. Although the Department claimed that
doing so would create hardship for many families a restraining hand had come from the
Commonwealth Government which argued that "industry will be prejudiced if uniform
action is not taken throughout the Commonwealth". Indeed two special Commonwealth
Commissions mooted the pros and cons of all states raising the school leaving age to 16
years as a means of alleviating unemployment. Overall they favoured the idea but
cautioned that it should be done gradually for three main reasons: it would disrupt

industry; it would present families with financial difficulties; and it would be an arti
alleviation of unemployment, simply delaying the entrance of school leavers into the

E.g. Report of the Minister for 1917,45; Report of the Minister of Education for the Year 1938.
Government Printer, Sydney, 1939,10; Report of the Minister for 1944,2; 'Course for High
Schools', The Education Gazette. 1/9/1944,10.
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workforce by one or two years.

H e n c e this issue was not acted on until the worst

effects of the Depression were over, which coincided with an increasing public demand
for the Intermediate Certificate.

Raising the school leaving age emerged as one feature of the Youth Welfare Act of
1940, which was presented to parliament by the Labor Minister for Education and which
sought to reorganise the administration of Child Welfare. Although it too was passed
without consensus Departmental authorities proudly declared N.S.W. to be the first

Australian state to tackle this 'problem1. Hesitant to raise too much opposition to the Ac
the school leaving age was set at 15 instead of 16 and was implemented by progressively
raising the leaving age by 4 months each year over a period of four years. Although state
authorities attempted to ease the change and although many people supported the idea of
more schooling for better employment it nonetheless created difficulties for many
families. The Child Welfare Department was inundated with applications for exemptions
from schooling between 1941 and 1945 - literally thousands more applications than in
prior years. As they had done since 1923, the majority of applications continued to be
denied. The primary responsibility of the Child Welfare Department was to prevent the

'abuse* of children and paid labour now fell clearly into this category. Indeed in the lat
1920s the basic wage was reworked in N.S.W. (then the Commonwealth) to cater for an
adult male and his wife only. Instead mothers received an endowment from the state
which aimed to compensate for the loss of child labour associated with full-time
compulsory schooling and to prevent familial economic necessity from interfering with
oo

children's primary task of attending school.
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C.f. Letter from Hargreaves P & C (via Mudgee) to the Department of Education, 15/4/1935
'Compulsory Education 1931-1936*. 20/12583 A O N S W ; Report of the Minister for 1931,1; Report
of the Minister of Education for the Year 1932.2; Report of the Minister for 1933,14; Extracts and
Summary Report by Sir F. Stewart to the Commonwealth Government on Employment of Youths,
N.d., "Compulsory Education 1931-1936', 20/12583 A O N S W ; A.R.U. Women's Auxiliary, Redfem,
to the Minister of Education, 7/1/1936, Ibid.
Report of the Minister for 1935,2; Premier's Department to the Acting Minister for Education,
22/6/1936, 'Compulsory Education 1931-1936', 20/12583 A O N S W ; Debate on the Child Welfare
Bill, 1939; Youth Welfare Act, Act No. 48,1940; Report of the Director, Report of the Minister of
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B y the 1940s the dual process w a s complete. Studenthood had been constructed as
the civic duty of youth, and preparation for future employment had been established as a
component of studenthood. Put another way, through the belief that "the nation's

children are the nation's chief asset", youth were withdrawn from the paid labour market,
studenthood became their non-waged occupation, and state authorities had established

themselves as authoritative in regulating this aspect of the labour market. Indeed, youth
89

had been commodified through this theme of studenthood.

Whatever the intentions of

state authorities, state students were primed for the benefit of industrial capital to th

greatest extent possible in a 'free' society. In this process state authorities shifted t
understandings of students from parents to youth themselves. However, their focus
rested largely on the older male student. Indeed, if the issue of irregular school
attendance and juvenile labour in the late nineteenth century had facilitated the

institutionalisation of childhood through studenthood then the issue of future employment

institutionalised studenthood as a concept constructed around the adolescent male. Gender
and age relations therefore became paramount considerations of studenthood, with the
proper place for all girls being constituted as the home while the paid workplace was
masculinised. At least this was the stated intention of state authorities; the effect of
was modified by familial need, industrial need and women's resistance to their exclusion
from paid labour. Nonetheless, through modifications to schooling for industrial
purposes as well as through legislation on truancy, studenthood had become a 'public'
phenomenon which unified young people under its conceptual umbrella. Although it was
by no means a complete and unproblematic concept, the unifying function of studenthood
forged through industrialisation formed the foundation stone for other arguments about
the need to rally youth for the benefit of society. The following chapter examines this

Public Instruction on the Child Welfare Department for the Year Ending 30/6/1942. Government
Printer, Sydney, 1943; Table A25, Appendix A. On Child Endowment see A. Game & R. Prin
'The Making of the Australian Family', Intervention. 12, 1979, 63-83.
The Significance and Meaning of Education', The Education Gazette. 1/5/1926,61.
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unificatory function of studenthood through the nationalist concerns of state authorities to
render its citizenry patriotic.
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CHAPTER 7
PATRIOTIC STUDENTHOOD
IN A NATIONALIST STATE
1880-1948
The excellent secular teaching that obtains in the schools,
the care that is bestowed on the ordinary and special religious
instruction given, the earnestness with which the
philanthropy, loyalty and patriotism of the pupils are cultivated,
together with the great attention that is paid
to the manners, behaviour, and physique of the scholars
must result in sending forth from our schools youth that will
prove a blessing and a credit to theState and Commonwealth. l

INTRODUCTION
By 1920 the role of youth in N.S.W. society had been transformed. It was a role

which focused on studenthood as preparation for adult life but delineated being a stude
in a state school as the civic duty of young people themselves. As the last chapter

demonstrated, this involved the transformation of youth's labour as part of the economi

restructuring considered necessary to enter Australia in the 'international race of nat
By the turn of the twentieth century industrialising for the benefit of society formed

of a complex argument which had involved a reconstruction of the notion of 'citizenship'

itself. With the establishment of the Commonwealth in 1901 and the formal delineation of

Australia as part of the British Empire it was argued that as citizens, students needed
develop a sense of allegiance to the state, Commonwealth and British Empire and work
towards the "common welfare" of militarisation and industrialisation:

Naval supremacy can only be maintained by great commercial activity... Behind
both these in m o d e m times must be the strong and effective nation of skilled
workers, highly organised, and ably led by m e n w h o possess directive skill and
insight as well as ambition. T o such will be given the c o m m a n d of
markets...Each unit must m a k e itselffitby education to bear its part in the world
struggle..., for upon education, the basis of industry and commerce, the
greatness of our country depends.2

Inspector Hunt, Report on Burwood, Report of the Minister for 1902,104.
2

R Tate, "School=Power" An Imperial Necessity. Paul & Hewitt, Melbourne, 1908, 1-11.
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Patriotism was the language which underscored this argument. According to
historians of education the period 1900 to 1920 saw the fervent advocacy of patriotism in
Australian schools, with state authorities inculcating a sense of loyalty to the state,
Commonwe.aith and Empire through activities as diverse as the teaching of civics to
raising war funds. However, according to British theorists, patriotism involved a more
fundamental reconceptualisation of the relationship between the state and its citizenry.
Channelled through rhetoric about the need for people to rally in support of statedetermined priorities, the discourse of patriotism had been appropriated and deployed by

the conservative right in the 1870s to deal with the political problems of universal suff
and militarising for self-defence. This chapter therefore argues that the influence of
'patriotism' on studenthood included, but extended far beyond, students developing a
sense of loyalty towards the state, the Commonwealth and the Empire. More specifically
it suggests that before 1920 there were deliberate attempts to develop students' sense of
'common citizenship' and their duty towards the 'common welfare'. A particularly
influential concern through which much of this emerged before 1920 was militarism. By
1920 though, state authorities were focusing on peace and the civic responsibility of
youth had been firmly articulated to studenthood. From 1920 state authorities therefore
concentrated more on developing a sense of student allegiance to the state school itself.
This entire process of delineating citizenship and the common good involved the
'glorification of the British race' and the degradation of Australian Aborigines, which
prompted a vigorous racist reconstruction of studenthood. The remainder of this Chapter
examines these changes in more detail.

C.f. B.Bessant & A. Spaull, Politics of Schooling. Pitman, Victoria, 1976 (esp. Chapter 1);
H. Cunningham, Op. Cit.; B. Schwarz, 'Conservatism, Nationalism and Imperialism', Op. Cit.
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CITIZENSHIP. MILITARISM AND STUDENTHOOD: 1860s - 1920
Following the introduction of universal (male) suffrage in 1858, state authorities in
N.S.W. began to discuss the need for state students to acquire a sense of loyalty to the
colonial state of N.S.W. In 1867 government school students therefore were given oneday holidays to celebrate the Anniversary of the Colony and the Queen's Birthday. In the
1870s state schools introduced a series of Australian reading books to replace the Irish
National School texts which had been in use since the 1840s. Research on patriotism in
N.S.W. schools has largely addressed these curricular changes which occurred between
1875 and 1920.

There is considerable agreement that much of the new content introduced during this
period was designed to develop knowledge about, and a sense of allegiance towards,
Australia and the British Empire. Teachers were instructed in 1885 to 'impart the
principles of patriotism' to students while new subjects like Australian Geography
focused on the 'Imperial Trinity of one King, one Flag, one Navy'. Civics and History

were thought to be especially vital to the development of "patriotic sentiment" in student
Townshend argues that history was essentially a study of the "progress and liberty" of the
British Empire that 'good' citizens contributed to and 'bad' citizens hindered. Civics was
introduced in 1905 to acquaint students with some knowledge of Australian political
institutions, providing lessons such as 'what we owe to our State', , 'the use and abuse
of trade unions' and 'the necessity of right public opinion'. Literature was seen to be 'a

useful agent in stirring the fine emotions of patriotism', with stories which depicted her
self-sacrifice for the good of the nation appearing in both the syllabus and recommended
reading lists. Even music was altered in this spirit. Community singing was introduced

E.g. H. Parkes, Speech Delivered on the Occaison of Laying the Foundation-Stone of a Public
School at Liverpool, June 14th 1871. In H. Parkes, Speeches on Various Occasions. Op. Cit., 318319; Vacations. Regulations. N.S.W. Government Gazette. 1/3/1867, Vacations, Regulations,
1/1/1876, 'Miscellaneous Collected Pamphlets', 346 Pa M L ; S. 69, Regulations Under the Public
Instruction Act, N.S.W. Government Gazette. 12/5/1880,2248; Amended Regulations Respecting
Vacations and Holidays, 1/7/1891, Report of the Minister for 1891,152.
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and included a large helping of songs such as 'Rule Britannia' and 'Hail Australia'.
During World War 1 teachers were encouraged to correlate school work with the war
itself. Thus students kept war scrap books and war diaries, learned geography from
maps indicating the movement of the war, utilised war statistics from newspapers for

arithmetic, wrote to friends and relatives at the Front, and listened to daily talks about t
war from the teacher.

This extension and reworking of secular citizenship in a civil-liberal state towards

patriotic citizenship in a nationalist-imperialist state clearly involved students acquiring
new type of knowledge about their future citizenship. Although this involved developing
a sense of loyalty to the state, Commonwealth and Empire, it also sought to inculcate a
new dimension of morality which relied on symbolic public displays of support for 'king
and country'.

Studenthood and the Public Morality of Patriotism
Some of these public rituals were conducted within the school itself. For example,
Arbor Day and Empire Day were celebrated annually from 1890 and 1905 respectively.
Although Arbor Day remained an optional tree-planting ceremony which aimed to beautify
state property, it was often used to enlist students' enthusiasm for occasional events such
as the coronation of King George "Vr/in 1902. The compulsory Empire Day celebrations in
N.S.W. public schools aimed to "nourish in each youthful mind the desire to become
useful, worthy citizens of the Commonwealth" and involved students gathering together

Public Instruction Act of 1880 and Regulations Framed Thereunder, Together with Instructions to
Teachers, 1885', N379/14 M L ; Report of Superintendent of Music, Report of the Minister for 1902,
106; 'Suggestions for Childrens' Study of Longfellow', The Public Instruction Gazette. 25/3/1907,
351; Report of the Director, Report of the Minister for 1909, 50; 'The Teaching of Civics in the
Primary School'. The Public Instruction Gazette. 30/6/1913, 165; The Education Gazette. 1/3/1916,
84; Class Lesson Register, Lower 2nd, Wollongong District Infants School, 1916, U W A ; S.G.
Firth, "Social Values in the N e w South Wales Primary School 1880-1914: An Analysis of School
Texts', Melbourne Studies in Education. 1970,123-159; N. Townshend, 'Philosophy of History in
the School Magazine of N e w South Wales 1916-1922', Journal of Australian Studies. 11,1982, 3653; B.Bessant & A. Spaull, Op. Cit.
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to raise the British flag, sing patriotic songs or recite patriotic poetry, and listen to short
addresses about the 'greatness of the British Empire'. From 1916 every afternoon was to
be characterised by singing the national anthem "to help inculcate a healthy national
patriotic spirit". Although a feature of particular ceremonies from 1901, in the early
1920s the ceremonial raising of the Union Jack became a regular weekly event when the
Minister issued instructions stipulating that the flag should be raised and saluted on
Monday mornings in state schools. Some schools soon required students to recite the
pledge "I honour my God, I serve my King, I salute my flag", while younger students
recited the more succinct lines of "I give my head, my heart and my hands to my
Country". Like curricular changes, these ceremonies aimed to induce feelings of fealty to
the state, the Commonwealth and the British Empire. Such ceremonies also mobilised

students so they could demonstrate their tri-partite loyalty to school authorities and the
public itself.

Between 1900 and 1918 state students took part in a vast number of ritualistic
ceremonies outside the geographic space of school as well. School authorities'
commentary on the time taken from 'ordinary schooling' for these "patriotic displays"
compared vividly with their complaints about irregular attendance as a consequence of
familial reliance on juvenile labour. The 17% decrease in students' attendance at State
schools during 1900, for example, was proudly accounted for by the Minister as the

'necessary' closure of schools for special celebrations, like the Patriotic Display preced
the inauguration of the Commonwealth. At the inauguration of the Commonwealth itself
in 1901, some 15,000 state students conducted most of the musical program. Along
with others who participated in the ensuing Public School Display at the Sydney Cricket

Report of the Minister for 1891,32; Report of the Minister for 1901,20; Report of the Minister for
1902,97; Circular No. 5, "Empire Day Celebration', The Public Instruction Gazette. 28/4/1906, 78;
'Singing of the National School Anthem in Schools'. The Education Gazette. 1/12/1916, 377; Report
of the Proceedings of the Conference on Infant and Child Welfare. Government Printer, Sydney, 1917;
"Morning Assembly at Hamilton Infants' School, The Education Gazette. 2/12/1918,299-300;
Recorded interview with PJ.
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ground, they had spent a considerable amount of time at school beforehand practising for

the event Student participation in the Coronation celebrations of 1902 reportedly eclipsed

all of these events, and authorities considered the time students had spent practising to b
well worth the effort:
Three Battalions of Cadets, in addition to performing several interesting
evolutions and Physical Drill with arms, carried out a shamfightunder the
direction of the Adjunct...Q.M. Smith directed the picturesque Coronation Flag
March and Drill, the extension motions by a thousand second-class boys in white
uniforms, and the Maypole dance, in which 52 pretty little groups took part.
Chief Staff Clerk Reddish had charge of the Infants' Free Exercises, which a
thousand little ones performed most creditably, the Running M a z e by 300 boys,
the W a n d Exercises by 1,200 girls, and the great Dumb-Bell Display by 5,000
boys and girls, a remarkable exhibition of continually changing movements in
perfect unison to musical time and with wonderful exactness
for so great a number. 7

The older strategy of enlisting state students to gain the support of others outside the
school system was being deployed once more. But this time it served a threefold
purpose. It provided further lessons in patriotism to students themselves, it sought to
deploy students to elicit 'patriotic sentiment' in others, and it provided N.S.W. state
authorities with a means of demonstrating the state's own allegiance to the
Commonwealth and the Empire. As these demonstrations utilised young people who
were compelled to attend school and who were compelled to engage in these particular
activities, it is difficult to gauge the extent of voluntaryism associated with them, let
whether the acquisition of patriotic sentiment was realised. One student who participated
in similar events at the Sydney Cricket Ground in later years certainly recalled feeling

'awestruck' by their magnitutude and precision. Irrespective of their success, studenthood
gained a new dimension through these rituals; one which extended the concept beyond the
confines of the school, the home and the streets towards a new public visibility. It was,

Report on the Public School Cadet Force, Report of the Minister for 1902, 111. Also see Report of
the Minister for 1902,2; Report of the Minister for 1901, 20.
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moreover, a visibility which was crucial to the state in developing the 'public morality' of
patriotism.

These public displays were also explicitly militaristic in their visualisation. Indeed,
state military personnel had trained students to move with military precision for these
events. The Cadets who carried out the 'sham fight' in the public display of 1902 were
male students who had been trained to warfare in public schools by military personnel
since the 1870s. Prompted by the withdrawal of British troops from Australian soil for

their own 'self-defence' during the 1860s, authorities from all Australian states percei
a need to mobilise the Australian population for its own internal defence for the first
Enhanced by Australian support of the British in the Crimean War, the Boer War and
World War 1, militarism was an important component of citizenship which wrought
further changes to studenthood.

Militarising Studenthood: Training for Warfare
Much of the new auricular content introduced before 1920 to N.S.W. state schools
emphasised militarism. Geography for primary students, for instance, included lessons
on the British Navy while some of the songs in Music lessons for Infants students
eulogised the same. Even the common arithmetical problems given to rural students in the

1880s began to reflect authorities' preoccupation with military matters, as the followin

excerpt from a workbook so clearly illustrates: "if a soldier be allowed 141bs of bread i
8 days, how much will a regiment of 850 men for the year?" From the turn of the
century students were also given occasional days off school to encourage their

appreciation of the need for militaristic activity, like the ten-day holiday given to st
students in 1908 so they could inspect the visiting American Fleet in Sydney Harbour. It

Recorded interview with P J.
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was through the establishment of the Public School Cadets Corps in 1872, however, that
militarism first influenced studenthood.

Initiated because of the withdrawal of British troops from Australia, the Cadets
formed a site for mobilising state school students, along with other members of the
population, for national self-defence. By 1890 a Pupil Teacher Corps had been added
under a revised organisation with a hierarchy of officers, all of whom were teachers with
military training. The equivalent of an Inspectorate for the Cadets was drawn though
from the state military ranks. From 1901 the Commonwealth assumed responsibility for
national defense and from 1905 supplied rifles to the Cadets in each state. Joining the
cadets was voluntary but was restricted to boys who were over the age of 12 years and
over 4 feet 6 inches tall. Training consisted of one hour of military drill, and attending
one course in rifle shooting and six parades a year.

The Cadet movement had very little student support. Indeed, the number of boys
joining before 1920 accounted for only 8 to 10% of the eligible school population.
Although no research has explored the reasons for this support it is likely that some
enthusiasm lay with the opportunity for male students to sharpen skills for out-of-school
activities tike rabbiting. Alternatively, it has been argued that the lack of enthusiasm was
a result of friction between the Departmental Inspectorate and the military management of
the Corps as well as the absence of adequate resources before Commonwealth assistance.
Departmental authorities themselves claimed simply that the 1890s Depression interfered

Exercise Book inscribed 'Albertina Hurry, Albion Park Public School, September 15th 1885', Mi
U W A ; 'Closure of Schools'. The Public Instruction Gazette. 30/7/1908. 424.
10

E.g. Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for 1884, 17; Circular No. 12, 'Commonwea
Cadet Force: Formation of Detachments, &c.', The Public Instruction Gazette. 25/3/1907, 350. Also
see D. Jones, Op. Cit.

11

Report on the Public Schools Cadet Force, Report of the Minister for 1900,102; Inspector Wi
Yass District, The Public Instruction Garetfe 29/6/1912,164.
Statistics have been calculated on the
basis offiguresprovided by D. Jones, Op. Cit., on the number of students enrolled in the Cadets as a
proportion of male students aged over 12 years enrolled at Public Schools.
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with students' capacity to buy uniforms. But the reaction to the compulsory

military

training of older male students accompanying World War 1 indicates other reasons were
involved.

Between 1911 and 1918, all male students over the age of twelve throughout
Australia were given a medical examination and selected on the basis of physical fitness
for compulsory military training. If the school had an existing Company Officer who
could train selected students adequately under Department of Defense regulations then
their training was conducted at school. If not, boys were required to attend the local
training centre with men undergoing the same compulsory training. Within a year of its
introduction, however, teachers were instructed to assist the Commonwealth Department
of Defence in tracing those students who were 'evading service'. Within several years
state authorities argued that 'thousands of male students were evading this national
responsibility' and were at a loss to understand why only three ex-public school students
13

had volunteered to enlist permanently under the Compulsory Defence Scheme.

Yet both

compulsory conscription and the war effort itself were being met by organised resistance
outside schools. Opposition came from unions as well as socialist organisations, but
even calls for the voluntary formation of local reserve units in rural areas were met with
either 'misunderstanding, lack of interest or lack of patriotic sentiment'. It is not
surprising then that the same response should be elicited from students in state schools.
But it is also likely that some of the school-based reluctance was bound up with the

C.f. D. Jones, Op. Cit.; Report of the Minister for 1892, 27.
'Notes on the Universal Training of Cadets', The Public Instruction Gazette. 30/6/1911,
'Notice', The Public Instruction Gazette. 31/7/1912, 225; Report of the Minister for 1912, 15;
Debate on the Truancy Act, N S W P D . 1913-1916, 58,4/11/1915, 3316; Ministerial memorandum on
the Use of School Grounds for Military Drill and Rifle Purposes, 25/10/1917, National Rifle
Reserves, 1915,1917', 20/12884 A O N S W .
C.f. J. Burnswood & J. Fletcher, N.S.W. Department of Education, Sydney and the Bush.
Government Printer, Sydney, 1980,129; N. McLaren to the Minister of Public Instruction,
2/3/1915, National Rifle Reserves, 1915', 20/12884 A O N S W ; R.W. Connell & T.I. Irving, Op.
Cit.
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family's greater reliance on juvenile labour as older m e n went to war and w o m e n went
into the paid workforce. Although too young to be called up for compulsory training,
F.W. remembered combining schooling with managing the family vegetable garden and
doing various home maintenance tasks while his father saw active service overseas.1
Compulsory military training clearly provided more grist for the state mill of working
class irresponsibility. Indeed, Peter Board claimed the division in society over the war
reflected the failure of state schools to produce 'genuine' citizens. Instead, schools

have allowed types to grow up who have not that sense of responsibility for
national welfare and social progress which w e expect in a people with genuine
citizenship.16

Yet the demonstration of citizenship displayed by girls during World War 1 had met

with greater approval. While older male students were engaged in military training (or so
authorities hoped), girls of all ages in public schools were engaged in activities like

knitting socks, rolling bandages and holding fund-raising fetes, often under the direction
of the Red Cross. A Junior Red Cross was formed within state schools which enjoyed
much more support from female students than the Cadets ever did from male students.
Like the public patriotic displays, school authorities indicated that the amount of time

taken for these activities interfered considerably with the 'progress of students in ordi
school subjects'. They nonetheless thought the 'immense spiritual value' gained through
learning "to be of service to others" provided more than adequate compensation. Through
patriotism the ideal student became one who was not only "easily managed" as in the

convict era, or who possessed a "sense of duty and responsibility" as befitting the secul
era, but who was "willing to render simple services for the common welfare". But the

Recorded interview with F.W. Also see B. Kingston (Ed.), The World Moves Slowly. Cassell,
Australia, 1977,44-46; B. Kingston, M v Wife. M v Daughter and Poor Mary Ann. Op. Cit.; R.W.
Connell & T.I. Irving, Op. Cit.; J. Hagan, 'Unions: Context and Perspective, 1850-1980'. In B.
Ford & D. Plowman (Eds.), Australian Unions. A n Industrial Relations Perspective. Macmillan,
Melbourne, 1983, 30-59.
p

- Board, The Education Gazette. 1918, 24. Cited in B. Bessant & A Spaull, Op. Cit., 6.
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ideal 'patriotic' student clearly had to meet gender-specific criteria as well. B o y s were to
contribute to "the common welfare" by training for the act of war, while girls were to
contribute by servicing men's activities. Hence Departmental authorities noted the
"feverish energy with which the girls especially throw themselves into every kind of work
17

that they can do for the 'Boys at the Front'" with glowing approval.

Enhancing the Gender and Age Relations of Studenthood Through Militarism
Consistent with the way in which the current and future labour of students was being
gendered through industrialisation, masculinity was being forged through patriotic
studenthood as an active engagement in the public activity of war while femininity was
being forged as its domestic support. If the gendering of studenthood through patriotism
was consistent with the gendering occurring through industrialisation, contradictions
between them regarding age relations were being forged. Contrasting the movement
which culminated during World War 1 to segregate older youth from the paid labour
force, patriotism demanded the direct involvement of older students in the activities of
war. Even though many of these activities were enacted at the school site, they took
priority over the 'ordinary' tasks of students. This fundamental contradiction regarding

age relations was resolved through the focus on domesticity for girls (for their curriculu
had been domestified), but was heightened in the case of boys. The effective upper age
limit of compulsory studenthood had been raised to fourteen years in 1916, but
compulsory military training for boys began at the age of twelve. While it was considered
appropriate and necessary to train twelve year old boys in the use of weaponry and
warfare, boys under the age of sixteen years had been excluded in 1912 from working in
18

any factory classed by the Minister as dangerous!

Exacerbating this even more, school

E.g. Inspector Beavis, Extract from Report on the East Sydney District, The Public Instruct
Gazette. 29/6/1912,195; Report of the Minister for 1916, 32; Report of the Superintendent, Girls'
Industrial School and Training H o m e for Girls, Parramatta, Report of the Minister for 1918,28;
Transcribed Interview, L.D., Appendix B. For further details on activities within schools also see B.
Bessant & A Spaull, Op. Cit.
S. 41, Factories and Shops Act, 1912.
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authorities sought to stir militaristic feelings in all male students by stressing age as an
essentially irrelevant criteria:
When a call to arms was answered by a hundred thousand men,
There were lots of lads in Britain, 'twixt the age of four and ten,
Who'd have answered to their country's call and hurried off to war
If Kitchener had but reduced the fighting age to four.19

Complicating this even further was the contradiction between the compulsory
preparation of male students for the aggressive act of war and the continuing emphasis on
utilising 'persuasive' methods of disciplining students in state schools. It was not until
World War II that a concerted effort was made by several Labor members to have
corporal punishment abolished in N.S.W. schools. Contending that N.S.W. was one of

the few civilised 'countries' which retained this "barbaric practice", they were nonetheless
defeated by a slim margin of votes during the debate on the Child Welfare Act. Even
before World War I Departmental authorities had, however, recommended a range of
punishments for teachers to use as an alternative to caning. Other approved measures
included censure, degradation, isolation, loss of marks, detention, deprivation, and the
imposition of tasks. Of these options detention seemed to be the method teachers
favoured most. It was so commonly used by 1909 that many parents complained to

Inspectors about teachers infringing on parental and family time, insisting that they had no
right to claim it outside school hours. While Inspectors subsequently warned teachers not
to transgress these 'parental rights' to extremes, detention remained a valid disciplinary
.

,20

tool.

'A Call to Arms', The School Magazine. 1, (1), August 1916,101, 'School Magazines, 1916-1920',
20/13242 A O N S W . The School Magazine was a N.S.W. Department of Education monthly
publication which supplemented set reading material in the syllabus.

Chief Inspector's Report, Report of the Minister for 1897, 65; Inspector Dawson, Report o
Minister for 1902, 81; 'Discipline'. The Public Instruction Gazette. 30/11/1908. 545-547: Chief
Inspector's Report, Report of the Minister for 1909, 39; Bulli Public School Punishment Book [first
entry dated January 1905], U W A ; Instructions to Teachers', S. 18, Amended Regulations Under the
1880 Public Instruction Act and the Bursarv Endowmnent Act of 1912. Government Printer, Syney,
1915; Debate on the Child Welfare Bill, N S W P D . 1939.
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O n e incidental result of this was that the time parameters of studenthood were being
stretched to a more fluid conception which suited teachers and which extended beyond the
stated timetable. Another was that although the recorded amount of caning did decrease
from the turn of the century, it decreased markedly for female and very young students
rather than male students. Except for very extreme situations, the caning of girls under
the age of twelve was forbidden in all state schools around the turn of the century. The
same occurred for students under the age of nine in 1916. This does not necessarily mean
that girls and young students were punished less frequently than boys. Indeed, teachers
seemed to rely on detention for young students and sarcasm, censure and degradation for
girls. It was this gendering of punishment together with militarism which rendered
21

studenthood a more complex social relation.

The gendering of disciplinary methods in day school from the turn of the twentieth
century was an extension of the gendered discipline which had already occurred in total
schools. But each were rooted in the increasing incorporation of notions about bourgeois
femininity into studenthood itself. While state authorities had been affronted by the

'scandalous' contempt of the girls in the Biloela riots towards regulations and staff, by
1890s the physical aggression displayed by girls in the Industrial School was perceived
simply as unfeminine. The Matron of the Shaftesbury Reformatory commented, for
example, that a number of girls from Bulli were "bad" because they would "fight with any
man". It was around this time that the caning of girls under twelve years was forbidden

in all state schools. Teachers appeared to follow this recommendation and caned girls not
only less frequently than they caned boys, but also subjected them to less severe caning
than boys when they were punished. By 1909 it was noted that except for extreme cases,
the caning of girls in public schools was fast disappearing. The disassociation of
femininity from physical coercion at a time when the aggressive act of warfare was

Report of the Medical Inspecting Officers, Report of the Minister for 1910,70; Recorded Interviews
with J.W. and P.J.; Transcribed Interview with L.D., Appendix B; Tables A40 - A42, Ap
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construed by state authorities as necessary for society held several implications for
students.

If Bulli Public School was typical of the time then students were caned more often
for transgressing the teachers' authority than for any other reason, as Graph 9 below
indicates. With students being caned most frequently for reasons such as "disorder",
"impudence" and "insubordination", the unequal power relation between students and
teachers was emphasised. It was the exercise of this power and authority which was
manifested through caning that the Minister and the Inspectors supported in spite of
numerous complaints by parents. While this suggests that the decrease in corporal
punishment for girls and the continued use of it with boys led to greater powerlessness
for male students, this was not entirely the case.

Although male and female students have commented on the fear associated with
caning, several women who were students before 1920 measured their own lack of power
not only against the teachers' authority but also against male students' greater ability to
demonstrate resistance against caning. Boys who 'weren't scared at all' would provoke
the teacher into caning them by behaviour such as throwing inkwells and hiding the cane
itself. They then acted in such a nonchalant way during the caning that the teacher was
infuriated, giving the female students cause to almost mythologise the perpetrators

- Evidence of Agnes King, Matron of Shaftesbury Reformatory, Child Protection Bill, 1891,1107;
Chief Inspector's Report, Report of the Minister for 1909,39; Table A40, Appendix A. More
detailed analysis of the archival information on which this Table is based indicates that while boys
received between 1 and 8 'strokes' at each caning, girls usually received 1 'stroke' and never more than
3-

C.f. Table A39, Appendix A; Table A43, Appendix A; District Inspector Johnson, Report of the
Minister for 1883,101; Report of the Minister for 1884,19; Chief Inspector's Report, Report of the
Minister of Public Instruction for the Year 1915. Government Printer, Sydney, 1916, 32-33; P.
Board to M r F., Batlow Public School, 29/11/1915, Letters of Complaints and Promotions, 1915',
1/2103 A O N S W ; Papers on Court Case, 20/2/1903, 'Yass School File', 5/18259 A O N S W ;
Minister of Public Instruction to C M . S., 15/9/1913, 'Alstonville School File', 5/14646 A O N S W ;
Anonymous to the Minister of Public Instruction, 23/8/1904, Ibid.
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for resisting authority. S o m e boys certainly admitted to feeling 'scared' w h e n facing the
teacher for a 'hiding', but tended to see caning as the natural outcome of them dealing
with some form of injustice dealt out by the teacher. Although not intended as such by
school authorities, caning appeared to provide boys with more - albeit peculiar - means of
resolving student-teacher conflict than girls.

GRAPH 9
Recorded Reasons for Caning Students at Bulli Public School,
1905 - 1941

Challenging Teacher's Authority
Breaking Classroom Rules
Breaking School Work Rules
Breaking School Rules
Transgressing Morality Rules
Breaking Playground Rules
Violating Property
Violating People
No Reason

37.8%
17.1%
16.1%
13.1%
7.9%
3.0%
2.5%
2.2%
0.3%

Source: Bulli Public School Punishment Book, U W A

Recorded interviews with J.W., J.T. and T.T.; Transcribed Interview with L.D., Appendix B.
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At the same time though boys were caught in a w e b of contradictions constructed by
state authorities. Aggression was idealised as an appropriate activity for boys and men
through war, yet male students were punished for being aggressive and fighting at
school. They were, moreover, punished by the physically aggressive act of caning. If
they threatened the teacher with some form of retaliation in return, they were subjected
yet more caning. Although logically contradictory, the implied message was that

aggression was 'legitimate' only if used for state-sanctioned purposes (such as war) or i
it was applied by someone in authority (such as a male adult teacher). For girls, the
message was that they were different from boys, that they should be treated as such and
that physical aggression was a form of power wielded by male/authorities. For boys the
message was that their powerlessness was a transitory state linked with their status as
25

children and students.

Reinforcing this message further was the increased emphasis on the physical
prowess of students which occurred during this period. Supervised training for physical
fitness was required of students under the 1912 Defence Act because medical
examinations for compulsory military training had deemed a large proportion of males to
be physically unfit for service. Both medical and state authorities argued that factory
conditions helped to stunt the growth of youth and rendered them unfit as adults for
industry and war. Therefore they stressed the need to care for the physical welfare of
students; a dimension of studenthood which had already been transformed by the

introduction of Drill throughout state schools, although initially it was part of the tra
of cadets. Under the supervision of military officers a syllabus of Physical Drill was
issued in 1904 which continued the aim of having students move with precision while

introducing the new aim of physical fitness for industrial efficiency. By the early 1900s
many discrepant concerns - such as cadet drill for warfare and organised games or sports
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to entice boys to attend school - had been drawn together to 'lay the foundation for
Oft

national efficiency' by attending to the physical exercising of students.

Students tended to see these activities as an enjoyable change from classroom
routine, and hence took them up enthusiastically across the state. Sports like cricket and
football which had been popular out of school from the late colonial period became
particularly popular. By the early 1900s several localities had organised Public School
Athletic Associations on their own initiative, complete with competitive inter-school
sports days. In 1896 for example, the New England area held an annual Country
Football week which was attended by students from the region. Like patriotic displays,
these sporting events facilitated the 'public visibility' of studenthood. Indeed some
localities managed to combine philanthropy, patriotism and competitiveness by holding
an annual public sports day in honour of a visiting Governor and donating the proceeds to
27

charity.

Departmental authorities seemed keen to encourage this enthusiasm, for most

public schools in N.S.W. were reputed to have instigated a half-day of school-time
devoted exclusively to sport by 1916. Rather than increasing the time spent at drill or

cadet training, Departmental authorities appear to have been willing to expand this activity
in response to student preferences. Perhaps too this was one means of meeting broader
state aims while reducing the conflict associated with their overt attempts to militarise
28

studenthood.

Report of the Chief Inspector, Report of the Minister for 1902, 95-99; N.S.W. Department of Public
Instruction, Manual of School Drill and Physical Training. Issued for the Use of Teachers in the
Public Schools of N e w South Wales. Government Printer, Sydney, 1904; Report of the Minister for
1910,66; Report of Director of Education, Report of the Minister for 1912,43; Report of the
Minister for 1913,17; Report of the Minister for 1916, 36.
C.f. District Inspector Lobban, Report of the Minister for 1898, 87; Inspectors Pearson,
and Dennis, Report of the Minister for 1902, 86, 87, 99; Memorandum, 9/7/1896, 'Gunnedah School
File', 5/16197.3 A O N S W ; Recorded interview with J.W.; Transcribed interview with L.D.,
Appendix B.
Superintendent of Drill and Physical Training, Report of the Minister for 1916,41.
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But Departmental authorities also argued that national efficiency should be met in a
gender-specific way. Hence they seemed to presume that in order to produce a generation
offitworkers they should give the physical welfare of boys special attention. Although
some activities such as swimming and drill were intended for all students, Departmental
authorities began to call for the expansion of school playground areas so that sufficient
space would exist for boys to play organised sport. While schools in country areas found
it relatively easy to utilise surrounding grounds for this purpose, schools in metropolitan
areas were hampered by insufficient space and had to convert existing playgrounds for
use as sports grounds. With the segregation of girls, boys and infants into different
playgrounds from the 1880s, this meant the playground space of girls and infants was
often appropriated for male sport. Hence through both sports and cadet training, school
space outside the classroom w a s masculinised.

When Departmental authorities commented on the sports afternoons after World War
I, it is not surprising that they therefore noted the limited playing areas for girls and the
disinclination of girls to participate in sports. F r o m 1918, however, they embarked on a
plan of actively cultivating 'girls' sports like hockey and basketball, but these were neither
familiar to m a n y girls nor did they possess the popularity which games such as cricket
and football so clearly held outside the school with both m e n and w o m e n . Girls began,
moreover, from a marginal position with limited resources and space. S o m e female
students recognised that being good at sports w a s unimportant to school authorities'
assessment of them as students while it appeared to be important for boys. Indeed
Departmental authorities censured s o m e primary school teachers for not promoting boys
to post-primary schooling because they preferred to keep them in primary to compete in
29

sport.

Both directly and indirectly through militarism the physical dimension of
30

studenthood was being transformed - and gendered in the process.

E.g. Report of the Minister for 1884,2; Chief Inspector's Report, Report of the Minister for 1897,
63; 'School Sports and Pastimes', The Public Instruction Gazette. 31/8/1908,416; 'Swimming', The
Public Instruction Gazette. 31/1/1910,4; Report of the Director of Education, Report of the Minister
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Although this emphasis o n militarism receded with the conclusion of World W a r I,
many of these features remained. Sport, for example, continued as a part of the regular
timetable. Students were required to celebrate Empire Day annually and to participate in
the weekly flag-saluting and national anthem-singing ceremonies. Mobilising students for
public displays also occurred with some regularity, and the Cadets Corps continued. One
student who left school in 1944 remembered a weekly Assembly Day which included
most of these features as well as 'special occasions' such as the Public School Display
during the 150th Centennary of Australia:

W e had assembly every M o n d a y and w e always said "I honour m y G o d ,
I serve m y King, and I salute m y flag' and w e sang the national anthem.
A n d for Empire D a y and other special occasions w e sang lots of songs like
'Land of H o p e and Glory' and, well, patriotic songs I suppose you'd call them.
A n d that became more so during the W a r [World W a r H]. W e always sang the
patriotic songs and had drives.31

But male students were never again rallied like they were during World W a r I to
actively take part in a war effort as part of their 'civic duty'. The reason for this was
complex and lay partly with the different conduct of the second World War. But it was
also related to the fervour of peace which followed the Great War and the clearer
delineation of studenthood as the civic responsibility of youth. Before the conclusion of
the War, students were expected to contribute actively to the war effort. Between 1910
and 1918 schools were closed on odd days to allow male students and teachers to attend

for 1912,43; Superintendent of Drill and Physical Training, Report of the Minister for 1916,41;
Report of the Minister for 1918, 24; Recorded interviews with J.F., J.W., F.W., T.T., K.K.;
. Transcribed interview with L.D., Appendix B.

Jim Walker argues that the football ethos supported by a group of 'problem' male student
contemporary inner Sydney Public High School has altered the school itself substantially; the brief
analysis in this chapter begins to pinpoint die historical rationale behind it. See J. Walker, Louts and
Legends. Op. Cit.

Recorded interview with P.J. Also see, for example: Report of the Minister for 1922, 233
Fraser to Teacher, Lower Clarence Public School, 16/10/1919, 'School Holidays, 1919', 20/13236
A O N S W ; 'Directions for the Observance of Empire Day', The Education Gazette. 1/4/1925,42;
'Children's Display', The Education Gazette. 1/8/1925,114; Report of the Minister for 1926,42;
'Saluting the Hag', The Education Gazette. 2/12/1929,194; League of Nations Day, The Education
Gazette. 2/7/1934,127; J. Burnswood & J. Fletcher, Op. Cit., 204.
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Rifle Meetings, teachers were enlisted to help detect twelve year old boys w h o were
evading compulsory military training, and students were asked to preach to all their
friends about the "glorious right" of war. From 1919, however, this changed. State
students were requested by Departmental authorities to sign a pledge which committed
them to the League of Nations' aim of promoting world peace. By focusing on actively
ensuring an absence of war (i.e. peace), no male student could be compelled to train for
the act of war again. This resolved the major contradiction forged by militarism and

industrialisation through age relations for male students. It also enhanced studenthood as
a degendered 'childhood'. Indeed, many heads of schools requested permission to close
32

for a Children's D a y as part of the local Peace celebrations of 1919.

But the focus on peace still involved an expectation by state authorities that all
citizens would be prepared for the possibility of war occurring again. Hence in the 1920s
schools were closed annually across the state so that students could take part in Anzac
Day and Armistice Day ceremonies; public rituals which contained the contradiction of
glorifying war while celebrating its current absence. And hence the state school

curriculum continued to include much of the earlier militaristic content (e.g. Cadets, Dril
the study of war), but students were now required to learn about the efforts for world
peace which the League of Nations (and later the United Nations) sought. Indeed, the
Junior Red Cross Society continued to operate in state schools and sought to have its
members promote peace while acquiring skills that would be useful in the event of war (or
national disaster). This incidentally emphasised the bourgeois interpretation of morality

E.g. A.R., Googong Public School via Queanbeyan to Chief Inspector, 9/9/1910, 'Burra Burra School
File', 5/15183.1 A O N S W ; Commonwealth School Paper. May 1915, 158. Cited by S.G. Firth,
Op. Cit., 136; Application for School Holiday from Mudgee School, 20/5/1919, 'School Holidays',
20/13236 A O N S W ; Application for School Holiday from Kootingal School, 4/8/1919, Ibid.; Report
of the Minister for 1919.
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with even more clarity, for students were urged to "develop respect for the rights and
feelings of others" as part of the international focus on peace.

Notwithstanding this new contradiction forged by the ideology of war, young people

clearly were to mediate it through schooling from 1920. With the resolution of conflict

regarding age relations which more firmly detached youth from the general activities o

citizens and more firmly attached them to studenthood instead, state authorities began
stress the need to foster students' allegiance to the school site itself.

STATE SCHOOLS AS A UNIFYING SITE FOR STUDENTHOOD: 1900- 1948
Before 1920 state authorities had not deliberately attempted to foster a feeling of
identification with or pride in the particular school students attended. Instead they

concentrated on developing students' patriotic sentiments through similar activities to

adults, compelling their regular full-time school attendance, and attempting to persuad
parents to support the schooling enterprise. Indeed, from the turn of the century
Departmental authorities suggested that P&Cs could play a significant role in helping
parents to appreciate that state schooling was designed to meet the nations' needs. If

parents and teachers, or the home and the school, "united forces", then the "urgent nee

of the country could be met. But like the situation with LSBs in the latter half of the

nineteenth century, the Department intended that it would retain the upper hand in this
alliance. While Departmental authorities therefore initially approved rules which had
drawn up by P&Cs, by 1920 they had devised a standardised form which was issued to

parents who were setting up a new P&C. These standardised rules specifically stated th
P&C members were to have no control over the management of the school nor were they

E.g. 'The Junior Red Cross Society', The Education Gazette. 1/3/1926,23; Report of the Minister
for 1919; World Disarmament Conference'. The Education Gazette. 1/8/1931,126; J. Burnswood &
J. Fletcher, Op. Cit., 206-209.
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to interfere with the exercise of any teacher's authority. Clearly the relationship of unity
between school and home was to be unequal, with schools the more "powerful agent".

The school had already become a 'powerful agent' in bringing young people together
in the same geographic space. In spite of the irregular attendance which school authorities
complained of before the 1920s, studenthood itself had become a social relation which cut
across gender and age differences and unified young people at the school site by the turn
of the twentieth century. Schools were the places where young people spent much of
their time, where they formed friendships, and where some felt a sense of mutual
powerlessness against the authority of the teacher. In total institutions like industrial
schools this sense of student/inmate community was greatly enhanced by the greater
reliance of young people on each other for both emotional and material support, and for
.•

35

dealing with interpersonal conflict between inmates and institutional authorities.

The 1916 Truancy Act anchored this relationship of youth with the state through
studenthood more firmly. Not only did this Act delineate schooling as the legitimate
activity of young people, but it further entrenched state schooling as their major option.

This legislation left private schooling intact but allowed both state authorities to conduct
census surveys to ascertain children's whereabouts and Departmental authorities to
monitor private school attendance. The latter aimed at state authorities ensuring students
regularly attended the 'lower class' private schools, to the extent that Ragged Schools,

Inspector McKenzie, 'Teachers' and Parents' Associations', The Public Instruction Gazette. 26/2/1907,
324-325; N.S.W. Department of Public Instruction, Primary Syllabus of Instruction. 1905, Preface,
iv; Hon. Secretary P & C Black Mountain, to the Minister of Education, 8/12/1924, *P & C
Associations', 20/12963 A O N S W ; Suggested Rules for P & Cs and Mothers' Clubs, File No.
00949/36, Ibid.

L. Todd. A Place Like Home. Growing up in the School of Industry. 1915-1922. Hale & Iremo
Sydney, 1987; Recorded interviews with J.F., J.W., F.W.J.T., K.L., and T.T.; Transcribed
interview with L.D., Appendix B.
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amongst others, had ceased operating by the 1920s.

This located more students within

the state system itself. But another clause of the Truancy Act aimed at compelling
students to attend one particular state school.

The background to zoning, or compelling students to attend the school closest to their
home, lay with the continuing administrative inability of Departmental authorities to keep
track of migrating families and with a more recent attempt to minimise Departmental
expenditure. Discovering that some students were "abusing" their "privileges" by using
free rail passes to attend schools outside their immediate vicinity, rail passes were

restricted in 1906 to the closest school to the student's home. In the metropolitan areas a

least this appears to have established the general view that all students should attend the
closest school unless receiving Departmental permission to do otherwise. Zoning
implemented this organisational principle throughout the state and in doing so, reduced
the option exercised by a number of students to attend the state school of their choice.
Before zoning, students could and did change schools if, for example, they did not get
along with a teacher - even if it meant walking several miles instead of several hundred
yards each day. From 1917, however, state authorities expected students to attend the one
'in

school and to attend it on a full-time basis.

This administrative policy incidentally

established the material conditions for state authorities to consider developing student
allegiance to the school they attended.

Debate on the Truancy Act, N S W P D . 1915. On the effects of this on private schools see J.
Ramsland, Children of the Backlanes. Op. Cit.; N. Kyle, Her Natural Destiny. Op. Cit.

'Memorandum to Teachers on Free Railway Passes', The Public Instruction Gazette. 28/9/190
P. Board to G. F., 10/12/1915, 'Letters of Complaints and Promotions, 1915', 1/2103 A O N S W ; P.
Board to T. P., 10/12/1915, Ibid.; S. 17, Public Instruction (Amendment) Act, No. 51,1916;
'School Children's Rail Passes', The Education Gazette. 1/7/1926, 82; Recorded interviews with J.W.
andJ.T; Transcribed interview with L.D., Appendix B.
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Developing Student Allegiance to the State School Site: 1920 -1948
There is no evidence that this was a conscious plan which intended to enhance the
sort of loyalty that state and Commonwealth authorities were attempting to develop in
state students through patriotism. Indeed, it may well have been a 'logical' adoption of
private school practice following the establishment of a state secondary system of postprimary schooling. As one contemporary author remarked, private schools had always
been keen to develop students' sense of pride in their "own" school:
The "old school tie" attitude is one of legitimate pride in the achievements and
reputation of the school. It is in the same class as pride in one's country, or
clan, or ancestry or regiment.38

Whether deliberate or not, elements of the 'old school tie' attitude which state authoriti

encouraged in state schools from 1920 in secondary schools in particular clearly fitted th
broader pattern of patriotism.

Students at state high schools had always worn a school uniform which, like the
orphan and industrial schools beforehand, aimed to render class differences visible. In
the case of high schools though, uniforms were an imitation of private school practice and
were a distinctive badge of not being working class. By the 1920s this practice had
extended to the major Continuation Schools in the metropolitan areas, with each school
having a different uniform to render students visibly different from each other and to

symbolically display that they 'belonged' to a particular school. Neither rural schools no
primary schools adopted this practice before 1948 and hence uniforms also distinguished
secondary students from other students. Total institutions also retained their own 'plain
and economic garb' as they had done since the early nineteenth century. This meant that
children from state orphanages and the Truant School who attended regular schools were

F.G. Phillips, Democracy and the Private School. Sydney and Melbourne Publishing Co., Sydney,
N.d., 9.
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"always distinguished and separated from the other children in the school" through their
39

different uniforms.

School uniforms also proved incidentally useful to school authorities in identifying
students and monitoring their behaviour when they were not at school. One woman could
not understand why she failed to change her uniform after school because it so frequently
resulted in her being 'dragged out in front of assembly as an example of unladylike
behaviour to other people', with the headmistress declaring:
This girl was caught riding her bike up the middle of the main street with a troop
of boys behind her. That is not the behaviour w e expect from students
of this school. She was still in her uniform.40

Other practices besides wearing a school uniform were introduced specifically to
foster both primary and secondary students' identification with and pride in the school
they attended. By the 1940s school assembly halls were a feature of many secondary and
primary schools. Through this 'civic' space within the school itself students were
gathered together to hear 'news' pertinent to the school and to give public performances.
Teachers were encouraged to devise school mottoes and compose school songs, which
were incorporated into the daily and weekly flag-raising and anthem singing ceremonies.
Although some students from isolated areas did not have these as a feature of their school

life, others who acquired newly-trained teachers recalled the introduction of a school 'wa
cry' for sports events and a school song, such as the following:

Glenpatrick fair I love thee,
The dear h o m e of m y learning.
In after years I k n o w m y thoughts
T o thee will be returning.
I'm proud I w a s a scholar there.

E.g. Recorded interview with P J.; K. Fitzpatrick, Solid Blue Foundations. Memories of an
Australian Girlhood. Penguin, Australia, 1983; R. Taylor, Your Hills are Too High. An Australian
Childhood. Redress Press, Broadway, Sydney, 1986.
Recorded interview with P.J.
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M y grateful claim shall be 'Twas there I learned the rudiments
of Faith and Liberty.41
But it was inter-school sporting events which became the the major vehicle for the public
expression of students' 'school spirit'. Students sat in segregated areas which marked
them off as supporting one school or another, and they devised chants to encourage and
identify their school team. Some schools which regularly competed against each other
became 'traditional enemies' and students saw themselves as being "at war" with each
other.

Criteria of studenthood such as morality, behaviour and appearance were being
articulated to the school site through such attempts to inspire some sense of student
allegiance to the school itself. In this way the time, space and physical dimensions of
studenthood were transformed further while the unifying purpose of studenthood as

youths' responsibility to the state as citizens was enhanced. Clearly the reconstruction o

social relations which occurred either directly or indirectly through patriotism transform
the relationship of youth with the state in a number of significant ways. The most
fundamental transformation involved the resolution of the contradictions about youth's
labour and responsibilities, which in turn enhanced the contradiction between studenthood
as a civic duty and the non-recognition of youth as citizens. This period was
characterised by a transformation in social relations which also formally accorded
Aborigines the status of non-citizens.

41

42

N. Thorpe, Turn the Windmills Off! It's Sunday. Weston, Kiama, 1987, 55.
E.g. N. Thorpe, Op. Cit.; Recorded Interview with P.J.
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PATRIOTISM. RACISM AND STUDENTHOOD: 1880- 1948
Conscious attempts by Departmental authorities to rework the loyalties of students
involved considerable attention being paid to colonial Australia's shared heritage with the
British race - a race which was perceived by both English and Australian authorities to be
the essence of the civilized world. Although the N.S.W. Department of Public
Instruction declared it did not intend to 'disparage other races by any exaggerated
sentiment arising out of a mere glorification of the British', analyses of school texts and
curriculum content suggest that the 'disparagement' of Australian Aborigines was an
important part of the process of redefining social relations which state schooling was
actively engaged in. Catholic school texts of the period focused on the praise and respect
due to Aborigines for their fairness, harmonious personal relationships, affection for
children, care of the ill and respect for the aged. The net result was a general picture of
Aborigines as honest and trustworthy before the influence of British 'civilization'. Public
school readers, however, depicted Aborigines very differently. While the British were
portrayed as heroic, level-headed, honourable and willing to work, Aborigines were
presented as possessing the opposite characteristics of cowardice, irrationality,
untrustworthiness and laziness.

Anglo-European discursive construction of Aboriginal 'otherness' was not new to
Australia nor was it unique to N.S.W. as a British colony. What was new at this time
was that a particular perception of Aboriginal difference, which included their presumed
inferiority, was approved and disseminated by state authorities for public consumption.
The rudimentary structural means by which this could become institutionalised throughout

C.f, S.G. Firth, Op. Cit.; N. Townshend, Op. Cit.; 'Empire Day', Public Instruction Gazette.
28/4/1906, 78.

As argued in Chapter 2, this belief found its first institutionalised expression in N.S.W
Analyses of other British colonies for this period include, for example, British attitudes towards
Anglicised Indians and the British construction of Asian difference. See H. Bhaba, 'Of Mimicry and
Man: The Ambivalence of Colonial Discourse". In J. Donald & S. Hall (Eds.), Op. Cit., 198-205;
E. Said, 'Knowing the Oriental'/^.. 188-197.
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N.S.W. had already been laid with the appointment of the Board for the Protection of
Aborigines (APB) in 1882, which immediately embarked upon a policy of establishing
segregated state reserves wherever white communities objected to the presence of
Aborigines. Yet members of the APB did not perceive the Board as facilitating the
construction of racial differences. Rather, it was seen as a state agency which provided
an 'asylum' for the 'protection' of Aborigines from the 'pernicious influence' of white
communities and which sought to 'civilise' them by teaching Aboriginal youth in
particular to live a sedentary lifestyle and work for wages. By 1891 the Board controlled
78 reserves and stations throughout N.S.W. and catered for approximately 2000
Aborigines, although this accounted for no more than one-third of the total Aboriginal
population in the state.

Although committed to an ideal of equality which guaranteed unrestricted access to
schooling, the Department of Public Instruction readily adopted this broader state policy
of segregation. Indeed the Department had probably contributed to its formulation when
John Robertson approved the funding of Aboriginal schools at the Maloga and
Warengsda Missions in 1881 and 1882; missions which were soon appropriated by the
APB as government reserves. Yet at least 170 Aboriginal children were enrolled in state
day schools when this policy began to be implemented. A framework for conflict within
the Department of Public Instruction between the equality through access which it
espoused and the broader state policy of segregation had been established. So too had the
basis for conflict between two state agencies which claimed responsibility for the
education of a particular group of young people. The sequence of events which followed

after 1882 indicate that state schooling played a substantial role in validating the state

Report of the Board for the Protection of Aborigines for 1884, N S W L A V & P . 1885, 2,615;
Report of the Board for the Protection of Aborigines for 1883, J N S W L C . 1884,1651; M . Wilkie,
The Survival of the Aboriginal Family in N e w South Wales 1788-1981. A Review of Government
Policies and Administration. Aboriginal Children's Research Project, Family and Children's Services
Agency, Discussion Paper No. 4, April 1982.
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policy of segregation and in the forging of black-white differences. It also indicates that
further tensions were created as a result of this initial framework of conflict.

Anglicising Studenthood bv Marginalising Aboriginal Students: 1883 - 1909
In the first months of 1883, parents of white students at Yass Public School
threatened to withdraw their children from the school if the fifteen Aboriginal students
attending were not expelled. They claimed that the students had 'dirty habits' and that
their presence 'offended' the teacher and other students. The Minister promptly ordered
their expulsion, although the legal parameters for expulsion had not been infringed.
This decision can be construed as little other than racist, both on its own merits and in
comparison to other issues concerning the enrolment and attendance of state students.
For instance, a number of parents had complained about children from both Victoria and
Queensland attending N.S.W. schools on state borders, but the Minister had decided that
these 'outsiders' could remain in N.S.W. schools. After the turn of the century
Departmental authorities also began to consider the possibility of including the Deaf and
Dumb alphabet in the primary school syllabus so that children from the Deaf, Dumb and
Blind Institution could attend state schools.

Regarded as a special decision of unprecedented proportion by the Minister himself,
the Department had failed to challenge localised white perceptions of Aboriginal inferiority
and had signalled to all white communities that any perceptions of Aborigines as inferior
and any demand for their exclusion from 'democratic' institutions were perfectly

See J J. Fletcher, 'A History of Aboriginal Education in N e w South Wales 1788-1947', Op. Cit., 9697, for a more detailed description of events - which involved the Department requesting the police to
investigate the feasibility of establishing a segregated school, which was curtailed when it was
reported that all expelled children had subsequently enrolled at the local Catholic school.

Neither deaf nor dumb students were actually enrolled in regular schools during mis period
point remains. See Entry 06.48544, Department of Education, 'Special Decisions and Precedent Book
1882-1914', 1/3509A A O N S W ; Report of the Minister for 1918,22; Chief Inspector's Report,
Report of the Minister for 1919,31. O n children crossing the state borders to attend N.S.W. schools
see Entry 97.63703, 'Special Decisions and Precedent Book', Op. Cit.
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legitimate.

Although not actively initiating the Yass complaint, the Department clearly

chose to act within the ideological parameters it was seeking to teach students anyway the superiority of Anglo-Australians. Both the Minister and Departmental authorities also
failed to implement alternatives to expulsion which were available to them. They did not,
for "example, consider threatening the objecting parents at Yass with the legal and
administrative forces at their disposal to compel the white children's attendance. Nor did
they simply discard or discredit the objections of white parents, as they so readily and so
frequentiy did with parental objections to other school practices. In fact a further
contradiction regarding the relationship of parents to state schooling was constructed
through this event; a contradiction which did not allow parents any direct say in the
schooling of their own children but which empowered white parents to make valid
commentary on the schooling of Aboriginal children.

Given the Departmental support of white parents' complaints in Yass it is not
surprising that demands for the exclusion of Aboriginal students continued through a
number of localities. In some localities demands for the expulsion of Aboriginal students
actually prompted the removal of the entire Aboriginal community from that area to the
49

nearest established reserve.

T h e process of complaint and exclusion must have been a

pervasive and powerful force in Anglo-Australian communities of the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, for a contemporary historian of education claimed that the
Native Institution at Parramatta, which had been established in 1814, "was finally closed
owing to the objections raised by the white population".

Entry 83.28454, Ibid.
For examples of school exclusions see J J. Fletcher, 'A History of Aboriginal Education
South Wales 1788-1947', Op. Cit., (esp. Chapter 4). For examples of school exclusion leading to
the removal of communities see D. Huggonson, Towards a History of Aboriginal Education in New
South Wales', The Aboriginal Child at School. 12, (5), 1984, 24-32.

K. Gollan, The Organisation and Administration of Education in New South Wales. Sydney Te
College Press, Newtown, 1924, 7.
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D e m a n d s for the exclusion of Aborigines from communities and state schools seem
to have peaked in the 1890s and early 1900s. This period was characterised by militant
union demands for the protection of white employment from black labour and a reliance

on 'strike' action - which was the usual threat of white parents in the Aboriginal student

issue. In some localities, such as Barrington in 1890, parents carried out their threat of
'striking' when the Department did not respond quickly enough to their demands. So too
did the parents from Breeza Public School who had petitioned the Minister in late 1901,
leaving fifteen Aboriginal students as the only students in attendance in early 1902. On
these students being ordered out of the school, Aboriginal parents registered their own

petition of protest with the Minister, demanding to know the reasons for the exclusion and

stipulating that if a segregated school was established for their children, they would re
to use it. The teacher from Breeza Public School suggested to the Minister that these

'uppity' parents be told in no uncertain terms that the reason for exclusion was that they
were Aboriginal and that the act of exclusion was "simply the will of the people with the
Minister's sanction". *

Lessons on patriotic citizenship which the Department prescribed within the state
syllabus were being translated into practice by these actions. In 1901 these lessons were
legitimated further when Aborigines were excluded formally as citizens from the
Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia; a condition which was not altered until
52

1967.

Just as both white and black Australians were learning that being Aboriginal was

sufficient grounds to be excluded from Australia's democratic processes, the illegal
expulsion of numbers of Aboriginal students from state day schools transformed the
parameters of studenthood. Studenthood was established as a visible, as well as an

On school exclusion see J.J. Fletcher, 'A History of Aboriginal Education in N e w South Wales 17881947, Op. Cit.. On union activity see R.W. Connell & T.I. Irving, Op. Cit.

For further discussion on Commonwealth provisions see J. Gleeson, 'But, What Have we Do
Uplift Them? The Administration of Aboriginal Affairs Policy at the Federal Level, 1901
B.A. (Hons) Thesis, A N U , 1984.
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ideological, Anglicised concept.

While the policy of Aboriginal exclusion on white local demand clearly helped to
differentiate between black and white Australians it also served other purposes. On the
one hand both the responsibility and any blame for exclusion was placed squarely at the
local level, thereby preserving the appearance of government neutrality while ensuring
state policy was nonetheless met. On the other hand it created further problems for state
policymakers. The Department of Public Instruction was charged with the responsibility
of providing schooling for all youth who were not explicitly exempted from compulsion and Aboriginality was not grounds for exemption. Having established a policy of

exclusion following local complaints and thereby indicating the presumption of Aboriginal
difference and inferiority, the Department was faced with two new problematics: what to
do with Aboriginal students who had been excluded; and what to do in schools where
Aboriginal students remained because no community had objected. Inspectors were quick
to step in and deal with each as they saw fit. In some localities where no complaints had
been raised about black and white students being schooled together Inspectors
occasionally insisted on and initiated the process of exclusion themselves. The rare

Inspector argued against the need to exclude particular groups of Aboriginal students who
53

were k n o w n to them.

Although interpreting Departmental policy very broadly by

-f-o

allowing Inspectors do this, the Minister created further policy to address each issue.

Prompted by a specific situation where white parents at Kempsey had demanded the
expulsion of the two Aboriginal students in the school, parsimony finally carried more
weight than existing policy - for Departmental authorities were forced to consider the
question of providing alternatives for excluded students in some detail. The resulting
policy of 1884 therefore attempted to resolve some of the ongoing tension between the

See examples in J J. Fletcher, 'A History of Aboriginal Education in New South Wales 1788-1947,
Op. Cit.
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principles of equality and segregation as well as the n e w problems facing the Department
in financing alternative schooling:

In all localities where a sufficient number of Aboriginal children can be grouped
together for instruction it would be advisable to establish a school
for their benefit exclusively, but in places where there are only a few such
children, there will be no objection offered to their attending the nearest
public school, provided they are habitually clean, decently clad and that
they conduct themselves with propriety both in and out of the school.54

Criteria related to the cleanliness, clothing and appearance of students were not new
to public schools. 'Dirty and unkempt' metropolitan children were still sent to Ragged
Schools and students in state day schools were caned for being dirty. Yet in the 1884

policy all Aboriginal students were singled out and thrown under initial suspicion by thi

policy, simply because of their Aboriginality. Scrutiny of Aboriginal students' lives bot
in and out of school was also sanctioned, and although studenthood had been extended
for all students beyond the geographical confines of the school, only Aboriginal students
could be expelled for their conduct outside school boundaries. While preserving the
appearance of leniency this policy clearly reinforced the principle of Aboriginal

'otherness', presumed their inferiority, and placed Aboriginal students under a full-time

surveillance other students were not subject to. Surveillance lay not only in the hands of
the Department but the entire white community, enhancing the empowerment of white
communities at the expense of Aborigines. The bottom line still lay with Aboriginal
students remaining in state day schools only if members of the white community did not
object.

In some areas no objections were made and a small number of Aboriginal students
did remain enrolled in regular state schools as a result of the policy which attempted to

resolve conflict within the state itself. Given the direction of the 1884 policy, it seems

54 Ministerial Memorandum to APB, Report of the Board for 1884,606.
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likely that a critical factor in determining whether or not white communities (and perhaps
even Inspectors) objected to the presence of Aboriginal students was the extent to which
Aboriginal communities had adopted white behaviours and thus minimised their visible

Aboriginality. Ella Simon lived on the Purfleet reserve at Taree but attended a regular s

school when staying with white relatives and recalled her father stressing the need to we
shoes at all times. An ex-student from Casino claimed that while the town possessed a
government reserve Aboriginal children were not prevented from attending the regular
public school. Although insisting there was no racism in the locality, he indicated that
lack of opposition probably stemmed from white perceptions of Aborigines as more
Anglo-European than Aboriginal, which was demonstrated by a range of behaviour:
Those days there was no discrimination between blacks and whites. 'Course
we're talking about Casino - w h e n you go up North or out West it was different
They had their camps there, but they'd c o m e to town, they had money, they all
had jobs. They all had work. There was nothing what they carry on today with;
none of them was ever put in jail or anything. But w e used to go swimming
together and play football together. Y o u walked up the street with 'em, you
played snooker with 'em, you done everything with them...I suppose they never
had a big house like w e had. But they were clean and you couldn't fault them.
They weren't dirty and they didn't c o m e out like out the West drinkin' plonk and
all that..There was no bad buggers amongst them. W e had no trouble with
them.56

Perhaps of equal importance to some white communities was the most explicit feature
of appearance, namely skin colour. Called on to investigate the local member of
Parliament's request that seventeen Aboriginal students be removed from Yass Public
School (yet again) in 1907, the local Police Sergeant suggested that as the children of

family "are almost white, and are well looked after by their parents, no objection has be
57

taken to them attending, either by the teachers or parents of other children".

Appearance

E. Simon, Through M y Eyes. Collins Dove, Victoria, 1987.
Recorded interview with T.T.

-Sergeant Drummond, Police Station, Yass, to APB, 13/11/1907, 'Yass School File', 5/18
AONSW.
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had always been a crucial factor in state studenthood and it w a s n o w a critical feature in
the forging of race relations.

Although some students remained in what were becoming Anglicised schools, the
majority of Aboriginal students were excluded. Despite the APB's view that teaching
Aboriginal children was of prime importance to its central task of 'civilising' Aborigines

through reserves and its several attempts to gain sole responsiblity for their schooling, th

Department of Public Instruction ensured that it retained control over the institutionalised
education of Aboriginal youth during this period. The Department was, however, often
reluctant to provide schooling facilities on reserves for Aboriginal youth. Indeed a
number of requests from the APB for teachers and resources were met with stubborn
avoidance. The first segregated Aboriginal School apart from those at Maloga and
Warengsda was not established until 1887, four years after the first group of Aboriginal
students had been expelled from Yass Public. The school at Wallaga Lake reserve was,
moreover, established in 1887 because it had been requested by the local white
community.

By 1909 only 14 Aboriginal Schools existed, most of which were below the standard
of schools left to white students. For example, although primary schooling was extended
to 5th class before 1909, several Aboriginal schools which were provided by the
Department did not even possess a 3rd class. Moreover, no more than 19% of the eligible
school-aged Aboriginal population were enrolled in either day or segregated state schools
before 1909. In contrast to contemporary Departmental attitudes towards the irregular

For an analysis of the conflict between the A P B and the Department of Public Instruction see R.
Gallagher, 'Aboriginal Education: The Role of the Board for the Protection of Aborigines in N e w
South Wales 1883-1903', Unpublished Master of Studies Paper, University of Wollongong, 1982.
On the Department's reluctance to provide facilities also see J.J. Fletcher, 'A History of Aboriginal
Education in N e w South Wales', Op. Cit.

Census statistics on Aborigines were incomplete and unreliable, but estimates of students
aged populations for the odd year can be found in J J. Fletcher, 'A History of Aboriginal Education in
New South Wales', Op. Cit. Also see Table A14, Appendix A; Report of the Minister for 1902,
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attendance of white students, there is no evidence that the non-enrolment of 8 0 % of
Aboriginal children within the statutory age parameters was of any concern to the
Minister, Inspectors or Attendance Officers. In addition, Departmental reluctance to
provide Aboriginal schools stands in stark contrast to the same Department's attempts to
bring education to isolated rural areas whereby white students were provided with a range
of options such as third-time schools and itinerant teachers.60

In spite of the clear hesitancy of the Department to provide schooling for Aboriginal
children it is equally clear that some Aboriginal people actively sought white schooling.
Gradual adaption to white expectations that they become more Anglicised in a steadily
increasing population of permanent white occupants perhaps made this inevitable to some
extent. Perhaps too some decided that in the face of this inevitablity there were
advantages to be gained by utilising white schooling. Aboriginal adults at Warengsda, for
example, applied for an Evening Public School in 1896, and black parents at Breeza

clearly demonstrated their belief that black children were entitled to the same opportunitie
as white children. One woman even insisted on moving all her grandchildren from rural
N.S.W. to Bankstown (Sydney) so they could attend the Public School there. Even in
those reserves where the Department did provide schools, there is ample evidence that
children regularly went to school.

At the same time, however, some 80% of eligible Aboriginal children did not attend
any school. Lack of available facilities due to Departmental parsimony and prejudice

C.f. Evidence in, for example, P.R. Cole, The Rural School in Australia. Melbourne University
Press, Melbourne, 1937, JJ. Fletcher, 'A History of Aboriginal Education in N e w South Wales', Op.
Cit.
Interview with Keith Smith by Kevin Gilbert. In K. Gilbert, Living Black. Black Talks to
Gilbert. Allen Lane, London, 1977,186-194; P J. Read, 'A History of the Wiradjuri People', Op.
Cit., 93. Also see annual Reports of the A P B which included Department of Public Instruction
Inspector's Reports on attendance.
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together with a definite discouragement through its policies explains s o m e nonattendance. Yet there is also evidence of active resistance to white schooling by some
Aborigines themselves. This resistance should be seen within the broader argument
offered by Peter Read that numerous members of the Wiradjuri community decided to
maintain minimal contact with white society during this period. Although not examining
schooling specifically, Read provides evidence of opposition voiced by elders about the
potential deculturation of Aboriginal youth which was made much more possible through
them attending a state school. In 1883, for example, several Wiradjuri boys refused to

undergo initiation ceremonies after attending school for several years and elders like t
grandmother of Duncan and Bill Ferguson, who lived outside Warengsda, objected
f\*y

strenuously to the boys being sent to school inside the reserve.

Fears voiced m u c h

earlier in the nineteenth century thus continued through the turn of the twentieth centu
If hegemony was incomplete within white communities clearly it was much less complete
amongst Aborigines themselves. It was this situation which state authorities sought to
alter from 1909.

The Dispersal of Aboriginal Families Through Apprenticing and Total Schooling:
1909-1930s
According to Peter Read, the renewed vigour with which racism was pursued in
N.S.W. from 1909 had its roots in the 'voluntaryism' of the APB's initial policy. This
meant that when reserves were utilised by Aboriginal families they were simply
incorporated into existing modes of life. More precisely, migration continued within
Aboriginal community and kinship boundaries, with newly-established reserves simply
being included in these pre-existing patterns. From 1900 the APB became concerned that
Aborigines were using reserves at their own convenience and that they were not adopting
sedentary and 'industrious' lifestyles. Coercive methods such as withholding rations

P.J. Read, 'A History of the Wiradjuri People'.Op. Cit.
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from families unless they remained on one reserve and greater police surveillance outside
reserves began to be employed, culminating in the Aborigines' Protection Act of 1909
which broadened and strengthened APB and police powers.63

Through the 1909 Act the APB was empowered to keep any Aborigine on any
reserve it chose and to force any able-bodied male deemed to have a 'mixture' of blood
off reserves. The latter stemmed from economic rationalisation as much as it represented

an attempt by state authorities to assimilate "quadroons" and "octroons" into white societ
on the (fallacious) belief that they were more Anglo-European than Aboriginal simply
because of their appearance. By forcing those deemed to be more Aboriginal to stay on

reserves the APB sought to 'civilise' and hence to assimilate them into white culture, but
through a different method. Importantly this legislation also gave the APB in loco

parentis control over all Aboriginal children. In the Protection Acts a 'child' was define
as any Aborigine under the age of 21 years. While state authorities therefore assumed in
loco parentis control over white youth mainly for the time they were actually at school,
living on a government reserve placed Aboriginal youth in the same position as any young
person in a total institution. Indeed under amending legislation of 1915 the APB was
further empowered to not only apprentice out any Aboriginal child without his or her
parents' consent, but to remove any Aboriginal child from a reserve for any purpose it
thought best. Through this as well as the capacity to remove 'octroons' and
'quadroons' from reserves, state authorities essentially empowered themselves to
fragment Aboriginal families and thus Aboriginal culture. The dual process of
fragmentation and 'civilisation' was to occur through coercive strategies covering the
complete range of day-to-day activities including family life, work, recreation and

'Voluntaryism' was limited also by the nature and extent of white opposition to them being elsewhere
as well as the availability of wage-labour. See P.J. Read, Ibid., (esp. Chapters 1-3).

Cf: Report of the Board for the Protection of Aborigines for 1906, NSWPP. 1907,2,83; Abo
Protection Act, No. 25, 1909; S. 11A-13A, Aborigines Protection (Amending) Act, No. 2, 1915.
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schooling.

Following the forced containment of many Aboriginal children on reserves the
Department of Public Instruction was forced to examine its own policies. Although
reluctant to provide schools in the past, the amassing of Aboriginal people together left
Departmental authorities with little choice but to systematically provide schools.
Consistent with its own preferences and state policy, a system of segregated Aboriginal
schools began to be established on government reserves. Consistent with its prior
reluctance to treat Aboriginal students equally to white students and the presumption of
Aboriginal inferiority which informed state policies, human and material resources
provided for these schools were markedly inferior to those provided for white students.
At a time when the Department of Education was eagerly professionalising the teaching
profession, teachers employed in Aboriginal Schools were notorious for their lack of

qualifications. Many raised the ire of Aboriginal parents over their liberal use of corpor
punishment, and their propensity to comment freely to Department of Education and APB
authorities on the behaviour of Aboriginal children and their mothers. Boys were

frequently discussed in terms of their presumed laziness, girls in terms of their presumed
promiscuity, both girls and boys in terms of their unreliability and uncleanliness, and

mothers in terms of their inability to keep their children clean, tidy and obedient to sta

authorities. But if the objections of white parents about state school teachers were ignor
studiously by Departmental authorities then the objections of Aboriginal parents were
disregarded completely. Even those few teachers who were well thought of possessed

little skill in actual teaching. For instance, Ella Simon recalled that in the seventeen y
of one teacher's career at Purfleet Aboriginal School not one person learned to read or
write through her well-intended efforts.

Oral histories provided by Aborigines from Erambie detail the complexity of day-to-day life on a
reserve. See P. Read (Ed.), Down There With m e on the Cowra Mission. An Oral History of
Erambie Aboriginal Reserve. Cowra. New South Wales. Pergamon Press, Sydney, 1984.
C.f. For example: E. Simon, Op. Cit.; Mrs A.R. to Secretary, APB, 2/6/1932, 'Wreck Bay
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S o inferior were these facilities that in the 1915 parliamentary debate on the Truancy
Act politicians utilised the literacy and numeracy levels attained by Aboriginal students as
an inadequate standard of schooling for white students. Some of this inferior resourcing
can be traced to the conflict between the Department of Public Instruction and the APB
over responsibility for Aboriginal youth. Many school buildings remained in a state of
disrepair (to the e »ent that some students were hospitalised for pneumonia), for example,
because each held the other responsible for their maintenance. Yet state authorities also
institutionalised the belief that 'inferior' people required only inferior facilities within
first syllabus compiled by the Department of Public Instruction for Aboriginal Schools in
1916. Teachers were instructed explicitly that schooling was not to proceed beyond Third
Class and that its purpose was to render girls suitable for domestic service and boys for
farm or station labouring - at the same time that the Department was extending schooling
for other students to incorporate post-primary with the stated intention of increasing their
opportunities for social mobility. Although future labour was worked explicitly into the
concept of Aboriginal studenthood, by conceiving and implementing Aboriginal schooling
as the equivalent of total schools, Departmental authorities were attempting to forge class
differences. If white students were to be provided with the opportunity to become skilled
working class through schooling, it was clearly intended that all Aboriginal children
should acquire only those skills which would fit them for unskilled labour. While the
gendering of studenthood in segregated Aboriginal schools appeared to be similar to that
in day schools and total schools, it presumed Aboriginal girls were being trained to serve
white families rather than being educated as a 'good wife and mother' for their own
family.67

Aboriginal School File', 5/166388.4 A O N S W ; Papers Re Complaints Against Miss Ferguson,
1922, "Karuah Aboriginal School File', 5/16465 A O N S W ; Miss E. Herbert to Inspector Kendall,
North Maitland, 4/8/1939, Ibid.
Debate on the Truancy Act, NSWPD. 1913-1916,61,4/11/1915, 3293; N.S.W. Department of
Education, Course of Instruction for Aboriginal Schools. Government Printer, Sydney, 1916.
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The race, gender and class relations which were being forged through studenthood
were, however, only part of the process intended to fragment and Anglicise Aboriginal
culture. Dormitories were established on some reserves so that young people were kept

separate from their families during the night in addition to the segregation that occurr
through schools during the day. Together, however, schools and dormitories were seen
to be insufficient to bring about desired change. Indeed despite the harsh monitoring of
Aboriginal community languages and lifestyles which occurred on reserves, some of
those who survived this period recalled the numerous informal opportunities they had to

learn fragments of the language and lifestyle firmly rooted in the 'old ways'.68 It was th
continuation of Aboriginality as much as the abysmal condition of reserves (which the
APB was responsible for) which the APB seized on to justify the removal of Aboriginal
children from their "vicious surroundings". At first the focus was on removing those
children who were 'almost white' (and hence more able to be Anglicised) but it was soon
argued that black children should also be removed (to prevent them from becoming
Aboriginal):

For years past, it has been recognised that the various aborigines reserves
throughout the State... are far from being suitable places in which to bring up
young children. With such an environment it can hardly be expected that they
will acquire those habits of cleanliness, obedience, and morality which are so
necessary if they are to become decent and useful members of the community.
S o m e of the children are almost white, and if it were not that they were resident
on an aborigines' reserve could hardly be distinguished from European children.
M u c h has been done to ameliorate their condition by the establishment of
dormitories on some of the stations, and by the watchful care of the managers
and their wives and the teachers placed over them, but it must be admitted that
one and all must be contaminated by the vicious surroundings in which they find
themselves, and though some w h o have been sent out to h o m e s by the Board,
show every promise, these can only be regarded as the exceptions. The Board
recognise that the only chance these children have is to be taken away from their
present environment and properly trained by earnest workers before being
apprenticed out, and after once having left the aborigines' reserves they should

68 E.g. Interview with Frank Simpson by Peter Read. In P. Read (Ed.), Down There With M e on the
Cowra Mission. Op.Cit., 11-12; M. Thorpe Clark, The Boy from Cumeroogunga. The Story of Sir
Douglas Ralph Nicholls. Hodder & Stoughton, Lane Cove, 1979; M. Tucker, If Everyone Cared.
Autobiography of Margaret Tucker. Grosvenor, London, 1984.
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never be allowed to return to them permanently.69
The tightening of compulsory schooling measures for white children during this
period was to be complemented by the tightening of measures which sought to 'civilize'
Aborigines. For Aboriginal communities though there was not even the appearance of
persuasive techniques. Removing Aboriginal communities from society and monitoring
them all day and every day was to be followed by the complete removal of Aboriginal
children from Aboriginal influence. In 1911 the Cootamundra Home was established as a
total school which would fill this purpose for girls, while Kinchela was established for
boys in 1924. Before this boys had been placed in other total institutions such as the
Mittagong Farm Home or apprenticed directly from a small institution established at

Singleton in 1917. In these new total schools girls were trained for a prearranged life as a
70

domestic servant and boys as farm labourers.

A significant number of Aboriginal children were removed from their families
between 1916 and 1938. Indeed, Peter Read argues that there was scarcely an Aboriginal
71

family in N.S.W. left untouched by this feature of the dispersal policy.

O n reserves

children were removed frequently by the police, usually forcibly, and often from schools
because their parents were not present to interfere. Those not on reserves were in a

slightly better but often untenable position, for conditions in a racist society rendered t
children highly susceptible to be designated 'neglected' as well. For example, child

rearing patterns meant that Aboriginal children were just as likely to be raised by relatio
as their natural parents, in a period where state authorities were focusing intensively on

Report of the Board for the Protection of Aborigines for 1910, N S W P P . 1911-1912,2,350.

For personal histories of people institutionalised in these total schools see M. Tucker,
P.J. Read, 'A History of the Wiradjuri People', Op. Cit..

P. Read, The Stolen Generations. The Removal of Aboriginal Children in New South Wales 18
to 1869. N.S.W. Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs, Canberra, Occaisonal Paper No. 1, N.d.; P
"A Rape of the Soul So Profound": Some Reflections on the Dispersal Policy in New South W
Aboriginal History. 7, (1), 1983, 23-33.
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the need for parental control over children. School policies which virtually excluded
Aboriginal children from the regular state school meant that they were susceptible to being
deemed truant and hence uncontrollable. Aboriginal employment prospects were generally
restricted to seasonal, migratory, and unskilled jobs, all of which were poorly paid in an
industrialising labour market. This greater likelihood of poverty which went with being
Aboriginal also occurred during a period in which state authorities increasingly frowned
on young people contributing to the family economy. Many conditions therefore
surrounded many Aboriginal families in white society which increased the chances of the
Child Welfare Department, the Department of Education or the APB perceiving their
72

children as 'neglected'.

It has, in fact, been estimated that Aboriginal children stood ten

times the chance of white children of being placed in total institutions during this period
73

for presumed neglect

In essence then, the forced segregation of Aborigines from white communities onto
closed reserves was followed by the internal segregation of Aboriginal children into either
partial schools or total schools - precisely duplicating the process which British and
colonial authorities had implemented in the early nineteenth century for white working
class children. In the early twentieth century, however, schooling for Aboriginal students
had become almost a self-contained replica of the existing state school system, complete
with day schools and total schools. But it was clearly a more bizzare system based on a
pattern of segregation from school and society, followed by internal segregation on
reserves, followed yet again by segregation from reserves to segregated institutions in
white society. There were, moreover, few differences between the purpose of the various

For commentary on these conditions and state perceptions of Aboriginal lifestyles both on and off
reserves see the range of evidence in: M . Tucker, Op. Cit., K. Gilbert, Op. Cit.; M . Thorpe Clarke,
Op. Cit.; P. Read, 'A History of the Wiradjuri People', Op. Cit:, P. Read (Ed.), Down There With
M e on the Cowra Mission.Op. Cit.

The contemporary situation is little different with similar disproportionate chances of A
youths being totally institutionalised. For past and present estimates see M . Wilkie.Op. Cit.
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institutions. Studenthood for Aboriginal youth w a s more of a continuum which always
presumed their inferiority and difference - which contrasted with studenthood in the
regular state school more than it did with any variations on its own main theme. The
well-worn strategy of separating young people from their communities in order to effect
permanent social change through schooling was never more clearly demonstrated by state
authorities, nor was it ever applied to any other entire race in Australia as it was with
Aborigines.

With this multi-faceted marginalisation of Aboriginal youth came a strange silence by
the Department of Education about their very existence. Unlike other issues related to
youth, students and schooling which Departmental authorities commented on prolifically,

the annual reports of the Minister, Inspectors and Director give the distinct impression th
neither Aboriginal schools nor Aborginal students existed. Just as Aboriginal children
disappeared from Departmental discussion, the history offered to state students excluded
Aborigines as an existing population. For example, the 1905 Primary school syllabus
suggested that lessons on civics were necessary because 'of the comparatively brief
history of the country' while articles in The Education Gazette discussed Aborigines as a
bygone race whose traces could be found in museums.

In spite of state authorities' intentions to fragment and Anglicise Aborigines and the
array of structural means - including schools and the reshaping of studenthood - which
they assembled to implement this intention, sufficient gaps existed to ensure the policy
was not completely successful. Aboriginality was taught both intentionally and
incidentally on and off reserves. Aboriginal students could and did remain in some day
schools. In fact one person interviewed for this thesis insisted that during the 1930s one

E.g. N.S.W. Department of Public Instruction, Primary Syllabus of Instruction. 1905, Op. Cit., vi;
'The Aborigines of Australia', The Education Gazette. 1/5/1926, 62.
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of the school captains w h o was also dux at his local high school was an Aboriginal girl.
Even though many of those who passed through Kinchela and Cootamundra did become
Anglicised to the extent that they disassociated themselves from Aborigines, a good many

also eventually returned to their families and identified as Aborigines. The net result w
not the assimilation of Aborigines as state authorities intended but the adaptation of
Aboriginal lifestyle to accommodate the demands and exigencies of close contact with
7f\

Anglo-Australians.

Assimilation (or the Anglicising of Aboriginality) nonetheless

remained the ultimate goal of state authorities; indeed, it became both N.S.W. and
Commonwealth policy during the 1930s. As Peter Read points out, however, assimilation
underscored all government policies regarding Aborigines irrespective of their focus. He

also points to the contradiction that state authorities engaged in through their insisten
that Aborigines were inferior and the policies which assumed they could nonetheless
77

'become white'.

Integrating Aboriginal Students into Day Schools and Obscuring Race Relations:
1930s-1948
Sparked by government economic rationalisation during the the Depression and
lobbying by several black and white groups demanding that Aborigines be accorded the

status and treatment of citizens, the argument that Aborigines were developing a 'welfare
mentality' which saw them permanently dependent on state charity gathered force to
culminate in a decision to dismantle reserves and disperse all Aborigines through white
society. This would provide opportunities, it was argued, for them to develop selfreliance, become economically independent of the state by competing in the open labour
market, and adopt white lifestyles. Following Commonwealth advice, N.S.W. began to

Recorded interview with J.T.
This is the conclusion reached by Peter Read after detailed socio-historical analysis
community. See P J. Read, 'A History of the Wiradjuri People', Op. Cit.
P.J. Read, "A Rape of the Soul So Profound', Op. Cit.
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dismantle reserves - which should have rendered the segregated schools there an issue.
However, it did not. Many Aboriginal Schools continued to operate as segregated
schools despite the forced removal of Aboriginal communities from reserves.78

Incorporating government policy regarding assimilation into state education policy
awaited an external prompt; a prompt which came during World War n. The voluntary
participation of some Aborigines in the Armed Forces ultimately resulted in the issue of a
licence which exempted them from the provisions of the Aborigines Protection Acts.
Reasonably their children could not be excluded from regular state schools because of

their Aboriginality - as the Department pointed out in very terse print to teachers in 1944
The policy which was decided upon, however, aimed to rouse as little opposition from
the white community as possible:

It was recently brought under the notice of this Department that by an
amendment of the Aborigines Protection Act in 1943 aborigines m a y apply and
qualify for a Certificate of Exemption from the provisions of the Aborigines Act
and Regulations. Each application will be considered on its merits and it
is the intention of the Aborigines Welfare Board to grant Certificates only to
those persons w h o fully satisfy the Board as to their eligibility.
This Department has decided that children of any aborigine securing such
an Exemption Certificate are to be admitted to the ordinary public school,
notwithstanding the existence of any special school for aborigines in the district
or any decision for general exclusion of aborigines from the public school
concerned.
Teachers are accordingly instructed to enrol any such children who may apply
for enrolment, on production of the parent's Certificate of Exemption. 79

Clearly Departmental authorities did not intend all Aboriginal students to enrol at
'ordinary' public schools from this date. In fact, it was only 'special' children whose
families had first met with the approval of the Aborigines Welfare Board who the

78

79

C.f. J. Gleeson, Op. Cit.; PJ. Read, A History of the Wiradjuri People', Op. Cit:, P. Read, 'A Rape
of the Soul So Profound', Op. Cit.; J.J. Fletcher, 'A History of Aboriginal Education in N e w South
Wales', Op. Cit.

'Admission of Aboriginal Pupils to Public Schools', The Education Gazette. 2/10/1944, 278
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Department would consider enrolling. It was not until 1948 that thefirstgroup of
previously-segregated Aboriginal youth attempted to enrol at an ordinary public school.
Although greeted with instant opposition from the parents of non-Aboriginal students at
the school, the Department had little choice in the face of Government policy but to
honour its own policy. However, the strategy deployed by Departmental authorities to

solve this problem - which state authorities had actively helped to construct over time was embedded in the last theme to be considered in this thesis, namely the scientific

influence on studenthood. Yet scientism had also legitimated the racist reconstruction o
studenthood that had occurred between 1880 and 1948. The following chapter examines
these issues as well as others within the context of the scientific construction of
studenthood in a technocratic state.
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CHAPTER 8
SCIENTIFIC STUDENTHOOD
IN A TECHNOCRATIC STATE
1880-1948
The war test showed the importance to the nation ofAl class adults,
and the menace and the weakness of the large numbers of unfit C3 classes.
...The State must see to it that the lesson learnt shall be utilised
for the benefit of the Rising Generation;
on whose shoulders thefinancialburden of the war must largely rest,
and a Peace Campaign ofphysicalfitnessand efficiency
(the basis of the badly-needed increased production)
inaugurated in the best way the school way
of complete physical and mental development of every child. 1

INTRODUCTION
Foucault argues that science as a discemable shift in perceiving, understanding and

explaining the world began in the seventeeth century - although it was not until the end o
the eighteenth century that it seriously began to challenge religious conceptions.
According to Ann Moyal, the scientific paradigm which relied on the observation and
classification of physical phenomena was brought to N.S.W. with the British in 1788.
For most of the nineteenth century it remained the province of specialists such as

botanists, natural historians and astronomers, but by the end of the nineteenth century it
had become a cultural force linked with nationalism.

This chapter argues that science also became a cultural force linked with schooling.
Chapter 6 has already indicated that the study of science was introduced to state schools
the 1880s as a means of priming students for industrialisation. From the turn of the
twentieth century, however, Department of Public Instruction authorities eagerly sought
to render education itself a 'science'. This involved significant changes to schooling,

Report of the Medical Inspector, Report of the Minister for 1919,17-18.
M. Foucault, The Archeology of Knowledge. Op. Cit.; A. Moyal, A Bright and Savage Land.
Scientists in Colonial Australia. Collins, Sydney, 1986.
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which included: extending the existing mechanistic model of rationally managing

schooling and students; integrating new expertise and new understandings of students
into the state schooling system; constructing new types of educational expertise;

classifying and organising students in new ways; and contributing to the constructio

'scientific theories' which sought to explain and understand young people. Clearly a
complex phenomena, this chapter illustrates only some of the major changes wrought
studenthood through the technocratic state. It begins by exploring the influence of

first new 'experts' on studenthood in the late nineteenth century - medical practiti

THE MEDICAL INFLUENCE ON STUDENTHOOD: 1880-1920
Since the 1850s medical knowledge played a significant role in shaping state
authorities' understanding of social issues related to the effects of urbanisation.
particular, the link between epidemics, overcrowding and poverty was a continuous

concern from the mid-nineteenth century. This concern was reflected in changes to s
schooling. Children with "infirmities" had been exempted from the compulsory clause

the Public Instruction Act and day schools were closed during epidemics. Indeed, the

increase in contagious disease due to 'barracking' large numbers of young people in

institutions was one of the major reasons for establishing the SCRB and its policy o

boarding-out. The emphasis on the physical dimension of studenthood evident through

these changes was enhanced when the SCRB extended the role of doctors beyond the tas

allocated to them in 1867 of physically examining and treating young people admitte
industrial and reformatory schools.

Transforming the Physical Dimension of Studenthood in Total Schools: 1880 - 1910

From 1885 the medical tests once applied to young people on their admission to total

schools were undertaken instead through the children's courts. Through this relocati

magistrates were provided with immediate additional information to help them decide
whether a youth should be boarded-out. Those with temporary illnesses were thought
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require medical treatmentfirstwhile those w h o had a permanent physical affliction were
considered to be potentially unproductive as apprentices. Two smaller institutions, the
Invalid Cottage Homes, were established at Mittagong to cater for them. Soon these
Homes were also being used as hospitals for inmates from industrial and reformatory
schools. Those with contagious or debilitating diseases such as bronchitis, measles and
dysentry were kept in the Homes until pronounced cured. After this they were either
returned to their prior institution or were boarded out. Of those who were diagnosed as
"permanently afflicted", some who were blind or deaf were sent to the N.S.W. Institution
for the Deaf, Dumb and Blind, and several were successfully operated on and then
boarded out. But most remained in the Cottage Homes. This included young people with
a range of physical disabilities from paralysis to epilepsy. Amongst these were children
whose physical affliction' was listed as "Chinese half-caste".

Although this period was characterised by the racist reconstruction of social relations
through patriotism, science informed and reinforced this change. In the early nineteenth

century natural historians in N.S.W. espoused a belief in 'the great chain of being'. This

suggested that all living things could be classified into an ordered and hierarchical sca
with God at the top, followed by humans, then animals and plants at the bottom. Within
this hierarchy humanity itself was ordered, with Anglo-Europeans situated near God and
Australian Aborigines displaying remarkably little difference from advanced monkeys.
By the mid-nineteenth century phrenology, which measured cranial shape and made
assumptions about mental capacity from it, had 'confirmed' this Anglocentric theory of

recapitulation. The publication of Charles Darwin's Origin of the Species in 1859 sparked
many variants of recapitulation theory. According to Henry Reynolds, 'scientific' racism

facilitated the attempted genocide of Aborigines and strengthened the British invasion of

Australia throughout the nineteenth century. By the late nineteenth century, belief in the
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'natural' inferiority of Aborigines provided a powerful argument which state authorities
drew on to justify the segregation and protection of Aborigines by the APB. Races like
the Chinese could be dealt with by other forms of segregation, like the White Australia
policy which prevented their immigration. But those who remained in Australia were
subject to the same Anglocentric views which informed the White Australia Policy and the
union stance on protecting employment from migrant and Aboriginal labour. As physical
appearance had always been an important component of state authorities' perception of

students, and as doctors were allocated the task of scrutinising the physical condition of

youth against a backdrop of social Darwinism, it is not surprising that racial features w
included as a determinant of being 'physically afflicted' in the late nineteenth century.
Through scientific expertise in total schools the physical dimension of studenthood was
beginning to take on a completely new dimension.

This new dimension was transformed significantly as scientists attempted to account
for the social consequences of the 1890s Depression through eugenics. Eugenics was
another social Darwinistic position first expounded by the Englishman, Francis Galton,
who aimed to demonstrate that eminent individuals bred eminent individuals. Although
the N.S.W. Comptroller-General of Prisons suggested that the increase in crime
(particularly drunkenness and petty theft) was a result of "reduced avenues of
employment", members of the newly-formed Australasian Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS) and the Australian Medical Association (AMA) argued

that crime had a physiological basis. They claimed, for example, that specific parts of th

brain were responsible for moral nature. If this section of the brain failed to develop t
immorality - which led to crime - was inevitable. Criminality therefore was seen to be the
result ofmental unfitness which was caused by innate, physiological factors. Hence, the

H. Reynolds, Frontier. Aborigines. Settlers and Land. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1987, (esp. Chapters
4 and 5). On race relations from a broader perspective which includes other races such as the Chinese,
see Cates & Buggy. O n the early type and influence of scientism in N.S.W. also see M . Roe, Quest
for Authority in Eastern Australia. Op. Cit.; A. Moyal, Op. Cit.
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eugenics argument concluded, the mentally unfit should be prevented from reproducing
(by segregation from the community or sterilisation) in order to reduce the incidence and
spread of crime, poverty and social disruption.

This broad position was adopted readily by the SCRB. Not only did eugenics
address issues which were central to the concerns of this state body, but its President,
Charles Mackellar, was a member of the AAAS, and doctors employed within the SCRB
were likely to be members of the AMA. In addition, elements of the eugenics position
had already been adopted in the 1880s, not only through race but also through gender.
Although SCRB authorities continued to claim that approximately half of the girls
committed to Parramatta Industrial School suffered from venereal disease, no one was
admitted to the Invalid Cottage Homes under this criteria. While it is possible that some
obscure medical term was used instead, it is more likely to be the case that venereal
disease was taken to be an indication of such immorality that girls should be kept separate
from others to avoid their moral contamination. If this was the case then the concentration
of medical expertise within the new Cottage Homes marginalised the physical problems
which were associated with girls while exhibiting a predisposition towards embracing the
proposed link between physical, moral and mental fitness. Within a decade of the Homes
being established children were being classified through medical examination as "unfit to
be boarded out" by virtue of their "physical and mental infirmities".

These categories of "infirmity" overlapped and included a strong component of
morality, which was demonstrated clearly through the criteria for acceptability into the

5

See D. McCallum, Op. Cit.

6

C.f. Report of the Comptroller-General of Prisons for the Year 1891. NSWLA V&P. 1892-1893,
763; Report of the President of the S C R B for 1895, N S W L A V&P. 7,1897,919-920. It was not
until venereal disease increased during World War 1 and V D clinics were established in Sydney that
the question of venereal disease at Parramatta Industrial School was given concerted attention. A V D
clinic wasfinallyestablished in 1925 within the grounds of the School itself. See Report of the
President of the S C R B for 1911,23; Report of the Minister of Education on the Work of the Child
Welfare Department for 1939. Government Printer, Sydney, 1940,18-19.
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school within the H o m e s . Initially no formalised education was supplied in the Cottage
Homes, but in 1891 the Department of Public Instruction classified the Homes as a
House-to-House School and appointed a retired teacher of "motherly disposition", Elva
Grange. In 1893 the SCRB appointed a second woman teacher under its own authority.

To remain consistent with the parameters of the 1880 Public Instruction Act, nearly all
the young people in the Homes should have been 'exempted' from school. But

acceptability for enrolment was assessed by the extent of a youth's physical incapacita

and the nature of their 'temperament'. If physically incapacitated to the point of pres

unemployability and/or if judged to be disobedient, intractable and insubordinate, yout
were 'exempted' from school. Not only were older criteria of studenthood being worked

into a new definition of "mental unfitness", but three areas of conflict were created w
the existing social purpose of total schools.

In the first instance total schools in N.S.W. always had a total educative purpose
which was now being fragmented. Corresponding with the movement towards placing
young people in private homes from which they then attended a day school, the new total
institutions were designated Homes in which youth might or might not attend school. In
turn this established conflict with the reformative purpose of total schooling. In the

1890s, for example, the Superintendent requested that the teacher enrol an 'infirm' girl
the school. Claiming she was "of the very lowest type", the Superintendent wanted her
"bad conduct reformed". But consistent with the separation of schooling within the
Home itself, students were subject to the rules of the day school and the girl was
suspended then expelled for "making a false statement". The contradiction first forged
the penal era where students were expected to demonstrate the morality which schooling
aimed to produce was becoming more complex within the total institution through
structural fragmentation. Finally, exempting young people in total institutions from
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schooling on the basis of their presumed unemployability represented a radical departure
"7

from the nineteenth century focus on preparing inmates in total schools for labour.

The work of the Italian doctor, Maria Montessori, provided one means of resolving
this conflict. Montessori demonstrated in the 1890s that the "feeble-minded" (or, more
precisely, children from the 'slums' of Rome) could be educated if pedagogy was altered.
In 1908 a new Cottage Home exclusively for "feeble-minded" State Wards was
established at Pennant Hills. It aimed at offering a different fenm of education so that
these young people would become 'useful members of society' and employable. The 44
students resident in 1910 were thought to have 'improved considerably' under the
Kindergarten methods used by a woman teacher brought in from the Department of Public
Instruction. By instructing older 'feeble-minded' students through kindergarten methods
which had been devised for young students, state authorities were creating a
correspondence between being mentally inferior and being young; a correspondence
which reinforced the propositions of earlier kindergarten theory itself.

Psychological medicine provided another means of resolving this conflict. Founded
in the 1870s by a German Professor of both Physiology and Philosophy, psychology
was a new 'science' which aimed at establishing the principles of human nature by
observing human behaviour. Under the influence of early psychological theories, SCRB
authorities argued that girls' sexual delinquency was the result of an overdevelopment of
their physical characteristics and an underdevelopment of their mental capacity. It

therefore followed that young pregnant girls bore 'proof of their mental inferiority. When
the Carpentarian Reformatory for boys was closed in the early 1900s the SCRB utilised it

' Memorandum Re Teacher's Travelling Expenses, Department of Public Instruction File No. 53
15/10/1891, 'Mittagong Cottages Homes School File', 5/16876.3 A O N S W ; S. Maxted, State
Children's Relief Department, to District Inspector Johnson, Department of Public Instruction,
28/1/1893, Ibid.; Department of Public Instruction File No. 16231,16/3/1895, Ibid.
8

Report of the President of the SCRB for 1911, NSWPP. 1911-1912,2, 22; M. Montessori, Dr
Montessori's O w n Handbook. London, W . Heinemann, 1914.
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as a lying-in h o m e for "mentally defective mothers". But the growing concern of state
authorities with the sexual activity of boys meant that they did not escape this new
explanation. Both the Dora Creek Probationary Farm and the Toronto Farm Home were
established in the early 1900s to segregate "sexually depraved" boys from "healthy-

minded" ones. Like girls, their sexual precocity was taken to be a sure indication of the
weak intellect. Unlike girls, SCRB authorities attempted to provide boys with structured
opportunities for change.

Both of these resolutions produced more conflict. The tenets of medicine,
psychological medicine and recapitulation theory posited a causal or at least a parallel
relationship between moral, mental and physical 'defectiveness'. But the assumptions
underlying the new SCRB Homes stressed changes in the environment rather than the
physical self as an appropriate 'cure'. This constituted a fundamental contradiction in
some scientific theory which continued to emerge in different contexts through to 1948.
Indeed, it continues today as the nature-nurture debate.

By 1910 SCRB authorities were, nonetheless, deliberately "classifying social matters

in a scientific spirit". In spite of the changes which had been wrought, the President of
the SCRB claimed that concerned people in America, Canada and Britain were giving
'grave consideration' to the effects of the 'feeble-minded on the community' while
N.S.W. was doing virtually nothing. Like the AMA and AAAS he fervently advocated
that the state should undertake the compulsory detection and segregation of the feebleminded. Also like these organisations, he urged that schools were the best place for
detecting mental defectives. They could be detected, he further argued, through tests

Report of the President of the SCRB for 1902, JNSWLC. 1902,4, (1), 1154-1157; Report of the
Superintendent on the Parramatta Industrial School for Girls for 1910, N S W P P . 1911-1912,2,386387; Report of the President of the SCRB for 1911,28. On the history of psychology see for
example, H. Musiak & V.S. Sexton, History of Psychology. Gruner & Stratton, N e w York, 1966;
S. Garton, Op. Cit.
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which would indicate their inability to read, their inability to do arithmetical problems on
paper, and their limited school knowledge. In essence Mackellar was proposing that some
of the conditions of studenthood should be used to assess people as mentally deficient.
He was implying as well that an inability to cope well with some of the material practice
of studenthood in day schools was sufficient reason to classify youth as mentally
deficient and place them in total institutions.

Mackellar was not presenting a novel proposition. Rather, he was reiterating the
AMA and AAAS argument that some anthropometric test was necessary to distinguish
mentally defective people from others. He was also supporting the advice of the Medical
Officers who examined young people brought before the Children's Courts. Significandy
these doctors were now employed by the School Medical Service within the Department
of Public Instruction, and one had just been appointed to the children's courts as a
psychologist to test and collect data on 'delinquents'. The Principal Medical Officer,
Harvey Sutton, concluded in 1911 that the Binet-Simon test yielded more precise results
than any other 'mental test' available in Australia. The Binet (amended to Binet-Simon in
1909) was the first intelligence test to be used extensively throughout the Anglo-European
world. Devised between 1902 and 1905 after the French Minister of Public Instruction
requested some tool for differentiating between school children so that the mentally dull
could be segregated from others, the Binet test based its measure of intelligence on the
ability of students to articulate their school work. Conditions of studenthood were indeed
structured into this 'scientific' instrument which claimed to measure mental ability and

C.f. C. Mackellar, The Child, the Law and the State.Op. Cit., AA; Report of the President of the
SCRB for 1911,23.

Report of the President of the SCRB for 1911,23; Report of the Medical Inspecting Officers
of the Minister for 1910, 61-62. For further details on anthropometric tests see M. Vaughan & M.S.
Archer, Social Conflict and Educational Change in England and France. 1789-1848. Cambridge
University Press, London, 1971; J. Lewis, 'So Much Grit in the Hub of the Educational Machine.
Schools, Society and the Invention of Measurable Intelligence'. In B. Bessant (Ed.), Mother State and
Her Little Ones. Op. Cit., 140-166; D. McCallum, Op. Cit.
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which the school medical service intended to use on young people brought before the
children's courts.

Anthropometric data on students in day schools had been collected since the School

Medical Service was established. Initially this Service consisted of two doctors who wer
employed on a part-time basis during 1903 to survey state day schools. By 1917
however it had grown to a School Medical Branch staffed by 46 full-time and 6 part-time

doctors and nurses, the state school population had been inspected in entirety for the fi

time, and N.S.W. had initiated the world's first Travelling School Hospital so that "bush
12

children" could be medically examined.

Before 1910 however, the activities of the

school medical service were confined to the examination and collation of data on state
schools. Like the influence of medical expertise in total institutions, the physical
dimension of studenthood was emphasised during this brief period.

Emphasising the Physical Dimension of Studenthood in Dav Schools: 1900 -1910
Appointed with the task of determining the extent to which the physical condition of
students was determined by their environment, and armed with statistics from medical
inspections recently undertaken in Great Britain, France, Germany and America, school
medical officers undertook three major surveys between 1903 and 1910. In general they
decided that there was less overcrowding and 'sordid poverty' and hence less "physical
deterioriation" in N.S.W. than in the 'older countries'. Notwithstanding the
comparatively better conditions in N.S.W., they argued that the physical condition of
many school sites could be improved considerably. In fact, school buildings were
criticised soundly for their contribution to students' ill health. The poor lighting and

ventilation which typified state schools were isolated as contributing to students' poor

Report of the Minister for 1903,4; Report of the Principal Medical Officer, Report of the Minister
for 1917,60; N.S.W. Department of Education, Is It Well With the Child? The Work of th
Medical Branch. Government Printer. Sydney, 1916.
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general health and visual problems. Teachers, they claimed further, m a d e matters worse.
They knew little about either personal hygiene or the laws of health and consequently

failed to pay attention to important issues such as keeping schoolrooms free of dust. Like
the challenge to the barracking system which had been issued by medicine, the school
medical officers insisted that some of the conditions within state day schools actually
increased the likelihood of epidemics. While the simple act of collecting large groups of
children together at school was noted as a cause it was presumed to be unalterable. But
other conditions could be addressed, like the cleanliness of schoolrooms and school
lavatories.

Of the 30,468 students who were examined in 1907, 10% were diagnosed as having

'ailments, especially poor eyesight and nasal obstructions, which were likely to interfere
with physical development and school progress'. The 1908 survey elicited similar
conclusions from Peter Board, the newly-appointed Director of Education who, like the
President of the SCRB, was an active member of the AAAS:
The reader of this report will be struck by the prevalence of adenoid growths, a
trouble frequently associated with mental dulness^'^The neglect of this ailment
alone places m a n y children at a disadvantage in their educational work.13

A comparison with the statistics from other countries also indicated that there was a

similar trend for "well-to-do" boys to be taller, heavier and therefore healthier than "po
boys by the time they were 13 or 14 years old. The implication which could have been
drawn from this but which remained absent was that the 'poor' were, therefore, more
likely to be 'mentally dull' than their 'well-to-do' counterparts. Notwithstanding this
silence, these surveys emphasised the physical dimension of studenthood in new ways
which claimed a relationship between physical 'defectiveness' and mental 'inferiority'.

Department of Public Instruction, Report Upon the Physical Condition of Children Attending Public
Schools in New South Wales. Government Printer, Sydney, 1910, ii.
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Like the arguments mustered through total institutions, school medical officers advocated
the segregation of dull students in day schools from other students. Like the
contradiction wrought through the Cottage Homes, however, they posited a relationship
between physical and mental conditions which could be 'treated' by altering the school
environment. They recommended, for example, that the Department should embark on a
school renovation program and that teachers should be instructed in personal and general
u

•

14

hygiene.

Both the findings and criticisms of these medical officers created a potential for
conflict with the existing educational understanding of studenthood in day schools. This
potential conflict operated at various levels. Departmental authorities had, for example,
spent three decades establishing school buildings throughout N.S.W. at considerable cost
to the state and medical officers were now condemning them as health risks. At a more
fundmental level, the need to segregate dull students was being suggested at the same time
the post-primary system was being implemented as an equal opportunity for all and as an
avenue of social mobility for the working class. Perhaps this in itself accounts for the
silence regarding the greater likelihood of 'poor' boys to be seen as mentally dull. While
medical expertise wrought few actual changes to studenthood before 1910, resolutions to
this conflict which occurred largely in the following decade did.

C.f. Department of Public Instruction, Report Upon the Physical Condition of Children Attending
Public Schools in N e w South Wales (With Special Reference to Height. Weight and Vision).
Government Printer, Sydney 1908; Department of Public Instruction, Report Upon the Physical
Condition of Children Attending Public Schools in N e w South Wales. Government Printer, Sydney,
1910; Report of the Medical Inspecting Officers, Report of the Minister for 1910,61-62.
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CONFLICT BETWEEN MEDICAL AND EDUCATIONAL EXPERTISE:
1910 - 1920
Educational Acknowledgement of Medical Expertise
Given the concern with public health throughout the latter half of the nineteenth
century and the early part of the twentieth century, Departmental authorities had little
choice but to acknowledge medical 'expertise' in some areas and act on their
recommendations. The most obvious in this respect were the criticisms of state school
buildings. Following the surveys attention was paid to issues such as increasing school

water supplies, sanitising school lavatories and disinfecting school buildings. Included i
these changes were some which reinforced familiar themes. For instance, doors were
placed on girls' lavatories to encourage their sexual modesty. Individual possessivism
was stressed by instructing students to prevent the spread of infectious disease by
ensuring they had their own handkerchiefs, caps and cups, and that they did not share
them. The systematic renovation program which medical officers had recommended
though was more problematic. Departmental authorities were equally concerned with
resourcing issues, and they claimed that a comprehensive program of reconstruction was
impossible because the school population was expanding at a greater rate than their
available finances.

As complaints by particular interest groups indicate, the limited renovations which
did occur were concentrated within the metropolitan area. During parliamentary debate on
the Truancy Act several members from rural areas pointed out the injustice of compelling
full-time school attendance when the school buildings in small rural areas were in such a
dismal state of repair. Less public was the condition of many Aboriginal schools.
Students from one school were hospitalised with pneumonia because the Department

E.g. Circulars No. 3 and 4, 'Directions for Cleaning and Disinfecting Schools', Amended Regulations
Under the 1880 Public Instruction Act and the Bursary Endowment Act of 1912. Government Printer,
Sydney , 1915, 50-52; Report of the Minister for 1919,1,6; Report of the Minister for 1923,2;
Report of the Minister for 1924,1-2.
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failed to respond to continued pleas from the teacher to m e n d the gaping holes in the
school's roof and walls. Yet the inferior condition of many Aboriginal schools remained
an equal gap in the reports of the school medical officers themselves, although they had
agreed to a request from the APB to regularly inspect and report on the condition of
Aboriginal children and Aboriginal schools. While the day-to-day transactions of some
students were undoubtedly made more congenial through the medical scrutiny of school
buildings, it clearly reinforced existing parameters of studenthood which advantaged
some and disadvantaged others.1

A related issue was the effect of teachers on student health. This significant challenge
to educational expertise was resolved in a similar fashion. Departmental authorities
accepted medical advice by incorporating the study of hygiene into teacher training
courses; a move which suited the concurrent concern to professionalise teaching. Indeed,
a Teachers College had been established in Sydney in 1906 as part of the whole
movement to render education more scientific. It was argued that teachers should be
experts in the field of education, and formalised training courses which offered the
systematic study of the scientific principles of education would elevate them from their
current position as "mere tradesmen" to "professionals". Indeed, an experimental medical
clinic was established at Blackfriars Infants School in 1910 which aimed to train female
17

student teachers in the treatment of children's c o m m o n ailments.

However, with both

medical officers and teachers possessing medical knowledge about hygiene, the existing
educational framework lent itself to parents being singled out as ignorant and
incompetent. The medical clinic at Blackfriars consequently aimed at teaching mothers

from this 'very poor district' to be more attentive to the health of their own children. As

16

Gardiner, Debate on Public Instruction Amendment Bill, Op. Cit., 4/11/1915, 3313; Dunn,
3321. O n conditions in Aboriginal schools, see J J. Fletcher, 'A History of Aboriginal Education in
New South Wales', Op. Cit.; PJ. Read, 'A History of the Wiradjuri', Op. Cit.

17

Report of the Twelfth Meeting of the Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science 1909.
Government Printer, Brisbane, 1910; Report of the Medical Inspecting Officers, Report of the
Minister for 1910, 50. Also see evidence in B.K. Hyams, Op. Cit.
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research has indicated, numerous other schools began to offer after-hours lectures to
18

mothers in the hope of teaching them the same.

Despite these attempts to induct parents into an understanding about the 'laws of
health', senior Departmental authorities and medical officers alike argued that few parents
were aware of their children's defects until advised by the medical officers, arid that on
receiving advice little more than half ever chose to act on it. One task of school nurses
was, therefore, to go the homes of students and persuade their parents to follow school
medical advice. In addition, contemporary medical understanding that epidemics were
bred through crowded and unsanitary conditions soon became dialogue about unfit
parents. Problems with sanitation in rented areas were translated, for example, into
parents neglecting to keep lice out of their daughters' hair or to make their sons wash
regularly. Quite a few of these parents were noted as 'strongly resenting imputations'
about their children's lack of cleanliness and healthiness. By 1919 regular epidemics such
as measles, mumps, whooping cough and opthalmia which swept through N.S.W.
annually were being construed by various school authorities as evidence of parental
"ignorance of the laws of health".

Thus medical expertise also enhanced the power relations already assembled through
state schooling. The 'war on dirt' which the school medical branch engaged in was as
much a fight to produce clean students as it was to render school buildings hygienic. It
was made possible by the close bodily scrutiny of students which the medical officers
engaged in through physical examinations; examinations which were mounted not long

Report of the Medical Inspecting Officers, Report of the Minister for 1910,50; Chief Inspector,
Report of the Minister for 1919,43. Medical lectures to parents were part of a much broader
movement which Kereen Reiger argues was the advent of medical expertise about parenting: K.
Reiger, Op. Cit.

E.g. Report of the Medical Inspecting Officers, Report of the Minister for 1910,59-66; Re
Principal Medical Officer, Report of the Minister for 1916, 54-64; Report of the Chief Inspector,
Report of the Minister for 1916,85; Report of the Chief Inspector, Report of the Minister for 1919,
43.
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after students had begun to measure up to the nineteenth century focus on appearing to be
clean and tidy. It was also seen as a fight against parental incompetence. Teachers were
instructed to examine temporarily excluded students on their return with a magnifying
glass to ensure that their disease had in fact cleared up. They were warned also that
parents might abuse the policy of temporary exclusion by keeping their children at home
much longer than necessary in order to put them to work. In Aboriginal schools the
implication was that all parents were incompetent, for students were subjected to routine
20

checks of their hair for lice by teachers.

T h e mediation of medical understanding

through existing educational 'commonsense' was therefore another means of resolving
potential conflict between the two areas of expertise.

Mediating Medical Expertise Through Educational Understandings
This occurred over a range of issues. Speculation arose, for example, about the
possibility of improving school attendance rates if more attention was paid to students'
physical well-being. Medical officers contributed to an increase in attendance rates by
advising that there was no need to close entire schools during epidemics. Instead,
individual students with infectious diseases nominated in Public Health Acts were to be
21

temporarily excluded.

But the nineteenth century tradition was to exclude youth who were unclean and
indecently clad on a permanent basis. With the demise of many small denominational and
Ragged Schools during this decade, the likelihood of conflict between these two views on
exclusion increased. The Headmaster of Mascot Public School had, for example,
excluded two students with impetigo in 1915 and refused to readmit them. Impetigo was

E.g. Chief Inspector's Report, Report of the Minister for 1883, 104; H. Sutton, 'Communicable and
Infectious Diseases'. The Education Gazette. 1/2/1924,12-13.

E.g. Circular No. 6, 'Infectious and Communicable Diseases', Amended Regulations Under
Public Instruction Act and the Bursary Endowment Act of 1912.53-55; Report of the Princ
Medical Officer, Report of the Minister for 1916, 86-89.
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not one of the statutory diseases listed in the Public Health Acts and instructions issued to

teachers specifically stated that students with impetigo need not be excluded from school
Nonetheless, it was only after seeking medical advice and confronting the school
inspector that their mother successfully gained their readmission. Quite pointedly the
independent doctor's report stressed that "both the children were poorly dressed but
noticeably clean in their persons and clothing". Medical understandings about contagious
disease therefore challenged the existing educational reasons for permanent exclusion,
but, consistent with the focus on equal opportunity through schooling, they also

legitimated the incorporation of 'disreputable' working class youth into state day school
At the same time, however, the notion of 'uncleanliness' clearly retained an association
with social class - although this link was obscured to some extent by medical
terminology. While being dirty was associated with the working class and was therefore

an indicator of low status in the nineteenth century, it was seen as an indicator of 'dis
in the twentieth century. As the examples about Blackfriars, Mascot and Aboriginal

schools indicate, class relations were concealed rather than replaced by this new medical
focus on disease.

A similar concealment occurred with the avid support of patriotism by school medical
officers during World War 1. The Great War provided a crucible for the social
Darwinism which the AMA formally endorsed and the educational focus on citizenship,
for school medical officers now argued that their purpose was to 'counteract the
undesirable heredity and home environment' which many students brought with them to
school. Their stated aim was to produce citizens who "would uphold the moral and
physical standard of the nation". Hence they avidly supported the broader state medical
concern with the physical unfitness of conscripts and promoted drill, sport and exercise
well as the study of hygiene in state schools as a means of producing physically fit

J. Dawson, Inspector, to Headmaster, Public School, Mascot, 22/12/1915, Letters of Complaint and
Promotions, 1915', 1/2103 A O N S W .
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citizens for war and industry. A s the duties of citizenship taught through state schooling
were increasingly gendered from 1880, school medical officers also contributed
substantially to the argument that boys needed to be physically healthy to render them
useful to the nation in either war or work, and that girls needed to be taught about the
physical disadvantages of working in factories, shops and offices and be prepared instead
for 'more intelligent motherhood'. In turn these reinforced and legitimated the forging of
school sport as a masculine area and the acquisition of parenting skills at school as a
feminine area.

The health and hygiene lectures which were presented to female students in state
schools presented a highly sanitised version of parenting. This was one area which
aroused considerable debate between medical and educational school authorities. Several
school medical officers argued the need to teach physiological aspects of sexuality, which
met a strong wall of resistance from education authorities who came from a lengthy state
school tradition of actively suppressing and reworking the sexuality of working class
girls. Hence school lectures focused on cooking nutritionally-sound meals and caring for
infants and invalids, rather than, for example, knowledge about contraception and
pregnancy. At the same time, lectures to mothers included a heavy emphasis on their
need to guard against their children's sexual precocity. The clear message was that
possessing knowledge about sexuality was both unfeminine and unchildlike. Yet this
occurred during a period when state authorities were stressing the need to protect girls
from unsolicited demands for sex, including approaches from their own fathers and male
school teachers. Hence the ommission of knowledge which could have been made

E.g. Dr May Harris, Report of the Minister for 1910, 71; Report of the Principal Medical Officer,
Minister for 1916, 36; Report of the Medical Service, Report of the Minister for 1919,17. From
mis time some health issues were closely linked with the development of patriotism. In 1921 a
national Health Week was declared, which the N.S.W. Government implemented through schools by
instituting an annual Schools Hospital Day so that students could learn about the duties of citizenship
by raising money for a hospital one day each year. See, for example: Health Week', The Education
Gazette. 3/9/1921,209; 'Schools Hospital Day', The Education Gazette. 1/8/1928, 129.
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available in state schools incidentally fostered the increased vulnerability of female
students at home and at school.

The gendering of studenthood which medical practitioners reinforced during World
War I also occurred in the new total institutions for youth. By 1919 the Pennant Hill
Cottage Home was used exclusively for girls who had been classified as "mentally
defective and unstable". A similar Home for boys did not emerge until 1927, and catered

for "a lower order of intelligence than are the corresponding type of girls". Consequently
the boys were believed to be 'almost completely unemployable' while the girls were

trained for domestic service. To all appearances this contradicted the supposition that gi
were mentally inferior to boys. Placing this within the broader trends of placement
through the SCRB indicates, however, that it actually preserved the belief in women's
inherent inferiority. Female State wards who were assessed as mentally defective were
sent to either a Mental Hospital or the Home, while boys were simply sent to the Home or
boarded out. Thus the establishment of a Home for boys appeared to be an attempt to
keep 'unemployable' male State Wards from being classified as "imbeciles" and sent to
Mental Hospitals. This trend also reflected changes in the population who were prone to
incarceration in Mental Asylums. According to Steven Garton, as doctors became more
influential in determining who should be institutionalised for insanity, their biological
determinist perspective resulted in claims that women were more vulnerable to mental
stress because of major sexual life changes such as puberty, childbirth and menopause.
With women being construed by medical theory as inherently more susceptible to insanity
than men, it is not surprising that more girls than boys should be sent by the SCRB to

C.f. Report of the Minister for 1909,16; Report of the Proceedings of the Conference on Infant and
Child Welfare. Government Printer, Sydney, 1917; K. Reiger, The Disenchantment of the Home.
Op. Cit.; J. Kociumbas, 'Children and Society', Op. Cit., (esp. 118-127).
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Mental Asylums, and that a H o m e for mentally defective girls should be established
25

almost a decade before a similar one for boys.

Medical theories such as these which espoused the inherent physical and mental
inferiority of women provided yet another means of resolving potential conflict between

medical and educational understandings of students. In particular, each field of expertise
shared an interest in the scientific study of children, and many areas of interest
overlapped.

A Mutual Reliance on the Scientific Study of Children
Theories which examined human growth provided a particularly fertile ground of
mutual interest. Kindergarten theory of the mid-nineteenth century was in fact an early
application of biological argument to the education arena, and Darwin even published a
book of observations on the 'evolution' of his son. The American G. Stanley Hall, who
R.J.W. Selleck contends was the most influential theorist in Australia at the turn of the
twentieth century, developed Darwin's ideas further. In the 1880s and 1890s Hall
posited similarities between the development of individual children and the development

of different races to argue that children resembled 'primitive people' in their unrestrain

passions, interests and activities. He suggested that through the careful scientific study
children much could be learned about the development of individuals from infancy to
adulthood and subsequently about the history of 'mankind' itself. In later studies Hall
also argued that young (school)children had a less certain grasp of relatively simple
concepts than was previously supposed, that women were intellectually inferior to men,

Report of the Medical Service, Report of the Minister for 1920,10; 'School for Mental Defectives,
Eastwood', The Education Gazette. 10/1/1927,26; Report of the Child Welfare Department for
1939,18-19; S. Garton, Op. Cit., (esp. Chapter 7).
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and that adolescence w a s a stage of life between childhood and adulthood which w a s
0f\

characterised by storm and stress.

In their efforts to render education scientific, authorities from the N.S.W.
Department of Public Instruction readily adopted these theories. The notion of innate sex
differences certainly legitimated the gendering of studenthood which occurred with greater
fervour from 1880 in N.S.W. The notion of adolescence was taken up with vehemence
by the Director of Education in N.S.W. in his arguments about the need for post-primary
schooling. While he did not apply the 'storm and stress' thesis to any extent, he did make
ample use of the implication that people over the age of twelve years were not adults, that
they could not make rational decisions, and that they should therefore allow school
authorities to do so for them. The notion of racial differences also legitimated segregated
schooling for black and white youth in N.S.W. Indeed, by the turn of the twentieth
century recapitulation theory posited Australian Aborigines as the oldest surviving group
on earth and likened them to children. Not only were they thought to represent the
'childhood' of civilisation, but individuals were 'childlike' in their limited intellectual
capacity and unrestrainable passions. Being young, female, or Aboriginal now all shared
the common scientific presumption of mental inferiority. To some extent motifs peculiar
to each became interchangeable. In the same manner that Aborigines were posited at the
bottom of the human evolutionary ladder, the stages humans went through when learning
to walk (immobilisation, sitting, crawling, walking upright) indicated the 'naturally'
inferior status of children. Similarly the primitive practices of Aborigines were not savage
27

so m u c h as indicative of their meaningless activities and 'childish beliefs'.

E.g. M . Seller, 'G. Stanley Hall and Edward Thomdike on the Education of Women: Theory and
Policy in the Progressive Era', Educational Studies. 11, (4), 1981,365-374; J. Cleverley &
D. Phillips, Op. Cit. (Chapter 4); RJ.W. Selleck, Op. Cit. (Chapter 8).

E.g. P. Board, 'Observations on the American Educational System', Op. Cit.; P. Board, Educ
the Adolescent in Australia. Melbourne University Press, Melbourne, 1925; H. Sutton, The Erect
Posture'. The Education Gazette. 1/9/1928,152-153; W.W. Thorpe, The Aborigines of Australia',
The Education Gazette. 1/5/1926,62; For details on contemporary arguments about the natural
inferiority of female students see N. Kyle, Her Natural Destiny. Op. Cit.
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Departmental authorities in N . S . W . also promoted the scientific study of students.
They established the Child Study Association of Australia in 1902, and Child Study was
one of the areas prospective N.S.W. teachers were required to study at the Sydney
Teachers' College. Roslyn Gillespie suggests that almost any characteristic which
"marked children off from the adult" was investigated as a result,28 While state support of
industrialisation commodified students and studenthood, state support of science
objectified them. Yet this study of children began in many Western nations after social
changes such as compulsory schooling had transformed children's activities dramatically.
Differences were, therefore, bound to be located. Indeed, they were just as likely to be an
artifice of compulsory studenthood as they were of any innate or other capacity of young
people. It is in this context that the propositions put forward by the American G. Stanley
Hall can be seen. His argument that children understood less than was previously
assumed was also an accurate reflection of the hierachically-organised knowledge offered
29

to students in age-graded schools which had marginalised very young children.

Although focusing largely on 'intelligence', education and medicine also shared a
mutual interest in the behaviour of youth. Applying Child Study within the classroom,
for example, teachers highlighted characteristics of students such as punctuality,

attentiveness, self-control, truthfulness, politeness, compliance with authority, self-help,
honesty and humility:

Jean is a very precocious child, but not bold, she needs some refining
influence... Margaret is not a nice child, she has a number of nasty w a y s that
cause trouble... Marion is a peculiar child... Lewis thrives on a little praise - but

R.R. Gillespie, 'The Early Development of the Scientific Movement in Australian Education - Child
Study'. A N Z H E S Journal. 11, (2), 1982,1-14;

This is not to suggest that all Western nations organised and conducted compulsory school
exactly the same way. Indeed social, economic and historical differences resulted in varying ideologies
informing the process of schooling. See for example, M. Vaughan & M. Archer, Op. Cit. (esp.
Chapters 5 and 6).
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he quickly becomes too self-assured... Vincent is a most casual blase child - he
is evidently used to ruling, his attendance is very irregular.30
While students were subjected to the close body scrutiny of medical officers they were
also subjected to the closer scrutiny of their 'personality' by teachers. Students
themselves were expected to negotiate the dividing line between being self-assured and

precocious, confident and insolent, lively and disorderly, shy and bold; and to resolve the
contradictions in being self-motivated and obedient - and to have judgements on their
ability to manoeuvre these expectations recorded about them daily. Clearly child study
created more refined expectations of students in terms of demonstrating skills, attitudes
and knowledge considered to be appropriate by school authorities, which stood in stark
contrast to the assumption about the inability of children to be responsible for their own
lives which had been constructed through the civic role of studenthood.

Personality study was of equal interest to doctors concerned with psychological
medicine. While some medical practitioners argued that delinquency stemmed from
physical causes such as head injury or the glandular changes associated with puberty,
others applied their model of diagnosis, treatment and cure to determine the mental causes
of 'abnormal' behaviour in children. Implicit in their arguments were the existing
parameters of childhood as the measure of normal social relations. They argued, for
example, that precocity was usually the province of "only" children who spent a great
deal of time in the company of adults rather than people their own age. Because of an
underlying "lack of the proper sense of dependence" they could become emotional,
troublesome and disobedient. If such 'naughtiness' was left "untreated" it could "portend
serious crimes in adolescence" such as truancy, stealing, arson, and sexual activity. More
importantly though, it contributed to their 'mental deficiency'. The cure was to alter the
environment, which might mean teaching mothers better parenting skills, severing

Selections from comments in the daily Child Study section of the Kindergarten>register, Wollongong
Special Infants Schools, 1919, U W A . Also see, for example, Class Lesson Reigster, Lower 2nd,
Wollongong District Infants Schools, 1916, U W A .
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parental influence by placing the child in a total institution, or moving someone from a
reformatory to a mental asylum. Some school authorities concurred. Reporting on an
investigation of "retarded" students at North Newtown Public School the headmistress
described the "mental condition" of students by commenting on their family, their
physical features, their behaviour and their 'intelligence*. For instance, Nellie O. was
thought to be "a strong, well-developed child; very bright and reliable; well cared for",
while Robert B. was a "typical bad boy; strong in body, deficient in mind; addicted to
31

truanting and various street habits; parents had no control".

With the resolution between medical and educational expertise which occurred during
this period in several significant areas it would be reasonable to expect the pattern of
changes to studenthood which occurred in total schools to be replicated in day schools.
Indeed, this seemed to have commenced already through the changes brought about by
the risk of epidemic, the extensive physical examination of students, and the temporary
school exclusion of students with contagious disease. Yet the whole eugenics argument
appeared to have bypassed the day school system. The only explicit change it brought
was through lobbying by the Temperance Alliance. As a private organisation committed

to pledging people to abstain from alcohol, the Alliance had begun visiting and 'teaching
prisoners during the 1890s Depression. Lessons flowed from jails to state schools when
the Minister of Public Instruction received a deputation from the Alliance in 1900 and
gave them permission to conduct Temperance lessons in state day schools. The new
subject of Temperance aimed to teach students the moral and physiological benefits of
avoiding alcohol, and was examinable. In a similar vein, cigarette smoking had been
associated with larrikinism from the 1870s and was legislated against in 1904. From the
turn of the century students in day schools were caned for even the pretence of smoking,

E.g. The Delinquent Child', The Medical Journal of Australia. 8/4/1922,388-389; 'Some Physical
Causes of Juvenile Delinquency', The Medical Journal of Australia. 29/10/1927,602-604; M.Miller,
A Study of Retardation in North Newtown Practice School. Government Printer. Sydney. 1910,11,
21.
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and one Inspector claimed that if this dangerous activity was not stopped then the very
fabric of society would be torn asunder:

[Cigarette smoking is] a habit that will eventually work deeper and more lasting
evil a m o n g our young people than dram-drinking is likely to do...It is infinitely
worse; for the young cigarette smoker does not smoke - he inhales - draws in the
smoke of the opium-saturated tobacco to the very depths of his lungs and then
slowly allows it to issue from his nostrils. A little thought will suggest the
horrible consequences of such as practice. The evil is growing, and giving us a
crop of h u m a n weeds as effete as the Burmese. 32
Smoking seemed to represent the limit of Departmental concern to reshape studenthood in
day schools through the eugenics argument. Indeed, unlike South Australia, Victoria and
Tasmania, the N.S.W. Department of Public Instruction refused to release the results of a
test on students' mental ability conducted by the AMA in day school during 1912 on the
33

grounds that they were potentially misleading.

O n e reason, indicated by the silence on

the greater likelihood of the 'poor' being mentally inferior in the surveys conducted in d
schools before 1910, was the conflict this posed with schooling as an institutional means

of equal opportunity. Another was a stark realisation that the reorganisation of schooling
occurring around the same had created many 'backward' students.

The Organisational Construction of 'Backward' Students in Dav Schools
Between 1905 and 1920 the reorganisation of state schooling into primary and postprimary was the major preoccupation of senior Departmental authorities. Part of this
reorganisation involved aligning students' progression through school on an age-grade-

syllabus basis, and authorities were well aware of the substantial problems facing them in
meeting this ideal. More than half the students in public schools were found to be in the
first and second grade of primary school in 1909, and many were much older than the

Inspector Kevin, Report of the Minister for 1902,1908. O n smoking see Entry No. 00.75857,
19/11/1900, 'Special Decisions and Precedent Book, 1882-1914*, 1/3509A A O N S W ; Table A42,
Appendix A. For further details on the Temperance Alliance see, for example, M. Roe, Op. Cit.
See evidence in D. McCallum, Op. Cit.
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'official' age for other grades. T w o immediate strategies were put into action: Inspectors
were requested to make a special investigation of the incidence of those students above

and below the official age for each class in their respective Districts; and two experimen
classes were trialled in an attempt to redress this problem within schools themselves.34

The two experimental classes were trialled as auxilliary classes in the public schools
at Blackfriars and Newtown. Both were working class suburbs which had a high
proportion of older students in the early grades, which was largely attributed to their
irregular attendance and migration from school to school. The experiment was acclaimed
as an immediate success because some of the students were able to "join classes more
advanced than those to which they could otherwise have been admitted" at the end of the

year, despite the fact that 'many students' were reluctant to stay in these auxiliary clas
at all. Reports on Inspectors' special investigations soon confirmed the need for some
widespread strategy like auxiliary classes. Beginning with the stated assumption that six
was the 'normal age' for commencing school and that students should be progressing
through each grade annually, their results indicated that a staggering 50% of students
from 3rd to 5th grade were "retarded".

In a detailed statistical analysis of the characteristics of students in the experimental

class at Blackfriars, Margaret Miller claimed that the causes of retardation were numerou

but basically could be traced to the physical condition of students, their home environmen
and irregular school attendance. Departmental authorities also noted causes such as

parents neglecting to enrol their children until the age of seven and the high rate of sc

migration. They also suggested that after the introduction of post-primary schooling ther
was still a huge 'residue of backward students who were unfit for promotion to the next

grade at the end of each school year' in primary schools, and it was anticipated that thes

Report of the Minister for 1909,2-3.
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students would impede the progress of other students as well as their o w n prospects of
completing post-primary schooling. According to senior Departmental authorities though,
teachers created the main problem because they relied too heavily on the 'lock-step
method' - they promoted an entire class of students en masse into the next grade every
twelve months, although many students were capable "by age and experience" of rapid
35
advance through the early grades. These particular reasons drew on familiar themes
which located the problem with parents, students and even teachers, obscuring the
organisational policies which had actually created the problem. But it was through
organisational strategies that Departmental authorities sought to remedy this situation.

An interim policy of accelerating older students through each grade was formulated in
1912. Headmistresses of Infants Departments were ordered to disband any classes which
had been established for older students and to distribute them throughout remaining
classes. Teachers were instructed to give special attention to these older students and to
promote them through the Infants Department into Primary as quickly as possible. This
was clearly to be a special strategy which did aim at enabling all students to progress
through each grade according to their attainments. Indeed, from 1924 students had to be
eleven years or older to enter a post-primary school. With increasing numbers of young
children straining the resources of the Department and hindering the special attention
teachers could give to older students, the policy of not allowing any child under the age of
five years to enrol at school was reiterated at the same time. Once again, very young
children were ousted from state schools as an efficiency measure; this time specifically to
benefit older students.

Report of the Director, Report of the Minister for 1910,50; Chief Inspector's Report, Report of the
Minister for 1912,40-43; Chief Inspector's Report, Report of the Minister for 1913, 33-36 .

Circular No. 40, 'Discontinuance of Special Classes in Cases of Children 8 Years of Age an
The Public Instruction Gazette. 29/12/1912,196; 'Enrolment of Children in Kindergarten Classes',
The Public Instruction Gazette. 30/3/1912, 78; 'Courses Beyond the Primary', The Education Gazette.
1/9/1924, 99.
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In spite of these interim measures, large numbers of students still remained in ageinappropriate classes by the end of World War I, and there was little hope that attendance
rates would improve significantly to alter this trend. Soon after the 1916 Truancy Act was
passed it was acknowledged that an annual attendance rate of 85% was the most the
Department could ever hope for. Even with the efforts of the medical branch, sickness
still accounted for the absence of around 40% of school children for 3 to 4 weeks out of
each school year, and some 13 to 15% of students missed some schooling through
migration. Further complications arose when seven was set as the legal age for starting
school in the Truancy Act, for the age-grade policy was based on the assumption that
children would start school at the age of six. Teachers were therefore told to anticipate
always having some students in their class who were 'backward', but were instructed
that they should only be concerned if a large proportion of students were 6 to 9 months
"above the official age for the class". If the latter occurred, they should adopt special
teaching techniques which were being devised and they should continue implementing the
accelerated promotion policy. To ensure the teachers' task was not made too difficult,
streaming was also introduced to larger public schools which had several classes of
students in the one grade. "Super-normal" students were gathered in the 'A' stream,
"normal" students in B, and "retarded or partly retarded" students in C. Several criteria
related to organisational methods were embedded in the notion of the 'normal' student.
While chronological age was one, completing schoolwork within the time limits set by the
annual age-grade progression policy was was another. Indeed, by 1916 students were
expected to negotiate 9 grades of schooling between the ages of 6 and 14 rather than the 5
37

grades which had been available to most state school students in the 1890s.

E.g. Circular No. 76, 'School Progress in Relation to Age of Pupils', The Education Gazette.
1/8/1916,279; 'Report of Miss Venable Upon the Ellis Method of Teaching Reading', The Education
Gazette. 2/12/1918,298-299; Report of the Minister for 1919,6; Report of the Minister for 1923,
3; Report of the Conference of Directors of Education, Perth, November 1924,12-13. Reprinted in
C. Turney (Ed.), Sources in Australian Education. Op. Cit., 249-250; Report of the Minister for
1925, 5.
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This Departmental view of school organisation as a cause of retardation and the
biological determinist medical view of physiology as a cause of retardation were quite
contradictory. Resolving this conflict was the view that the capacity to complete
schoolwork was an indicator of innate 'intelligence'. The late nineteenth century term
"dunce" encapsulated this view to the point that one student, who had been expelled by
the teacher for being a 'dunce', formally complained to the District Inspector:

Now the boy was only five weeks at school and in that time he was put from 3rd
class into the 4th I m a y also say that his books show that he is no dunce as I
think m y son has arightto attend the Yass Public School. Y o u will please
inquire into this matter as quick as possible, as I consider I have been grossly
insulted P.S. This letter is wrote by the boy that M r Briefly sent home. 3 8

Another student who attended school during the critical reorganisation period of 1910 to
1920 stressed that "teachers favoured the ones that had the brains". She was quite sure
she was not one of them because she couldn't sing, she couldn't do her sums and she
was always in the 'B' stream. Perhaps most importantly though, she believed this was
immutable. Some teachers of the early twentieth century certainly shared this view about
innate differences in ability, for it shifted 'the problem' from the teacher's ability to
39

facilitate learning to the student's capacity to learn.

With an increasing 'grassroots

acceptance of the notion of innate in/ability, with organisational policy failing to provide
an immediate solution to the problem of 'retardation', and with the conclusion of World

War 1 taking the pressure off medical practitioners to pursue the cause of physical fitness,
the time was ripe for school medical officers to renew their argument about the cause and
treatment of retardation. Facilitating this was the creation of a new Clinic within the
grounds of the Sydney Teachers' College in 1919. Staffed by doctors, one of whom was
a psychologist, the Clinic was intended to fill a variety of pscyhology-based functions. It

T.D. to Inspector of Schools, 7/3/1891, 'Yass School File', 5/18259 A O N S W . After investigating
the situation the Inspector ordered die teacher to reinstate T.D. at the school.

C.f. Transcribed interview with L.D., Appendix B; 'Extracts from the Annual Report of the
District Teachers' Association', The Public Instruction Gazette. 31/5/1911,184-185.
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w a s to help establish psychological norms for Australian students, to diagnose and treat
students with "special disabilities in their schoolwork", and to correlate the data on young
people in day schools and the Children's Courts to provide insights into the causes of
mental deficiency and abnormal behaviour, particularly juvenile delinquency. Cautioning
teachers not to rely on simple physical criteria such as height and weight as indicators of
mental or moral fitness, the school medical service stood poised for their "long-desired
attack on the feeble-minded, the most dangerously unfit class in society".

Their attack concentrated largely on the 'mentally unfit' in the day school system. It
only belatedly addressed youth in total institutions and it appeared not to address
physically incapacitated students at all. Nonetheless, the pattern initiated in total
institutions was replicated in the day school system - albeit loosely, at a later date, and
with some variations. Different features of studenthood were emphasised throughout, but
the final result was an extremely complex notion of the 'normal' and 'abnormal' student.
During this process the technological tool of intelligence testing was elevated to
astounding proportions and a range of specialist expertise was developed at the school site
to administer and interpret it. While this focus on 'intelligence' appeared to represent a
major discontinuity from the prior logic of studenthood, like class relations beforehand it
concealed rather than replaced themes which were critical to the formulation of the
concept.

Report of the Medical Inspecting Officers, Report of the Minister for 1910,59-66; Report of the
Principal Medical Officer, Report of the Minister for 1916,54-64; Report of the Principal Medical
Officer, Report of the Minister for 1917,61; Report of the Principal of Sydney Teachers' College,
Report of the Minister for 1918,43; Report of the Medical Service, Report of the Minister for 1919,
17; Report of the Medical Service, Report of the Minister for 1920,10; Report on the School
Medical Service, Report of the Minister for 1922,9; 'Standards of Heights and Weights', The
Education Gazette. 1/6/1922,130.
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CONSTRUCTING THE NORMAL AND ABNORMAL STUDENT: 1920 -1948
One of the first tasks medical staff from the newly-established Clinic engaged in was
to establish 'norms' for the height and weight of students throughout N.S.W. A number
of successive arithmetic tests were also administered to students, so that teachers would
have a new guide to estimate students' progress. The justification for this reliance on
testing derived from science itself. 'Objective' measures were required to replace the
"unreliable and subjective opinion of adults". Yet an expedient choice was made
regarding 'scientifically acceptable' ways of administering the arithmetic tests; each
student could either complete the same test under supervision at their own pace, or a time
limit could be imposed which would allow students to complete whatever they could in
the given time. The latter was chosen because it fitted in with school timetabling,
reinforcing the basic organisational formula which sought to have students complete a
certain portion of the syllabus annually. But it did so within the context of establishing
statistical 'norm' which presumed a certain proportion of students would be 'above
average', 'average', and 'below average'. Studenthood was being quantified through an
array of tests which sought to measure their physical attributes and their capacity to
complete schoolwork, with speed of completion an important component.41

The criteria of speed within these tests would have disadvantaged any number of
students, from those who preferred to work slowly and cautiously to those with visual
impairments. With visual impairment nominated as one of the major physical problems
besetting students in state day schools, the number would not have been small. In fact,
the regular medical inspections of students had established that many young people with
various physical "infirmities" chose to attend school in spite of their exemption from the
1880 Public Instruction Act. Although this Act implied that young people with
"infirmities' should not attend school at all, the Departmental catch-cry was more

41

E.g. 'Standard of Heights and Weights for Children'. The Education Gazette. 1/6/1922. 130:
'A Preliminary Study of Children's Errors in the Fundamentals of Arithmetic', The Education
Qazgae.1/8/1922,177-178.
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schooling for all youth for industrial purposes. Although the S C R B had segregated

physically incapacitated youth from others and deemed them unfit for a 'normal' life (i.e
boarding-out), the Department of Public Instruction had provided a school within the
Invalid Cottage Homes since the 1890s. Departmental authorities were placed in a
complex bind indeed. Victoria and South Australia approached this sort of bind by
extending compulsory education to the 'infirm' during World War 1, but the N.S.W.
response was to conduct repeated surveys until forced into the unwilling position of
amending the Public Instruction Act eventually in 1944.

The Physically Handicapped and the Normal Abie-Bodied Student
Surveys on the number of crippled students were conducted in 1925, 1928 and
1932, while surveys on the number of students with visual and hearing impairments
occurred in 1928, 1935, 1942 and 1946. Also, in 1938 a special survey was undertaken
to classify all state students according to their physical condition. The Departmental
report on this survey was unusual because it provided statistics and was accompanied by
intepretative discussion. School medical officers suggested that 'A Grade' students, or
those with no physical defects, predominated throughout the state, and that the general
standard was therefore far above the C3 Grade which designated the "physically inferior
stratum of the human race." More precisely, 'C Grade' included those students with
permanent physical defects while D Grade was reserved for those whose defects caused
them a marked incapacitation. Students in the C category accounted for 1.9% of the
surveyed population. In real numbers this meant that in 1938 over six and a half
thousand students in government day schools had some sort of permanent physical
disability. According to an independent research committee reporting its findings in
1934, at least the same number had never attended a school.

4

^ Report of the Minister for 1925,11; Report of the Minister for 1929,12; Extract from t
the Medical Service, Report of the Minister for 1932,14; Report of the Minister for 1936,17;
Extract from the Report of the School Medical Service, Report of the Minister for 1938, 21; Report
of the Minister for 1947,1; Research Committee for the Deaf and the Blind, The Deaf and the Blind
in New South Wales. Sydney, 1934.
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Given the medical influence on studenthood and the emphasis on the physical
dimension of studenthood which occurred through it, this should have been a hotlydebated issue which was followed by the establishment of segregated classes or schools.
But it seems to be the case that the enormous number of students involved left

Departmental authorities silent. To render either those already at school or those who ha
never attended school an issue would force the Department into a position where
extensive resources would have to be provided. It would also blatantly contradict the
argument that schooling in N.S.W. provided the same opportunities for everyone. The
continuous surveys therefore seem to have been a tactic to suppress what should have

been an issue. Notwithstanding this general stance, Departmental authorities did initiate
some changes. Some of these changes pointed to a desire to remove students with
physical "infirmities" from the day school. Together they helped to marginalise students

with physical disabilities from the conception of the 'average student' and in doing so t
delineate the 'normal' student as able-bodied.

In 1925 school medical officers sought to determine the number of crippled students
who needed to take long periods off school in order to receive special treatment such as
massage. The survey was repeated in 1928 and again in 1932, when it was reported that
the School Medical Service was giving a great deal of service in an honorary capacity to
the newly established private organisation, the N.S.W. Society for Crippled Children.
A similar pattern emerged for students with hearing and visual impairments. Even though
the medical examinations of students undertaken regularly since 1903 had highlighted

vision and hearing as two of the major problems afflicting students in state day schools,
Departmental authorities argued there was a need for some survey before they embarked
on any planned change. Thus a metropolitan survey was conducted during 1928 to

ascertain the number of students whose "hearing or vision is impaired to such an extent a

Report of the Minister for 1929,12; Report of the Minister for 1932,7,15.
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to interfere very seriously with their progress at school, but not sufficient to warrant their
admission to an institution for the deaf and the blind". It was soon followed by two other
surveys when economic Depression was formally declared. School medical officers were
concerned that the number of students with these (and other) physical problems would
increase because of poor nutrition. They concluded, however, that there was little
difference between the (unstated) Depression figure and the 0.7% of students found in
state schools at other times to be suffering from malnutrition. But a survey on the
incidence of malnutrition in students drawn from an inner Sydney industrial suburb
characterised by high rates of adult unemployment in 1936 indicates this was a case of
gross mispresentation. More precisely, medical officers stated that the 8% of students in
the suburb surveyed in 1936 who were found to be suffering from malnutrition was a
much higher rate than the 1.8% located during the depression years.

The failure to account for this during the Depression itself might have stemmed from

the fact that steps were taken to address this problem, through the distribution of free mil
to all students in N.S.W. state schools. But it might also have been related to the general

silence surrounding any issue related to students with physical disabilities. Indeed, school
medical officers regularly examined Aboriginal children on reserves but remained silent
about their physical condition worsening during the Depression when the APB reduced
their food rations to 41bs of flour per week. Rendering either of these an issue would,
however, require considerable reassessment of similar measures taken by state authorities
to establish a welfare state. Notwithstanding this silence, it was after these surveys on

Report of the Minister for 1928,14; Extract from the Report of the Medical Service, Report of the
Minister for 1931,12; Extract from the Report of the Medical Service, Report of the Minister for
1932,14; Extract from the Report of the School Medical Service, Report of the Minister for 1937,
20.

Milk distribution in state schools was initiated by Infants' Headmistresses in 1925 but r
to pay, while the later State-wide system was funded by the Department: 'Milk Distribution in
Schools'. The Education Gazette. 1/5/1931. 1-2: D.M. Waddington et. al. (Eds.). Review of
Education in Australia 1940-1948. Melbourne University Press, Melbourne, 1950, 62-69. For
evidence on Aboriginal children see P. Read, 'A Rape of the Soul So Profound,' Op. Cit.
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rates of malnutrition that the Department arranged for s o m e students with 'defective
hearing' from day schools to attend lip-reading classes at the N.S.W. Institution for the
Deaf and the Blind. But this "experiment" ceased in the same year it started, probably
because the Institution was experiencing an unprece dented demand for its residential
services and was severely hampered by lack of human and other resources.46

Notwithstanding the minimal discussion of this issue at the time, the point was made
that state students from unemployed working class backgrounds suffered from lethargy
and physically disabling conditions such as partial deafness as a result of
malnourishment. Like the focus on contagious disease earlier, the focus on particular
physical disabilities obscured the class relations which were involved. Yet diseases such
as ru£><£lla - which regularly reached epidemic proportion and which resulted in a
disproportionate number of deaf or blind babies being bom - knew no class or race
boundaries. Therefore while lower working class students were disproportionately
represented within the surveys on those who were physically incapacitated, they were by
no means the only social class involved.

Although these were only minor changes and although they aimed at students with
specific disabilities, Departmental authorities indicated a preference for private
organisations to assume responsibility for providing formal schooling for such students.
They also indicated that they considered students with physical disabilities to be
inappropriate in the day school. Consistent with this, other changes initiated by the
Department indicated a desire to direct those who had never enrolled at a school into
segregated facilities. In the late 1920s several women teachers trained in kindergarten
principles were seconded to two major Sydney hospitals to teach two different types of
children: those who were temporarily in hospital and missing an extended period of

Report of the Minister for 1934,21; Report of the Minister for 1936,12; Extract from the Report of
the School Medical Service, Report of the Minister for 1936,17.
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schooling; and those w h o were severely physically disabled and hospitalised on a
permanent basis. By 1931 the Department had classified these as Hospital Schools.
Although more were gradually established, they only ever catered for a comparatively
small number of children.

Hospital Schools were, in fact, the only new facilities provided by the Department

for young people with physical disabilities before 1948 - except for those in the chi

welfare system. Like schooling initiated in the welfare sector, the provision of Hosp

Schools indicated a belief that children with physically disabling conditions were ed
and perhaps even employable. Contradicting this was a new movement in day schooling.
Officers from the VGB commented in 1931 that some students were unaware they were
unemployable in the N.S.W. Public Service because they had certain physical defects.

As these students were 'wasting their time' at school, the VGB began the "important t
of locating students with particular disabilities to inform them that their physical
precluded them from taking up certain positions. The 'persuasive' removal of such

students from state schools because of their future unemployability during the Depres
stood in stark contrast to Departmental discussion about the need to raise the school

leaving age to alleviate unemployment. It also contradicted the more fundamental conc

by Departmental authorities for students to attend school longer so that they could a

enter skilled working class occupations. It conflicted further with the employment of

speech therapists after the Principal Medical Officer trialled two 'experimental clas
students who stammered. Although only a small improvement was noted, two speech
therapists were subsequently appointed because stammering was believed to hinder the
employment prospects of students. Thus the work of speech therapists encompassed

both remedial work for speech "defects" and advising teachers on suitable elocutionar

methods for all students. Means of monitoring the language of students were therefore

47

Report of the Minister for 1932, 7,15. Also see Table A14, Appendix A.
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extended and refined as speech became linked with the physical dimension of studenthood
48

during this period.

Allowing "infirm" youth to enrol in the Correspondence School resolved some of
these contradications. As correspondence schooling had always assumed mothers would
oversee the State educational enterprise at home, this increased the already-considerable
demands placed on mothers of disabled children. In some instances this resulted in
students seeking exemptions from school so that they could assist with the care and
schooling of their invalid brothers or sisters at home. But correspondence schooling had
been established to cater for children in isolated and remote areas of N.S.W., and while
'invalid' children who applied for enrolment were not denied the use of correspondence
courses, the Department certainly did not go out of its way to revamp the correspondence
school as a network for the "infirm". Nonetheless, by 1948 the Correspondence School
was the only educational provision supplied by the Department for students with physical

disabilities who were not in some sort of total institution. This was in spite of the fact th
legislation was passed in 1944 which extended the compulsory clauses of the 1880 Act to
children with 'infirmities'.

Although fleeting references had been made by various Ministers of Education from
1916 about the need to extend compulsion to blind children because some parents failed to
send them to school, Departmental authorities consistently failed to agitate for legislative
change. They even failed to publish statistics on the number of deaf and blind children
who had never enrolled at a school, gleaned from teachers the year after the independent

48

Annual Report of the VGB, 26/3/1931, 'Vocational Guidance, 1914-1915,1918-1932', 20/13373
A O N S W ; Report of the School Medical Service, Report of the Minister for 1934, 17; K.S.
Cunningham & J J. Pratt (Eds.), Review of Eduation in Australia 1939. Melbourne University Press,
Melbourne, 1940, 225-226.
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E.g. Report of the Minister for 1928,6; Report of the Minister for 1938,13; Letter from
Mrs. K C. to the Minister, 10/5/1933, 'Compulsory Education 1931-1936', 20/12583 A O N S W .
On correspondence schooling see for example, Report of the Minister for 1916; K.S. Cunningham,
Primary Education bv Correspondence. Melbourne University Press, Melbourne, 1931.
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research committe released their report.

It was not until the Royal Australian Air Force

took over the premises of the N.S.W. Institution for the Deaf and the Blind at the
beginning of World War II that legislation was finally prepared for parliament. The

Institution had been the major facility for educating children with physical disabilities i
N.S.W. since the 1860s, and all that existed by 1940 was the Institution's makeshift
classes in scattered buildings, schooling offered by the N.S.W. Society for Crippled
Children, and three small Catholic schools recently opened for deaf and blind children. As
one parliamentarian (who had attended the N.S.W. Institution for the Deaf and the Blind)
pointedly remarked when the legislation was introduced, it was about time - for N.S.W.
was the only English-speaking country in the world whose Government had failed to
make some sort of educational provision for children with physical disabilities.
Ironically, while the Bill was introduced reluctantly it was the only amending legislation
for education which was passed unanimously. This was not because schooling was
perceived by state authorities as a 'right' which some children were being denied, but
because "misguided parents" preferred to keep their disabled children at home. While
members of parliament commiserated with parental attempts to "protect" their children,
they argued that without schooling these children's physical disabilities would become
mental disabilities, and they therefore presented a potential threat to society.

Although the 1944 Act enabled the Department to establish special schools and

special classes for children with any form of disability, it had an inbuilt hesitation whic
continued to justify Departmental inaction. The principle of compulsion was only
applicable to those children who lived within a School District which had some existing

special schooling facility, and, as parliamentary debate itself had indicated, few faciliti

"Education of the Deaf and Blind'. The Education Gazette. 1/11/1934, 256.

This background and existing facilities were discussed in the Parliamentary debate follo
reading of the Bill. See Debate on Public Instruction Amendment Bill, N S W P D . 1941-1944,173,
1777-2038.
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existed in 1944. Further, the Minister of Education did not forsee any immediate
expansion of facilities. Instead, the Minister envisaged a multitude of problems with the
legislation which would take some time to iron out. Indeed, the immediate action taken
by the Department was to simply continue using the same strategies as before. Facilities
were extended for those who were already in total institutions, with doctors from the
School Medical Service beginning to advise Superintendents of Mental Asylums on
stategies for schooling children committed to their control in 1947. In 1946 another
•f

survey of the number of deaf and blind students in day schools ensued, which was
followed by the Department announcing its intention to establish special classes in the
future.

Despite the continuous surveys, Department authorities had clearly indicated a

cumulative preference that children with physical disabilities should not enrol in regular
schools and that any action which was likely to be taken would be in the form of
segregated facilities. With their continued reluctance to provide these facilities, more
private organisations such as the Spastic Centre of N.S.W. were established to cater for
specific groups of children. Yet many children with physical disabilities were already at
school and Departmental authorities had indicated with equal clarity that they considered
these students to be inappropriately placed there. Indeed, by the late 1930s Departmental
authorities were arguing that the physical impairment of many students "constituted a
serious handicap in class work" and that students with physical "defects" usually had a
'below average IQ'. As these arguments emerged the Child Welfare Department began
receiving more applications for students to be exempted from school because of "physical
health". Since 1910, however, some teachers within the Department of Education who
were familiar with the Montessori system argued that children who were "feeble-minded
and idiots" presented a pedagogical rather than a medical problem. Teachers from the

Public Instruction (Blind and Infirm Children) Amendment Act, Act No. 47, 1944; Report of the
Minister for 1947,1.
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N.S.W. Institution for the Deaf and the Blind had, moreover, succesfully demonstrated

since the mid-nineteenth century that children with physical disabilities had special need
which could be met by altering pedagogy. Although aware of these arguments and

practice, Departmental authorities failed to alter classroom practice in the government day
school, and consequently situated 'the problem' with students themselves. Through this
process the classroom in the day school was construed as an 'ordinary' classroom and
teachers were expected to possess skills which allowed them to teach the 'ordinary'
student which did not include those with physical disabilities. Hence youth with
physically disabling conditions were marginalised from the concept of 'the student' in the
53

'ordinary' school, while the 'ordinary' student was delineated as able-bodied.

In spite of the reconceptualisation, literally thousands of students in government day
schools had some sort of physical disability. With their marginalisation from the concept

of 'ordinary' studenthood, with no alternative specialist services being provided, and wit

physical debility retaining a link with mental debility, these students became became prim
candidates for classification as 'retarded'. This was even more likely to be the case as
special classes for students who were "unable to cope with classwork" became part and
parcel of state school organisation. Indeed, even before the first students with specific
physical disabilities were surveyed, experimental classes for 'backward' students were
being trialled.

The Gifted. Normal and Retarded Student
With organisational policies failing to remedy the situation of so many 'backward
students in state schools, in 1919 the time was ripe for members of the newly-established

E.g. M.Miller, Op. Cit., Miss M.M. Simpson, Report to the Minister on the Montessori System of
Education, 23/10/1913, 'Kindergarten Files, 1875-1948', 20/13376 A O N S W ; Report of the Minister
for 1934, 21; Report of the Minister for 1947,1; K.S. Cunningham & J.J. Pratt (Eds.), Op. Cit.,
222-225; D.M. Waddington et. al, Op. Cit.; Table A25, Appendix A.
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Clinic to suggest that they conduct further experimental classes for "retarded" students.
Public Schools in the lower working class suburbs of Newtown, Blackfriars and Rozelle

thus acquired a special class under the supervision of school medical officers, for student
"who are definitely sub-normal in intelligence but still educable". Students from special
classes in day schools were being described in preceisly the same terms as those in the
SCRB Cottage Home at Pennant Hills earlier. Following this, Departmental authorities
suggested the need for a special segregated school to cater for backward students. It took
the committee of Departmental authorities and "recognised experts on mental problems"

two years to find a suitable location for the school, largely due to the organised oppositio
of local residents who objected to the establishment of an asylum for "mentally defective"
children in their own localities.

Organised as a residential school, Glenfield Special School opened in 1926. Ifeaims
were threefold: to relieve teachers "from the worry and responsibility of teaching both
normal and subnormal children in the class"; and to provide efficient training for those
students who were "too backward to properly benefit from education in an ordinary
school, but who, nevertheless, are educable"; and, ultlimately, to 'enable children of such
55

a character to take their place in society'.

These aims drew together concerns of both

medical and other Departmental authorities, of total and day schools, and of the physical,
moral and mental dimensions of studenthood which had been emphasised between 1880
and 1920. As it intended to draw students from within regular schools but was organised

as a 'total' institution, like Aboriginal schools it represented a divergence from the rigid
dichotomy of government schools in the nineteenth century. But the criterkTimportant to
the relocation of students from day schools to Glenfield was 'intelligence".

E.B. Harkness, Blaxland Progress Association to the Undersecretary and Director of Education,
22/10/1923, Mental Defectives, 1924,1938-1939', 20/12798 AONSW; Hon. Sec., Springwood and
District Progress Association to the Minister of Public Health, 22/11/1923, Ibid.
Report of the Minister for 1925,6.
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Students considered to be suitable for Glenfield had already been selected through
tests conducted by school medical officers over 1924 and 1925 in day schools. Although
it is not certain which tests they used, it is clear that they relied on both a physical
examination and an intelligence test. Although the Binet-Simon intelligence test was
available, the Clinic attached to the Sydney Teachers' College had published its own
(Phillips Intelligence) test in 1925, and Departmental authorities hailed it as the most

reliable in Australia. Consisting of six sections which claimed to measure general ability
at least some of its multiple choice questions aimed to ascertain students' acceptance of
state-defined social order and bourgeois morality, such as the following:

...we go to school because - we have nothing better to do, our parents have
no time to look after us, or, w e want to learn;...people go to church - to please
the Minister, to worship G o d , or to hear the sermon;...some people become
frightened when they see a policeman because - he is bigger than they are, they
have done wrong, or, they k n o w he carries a revolver.56

Departmental authorities also requested teachers - who were seen to be reliable judges
because of their familiarity with Child Study - to nominate students who they considered
suitable for placement and who may have been overlooked by the school medical service.
Given the stated intention of Glenfield to relieve teachers of worrisome students,
however, it is not difficult to gauge the characteristics teachers would have seen as
important in defining a student as suitable for placement in the new school for mentally
defective children.

Anticipating that some parents would resent their child being assessed as 'mentally

defective', teachers were instructed to be discreet and to avoid using terms like "idiot",
"imbecile" and "mental defective". These were, nonetheless, terms which Departmental

authorities used increasingly and interchangeably. For example, 'mental defectives' in day
schools were described as 'dunces', 'backward', 'retarded', 'deficient', 'feeble-minded',

G.E. Phillips, The Sydney Teachers' College Group Scale for Measuring the General Ability of
Primary School Children. Sydney Teachers' College, 1925,13.
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'idiots' or 'imbeciles'. Language pertaining to mental ability from mental asylums,
reformatories and day schools had become interchangeable and the same descriptors were
used for young people in the Pennant Hills Cottage Home, Glenfield Special School, and
C-stream and experimental classes in day schools. Symbolic of this interchangeability,
Departmental authorities perceived the social function of Glenfield within the eugenics
context:

If such children are not trained both on the educational and social sides, we are
letting loose on the community, as w e have done in the past, potential criminals
and paupers.57

The establishment of Glenfield certainly did not conflict with scientific theorising
about 'intelligence' being distributed unequally through society. Nor did some
Departmental authorities see it as conflicting with democracy. Indeed, some argued that
scientific theories on 'intelligence' were inherently democratic because mental ability was
just as likely to be found in the working class as the middle class. Peter Board was a
keen supporter of this argument long before many of his Departmental associates and his
ideas were reflected in the organisation of post-primary schooling itself. He argued that
academic state high schools were selective and, moreover, that they ought to be. They
were intended to provide working class boys of "superior mental ability" with a means of
proceeding to university and of 'rising' to the middle class professions. But the act of
segregating some students into a special school for 'defectives' which had no mechanisms
for re-entry into day schools did conflict with the argument that everyone now had equal
access to schooling and therefore had the opportunity for social mobility. Resolving this
contradiction was the contention that Glenfield offered opportunities not available to

Under Secretary to the Superintendent, Glenfield Special School, 13/11/1929, 'Glenfield Special
School File', 5/16024 A O N S W . Also see Negotiations Re Departmental Purchase of Home for SubNormal Children at Macquarie Fields, 'Mental Defectives, 1924,1938-1939', 20/12798 A O N S W ;
Report of the Minister for 1925,6; 'Glenfield Special School', The Education Gazette. 1/9/1926.112.
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students in the 'ordinary' classroom. S o m e Departmental authorities even suggested that

students with special needs had a "right" to demand facilities like Glenfield from the state

From the point of view of the individual child, I hold that it is the duty of a
democracy to extend educational facilities to all. Those suffering from mental
and physical disabilities have therightto demand that education suited to
their needs should be provided.58

Glenfield, streaming, special classes for 'backward' students and selective academic
high schools for 'superior' students were therefore seen by some as a leveller which
helped do away with social class as a discriminator. But consistent with the liberal 'right
to choose' this 'privilege', it was not compulsory for students or parents to follow the
advice of school authorities about enrolling at Glenfield and an annual boarding fee of 32
guineas was levied. Not all parents could afford the fee; during the Great Depression
Departmental authorities were forced to reduce fees for a number of parents who were
unemployed, widowed, divorced or in other financial straits. With 'retardation' having
some known links with the occupation of parents (e.g. unemployed and itinerant), high
fees meant that some of those who were susceptible to being perceived as 'mentally
defective' were not realistically offered the very opportunity designed to remedy their
'deficiency'.

9

In one sense then the mediation of scientific argument through democracy was a
cross-class leveller which justified the implementation of more state mechanisms which
enhanced opportunities for working class social mobility. Paradoxically though, the
implementation of these mechansims legitimated the scientific assumption that mental

Under Secretary to the Superintendent, Glenfield Special School, 13/11/1929, 'Glenfield Special
School File', 5/16024 A O N S W . Also see P. Board, 'Observations of American Educational Systems',
Op. Cit.; Report of the Director of Education, Report of the Minister for 1912, 34-38; 'Glenfield
Special School", The Education Gazette. 1/9/1926,112. For further details on Peter Board's position
on this issue also see A.R. Crane & W.G. Walker, Op. Cit.

E.g. Mrs S.M.G. to Mr Phillip, Superintendent of Glenfield Special School, 29/11/1928, 'Gl
Special School File', 5/16024 A O N S W ; Inspector's Report on Mrs A.C., Lowick, 31/1/1929, Ibid.
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ability w a s unequally distributed throughout the population and therefore reinforced
liberal assumptions about the 'naturally' unequal social order.

This paradox was enhanced vigorously over the next two decades. Following the
establishment of Glenfield Special School, Departmental authorities discussed a plan to
revive special classes in metropolitan primary schools for "sub-normal" students as soon
as economic conditions permitted. Unlike any other state in Australia, this was
accompanied by discussion on the need for new special classes in primary schools for
'gifted' students. Both were embedded in broader dialogue about the need for widescale
intelligence testing as a means of "discovering the innate qualities and potentialities of
individuals with a view to directing them into occupations for which they are best suited".
Indeed, the Department of Education was already using scores on IQ tests and school
examination results to select apprentices for its own General Staff, where a high score on
an IQ test administered by the VGB was seen to be sufficient reason for employing one
boy over another. As the Department offered different types of secondary schools which
aimed to prepare students for various types of employment, attention was therefore
directed towards identifying the innate abilities of students during the transition period
between primary and post-primary.

Arguing that 'defective students' were provided with opportunities already through
Glenfield, Departmental authorities announced it was time to extend this consideration to
the "gifted". They claimed, moreover, that if 'talented' students stayed in 'ordinary'

M e m o from the Superintendent, V G B , to the Acting Director of Education Re Application of
Intelligence Tests, 2/8/1927, 'Vocational Guidance, 1914-1915,1918-1932', 20/13373 A O N S W ;
M e m o from the Superintendent, V G B , to the Acting Director of Education Re Purchase of
Psychological Apparatus, 29/9/1927Jbid.; M e m o from the Superintendent, V G B , to the Acting
Director of Education Re Appointment of Psychologists, 14/12/1927 Jbid.; M e m o from the
Superintendent, V G B , to the Acting Director of Education: Re Phillips Tests, 28/3/1929, Ibid.; Letter
from the Superintendent, V G B , to Mrs N.S., 21/2/192SJbid.; Report of the Minister for 1927,6-7;
Report of the Minister for 1928,6; Report of the Minister for 1937,6-7. O n classes for gifted
children across Australia see W . Wood, "Education for Exceptional Children', The Australian Journal of
Education. 10, (3), 1966,302.
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classes then their 'mental powers would atrophy', but if they were placed in special

classes with others of the same calibre then their talent would have a "better chance of ful
development". Using the Phillips Intelligence Test, teachers' recommendations, and
information from the Student History Card, sufficient students were selected to fill two
6th classes in 1932; one for boys at Woollahra Public and the other for girls at Erskinville
Public. Although indicating at the end of the first year that it was too early to assess
whether the classes had been successful, the majority of the students were sent
automatically to selective state high schools. Although the Minister suggested in 1937

that the results of follow-up studies on these "gifted" students were not sufficiently clear
to be publicised, special classes had been extended. Special 5th classes were added to the
6th classes at Wollahra and Erskinville, and both Sydney Boys' and Sydney Girls' High
Schools initiated special classes for the continued benefit of students who had been in
special 6th classes.

Unpublished reports by the Headmaster of Sydney Boys' High illustrate why
information about the effectiveness of the special classes was not forthcoming. Over two
successive reports Ian Renwick argued that although the 'specials' scored slightly higher
than average on the High School Entrance Exam,
on the whole, the 'specials' show no special aptitude for High School Work and
the division into 'special' and 'non-special' is not a suitable basis of
classification in the High School (although the majority of staff think it is)...62

On assessing these reports the Departmental Research Officer (who had been appointed to

superintend and co-ordinate the testing activities in state schools) was reluctant to abando
the idea that those who passed tests with flying colours were not inherently superior in

6* Report of the Minister for 1935,1 and 9; Report of the Minister for 1937,11.

°2 I. D. Renwick, Report on 'Special' Pupils Enrolled at Sydney Boys High School, Moore Park
7/12/33, Sydney High School Papers 1933-1937, 'School Counsellors, 1933-1938', 20/12665
A O N S W ; I. D. Renwick, Report on 'Special' Pupils Enrolled at Sydney Boys High School, Moore
Park, 1934, Sydney High School Papers 1933-1937, Ibid. Also see Research Officer to the Under
Secretary, March 1934, A Note Upon the Constitution of High School Classes, Ibid.
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s o m e way. H e responded to Renwick's reports by drawing on child growth theory,
suggesting the problem was that most of these boys were too "immature" to cope with
secondary schooling and concluding that greater selectivity would be possible if boys
were not permitted to attend high school until they reached the age of twelve years. It
would have been difficult though for him to support Renwick's contention. Not only did
teachers support the idea of variable student ability, but senior Departmental authorities
were relying on special classes to classify students more efficiently on the basis of
intelligence in both primary and secondary schools.

Thus in 1935 the High School Entrance Examination was altered so that it included
an intelligence test. From this date primary students were directed into various postprimary schools on the basis of scores on IQ tests, 6th class examination results, and
assessment by teachers and school counsellors on their 'aptitude for work in a higher
sphere'. This linked the notion of student 'intelligence' with future labour in day schools
more precisely. Within this link the authority of teachers' perceptions which were
dominated by characteristics such as student obedience, and of school counsellors'
perceptions which were dominated by the potential employability of students, were
64

enhanced.

In the same year the Phillips Intelligence Test was administered to primary

students throughout Sydney to gain some idea of the number of special classes required
for both backward and gifted students. Those students whom the experts had difficulty in
testing were granted exemptions from schooling on the grounds that they were
ineducable'. Through the focus on intelligence as a means of sorting students the ability
- or the willingness - to actually take a test had become a basic component of studenthood.

Research Officer to the Undersecretary Re Renwick Report, 1933, 'School Counsellors, 1933-1938',
20/12665 A O N S W .
With the introduction of post-primary schooling the non-compulsory Qualifying certificate
student to enrol at a post-primary school. It was replaced in the 1920s by the Primary Final
Examination which most students sat as a matter of course, and those who wanted to proceed to an
academic high school sat for an additional High School Entrance Examination. Also see Report of the
Minister for 1935,1-2; 'Intelligence Test for Primary Final and High School Entrance Candidates',
The Education Gazette. 1/9/1936,240-241; 'Intelligence Tests'. The Education Gazette. 1/10/1940,1.
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Results from those w h o were tested seemed to confirm that students with a wide range of
intelligence quotients were being mixed together in the one stream (see Graph 10). In

turn this elicited more justification on the need for special classes, for teachers, it was
argued, could not cater for such a variety of 'mental abilities' in the one classroom.

GRAPH 10
Scores Obtained on Phillips Intelligence Test
by Students in 6th Class at Campsie Public School,
1935
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Source: Lists of Results of Phillips Testing Results Administered by the Education Counsellor
for the Canterbury-Bankstown District,
'Intelligence Tests, 1935', 20/12665 A O N S W

Streaming had occurred to this point on the basis of a student's result on school tests and
assessment by the teacher. Neither appeared to correlate mathematically with scores on
intelligence tests. Nonetheless, 'gifted' students for additional special classes and
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'backward' students for n e w experimental classes at Balmain and Rozelle Public Schools
were selected in 1936 on the basis of student record cards, teachers' recommendations,
examination results and intelligence tests.65

In the same year a special Activity School for "dull" boys was established at Gosford
Farm Home, which held older boys convicted of criminal offences. The Enmore Activity
Centre offered all of the school-aged boys in the Home a modified curriculum which was
considered to be more suited to their mental capacity than "intellectual" work. In essence
they were provided with more 'manual' than 'academic' work, so that they could leave
the institution with skills which would render them employable. By focusing on manual
training for future employment as schooling in total institutions, some of the major
elements of the nineteenth century approach to total reform which had been sundered at
the turn of the century were being relinked. This Activity Centre became the prototype
for the planned network of classes for 'backward' students in day schools. Headmasters
of all primary schools were requested in 1940 to compile lists of boys suitable for
placement, using the following criteria:
Pupils concerned are those who will be over 12 years and 6 months on the
1st January, 1941, and w h o by reasons of poor school achievement and of
limited general ability (in most cases of intelligence quotients of less than
90 and never exceeding 93) are unlikely to succeed in the normal 1st Year
Classes [of high school] or to benefit by repeating 6th class.67

H.S. Wyndham, Class Grouping in the Primary School. A C E R , Melbourne, 1932, 133; Lists of
Results of Phillips Testing Results Administered by the Education Counsellor for CanterburyBankstown District, 'Intelligence Testing, 1935', 20/12665 A O N S W ; Papers Relating to P.P., 1935,
'Compulsory Education 1931-1936', 20/12583 A O N S W ; Memorandum from the Research Officer to
the Undersecretary, Mental Defectives in Canterbury-Bankstown District, 6/4/1936, 'School
Counsellors, 1933-1938', 20/12665 A O N S W ; Principal Medical Officer to the Under Secretary,
Investigation of Incidence of Retarded Children in die Schools in the Balmain District, 18/12/1936,
Ibid.
Report of the Minister for 1935,9; Report of the Minister for 1936, 8; Report of the Child
Department to the Minister of Public Instruction for 1936 and 1937,1-4.
Memorandum from Chief Inspector Harkness to the Headmaster, Putney Public School, Ryde,
5/12/1940, 'Opportunity 7th Classes, 1940-1941', 20/12889 A O N S W .
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So convinced were Departmental authorities about the sound basis of this method of
perceiving, organising and dealing with students that 1941 witnessed both the
implementation of an entire network of special classes and the issue of a new Syllabus
which included "Opportunity Classes" as a permanent adjunct to both the primary and the

secondary continuation school. This syllabus fully endorsed the idea that intelligence wa

innate and that it was distributed throughout the population in a mathematically predicta

and unequal manner. Teachers were told to expect one quarter of all students to be "dull",
one quarter to be "above average", and the remainder to be "average".

Students with an IQ of 85 or less were to be classified as "dull" and placed in
Opportunity A classes. The aim of these classes was "to make the child an intelligent

citizen and a competent worker" rather than to "turn him into a sound or accurate scholar"
This was to be achieved by boys learning carpentry and girls domestic science,
supplemented by subjects like Art and Craft Just as industrialisation was accompanied by
a fear that craft skills would disappear, Fascism and Nazism of the 1930s and early 1940s
had induced some concern that "a scientifically trained man without the broad background
of a liberal education is a human tiger". Subjects like art and crafts were therefore

intended as a liberalising and humanising balance to scientific studies, but the fact tha

they were seen as suitable for 'mentally retarded' students reinforced the secondary stat
they had in comparison with 'scientific' subjects. The core of the curriculum for
Opportunity A nonetheless closely resembled that offered in both Junior Technical and
Domestic Science Continuation Schools, indicating their secondary status against
'academic' subjects as well. Indeed, students allocated to Opportunity A classes could
hope at the very best to be seen as suitable for progression to Continuation Schools - if
their behaviour and school examination achievement were considered to be satisfactory,

Report of the Minister for 1934,13; Report of the Minister for 1935,10; N.S.W Department of
Education, Course Of Instruction for Primary Schools. Government Printer, Sydney, 1941, Appendix,
353-358.
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and if their History Card did not contain too m u c h damning evidence against them.
Irrespective of whether the source of their 'retardation' was believed to be organisational
or innate, under no circumstances were they considered fit to even enrol in an 'academic'
course leading to the Intermediate Certificate.

This interpretation of 'intelligence' continued to blur some of the prior distinctions
between studenthood in total and day schools; indeed the sharply defined parameters of
studenthood apparent throughout the nineteenth century and early twentieth century
overlapped more as students from the Gosford Farm Home, Aboriginal schools,
continuation schools, and Opportunity A classes attached to primary schools, were
offered a similar curriculum. Surprisingly, students in Opportunity C classes for the
talented were not offered a different curriculum from those in the 'ordinary' classroom.
Instead, they were given a "broader and enriched" curriculum. As gifted students were
"supernormal" they simply required more of the same curriculum which 'normal' students
undertook. While this preserved their opportunity to enter academic high schools it also
preserved the Departmental age-grade policy.

In fact, both types of Opportunity classes siphoned off students who were
inappropriately aged for the grade they were in and hence aimed to preserve this policy.
The guide given to headmasters in 1940 specifically cited one criteria for placement in a
special class for the "dull" as being over the age of twelve and a half years and still in
primary school. Results of achievement tests administered in 1941 indicated further that
one of the central characteristics of students in Opportunity A classes was their
backwardness in schoolwork in relation to their age peers. For example, while the age

69 Chief Inspector Harkness to the Headmaster, Auburn Public, 24/2/1941, 'Opportunity 7th Cl
1940-1941', 20/12889 A O N S W ; Memorandum from Chief Inspector Harkness to the Headmaster,
Camdenville Public (Newtown), 7/5/194 IJbid.; Memorandum from Chief Inspector Harkness to
Inspector Crane, 23/A/19AlJbid.; Memorandum from Chief Inspector Harkness to the Headmaster,
Paddington Junior Technical, lO/6/19AlJbid.; D.H. Drummond. The Future of Education in
Australia. Express Office, Armidale, 1954,14; N.S.W Department of Education, Course Of
Instruction for Primary Schools. 1941, Op. Cit., v-viii.
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range of those in T e m p e Opportunity 7th was 12 to 14.3 years, their average arithmetic
and reading ages were assessed as 10.1 and 9.7 respectively.70 Some of the counsellors
who took part in the 1935 survey to determine the number of special classes required had

stressed, however, that this sort of result was not determined so much by 'innate abilit
as by the policy of age-grading and the manner in which 'intelligence' itself was
formulated. The counsellor covering the Hornsby District, for instance, compared the IQ

results of students in the 'better class residential suburbs' and those attending a scho
a rural community hit hard by the Depression where many families still 'eked out relief

money by canoeing on the lakes and bays in the district' with the help of their children.
The counsellor's conclusion was that the rural students went to school more irregularly
than others, which meant they were older than others in their class, which accounted for
their lower score on the intelligence test. The unstated but critical link here was that
chronological age was (and still is) integral to calculating intelligence':

Mental Age = Chronological Age x Score on Test
100

Although the 'dullness' of boys committed to the Mittagong Truant School was

attributed to their obvious irregular schooling and they therefore attended the local Pu
School, rhetoric in the day school system focused on innate ability as a cause of
'backwardness1. Most of the 'norms' which had been devised and used in N.S.W.
schools had age as a central component, from height and weight through arithmetic and

reading to intelligence itself. In practical terms this meant that four year olds who co
read and write (and who had been marginalised from the concept of studenthood) were
now seen to be "genuises". Similarly, nine year olds who 'sped' through their work and

7

^ N.S.W Department of Education. Course Of Instruction for Primary Schools. 1941, Op. Cit.;
A.C.E.R. Achievement Tests, Tempe Opportunity 7th Class, April 1941, Summary Table of Results,
•Opportunity 7thClasses, 1940-1941', 20/12889 A O N S W .
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were assessed on intelligence tests as being the equivalent of a twelve year old were seen
to be particularly 'talented'.

While the former did not present state schools with any immediate problem, the latter
did. They could not be given additional work in the same class because the syllabus was
centrally controlled and pre-determined. Nor could they be promoted to the next grade

because policy dictated that they progress annually with their age peers. Talented students
therefore posed serious threats to classroom order and to school organisation, and special
classes for the gifted played a role in dealing with this new sort of 'problem' student.
Ironically, the annual age-grade-syllabus policy was so central to organising students in
government schools that special classes for the gifted only offered students more of the

same 'level' of learning. This meant that special classes for the gifted were differentiate

from 'ordinary' classes through status rather than curricular or other activities. This was

not the case at all with special classes for 'backward' students, who were given a differen
curriculum which presumed they were fit for unskilled or semi-skilled labour. Other
students progressed through the predetermined syllabus at the rate anticipated and
managed most of the schoolwork through the pedagogical techniques used in the
classroom of the day school and were, therefore, 'ordinary' and 'average'. Hence the
age-grade-syllabus alignment and 'norm' testing were mutually reinforcing through
concealed age relations. Indeed, each legitimated and mutually reinforced child
development theory which claimed young people went through an orderly, sequential and
hierarchical pattern of growth, with each stage in this pattern marked by age periods. In
stark contrast to the nineteenth century where chronological age was a broad descriptor of
labouring ability, chronological age had become a prescriptive yardstick. Like school
organisational methods of grouping students with age peers, developmental theory and
71

scientific tests measured the ab/normality of students in relation to their age peers.

'Intelligence Test of High School Candidates', The Education Gazette. 1/2/1936,15; Survey of PostPrimary Distribution of 1935 6th Class Pupils, Hornsby District, 'School Counsellors, 193
20/12665 AONSW; 'Interpretation of Intelligence Tests'. The Education Gazette. 1/11/19^9.
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T h e emergent tri-partite theme of 'gifted', 'backward' and 'normal' students also
concealed a major contradiction in gender relations. Consistent with late nineteenth
century scientific theorising that women were intellectually inferior to men, special
schools and classes had been mainly a female province. Child Welfare authorities had
sent more girls to Mental Asylums than boys, and girls had dominated both the 'mentally
deficient' category in total schools and the initial experimental classes for "mentally
handicapped" students in day schools. Indeed, in some schools such as Campsie Public a
'D' stream had been created for girls alone. At this particular school there were more
boys than girls in 6th class but teachers preferred to overcrowd A to C streams than to
label boys as 'D Grade'. By 1948, however, the majority of special classes and schools
for the 'mentally retarded' contained boys, and remedial schooling as well as the concept
of the 'backward' student had been masculinised. Indeed, so many classes for
'backward' boys were established that P&Cs from girls' schools and headmistresses of
Infants schools strongly objected to the actual or intended encroachment of their school
space. The source of this contradiction was the mediation of 'mental ability' through a
concern with labour. Both Child Welfare and Departmental authorities construed
'intelligence' through a school-to-work nexus. In the day school system the focus was
on Opportunity A classes, which were seen as a means of enabling 'backward' boys to
work their way back into regular post-primary schooling, or to at least become equipped
72

with sufficient skills to render them employable.

'Intelligence Tests: Interpretation and Use of Test Results', The Education Gazette. 1/8/1941,220224; Memorandum from School Counsellor to Research Officer, 28/2/1941, 'Opportunity 7th Classes,
1940-1941', 20/12889 A O N S W ; Memorandum from Chief Inspector Harkness to Headmaster,
Tempe Junior Technical School re Opportunity 7th Class, N.d., Ibid.; FJ. Schonell, Backwardness
in the Basic Subjects. Oliver and Boyd, London, 1942.
E.g. Report of the Minister for 1938, 7; Memorandum from Miss E. Newland, Headmistress,
Balmain Public Infants School to Chief Inspector, 26/8/1937, 'Mental Defectives, 1938-1939',
20/12798 A O N S W ; Secretary, Harbord P & C , to the Department of Education, 3/3/1941,
'Opportunity 7th Classes, 1940-1941", 20/12889 A O N S W ; Lists of Results of Phillips Testing
Results Administered by the Education Counsellor for the Canterbury-Bankstown District
'Intelligence Tests, 1935', 20/12665 A O N S W .
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It w a s this framework that m a n y Aboriginal students w h o had previously been
segregated would enter, following the 1944 policy which allowed them admission if their
parents were in possession of a certificate exempting them from the provisions of the

Protection Acts. But scientific theorising on Aborigines had not stood still since the tur
of the century. Indeed, the Victorian psychologists R.J. Berry and S.D. Porteus had
concluded in the 1920s that the average intelligence of Aborigines was between that of a
'normal' 12 and 13 year old. During the 1930s an Inspector from the N.S.W. Department
of Education concurred, claiming that Aboriginal children were incapable of proceeding
beyong the level of a nine-year old European and were best suited for the 'mechanical
arts'. Nowhere was it more apparent that intelligence tests measured the artifices of
compulsory schooling, for this was precisely the schooling offered Aboriginal children
through the 1916 syllabus. Yet it was also in N.S.W. during the 1930s that A.P. Elkin
began to challenge this scientific view from within its own parameters. Drawing heavily
on recapitulation theory but stressing environmentalism, he claimed Aborigines were
inferior but nonetheless capable of advancement. Hence, he concluded, it was the duty of
white society to assist them towards civilisation. This 'scientific' argument contributed
the new assimilation policy which forced the N.S.W. Department of Education to
73

formulate the 1944 policy admitting some Aboriginal youth to 'ordinary' state schools.

The first concerted attempt by the Department of Education to facilitate the entry of
Aboriginal students into an ordinary public school was met, however, with considerable
resistance by parents of non-Aboriginal students already attending Collenebri Public.
Given the stance assumed by the Department since the 1880s and the assumptions made

by scientific theory which reinforced racism, this is hardly surprising. After a series of
local conflicts, the Department finally compromised between the new state assimilation
policy and its own tradition of exclusion-on-demand by establishing 'special' segregated

On the work of Porteus, Berry and Elkin, see A. Markus, 'After the Outward Appearance: Scientists,
Administrators and Politicians'. In B. Gammage & A. Markus (Eds.), Op. Cit., 83-106.
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classes at Collarenebri Public for Aboriginal students in 1948. This not only alleviated

white opposition to their integration, but fitted the pattern and purpose that day schooli
had assumed. As the children had received little schooling beforehand, Departmental
authorities claimed they were 'retarded' and required a special class anyway. Indeed, the
modified curriculum available in these classes was little different from that offered in
Aboriginal Schools, and the link with unskilled future employment was maintained. An
informal policy regarding an appropriate way to integrate Aboriginal students into the
'ordinary' public school had been prepared using special classes for 'mentally dull'
students.

Generally Departmental authorities argued that this system was a democratic and
efficient method of offering everyone the same opportunities, because opportunities were
simply being tailored to suit the innate capabilities of students. Indeed, special classes
were seen as a means of reconciling "what is good for the individual with what is best for
the state". But by stressing the mental dimension of studenthood through scientific
expertise, equality of educational opportunity had come to mean 'access* to differentiated
schooling in order to achieve predictably different outcomes. Like Glenfield, enrolment in
a special class was not compulsory. Consistent with the consent required by state
authorities for rule in a liberal democracy however, parents would be denying their

children the "privilege of the opportunity" to be helped by a specially modified curriculu
that was better suited to their needs. Unlike medical understandings of basic health
issues, such scientific understandings were considered by school authorities to be their
province. Since the late 1920s Departmental policy stipulated that the results on
intelligence tests were for Departmental and employer use alone; indeed, teachers were
instructed not to reveal the results of such tests to students or their parents. Hence
headmasters were instructed to 'persuade' parents to follow school advice about the most

For details of the Collarenebri integration see: J J. Fletcher, 'Collaranebri - An Attempt to Integrate
Aboriginal Children', The Leader. 6, (1), 30-36.
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appropriate type of schooling for their children. Although 'persuasive' techniques were
fundamental to a liberal democracy, persuasion was even more necessary with
Departmental authorities empowering themselves even more through their scientific
75

expertise.

Yet state authorities saw 'persuasion' as a means of preserving democracy.
According to senior Departmental authorities like Peter Board, undemocratic methods
would consist of deciding which job each boy should enter without taking his ability or
individual choice into account. Dissonants like the Professor of Philosophy at Sydney
University, John Anderson, retaliated with the argument that precisely the same
differentiation between 'liberal-academic' and 'vocational-manual' education was
occurring which had always justified unequal opportunities, with vocational education
being seen as a poor second. Anderson also condemned the influence of eugenics,

ridiculing it as evidence of Klu Klux Klan thinking and pointing to the contradiction in its
attempt to guarantee natural selection by social engineering techniques (such as special
classes). Others like F.G. Phillips took an extreme liberal stance. Justifying the private
school system in the wake of Departmental strategies to promote 'equality of

opportunity', he argued that these strategies went against the dictates of evolution and tha
government schooling was attempting to "cover our innate inequalities". Clearly the
reliance on the notion of innate ability within N.S.W. state schools during this period
lf\

illustrated and extended the tension within a liberal democracy.

'-5 E.g. 'Group Intelligence Examination and Vocational Guidance Questionnaire', The Education Gazette.
1/10/1929,130; A.E. L. to Director of Education, 6/1/1941, 'Opportunity 7th Classes, 1940-1941',
20/12889 A O N S W ; J.G. Mackenzie, Director of Education to A.E. L., Botany, 6/1/1941, Ibid.;
Memorandum from Chief Inspector Harkness to Headmaster, Paddington Junior Technical, 10/6/1941,
Ibid.
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C.f. P. Board, The Education of the Adolescent in Australia. A.C.E.R., Melbourne, 1925, 2-3
The Significance and Meaning of Education', The Education Gazette. 1/5/1926,61; J. Anderson,
Education and Politics. Essays. Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 1931; F.G. Phillips, Democracy and
the Private School. Sydney and Melbourne Publishing Co., Sydney, N.d.
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Despite the persuasive techniques deployed by Departmental authorities to convince
parents and students that state authorities knew best, some students considered to be
suitable for special classes remained in their original classroom. While some did so by
choice, others could not afford the fares to travel to those schools which had special

classes attached to them. Several simply refused to allow their children to travel the lon
77 ~

and dangerous routes to these schools.

B y remaining in the 'ordinary' classroom, the

potential for these students to be penalised for 'failing to learn' was exacerbated.
Teachers in 'ordinary' classrooms were expected to teach only 'average' students, and

they continued to construe an 'inability to learn' as evidence of disobedience. Mrs E., fo
example, objected to her 12 year old son being hit and sent home with instructions to stay
there. She was informed by the headmaster at Katoomba Public that "when a child turns
a certain age, he must be put in a certain class to correspond with his age, [and] he is
punished if unable to do the work in that class". Declaring this practice to be "wicked",
her complaints were dismissed by Departmental authorities through the new psychological
understanding of mothers. The complainant, it was suggested, was a "highly strung and
78

neurotic w o m a n " w h o over-indulged her son, a 'well-developed only child'.

This was the language of psychological medicine, which now included the
specialised branch of eduational psychology as a result of the merger of medicine and
education. Emerging in the 1920s, educational psychologists were concerned with the

issue of 'intelligence' as one aspect of an entire "personality pattern". This pattern cou
be determined by observing the social behaviour of young people,; indeed it could be
measured through various tests. While socially inappropriate behaviour was problematic
in itself, educational psychologists also believed it was symptomatic of a deeper problem
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a disordered personality.

A timely diagnosis of the cause of inappropriate or

"maladjusted" behaviour meant that the 'disordered' personality could be treated and
cured.

The Psychologically Maladjusted and the Normal Child
The model used by these n e w psychologists was a medical one which perceived the
problem in terms of symptoms, diagnosis, treatment, and restoration to 'good mental
health'. Also drawn on heavily was the evolutionary argument that organisms evolved to
a higher life form by adapting or adjusting to their environment. T o educational
psychologists the issue was one of 'adjusting the developing personality' of youth so that
they could 'participate fruitfully in life'. This involved at least three further issues. O n e
was related to the aim of producing adults w h o would lead a particular type of 'fruitful'
life. It encompassed questions about the most appropriate instruction state schools could
offer students to ensure their "proper development" towards their "useful participation in
family, social, civic and economic life" as adults. Secondly was the question of
'maladjusted' youth w h o were "social failures". This entailed an assessment of the social
behaviour of youth within their current social context as young people w h o were not
adults. The third covered the range of behaviours associated with each that were perceived
to be useful. While thefirsttwo became important to both educational psychologists and
state authorities, the third basically remained a complex set of unexamined assumptions. It
was assumed, for example, that the family and the school were the major social
institutions in which young people did and should exist. Hence being a m e m b e r of a
nuclear family, having a mother w h o was "vitally concerned with all matters affecting the
development" of her children, and attending school regularly rated highly amongst the
'normal' social behaviours against which youth and their families were measured. At the
same time, however, young people needed to be equipped with knowledge and skills for
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their future lives as adults, which included being economically self-sufficient and obeying
laws.

In the early 1930s both the Child Welfare Department and the Department of

Education began to incorporate these arguments into existing institutions, and the initia
contradiction posed in state schools between the current and future orientation of
studenthood was extended. Given that psychologists and doctors were employed across
the two Departments and that the scientific study of students had contributed to the
theorising of educational psychologists, this was inevitable to some extent. A more
specific prompt came, however, from the threat to economic order (i.e. industrial

capitalism) caused by the Great Depression and the threat to political order (i.e. libera
democracy) by the spread of Fascism and Nazism in Europe. "Nothing", it was argued,

"but the right upbringing of the children of this generation can remedy the disastrous st
of affairs from which the world is now suffering".80

After some consideration, Departmental authorities concluded that the ordinary
school already provided the experiences necessary for the 'proper' development of
students. Indeed, they suggested that parents should ensure the same conditions for
proper development also existed in the home. Hence Departmental psychologists argued
that as schools were "naturally made to suit the majority of children", the one or two
students from any group who inevitably became a problem at school were "misfits" who
"failed to adjust to their environment". Through this process state authorities were not
to be responsible for the behaviour of any youth. Instead, the focus was on young people
themselves and their families.

/y
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Child welfare had, on the other hand, undergone few changes in the initial period
following the replacement of the SCRB with the Child Welfare Department. According to
the 1934 McCulloch Report which investigated this situation and contemporary state
practice in America and Brtiain, the child welfare sector needed a major overhaul along

'scientific' lines. Besides the need to extend and renovate buildings, to appoint a Direc
and to train welfare officers professionally, it was argued that inmates required
classification on a more scientific basis. Pending enactment of new Child Welfare

legislation which would facilitate this, reclassification commenced with the measuring of
inmates' intelligence at Gosfbrvd Farm Home for the Enmore Acitivity Centre. Soon it was
81

followed by more intensive testing of children coming before the courts.

This testing was conducted by psychiatrists, psychologists and social workers within
the three Child Guidance Clinics (CGC) attached to the Department of Education. So too
was the testing of students in ordinary schools for placement in special classes and

Glenfield. First established in 1936, these clinics were a specialist branch of the Schoo
Medical Service. They dealt with children coming before the courts as well as children
recommended by the Child Welfare Department, school medical officers and school

teachers. Their stated purpose was the 'social, educational and psychiatric adjustment' of
the "problem children of the State". School counsellors assisted the CGC by attempting
to resolve problems within the ordinary school before they became "severe" and
warranted the expertise of the CGC. An institutional mechanism had been created which

clearly announced that the blurring process between total institutions and ordinary schoo
had been achieved; children who were problems to the state were located in both types of
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institution. T h e establishment of a cross-Departmental mechanism to assess problem
children provided an institutional bridge which would enhance this process even more.82

Indeed, school authorities were warned that the ordinary school was the place where
the "first symptoms of maladjustment manifest themselves". If parents provided "proper
developmental experiences" for their children and if school and welfare authorities kept a
close eye on young people and their activities, then 'guidance' rather than adjustment
would be all that was necessary. By closer scrutiny of students in day schools, "antisocial behaviour" could be caught before it became "serious". In fact, the earlier students
were monitored the more likely school authorities were to detect "the problem child or the
difficult child...who is out of adjustment or out of joint with his environment". Hence
infants teachers were charged with the special responsibility of watching for "early
symptoms" to "prevent more serious trouble developing in later years". More specifically
they were exhorted to watch for "temper tantrums, obstinacy, moodiness, showing off,
bragging, day-dreaming, excessive imagination, desire for solitude, defiance of
authority.agrgression, shyness, dishonesty and truancy". Some of these were
continuations of nineteenth century themes, but others such as 'moodiness' and
83

'excessive imagination' were a direct outcome of theories on personality.

Through this process the ordinary day school had become a critically important site in
locating and treating the "delinquent". But delinquency itself had been redefined in the
process to encompass any type of 'anti-social' behaviour. State expectations regarding
studenthood were concealed within the notion of the 'maladjusted' child, who was a

Report of the Minister for 1936,17; Report of the Minister for 1937,12; 'Child Guidance Clinic',
The Education Gazette. 1/7/1938,186; Report of the Minister for 1939,15; Report of the Minister
for 1944, 7.

Types of Problem Children', The Education Gazette. 1/6/1939,166. Also see 'Behaviour Pro
in the Class-Room', The Education Gazette. 1/12/1945/400-403; Report of the Director on Child
Welfare for 1946; Report of the Director of Child Welfare for 1948, Government Printer, Sydney,
1949.
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potential or actual juvenile delinquent. T h e measure of normalcy or maladjustment n o w
included measures like attitude towards school, "sociability" at school, and "conformity to
[school-determined] vocational aptitudes". While truancy remained the first step towards
delinquency, it was taken to be an indication of a major personality problem as well as an
illegal behaviour. It could be prevented by Field Officers from the Child Welfare
Department ensuring that young people were not exposed to "socially dangerous" places
such as racecourses and wharves where they would inevitably mix with 'undesirable
characters'. If a child was already truanting then they were transgressing civil law and
were processed through the courts. Whether institutionalised, placed on probation or
simply fined, the CGC applied a similar treatment consisting first and foremost of
fostering the truant's "healthy" attitude towards school.

Indeed, assessment by members of the CGC on the cause of this unhealthy attitude
was taken into account by the court in determining whether the youth was
institutionalised, placed on probation or simply fined. As schools were thought to provide
experiences for proper development then home conditions were the major possible source
where undesirable habits and attitudes were learned. As the aim of the CGC was to
provide young people with the 'opportunity to develop a wholesome personality',
assessment of the family indicated whether fining was sufficient to "adjust" parental
behaviour. If the family was 'abnormal' then probation was recommended with members
of the CGC indicating how Child Welfare Officers should "raise the standard of family
life to social expectations". But if parents were deemed to be of 'low mentality, poor
moral fibre, or simply vicious', then the child could not be allowed to remain in this
damaging enviroment and an alternative provided by the state was required instead.

84 Report of the Minister of Public Instruction on the Work of the Child Welfare Department
1940, Government Printer, Sydney, 1941, 7-9; Report of the Minister of Public Instruction on the
Work of the Child Welfare Department for 1941, Government Printer, Sydney, 1942,1; Report of
the Minister of Public Inunction on the Work of the Child Welfare Department forl945,1; Report of
the Director of Child Welfare for 1946,21; W.Williams, 'Juvenile Delinquency', The Education
Gazette. February-August 1940; Report of the Director of Child Welfare, Government Printer,
Sdyney, 1946 Report of the Director of Child Welfare for 1948, Government Printer, Sydney,
1949, 13.
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Unlike the eugenics movement of the late nineteenth century, educational psychology
emphasised environmental causes of social maladjustment. The 'maladjusted' child was
viewed as a "social casualty" rather than innately inclined towards criminal or socially
disruptive behaviour. However, by stressing environmental factors as the major cause of
delinquency a glaring contradiction was created. Ordinary schools - which state
authorities continually attempted to render more influential than the family - had been
absolved as a potential cause of maladjustment because they 'naturally' provided
experiences for proper development.

Total institutions were reconceptualised as "adjustment schools" during the 1940s
and were absolved as a potential source of further maladjustment as well. They were
considered to be most appropriate for youth who were 'ineducable', 'infectious',
'sexually perverted', 'insane', and 'homicidal or suicidal'. Once institutionalised, a
"genuine desire to develop a wholesome personality" could be demonstrated by an inmate

conforming with the institutions' rules. Through this, total institutions regained their t
educative purpose. When compared with some of the 'new behaviours' which were seen

to be 'anti-social' in ordinary schools, state authorities were conceptualising government
schooling as a social system with its own internal logic. Hence the reorganisation and
expansion of the child welfare institutions which followed the 1939 Child Welfare Act not

only aimed to classify its inmates 'scientifically', but to create a hierarchy of institu
forms based on the nature and extent of a delinquent's conformity to social and
institutional rules. Modelling itself on the British Borstal system which aimed to
segregate younger prisoners from others in goals and to provide them with more
85

oppportunities for rehabilitation,fivemajor types of institution were created.
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Anglewood Special School was for male truants, who were deemed to be
'maladjusted' and twice as likely as the general population to have a lower than average
IQ. Hence this residential school had special classes as well as regular classes. Eight
Cottage Homes at Mittagong Training School held 20 to 35 boys of school age who were

committed to the control of the Child Welfare Department for offences other than truancy.
The emphasis in their training was on acquiring habits of industry, table manners,

courtesy, self-control, and respect for the rights and feelings of others. They all atten
Mittagong Central Public School, which had special classes for 'mentally dull' students.
Mt Penang Training School was similar to Mittagong but was for boys who were over the
compulsory school age. Their program consisted of developing the same habits as those
at Mittagong but through the medium of scientific agricultural skills and knowledge. As
an incentive to good behaviour, Mt Penang also had a Privilege Cottage where no more
than 20 boys could earn a place by demonstrating good behaviour. Besides benefits such
as an individual bedroom, boys were allowed home leave on weekends for further good
behaviour. In stark comparison to this was the Tamworth Institution for Boys, which
held 15 to 18 year olds who had committed more serious offences prior to admission or

who proved to be 'incorrigible', 'troublesome' or who simply 'failed to be rehabilitated'

in other institutions. In terms of architecture and aims it closely resembled a prison, f
was also a means of keeping older youth out of the prison system.

While the ordinary school system had begun to extend the 'normal' age of students to

15 years from 1912, total schools now institutionalised youth from this age to the age of
18. Together with the legislative amendment through the Child Welfare Act that anyone
under the age of 18 years could not be subjected to capital punishment, the Tamworth

Institution heralded the institutionalisation of 'adolescence' in the total school system
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Together with the ordinary day school, state schooling provided a means of monitoring
and influencing young people between the ages of 5 and 18 years.

Similar but less dramatic changes occurred in institutions for girls. Like Mt Penang,
Parramatta Training Home acquired a Privilege Cottage at Thornleigh on the outskirts of

Sydney. Internally Parramatta remained a self-contained institution with its own hospital
and V.D. clinic, and offered the same school curricular activities followed by domestic

service as it always had. But its kitchen facilities had been "modernised" as part of the
building renovations which were also undertaken, and domestic training was now deemed
to be a modified secondary curriculum . For a short time Parramatta shared the status of

the Tamworth Institution for boys when it contained only "older less tractable girls". An
extension of Parramatta was built at La Perouse in 1938 to house younger, more
'amenable' girls, but was closed in the early 1940s due to lack of sufficient numbers.

Although this indicated that girls were still seen as more intractable and delinquent tha

their male counterparts, the actual number of girls committed to any institution dwindled
from the late 1930s in comparison with boys. This was largely due to magistrates
beginning to use probation as a viable alternative to incarceration for girls and a
concommitant trend for the increased institutionalisation of boys who had been brought
before the courts. While this suggests that 'delinquency' was becoming even more of a

masculin'sed concept, it does not necessarily imply that proportionately fewer girls were

being incarcerated than before. Research on changes to state mental asylums indicates, fo
example, that the concept of 'insanity' and the population in mental asylums were
87

becoming feminised.

The other type of new institution of the 1940s were Remand Homes attached to
Children's Courts. Each had a junior and a senior wing and temporarily housed young
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people w h o were awaiting trial, w h o were awaiting committal after trial, or w h o had
become State Wards and were waiting to be placed out. No more would girls be required
to assist in the supervision of younger boys and girls as they had done throughout the
1930s and 1930s at Bidura and Montrose Depots.88

These changes to total institutions for young people were accompanied by rather
dramatic changes for State wards. Prior to the 1930s, children who had been committed
to the guardianship of the state and who had been regarded as behaviour problems were
placed out with families on the justification that living in a 'normal' environment would
induce them to adopt better behaviour. By the 1930s, however, and the increasing
influence of personality theory on explaining behaviour, wards with behaviour problems
were drawn into the network of institutions for delinquents. Troublesome' wards were
detained temporarily in Shelters/Remand Homes while more refractory youth were placed
in a long-term detention centre until their behaviour improved. Girls of "unstable
temperament" were sent to the Home for Mental Defectives (where they remained until an
IQ test showed them to be 'average'), while Berry Training Farm, established in 1935,
sought to train "personally unstable" boys over the age of 14 for placement in private
89

dairy farms on the South Coast of N.S.W.

Hence by 1940 there was a marked trend for proportionately more youth to be
institutionalised. This trend became even more exaggerated throughout the 1940s.
According to the newly-created Director of Child Welfare there were several reasons for
this. First, with increased employment available in the late 1930s there were fewer Wards
being admitted by application, and proportionately more were being admitted via the
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courts. T h e implication here w a s that fewer young people were being admitted as
'neglected' or 'uncontrollable', more were being admitted for criminal offences or with
personality disorders, and hence fewer were suitable for boarding-out. With the postwar housing shortage there were also fewer families with accommodation to take in State
wards. Not noted by the Director but also contributing to this was the more scrupuluous
monitoring of truancy which followed the reorganisation and expansion of the Child
Welfare Department itself. With the CGC treating children from day schools, a further
point for identifying children who might be drawn into the Child Welfare network had
also been constructed. The CGC had, moreover, embarked on a policy of administering a
myriad of tests to those brought before a children's court. These included vocational
guidance tests for older youth, and a personality test. Amongst other things, the latter
measured the extent of a student's co-operation with, obedience to, and attitude towards,

school authorities, and their ability to mix with age peers. Intelligence tests were stand
fare, and it was claimed that even state wards were much more likely than the general
90

population to possess below normal intelligence.

This emphasis on the intelligence of those under the control of the Child Welfare
Department was reinforced by the establishment of special classes for "dull students" in
the ordinary school. It was exacerbated even further and rendered a greater problem
through Section 13 of the 1939 Child Welfare Act. Section 13 gave the Department of
Child Welfare the right to detain any mentally defective child certified as such by both
Principal Medical Officer from the Department of Education and a psychiatrist. While the
Act permitted guardianship of other wards to the age of 21 years, those committed as
mentally defective could be detained under state guardianship for any length of time
deemed fit by these experts, irrespective of their age. A complex but dramatic shift had

90 Report of the Secretary, Child Welfare Department to the Minister of Public Instruction
Minister of Public Instruction on the Work of the Child Welfare Department for 1932 to 1935,3;
Report of the Minister of Public Instruction on the Work of the Child Welfare Department for 1938 to
1939,19; "Pupils Referred to the Vocational Guidance Section for Testing', The Education Gazette.
1/2/1941, 13.
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occurred, with age relations at its core. The 1939 Act defined 'mental defectiveness' as a
"condition of arrested or incomplete development or degeneration of mind from
whatsoever cause arising", and was measured by intelligence and physical tests. In doing
so, a glaring contradiction was created. Chrononological age was central to the
construction of intelligence tests and was used as a guideline for developmental theory,

but being classified as mentally deficient provided state authorities with sufficient groun
to disregard chronological age as an indicator of young people's capacity for maturity and
the capacity to control their own lives. A new and extremely powerful matrix which more

clearly linked presumed intellectual deficit with the status of childhood was in the making
- a matrix which is a major theme in contemporary controversy concerning the rights of
91

people with intellectual disabilities.

The 'abnormally' large number of children with low intelligence coming under the
control of the Child Welfare Department as a result rendered the need for the scientific
classification even more urgent. Indeed, by the 1940s the eugenics argument had been
resurrected and reworked into a complex view of the individual within society and the
potential causes of a mis-fit between the two:
The designation of a person as mentally defective tells us little about him beyond
the fact that he is an actual or a potential social failure... But the defective is
prone to social failure because of his very deficiency; that is w h y his condition
should be understood, and w h y society should accept the responsibility of
protecting him from dangers, and rescuing him w h e n he falls victim... There are
those w h o say that every mental defective is a social menace... But so complex a
society as ours cannot be described by superficialities. There are m a n y causes of
social failure and maladjustment, and m a n y forms which it can take...92
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According to a Special Committee appointed to consider this issue, the m a n y forms it
could take should be determined by "behaviour instability, emotional and temperamental
abnormalities and abnormal sexual response". But consistent with the model of 'misfit'

and 'maladjustment', it was also argued that they required institutionalisation in order
be "given a chance in life" of learning some social skills and behaviours.

Without further ado the the Department of Child Welfare commenced a second stage
of expansion as a result of the vastly increased number of State Wards who were

considered to be unsuitable for boarding-out or adoption by virtue of their "physical and
mental defects, colour and behaviour defects". The potential for more residential

institutions for Aborigines as a result of the assimilation policy and of youth classifi
mentally defective through the 1939 Child Welfare Act was clearly recognised. But the
implementation of this policy began with gender relations, when a residential Domestic
Science High School for 60 female wards over the age of 14 years was established in
1948. The Director was at pains to stress that Lynwood Hall was not a correctional

institution for delinquents, yet its similarity to Parramatta Training School for Girls w
striking in terms of its organisation, schooling facilities and intended occupations of

inmates. Indeed, it held the implication that girls were less suitable for placement in t
general community than boys.

It was into this framework that the 'new' post-War phenomena of immigrant children
were to be placed. Under Commonwelath legislation the Department of Child Welfare
had begun receiving young people without families from 1947. Appointed as guardian to
these new state wards, the Department began in 1948 to adopt some of them out, either to
their own parents when they immigrated or to foster families. Aniticipating that the

93 N.S.W. Parliament. Department of the Committee Constituted to Consider the Question of
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number of these children would grow enormously over the next few years, the
Department of Child Welfare stood poised in 1948 to expand its own facilities for state
wards, while the Department of Education announced it would begin enrolling fostered

immigrant children in ordinary day schools. To facilitate their 'suitable' placement within
the ordinary school, the Department of Education intended to measure each new student
with an (English) intelligence test.95 Like Aboriginal students - but for vastly different
reasons - the classification of non-English speaking immigrant children as 'mentally
deficient' was to a large extent determined by pre-existing ideological boundaries. That,
however, remains to be explored.

Report of the Director of Child Welfare Department for 1948,11; Report of the Minister for 1949,
Government Printer, Sydney, 1950,1-2.
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSION

This thesis has argued that the state has played a significant role in constituting and
reformulating the concept of studenthood in N.S.W. between 1788 and 1948. More
specifically it has demonstrated that studenthood was conceived by state authorities
through the broader context of the government school as an institutional means of
controlled social change. Originating in a penal state and in the absence of a well-

developed infrastructure, government schools became a critical part of the state sphere.
The particular absences that were crucial to the conceptualisation of state studenthood
were related to the labour market and the family. Hence the thematic concerns that
underpinned schooling in the early penal era involved the visibility of youth on the
streets, their idleness or criminal activities, and their negligent parents. These have
remained central to the construction of the concept of studenthood in N.S.W.

Although these themes retained a continuous link with studenthood over the entire
period examined here, the the actors shaping it, the arguments surrounding it, and the
form that it has taken have varied enormously over time. The thesis has provided ample

evidence that this shift was informed by a series of transformations in the form and mod

of operation of the state. Essentially it has illustrated that the concept has been form

and reformulated as a consequence of conflict that has surrounded major transitions of t

state itself. In fact, frequently there was substantial agreement within the state spher
about the nature and purpose of studenthood.

Notwithstanding this agreement, the evidence also indicates that competing or
conflicting functions of the state wrought changes to studenthood that were, at times,
significant. For instance, Chapter 3 has pointed to the dual system of day and total
schooling that emerged through the conflict between penalism and liberalism, although
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both aimed at regulating the social behaviour of 'lower class youth'. Chapter 6 has

highlighted the substantial transformation of studenthood which occurred as a result
conflict between the functions of the state for capital and liberal democracy; a
transformation that redefined the appropriate labour of youth through studenthood.

The evidence presented here also indicates that one source of recurring conflict wit

the state involved the delineation of who would have control over the process of def

studenthood. In the mid-nineteenth century in particular this conflict resulted in a

discontuinuity in the conceptualising of studenthood by state authorities, whereby t
reformative and moral purpose of studenthood which had been articulated through

religion was marginalised. A purpose of fitting people for citizenship within a secu

liberal context now comprised the core of studenthood. Irrespective of which particu

state authorities were in formal positions of power, however, it was always intended
state authorities themselves would retain control over the process of defining
studenthood.

By formalising control of studenthood at the state level, a power relationship was

structured between state authorities and others outside the state as well. This rela

also generated continuous conflict, although this too changed over time. Despite the

changes, the basic thread of this relationship situated young people, their parents,
families and their communities in a particular way that encouraged the articulation
enormously powerful body of state rhetoric about the negligence of parents and the

benevolent paternalism of the state itself. In turn, this generated further conflict
resulted in changes to the definition and practice of studenthood.

The thesis has therefore illustrated that state authorities have not been the only a

involved in the construction of studenthood. Indeed, studenthood has been negotiated

mediated, and in some instances altered, by a range of individuals and groups who la
outside the formal sphere of the state. Perhaps the most significant of these were
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philanthropic groups like the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, union
groups like the N.S.W. Trades and Labour Council, and parents and students
themselves. Indeed, some of the evidence has illustrated that parents and students have
played no small part in the process of redefining studenthood. Since a great deal of the
activity of parents and students occurred at, or in relation to, the school site, further
studies on the negotiation of studenthood in individual schools, in various localities, and
by various groups throughout N.S.W. would provide more insight into the complexity of
the role of others in mediating studenthood.

Notwithstanding the influence of those outside the formal sphere of the state on the
formulation of studenthood, the thesis has illustrated that studenthood is also related to,
and shaped by, the internal dynamics of schooling. In particular, Chapter 4 points to the
emergence of the bureaucratic nature of N.S.W. schooling and the identifiable influence
this has played in shaping studenthood. S o m e of these, such as the initial establishment
of age-grading, were incidental to studenthood and aimed at establishing guidelines for
administrators or teachers. A s Chapter 8 illustrates, by the twentieth century school
practices such as these provided an important existing framework through which
technocratic methods of defining studenthood could be introduced. Like m a n y of the
changes to studenthood, however, they provided a pre-existing practice that was later
drawn upon and reshaped to resolve some n e w problem confronting state authorities. Yet
it has been argued throughout the preceding chapters that m a n y of these 'problems' were
constructed through particular concerns state authorities had about youth and their
families, as well as the relationship of each with the state.

Indeed, the evidence has illustrated very clearly that studenthood has been an
institutionalised means of delineating the social behaviour of youth. At one level this has
involved issues of social order and control. In the first instance, over the entire one
hundred andfiftyyears examined in this thesis, state authorities consistently expressed
the fervent belief that shaping the behaviour of young people would bring about major
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changes to future society itself. The foregoing chapters have shown, however, that this
future-oriented vision has been expressed in specific ways within different sociohistorical contexts. Indeed, as the form and nature of the state changed, so too did the
social function of schooling - and through this, studenthood. For example, the
reformative function of both day and total schools in the penal era were reformulated in
the mid-nineteenth century as schooling for citizenry. But as Chapter 4 has suggested,
this reformative purpose re-emerged during the 1860s in relation to total schooling.

At another level, the evidence has pointed out that gender, class, race and age
relations have not only informed studenthood, but have been constituted through it. Some
complex but interesting shifts were identified as part of this process. Class relations
underscored the establishment of government schools for children of the 'lower orders' in

the penal era, but by the late nineteenth century state authorities construed state school
'classless' institutions which promoted equality of opportunity. As argued in Chapters 5

and 6, this concealed class relations that had been critical to the definition of the stat
student from the late eighteenth century. Gender relations were of equal importance in

establishing the first total institutions in N.S.W. By the late nineteenth century, howeve
studenthood in all state schools was being gendered in similar ways. Race relations were
of some importance in defining the state student on an experimental basis in the early
nineteenth century, but, as Chapter 7 suggested, exerted a profound influence on the
shaping of studenthood from the late nineteenth century.

At its core, however, studenthood was conceived by state authorities as a means of
regulating the social behaviour of youth. While state schooling was conceived by state
authorities in relation to youth who were seen to be socially problematic in the late
eighteenth century, by the early twentieth century the conceptualisation had shifted to
students as well and encompassed aU young people. In this sense studenthood shifted
from the 'problem' youth to the 'ordinary' youth. Yet the category of 'truant' which was
constructed in the late nineteenth century drew a new dividing line between 'problem' and
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'ordinary' youth within a n e w context. Indeed, 'truancy' succinctly expressed the

formalised expectations of state authorities about the social behaviour of youth. C

it was the delineation of studenthood as the legitimate role of youth in society, a

the reworking of its links with the family, the state, the school, the streets and l

argued in Chapters 5 to 7, fundamental to this was the articulation of childhood th

studenthood itself through a vast range of social activities. Chapter 8 consequentl

to the assumptions about being a youth in N.S.W. that pivoted on them being a studen

and that were structured into methods of measuring and explaining the social behavi
youth.

Yet it was also suggested that because this social behaviour has been rationalised

within the institutional context of the school, its extent and nature has frequentl

obscured or concealed. Thus the delineation of studenthood as the civic duty of you
was, for instance, a crucial and fundamental part of the complex redefining of the

relationship of youth with the state through studenthood that occurred from the late

nineteenth century to 1948. Another important social behaviour that has been concea

within this institutional context is the labour of youth, which, this thesis has sug
has underpinned studenthood since its inception. Consistently this appeared in the

of issues to do with juvenile work in the labour market, juvenile work in the famil

and work within the school. Indeed, the evidence in Chapters 5 to 8 indicates that b

1920s schooling had been delineated as the most appropriate labour for, and the most

appropriate social activity of, youth in N.S.W. This involved an increasing relianc

state authorities on 'age' as a means of defining youth and delineating their social
behaviour, in increasingly complex but often contradictory ways.

Given the critical importance of these issues to the defining of studenthood and the

dearth of published literature into a number of them, additional research would hel

illuminate further the complicated dimensions of the relationship between youth and

state that have been expressed through studenthood. Integral to this research shoul
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some consideration of the socio-historical situation of youth within the nexus between

capitalism, liberalism and patriarchy in different socio-historical contexts. The evidence
within this thesis strongly suggests that each were reworked in critically different ways
and that the intersections between them shifted over three periods: the 1790s, the midnineteenth century and the late nineteenth century. For example, establishing orphan
schools was one response to the social conditions resulting from a nexus of all three
ideological terrains around 1800. On the other hand, while the issue of compelling young
people to attend school was a response to the crisis of liberalism, the issue of inducing
older youth to forgo paid labour and attend school instead appears to be part of the
complex response to the crisis of capitalism. Both the marginalisation of very young
students from, and the gendering of, studenthood in the late nineteenth century also seem
to have been bound up with the crisis of patriarchy.

Similarly, the evidence presented here indicates that the family was a critical social
institution in mediating each of these ideological terrains and their varying points of

intersection. The thesis identified a broad but major shift in the relations between youth

and parents around the turn of the twentieth century; a shift that was articulated to labo
and schooling but which involved a realignment of parents with the expectations of state
authorities about the relationship between labour, schooling and youth. Extensive

research is required into this area to facilitate further understanding of the complexitie
involved.

In conclusion, this thesis has demonstrated that studenthood can be construed as a
concept and as a dynamic process that is related not only to the wider social context in

which it is situated, but also to the structure of schooling. As such, the concept is shap
by social concerns that lie outside the school as much as it is shaped by changes within

the school. At its most basic level, however, the preceding chapters have illustrated that
studenthood is an expression of the relationship between youth and the state, that
studenthood is a concept with a material existence, that both the concept and the lived
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experience of studenthood have been socially constructed, and that this is an ongoing
process of transformation that is linked critically with the nature and form of the state in

N.S.W.
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KEY

= system not operating
NA = statistics not available
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A1 ENROLMENTS
A1.1 Day Schools

Table A1
Number of Youth Enrolled at All Schools,
Selected Years, 1788 - 1848
Year

1788
1798
1810
1820
1829
1836
1842
1848

No. of Children
in Colony*

% of Pop.
Children

36
526
2 304
5 688
5 794
NA
50 940
NA

3
17
25
19
14
NA
32
NA

Females

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
4 978
10 750

No. of Students
Males
Total

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
6196
12 624

% of Children
Students

0
28
19
15
22
NA
22
NA

150
440
844
1265
3 931
11174
23 374

* Census statistics are estimates only and do not include Aborigines; Age of 'children' varied
Source: HRA; Statistical Returns of NSW, 1839-1863

Table A 2
Enrolments at National, Denominational, Private and Sunday Schools,
Selected Years, 1849 - 1879
Year

1849
1854
1859
1863
1865
1868
1874
1876
1879

Male Students

Female Students
National

778
1819
4212
7200
8336
13004
25450
35746
47248

Denom.

6485
6774
6 765
9542
11 144
11 874
16578
15 759
15818

Private

4722
3 651
5051
5230
5647
11 486
9562
10 731
11021

Sunday

NA
NA
8720

NA
18324
22546
27460
31394
37710

National

806
2076
5064
8525
9790

15 182
29 916
40 209
53 444

Denom.

7864
7735
8382
11033
12602
13 702
19 640
19 555

18 011

Private

Sunday

5484
3542
4947
4235
4684
5036
7 267
7699
7215

NA
NA

N.B. Victoria separated from N.S.W. in 1851, Oueensland in 1859
Source: Reports of the National and Denominational School Boards, 1849-1865
Statistical Register of New South Wales, 1858-1879

7870

NA
17 224
21248
24624
27443
31802
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Table A3
Enrolments at Public and Private Schools*,
Selected Years, 1879 - 1948
Year

1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1886
1888
1890
1892
1893
1895
1897
1900
1905
1910
1915
1920
1925
1930
1935
1940
1944
1948

Public Schools
Male
Female (%)
47248
55472
61584
65033
63727
73 624
76 006
82158
89156
101268
98515
95878
97999
95912
102012
125276
158359
161 521
181867
182631
174243
170939
178626

46.9
46.7
46.5
47.9
48.2
48.1
47.7
47.7
48.1
48.2
47.8
47.5
47.5
47.1
47.5
47.2
48.1
47.9
47.8
47.8
47.8
47.8
48.1

53444
59858
67212
70612
63727
79573
83177
89953
96125
109 009
107750
105774
108517
107878
112764
140170
170931
175300
198883
199780
190 571
186 661
192873

(%)

Female

53.1
51.9

26839
11021
10979
11021
11850
17877
22227
23 467
25 336
24988
28 600
31234
33981
32660
33456
35390
40085
44974
48551
50634
50186
55097
58114

5Z2
52.1
51.7
51.9

523
523
51.9
51.8
52.2
52.5
52.5
52.9
52.5
52.8
51.9
52.1
52.2
52.2
52.2
52.2
51.9

Private Schools
Male
(%)
51.5
60.2
60.5
60.4
60.0
55.7
55.3
55.1
55.4
55.0
55.4
55.1
55.3
56.5
56.5
55.4
53.9
54.7
53.2
52.2
51.5
51.0
50.9

25226
7296
7179
7215
7896
14230
17937
19145
20411
20413
23051
25441
26 346
25194
25791
28 933
34 254
37 214
42680
46 332
47 220
52837
55952

(%)

48.5
39.8
39.5
39.6
40.0
44.3
44.7
44.9
44.6
45.0
44.6
44.9
43.7
43.5
43.5
44.6
46.1
45.3
46.8
47.8
48.5
49.0
49.1

* Does not include University enrolments
Source: Statistical Register of New South Wales, 1879-1948

Table A4
Enrolments in Infants Schools and Kindergarten Departments,
Selected Years, 1903 - 1948
Year

No. of Infants
Schools

1903
1907
1913
1918
1923
1928
1931
1933
1938
1942
1948

3
3
9
15
17
30
31
34
34
38
50

No. of Primary Schools
With Kindergarten Departments

0
0
53
98
147
216
237
249
300
290
50
Source: N.S.W. Statistical Register

(%)

(0.0%)
(0.0%)
(3.1%)
(5.7%)
(8.2%)
(12.5%)
(13.2%)
(14.2%)
(17.1%)
(17.3%)
(6.4%)

No. of
Students Enrolled

946
1002
3 721
5912
9 563
13 585
14 618
15 299
16 649
18 870
5 499
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Table A 5
Enrolments at Evening Public, Superior Public and Public High Schools,
Selected Years, 1888-1910
Year

Evening Public
No. of
Schools

1880
1881
1883
1884
1888
1890
1892
1897
1901
1905
1910

40
57
23
11
12
13
15
25
41
16
36

Superior Public

Enrolments
Female
Male

12
37
5
7
14
0
5
8
15
10
14

683
999
386
296
379
523
519
576
1387
1012
1351

No. of
Schools

58
58
75
51*
64
78
99
113
141
145

High

Enrolments
Female
Male

-

39 692
47 213
65 033
71795
80 414
88 234
96 028

No. of
Schools

Enrolments
Female
Male

-

-

6
8
5
5
5
5
4
4
5

NA
162
307
403
379
238
241
693
452

-

NA
226
323
311
359
184
306
331
496

* Before 1886, the number of Departments rather than number of separate schools were listed
Source: Annual Reports of the Minister of Public Instruction, 1880-1910

Table A 6
Enrolments at State Primary and Post-Primary Schools,
Selected Years, 1911-1948
Year Primary Post-Primary Total
No.
Enrolled

1911
1912
1919
1925
1927
1929
1931
1935
1940
1944
1948

218 043
225 693
276 358
321 315
316 453
307 760
312 971
306 955
273 188
251 739
271 898

% of School
Population

98.2
97.3
95.6
95.4
89.8
88.0
85.7
86.0
81.2
83.2
77.9

No.
Enrolled

3 990
6149
12 607
15 506
35 857
42 023
52 315
50 025
63 204
56 386
76 957

% of School
Population

1.8
2.7
4.4
4.6
10.2
12.0
14.3
14.0
18.8
16.8
22.1

(100%)

222 033
231 842
288 965
336 821
352 310
349 783
365 286
356 980
336 392
335 965
348 855

N.B. Based on average quarterly enrolments and hence will not match figures in other Tables
Source: Annual Reports of the Minister of Public Instruction, 1911-1948
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Table A 7
Enrolments at Various State Post-Primary Day Schools,
Selected Years, 1912-1948
Year

1912
1913
1914
1916
1918
1920
1924
1926
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1938
1939
1940
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948

Pre-Vocational Schools

Academic Schools

Females
(%)

Males
(%)

Total
Number

Females
(%)

Males
(%)

Total
Number

NA
38.8
40.0
42.4
45.9
52.5
51.3
75.6
49.9
49.4
48.5
47.7
48.0
50.6
51.3
51.9
52.1
52.6
55.1
52.4
52.9
53.1
53.1
52.5

NA
61.2
60.0
57.6
54.1
47.5
48.7
24.4
50.1
50.6
51.5
52.3
52.0
49.4
48.7
48.1
47.9
47.4
44.9
47.6
47.1
46.9
46.9
47.5

NA
4 129
4 589
3 680
9 200
9 365
12 598
11563
19 554
21473
24 068
23 763
23 513
23 332
22 431
24 846
26 979
27 581
34 095
32 419
30 503
28 053
26 671
24 941

41.6
42.4
42.2
44.2
43.4
43.1
38.7
38.7
40.2
39.8
39.2
38.1
39.0
51.0
51.7
39.9
40.1
40.6
41.3
43.4
42.7
43.2
43.1
44.9

58.4
57.6
57.8
55.8
56.6
56.9
61.3
61.3
59.8
60.2
60.8
61.2
61.0
49.0
48.3
61.1
59.9
59.4
58.7
56.6
57.3
56.8
56.9
55.1

2 475
5 072
6 840
7 994
8 706
11 119
15 621
19 788
27 310
29 584
33 828
36100
34 867
34 340
35 318
38 765
41643
43131
45 481
55 534
54 832
54 197
51966
55 271

N.B. Pre-Vocational = Day Continuation and Rural Schools
Academic = District, Intermediate and High Schools
Source: Annual Reports of the Minister of Public Instruction, 1912-1948
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Table A 8
Proportion of Female and Male Population Enrolled at all Schools,
Selected Years, 1828 - 1947
, ,
Year
Population
No. of Students
% of Population
Students

1828
1843
1846
1854
1857
1860
1863
1865
1856
1867
1870
1873
1877
1879
1880
1881
1884
1888
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1897
1900
1905
1911
1921
1931
1941
1947

Female

Male

8987
62212
74840
107194
133814
149120
169298
184192
191592
199108
222511
252946
294889
324617
339063
351987
406670
477890
512210
534430
551110
564380
578500
592710
614100
645595
703992
809345
1028870
1263421
1396312
1492211

27611
89394
114769
144121
171 673
199 426
209637
227196
239820
248512
280350
307329
367323
409665
431461
429 278
498310
573190
609650
630 870
646540
658990
672950
685160
709360
718 995
765161
889391
1 071 501
1302893
1405702
1492627

Female

Male

390

472

5359
8951
12396
13766
16027
22229
25 586
28411
30212
35129
52370
66054
74715
82479
95962
99447
111280
117183
123 466
89156
85 982
86 407
90 926
95878
133 462
12B572
153193
207 666
245 432
225 097
224 247

6700
8963
13577
15470
18740
24511
27867
31 183
32971
74503
75917
72213
80575
86962
101450
103072
115576
120670
127225
96125
93605
94457
99704
105774
136569
133072
157301
212988
257969
248265
234420

Female

Male

4.3
8.6

1.7 - 24
7.5
8.0
7.6"
9.4
9.4
10.3
9.0
9.8
9.4
9.9

11.9
11.6
10.3
10.7

132
13.9
14.8
15.2
15.6
20.7
22.4
23.0
24.3
27.3
24.5
23.3

229
23.1
16.2
15.2
14.9
15.3
15.6
20.7
18.3
18.9
20.2
19.4
16.1
15.0

Source: HRA; N S W L C V&P; Statistical Register of N e w South Wales

11.7
12.3
13.0
13.3
14.0
18,8
19.7
19.7
20.1
20.1
20.7
20.2
19.8
20.2
14.9
14.2
14.1
14.6
14.9
19.0
17.4
17.7
19.9
19.8
17.7
15.7

Total

12.4
13.0
13.8
14.1
14.8
19.7
20.9
21.1
22.0
25.3

224
21.6
21.2
21.5
15.5
14.7
14.5
14.9
15.2
19.8
17.8
18.3
20.0
19.6
16.9
15.4

x
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A 1.2 Total Institutions

Table A9
Number of Youth in State Orphan Schools,
Selected Years, 1801-1886
Females
Males
N
N
(%)
(%)

Year

1801
1819
1826
1835
1848
1855
1860
1867
1876
1880
1881
1882
1884
1886

31
NA
129
174
110
53
68
90
90
80
79
37
13
11

100.0
NA
56.0
49.7
53.3
41.0
36.8
36.0
35.9
34.5
34.9
19.9
21.3
25.0

50
101
160
96
76
117
160
161
152
147
149
48
33

Total
(100%)
31
NA
230
350
206
129
185
250
251
232
226
186
61
44

NA
44.0
50.3
46.7
59.0
63.2
64.0
64.1
65.5
65.1
80.1
78.7
75.0

Source: HRA; H R N S W ; N S W L A V&P;
Statistical Register of N e w South Wales, 1848-1886

Table A10
Number of Youth in State Mental Hospitals,*
Selected Years, 1863 - 1948
Year
N
1863
1870
1881
1893
1905
1915
1928
1930
1937
1944
1948

Males

Females

14
42
26
36
30
76
127
152
198
187
230

(%)

45.2
60.9
37.1
40.0
36.1
37.8
45.0
40.8
41.6
30.5
43.0

N
17
27
44
54
53
125
155
221
278
427
305

(%)

54.8
39.1
62.9
60.0
63.9
62.2
55.0
59.2
58.4
69.5
57.0

Total
(100%)
31
69
70
90
83
201
282
373
476
614
535

* Prior to 1881 'children' were those aged 0-20 years; from 1881, 0-14 years
Source: Statistical Register of New South Wales, 1863-1948

% of all
Inmates

3.3
3.4
3.2
2.2
1.6
2.3
2.6
3.3
3.6
4.6
3.9
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Table A11
Number of Youth In State Industrial and Reformatory Schools,*
Selected Years, 1867-1948
Year
Industrial Schools
Reformatories

1867
1869
1873
1879
1881
1890
1895
1903
1905
1915
1920
1927
1938
1948

Females

Males

Females

Males

47
135
77
115
130
87
120
112
102
161
124
377
99
114

62
135
99
142
177
227
380
383
360

3
4
4
19
42
47
22

-

27
116
124
96
138
343

-

-

244
67

-

* From 1905 includes Farm H o m e s and Truant School
Reclassified in 1938 as Training H o m e s for wayward and problem children'
Source: Statistical Register of New South Wales, 1867-1948

Table A12
Number of Youth Under the Control of the State Children's Relief Board,*
Selected Years, 1881-1948
Year

1881
1883
1885
1888
1892
1896
1898
1906
1911
1918
1928
1938
1948

Institutionalised
Males
Females

24
174
363
485
613
1085
1 179
1092
1286
1429
2 060
1648
1028

35
118
523
793
776
1356
1422
1276
1690
2140
2 437
2103
1210

Adopted Out
Males
Females

0
10
35
84
94
76
80
149
158
205
340
149
175

0
1
15
52
69
50
69
105
83
108
305
182
155

Boarded With
Apprenticed Out
Males O w n Mother
Females

0
4
64
189
299
347
367
535
503
319
202
71
56

0
0
26
357
545
548
572
733
778
455
329
38
50

_
-

1230
2 434
2111
4 453
8 257
10125
9 690
7 329

* S C R B until 1923, Child Welfare Department from 1923
Source: Annual Reports of the President of the State Children's Relief Board, 1881-1918;
Annual Reports of the Child Welfare Department, 1923-1948
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Table A13
Number of Youth in Child Welfare Cottage Homes for the Mentally Defective,*
Selected Years, 1890 - 1948
Year
Cottage H o m e s
Sent to Glenfield Special School
Sent to Mental Asylums
Females

1890
1900
1908
1918
1928
1938
1948

67
115
44
22
NA
63
62

Males

50
34
-

NA
23
24

Females

Males

2
2
1
NA
NA
10
3

1
0
0
NA
NA
0
0

Males

Females

_
_
-

_
_
-

NA
7
3

NA
3
0

* Between 1880 and 1900 included children with physical disabilities
Source: Annual Reports of President of the State Children's Relief Board, 1900-1918;
Annual Reports of the Child Welfare Department, 1928-1948

Table A14
Number of Youth in Department of Education Special Schools
Selected Years, 1926-1948
Year

Glenfield Special School
for Mentally Defective Children

1927
1931
1932
1935
1940
1944
1948

112
112
112
108
110
111
112

Hospital Schools
No. of Schools

No. of Students

.

5
5
7
10
11
15

Source: Annual Reports of the Minister of Public Instruction, 1926-1948

127
170
222
311
318
496
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Table A15
Number of Youth in the Deaf, Dumb and Blind Institution,*
Selected Years, 1862 -1948
Year
Females
Males
Total
N
N
(100%)
(%)
(%)
1862
1868
1874
1881
1890
1897
1905
1915
1927
1935
1940
1948

10
12
27
39
33
53
36
57
73
95
104
109

62.5
54.5
52.9
54.9
42.9
46.5
40.0
42.5
43.2
50.3
45.8
43.4

6
10
24
32
44
61
54
77
96
94
123
142

37.5
45.5
47.1
45.1
57.1
53.5
60.0
57.5
56.8
49.7
54.2
56.6

16
22
51
71
77
114
90
134
169
189
227
251

* Renamed in the late 1930s as Schools for the Deaf and the Blind;
Government supported but independently controlled
Source: Statistical Register of New South Wales, 1862-1948

Table A16
Number of Youth Enrolled at Ragged Schools*,
Selected Years, 1863-1915
Year

1861
1863
1868
1880
1881
1890
1893
1897
1905
1915

Females

Males

N

(%)

N

NA
329
183
161
156
249
233
146
185
92

NA
41.9
53.8
50.8
48.9
52.4
49.9
42.4
46.0
52.9

NA
457
157
156
163
226
234
198
217
82

(%)

NA
58.1
46.2
49.4
51.1
47.8
50.1
57.6
54.0
47.1

*Government supported but independently controlled
Source: Statistical Register of N e w South Wales, 1863-1916

Total
(100%)
130
786
340
317
319
475
467
344
402
174
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Table A17
Number of N e w Aboriginal Day Schools Established*,
1880-1948
Decade

No. of New
Schools

1880s

5

1890s

9

1900s

13

1910s

14

1920s

9

1930s

8

1940s

0

* Funded by Department of Education, built and maintained on or near Reserves
managed by the State Protection Board for Aborigines
Source: J. Fletcher & J. Burnswood, Government Schools of New South Wales. 1848-1976,
Directorate of Planning Services, Department of Education, N.S.W., 1977

A2

ATTENDANCE

Table A18
Average Attendance of Students at Public Schools, by Area,
1876
Area
Metropolitan
Large Towns
Small Towns
Mining Areas
Rural Areas

Students Enrolled
27 724
4 369
13 397
7 338
24113

Weekly Attendance
18 359.6
2 917.5
9 070.3
4 875.6
16 634.1

Source: Report of the Council of Education, 1876

% Attendance
66.2
66.8
67.7
66.4
68.9
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Table A19
Average Quarterly Attendance of Students
at Public and Denominational Schools,
1879- 1881
QUARTER
March

TYPE OF SCHOOL
(Year)

F

M

Total

DENOMINATIONAL
1880
1881

NA
65

NA
67

Public:
1879
1880
1881

65
NA
67

Provisional:
1879
1880
1881
Half-Time
1879
1880
1881

September

June
Total

F

M

64
61

59
64

62
66

60
65

66
70
67

65
68
65

68
62
66

70
64
70

69
63
68

69
72
71

68
72
71

71
67
71

70 71
67 67
69 70

69
74
69

69
74
69

75
72
72

71 73
70 72
70 71
78

F

M

NA
66

65
60

66
63

66
62

62 67
60 62

68
NA
70

67
NA
69

63
65
64

66
68
66

64
67
65

63
67
63

67
NA
70

69
NA
70

68
NA
70

66
68
69

68
68
68

67
68
69

68
72
70

72
NA
75

70
NA
76

71
NA
75

70
70
70

68
69
71

69
69
71

70
74
69

F

December

M

Total

Total

NATIONAL

Third-Time:
1881
Evening:
1880
1881

82

70

55

55

44

74

78

80

80

80

66

51

51

58

54

54

72
47

Source: Reports of the Minister of Public Instruction for 1880 and1881

72

52 52
54 53

Table A20
Average Annual Attendance of Students Enrolled at all Public Schools,
Selected Years, 1828 - 1948
Year
1828
1857
1859
1869
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1886
1888
1890
1892
1897
1900
1905
1910
1915
1916
1917
1918
1920
1925
1927
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1935
1940
1945
1948

Female Students
NA
66.6
61.5
65.9
68.6
61.4
65.6
66.1
68.8
67.9
69.5
70.1
70.1
72.9
71.5
72.6
69.9
72.4
73.1
77.7
77.3
76.7
85.8
86.8
85.7
87.4
87.7
88.5
87.3
86.8
87.5
87.1
86.9

Male Students
NA
71.6
64.6
69.3
70.2
63.9
68.6
67.7
69.8
69.6
71.1
71.2
71.4
72.8
72.6
73.9
71.7
73.8
74.4
79.1
78.5
77.5
84.6
85.6
86.6
88.2
88.5
88.8
87.8
86.3
88.3
87.4
87.5

All Students
69.2
68.6
63.5
67.7
69.5
62.7
67.2
66.9
69.3
68.8
70.3
70.7
70.8
72.8
72.1
73.3
70.8
73.1
73.7
78.5
78.0
77.1
85.2
86.2
86.1
87.8
88.2
88.7
87.6
86.5
87.9
87.3
87.2

Source: HRA; Annual Reports of the Board of National Education, 1857-1859;
Report of the Council of Education, 1879;
Annual Reports of the Minister of Public Instruction, 1880-1945
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Table A21
Average Attendance of Students at Public Primary and Secondary Schools,
Selected Years, 1905 -1948
Year
Primary
Evening Secondary
Day Secondary

1905
1910
1915
1916
1920
1925
1929
1930
1931
1935
1940
1944
1948

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

72.5
69.7
71.9
72.8
76.4
78.9
79.1
80.5
81.7
79.5
86.9
80.8
80.6

73.8
71.7
73.6
74.3
77.3
79.9
80.3
81.6
82.3
80.2
87.9
81.1
81.0

92.0
86.3
86.7
87.0
87.7
88.5
84.9
86.3
85.2
84.4
89.4
84.5
84.9

93.7
91.2
87.8
88.8
87.8
88.3
86.3
87.5
85.3
84.6
90.8
85.3
85.7

10.0
46.4
56.9
51.5
45.6
64.2
77.0
75.9
79.5
75.1
71.5
49.4
NA

54.9
44.8
57.5
58.0
61.6
77.6
78.4
80.4
80.4
76.3
76.5
66.3
NA

Source: Annual Reports of the Minister of Education, 1905-1948

Table A22
Cases of School Non-Attendance Investigated and How Dealt With,
Selected Years, 1882-1948
Year

1882
1883
1885
1887
1890
1891
1895
1897
1900
1907
1909
1911
1916
1928
1938
1948

No. of Cases
Investigated

37 372
48 635
56 557
NA
34 950
43 254
98 511
107 287
117 277
10 842
22 189
19 017
60 903
NA
11205
13212

No. of Cases With
Sufficient Excuse

20 854
34112
51 115
NA
24167
30136
90 321
99 596
109 258
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

No. Of Cautions .
Issued

No. of
Prosecutions

-

1271
2 689
3 899

5193
8 993
9 488
7 022
6 097
6 422
NA
NA
NA
6184
NA
NA
NA

2211
1790

Source: Annual Reports of the Minister for Public Instruction,
State Children's Relief Board and Child Welfare Department

3 630
1 168
1594
1597
0
388
228
683
NA
464
1003
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Year

Table A23
Recorded Reasons for Insufficient Attendance at Public Schools:
Liable for Prosecution, 1882 - 1886
Recorded Reason for Insufficient Attendance
Truancy

At H o m e

1882

1855

1883

833

1884

NA

NA

1885

855

1886

972

At Work

Total

16 518

14 663

Attended
<70days

Never Attended
School

NA

NA

5 523

2 445

3 078

NA

4 802

1 909

2 893

3 493

1 094

5 422

1 466

3 976

1 084

3 375

5 428

1 623

3 805

4 640

Source: Reports of the Principal School Attendance Officer,
Annual Reports of the Minister of Public Instruction, 1883-1886

Table A24
Recorded Reasons for Insufficient Attendance at Public Schools:
Reasonable Grounds, 1882-1886
Year

Recorded Reason for Insufficent Attendance
Taught
Elsewhere

(%)

Sick or
Infirm

(%)

Other

(%)

Total No.
(100%)

1882

4 591

(22)

10 288

(49)

5 975

(29)

20 854

1883

10 870

(25)

8 375

(19)

23 867

(55)

43112

1884

12 410

(29)

9 317

(22)

21577

(50)

43 304

1885

13 071

(26)

11741

(23)

26 303

(51)

51 115

1886

13 324

(27)

9 565

(20)

25 780

(53)

48 669

Source: Reports of the Principal School Attendance Officer,
Annual Reports of the Minister of Public Instruction, 1883-1886
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Table A25
Applications for Certificates of Exemption from School Attendance,
Selected Years, 1938 - 1948
Applications
1938
1941-1942
1943-1944
1948
1942-1943
F

M

Received

308

298

Refused

186

181

693

897

1036

1299

1 051

Withdrawn

52

44

162

142

135

169

Granted:
Domestic Necessity
Physical Health
Other Necessity

97
1
76

10
0
63

197
15
202

23
7
381

255
35
233

36
17
482

42%

25%

% Granted

F

M

F

2824

M

F

M

M

2 551

1716

1 134

767

719

79

56

128

112

241
78
230

69
35
338

1132
76
448

109
52
724

65%

51%

3896

29%

F

3587

28%

27%

Source: Annual Reports of the Child Welfare Department

A3

AGE

Table A26
Distribution of Students Enrolled in National and Denominational Schools,
by Age, Area and Sex,*
1869
Denominational Schools
National Schools
Age
Country
Sydney
Country
(Years)
Sydney
Girls
%

<7
8
9
10
11
12 +

11&under
12&over

Boys
%

Girls

Boys
%

%

Girls
%

Boys
%

Girls
%

Boys
%
42
11
11
10
8
17

36
10
10
10
10
24

38
10
11
11
10
20

42
12
11
9
8
18

44
12
11 .
10
7
16

48
12
11
10
7
12

46
12
11
10
8
11

42
12
12
9
8
16

76
24

80
20

82
18

84
16

88
12

89
11

84
16

* Does not include Albury, Camden, Goulburn and Newcastle
Source: Inspector's Reports, Report of the Council of Education, 1869

82
17
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Table A27
New Admissions Aged 3-7 Years at Dapto West Public School,
1873-1935
Years of
Age (Years)
Admission
3
Total
4
5
6
7
1873-1879
1880-1881
1882-1893
1894
1895-1914
1928-1935

0
2
0
0
0
0

8
1
8
0
1
1

4
3
17
1
26
18

0
3
32
2
49
22

0
3
30
2
58
14

12
12
87
5
134
55

Total

2

19

69

108

107

305

Source: Dapto West Public School Admission Register, U W A

Table A28
Age Distribution of State School Population,
1881-1948
Year

1881
1885
1889
1891
1894
1895
1900
1905
1910
1916
1923
1930
1932
1938
1941
1948

Under 6 Years

6-13 Years

Over 14 Years

(%)

(%)

(%)

19.9
14.3
11.6
10.9
6.6
9.0
7.3
3.6
4.6
4.5
4.2
5.4
4.1
5.4
6.6
8.7

74.3
78.5
81.6
82.3
84.1
80.4
80.2
88.2
86.4
87.8
88.6
85.2
84.6
84.2
71.8
79.2

5.8
7.2
6.8
6.7
9.3
10.6
12.5
9.2
9.0
7.7
7.2
9.4
11.3
10.4
10.9
12.1

Total
(N=100%)
128 796
180105
163 735
177175
207 483
225 578
250 835
206 010
214 776
264 713
308 032
365 501
384 775
367 052
337 073
354 061

Source: Annual Reports of the Minister of Public Instruction, 1881-1948
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Table A29
Ages of Female and Male Students Leaving State Schools,
Selected Years, 1928 - 1948
1928
1938
1948

Sex/
Age

Leaving

Enrolled

Leaving

Enrolled

Leaving

18
10

137237
146543

12
19

•136293
144243

34
22

Girls 13
Boys13

960
591

18118
19474

865
547

14866
15970

130
63

Girls 14
Boys 14

9887
10199

9147
11117

12745
12818

13459
14629

1355

Girls 15
Boys 15

2455
3399

3457
5073

3108
4397

4163
5808

8206
10192

Girls 16
Boys 16

553
363

1220
1761

803
2025

1296
2024

1521

Girls <13
Boys <13

699

894

341
532

428
714

301
829

402
899

1112

TOTAL Girls

14224

169607

17834

170479

11 117

TOTAL Boys

15094

162448

20936

183573

13609

Girls 16+
Boys 16+

498

Source: Annual Reports of the Minister of Public Instruction

Table A30
Age-Grade Distribution of Students in Public Day Schools,
1882
Age of
Students

Infants

Under 6

32.6%

21.8%

6to13

67.4%

77.6%

97.3%

87.9%

77.9%

52.4%

0.6%

2.6%

71.9%

22.1%

47.6%

14 & Over

0.05%

Total (N=ioo%) 27 628

Distribution of Students in Each Grade
2nd
3rd
4th
Other 1st

43 326

0.07%

38 303

0.04%

32 181

0

12 244

Source: Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for 1882

5th
0

3 297
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Table A31
Age-Grade Distribution of Students in Various Public Schools,
1910
School
& Grade

Modal Age
(Years)

% Of Students
of Modal Age

Age Range
(Years)

Superior/Public
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th

7
9
10
12
13
13
14

- 8
-10
- 11
- 13
- 14
- 14
- 15

27.4
32.4
26.5
27.0
34.0
32.7
28.2

< 4 - 18+
5/6 - 18F
# 7 - 18+
8/9 - 18+
9/10 - 18+9/10 - 18+
11/12 - 18+

High

15 - 16

28.4

12/13 -1&+-

Subsidised

9 - 10

12.7

4/5 -18+

Source: Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for 1910

Table A32
Age-Grade Distribution of Students in State Primary Schools,
1922
Distribution of Students in Each Grade
3
4
5

Age of
Students

1

2

Under 6

23.8%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

6to8

68.1%

54.8%

8.3%

0%

0%

0%

9 to 10

7.4%

41.5%

73.8%

44.2%

7.2%

0%

10 to 12

0.6%

3.2%

16.0%

48.0%

65.9%

25.8%

12 to 14
14&Over

0.08%
0.0%

0.4%
0.03%

1.8%
0.002%

7.3%
0.5%

25.4%
1.5%

64.7%
9.5%

40 620

40 645

56 746

Total (N=ioo%) 57 105

39 282

40 842

Source: Report of the Minister for Public Instruction for 1916

6
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Table A 3 3
Age-Grade Distribution of Students in State Schools,
1940
Type of School
and Grade
PRIMARY
1st Class
2nd Class
3rd Class
4th Class
5th Class
6th Class

Average Age
(Years. Months)

6.6
7.11

9.1
10.2

112
123

% of Students
of Average Age

Modal Age
(Years)

24%
14 %
14 %
15 %
16 %
17 %

<6
7-8
9
10-11
11 -12
11 -12

Age Range
(Years.Months)

< 6 - 18 +

.

< 6 - 15
6- 18
7 - 17/6

8- 17
9- 18

SECONDARY
First Year
Super-Primary
Composite
Secondary

13.3
13.5
13.1

52 %
68 %
38 %

12 - 13
13- 14
12-13

Second Year
Super-Primary
Composite
Secondary

14.1
14.1
14.1

32 %
24 %
29 %

13- 14
13 - 14
13- 14

11- 18
11- 18
11- 18

Third Year
Super-Primary
Composite
Secondary

14.11
15.1
15.0

15 %
9 %
20 %

14- 15
14- 15
14 - 15

126 - 18
126 - 18
12/6-18 +

15.5
15.9

1 %
7 %

15
15-16

14- 18
14 - 18 +

172

1 %
6 %

16
16 -17

15- 18 +
14- 18 +

Fourth Year
Super-Primary
Secondary
Fifth Year
Super-Primary
Secondary

16.10

11 - 18
9/5- 17
106 - 18

N.B. Composite Schools include schools with approved composite courses and small country schools
with students above 6th Class.
Secondary Schools include High, Intermediate High and District High Schools.
Super-Primary Schools include Rural, Domestic, Junior Technical and Commercial Schools.
Source: Report of the Minister of Education for 1940
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A4

SOCIAL CLASS

Table A34
Public School Fees, Debts and Free Scholars,
Selected Years, 1882 - 1905
Year

1882
1883
1886
1890
1891
1892
1893
1895
1897
1898
1902
1905

Fees
Collected
(Pounds)

47096
51192
63801
71827
75913
77525
73268
73320
73685
73094
85230
82616

Debts
Cancelled
(Pounds)

"Some"

891
NA
NA
"Some"
"Some"

NA
3546
2557
2542
1311
3536

No. of Free
Scholars

No. of
Cautions to
Pay Issued

No. of
Prosecutions
for Non-payment

924
2973
4901
8157
8150
10354
13673
26051
31200
30385
28701
30651

1311
1 193

-

196
197
163
154
364
419
453
209
364

976
NA

Source: Annual Reports of the Minister of Public Instruction, 1882-1905

Table A35
Parental Occupations of Students Enrolling at Dapto West Public School,
1873- 1935
Occupation
FATHER:
Teacher
Farmer
Butcher
Blacksmith
Carpenter
Mason
Bootmaker
Brickmaker
Fisherman
Driver
Maintenance Man
Trainer
Hayman
,. ./cont

1873-1879

2
11
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1880-1914

22
353
2
11
21
2
1
3
2
3
8
1
4

1928-1935

3
19
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0

Total

27
383
2
11
21
2
1
3
2
8
8
1
4

457
.. ./cont.
Dairyman
Gardener
Farm Labourer
Labourer
Bricklayer
Contractor
Road Inspector
Inspector of Works
Railway Inspector
Construction Inspector
Factory Manager
Mine Manager
Deputy Mine Manager
Assistant Manager

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
5
0
25
1
8
2
1
1
10
1
2
0
0

0
0
2
17
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
1

Foreman
Engine Driver
Oxy-Welder
Fitter
Coke Worker
Railway Worker
FettJer
Ganger
Coal Miner
Fireman

0
0
0
0
0
0
€
0
0
0

0
3
0
0
0
3
3
0
5
0

5
0
3
1
9
24
3
1
16
1

5
3
3
1
9
27
6
1
21
1

Unemployed
Retired

0
0

0
1

4
0

4
1

MOTHER:
Private Means
Living with Father
Domestic Duties
Visitor
Unspecified

0
0
0
0
0

3
1
0
0
2

0
0
1
2
0

3
1
0
2
2

INDECIPHERABLE

0

3

0

3

13

514

119

646

TOTAL

Source: Dapto West Public School Admission Register, U W A

0
5
2

42
1
8
2
1
•

1

10
1
2
2
1
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Table A36
Probable Occupations of Students Leaving State Schools,
1910 and 1948
Occupation

1910
Females

1
0
111
10
193
0
82
391
73
0
0
168
151

University
Professional
Teaching
Public Service
Clerks
Typists
Shop Assistants
Trades
Factories
Mining
Agriculture
Domestic Service
Other Unskilled
H o m e Duties
Unknown
Unemployed

Females

38
295
52
394

169
0
215
262

1132

1371

0
421
717
191
242
842
0
759
0
506
0

3353

0
0

TOTAL:
To Employment
T o Other Schools

1948
Males

4533
5252

Males

278
170
200
748
906
0

526
2086

5589
5941

1290
3539
1014

967
840
0
0
465
193

2913

3685
1313

1608

38
1059

0
0

0

321

12092
10760

14084
11084

Source: Annual Reports of the Minister of Education for 1910 and 1948

Table A 3 7
Probable Occupations of Students Leaving Various State Schools,
1930
Occupation

University
Professional
Teaching
Public Service
Clerks
Typists
Shop Assistants
Trades
Factories
Mining
Agriculture
Domestic Service
Other Unskilled
H o m e Duties
Unknown
TOTALTO Employment
To Other Schools

Primary Schools
Females
Males

0
0
9
21
202
122
489
507
286
0
0
288
1
7111

132
9168
9653

SCHOOL STUDENTS LEAVING FROM
High.Schools
Continuation Schools
Mates
Males
Females
Females

0

2837

0
64
8
60
214
0
476
659
164
11
86
0
896
0

1695

70

1068

0
72
16
124
250
0
758
948
300
84
1949

0
3171

9367
11555

0
0
4
1
187
126
276
339
56
0
0
14
21

3931

378

3706
1896

Source: Annual Report of the Minister of Education for 1930

49
0
235
12
104
42
147
47
4
0
0
0
0
1428

99

115
134
183
119
635
0
380
351
22
11
557
0
460
0
382

2167

3349

196

304

459
MISCELLANEOUS

Table A38
Written Complaints Received by the Department of Public Instruction,
December 1915 - January 1916
Complainant
Complaint
No.
Local Minister

Conducting Raffles at School

Business and
Private Citizens

Teacher's indebtedness

1
19

Parents

Teacher's Conduct at School

Parents, Unions,
Local M.P.

Protesting placement/requesting
removal of child from
Parramatta Industrial School

4

Parents

Insufficient funds to visit daughter
at Parramatta Industrial School

1

35

Source: Department of Public Instruction, 'Letters of Complaints and Promotions',
1/2094 & 1/2103 A O N S W

Table A39
Number of of Female and Male Students Recorded as Caned,
Bulli Public School,
1905-1941
Year

Girls

Boys

1905
1906
1907
1908-1918
1919-1929
1931-1935
1936-1941

1
0
5
25
11
6
0

52
38
92
174
261
98
85

53
38
97
199
272
104
85

Total

48

800

848

Source: Bulli Public School Punishment Book, U W A

Total
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Table A40
Regularity and Severity of Caning Recorded as Being Administered to Students,
Bulli Public School,
1905- 1941
Year

Number of 'Strokes' Administered
1

2

3

4

5

6

6+

Total

1905
1906
1907
1908-1918
1919-1929
1931-1941

29
7
37
63
77
5
218

6
6
5
7
24
100
148

4
5
4
9
15
54
91

0
0
0
2
2
0
4

0
0
1
2
5
3
11

0
0
1
0
1
0
2

53
38
97
199
272
185

Total

14
20
49
116
148
23
370

Source: Bulli Public School Punishment Book,

844

UWA

Table A41
Age of Students Recorded as Caned at Bulli Public School,
1905-1941
Recorded Age of Students

Year
7

6

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Total

1905

0

5

5

8

9

12

6

5

0

0

50

1906

0

0

1

5

6

14

3

3

0

0

32

1907

0

0

6

26

7

31

14

9

3

1

97

19081910

0

0

3

2

8

4

5

1

0

0

23

19111923

1

7

9

26

74

71

71

36

1

0

290

19241932

0

1

2

15

19

52

46

27

2

0

158

19331941

0

1

4

4

28

40

43

37

0

0

156

14

30

86

151

224

188

118

6

1

806

TOTAL

1

Source: Bulli Public School Punishment Book, U W A
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Table A42
Recorded Reasons for Caning Students at Bulli Public School,
1905- 1941
Reason for Caning

Students Caned

GENERAL S C H O O L RULES:
Leaving without permission
Goingtoanother school
Truanting
Lateforschool
Refusing to hold out hand for
caning
Neglect of duty
Subtotal

CLASSROOM ORDER/WORK:
Disorder
Talking
Singing
Whistling
Playing
Inattention
Idleness
Laziness
Carelessness
Incomplete work
Incomplete homework
Careless marching
Careless writing
Careless work
Reading
Neglect of work/lessons
Sub-total
P E O P L E VIOLATION:
Pulling hair
Hitting
Pinching
Kicking
Hurting
Pushing
Beating
Cruelty
Tormenting
Bullying
Quarreling

2
75
143

116
67
2
1
12
29
67
9
24
1
4
1
13
2
1
12
331

1
5
3
1
1
1
1
7
1
1
2

GENERAL
Misconduct
Misbehaviour
N o reason
Indecipherable
Subtotal

24

1
1
1
2
5

Students Caned

T E A C H E R S ' AUTHORITY:
Disobedience
Refusingtofollow orders
Insubordination
Defiance
Impertinence
Insolence
Impudence
Rudeness
Threatening Teacher
Sub-total

20
2
8
36

Sub-total

Reason for Caning

312
6
1
9
17
17
39
8
3
412

P L A Y G R O U N D RULES:
Playing forbidden games
Playing where shouldn't
Throwing stones
Fighting
Loitering
Sub-total

12
6
2
33

MORALITY:
Lying
Dishonesty
Untruthfulness
Denying
Forging mother's name on note
Larrikinism
Smoking
Using chalk as pipe
Spitting
Bad/foul language
Swearing
Dirty hands/face/feet
Painting face
Picking nose
Immorality
Filth in W.C.
Laughing
Petulance
Subtotal

33
10
3
1
1
1
3
1
1
11
2
8
1
1
3
1
2
1
84

PROPERTY VIOLATION:
Cheating
Copying
Theft/stealing
Damaging desk
Tearing book/magazine
Dropping instruments
Hiding boys'caps
Subtotal

Source: Bulli Public School Punishment Book U W A

2

i

10
3
4
4
3
2
1
27
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Table A43
Proportion of Students Passing Annual Examinations in Various Subjects*,
Selected Years, 1873 -1896
Subject

1873

1879

1881

1882

1884

1886

1888

1893

1895

1896

60

71

72

76

87

85

86

82

84

85

Writing

69

81

81

83

91

89

88

83

84

85

Arithmetic

41

44

53

55

72

67

75

72

73

74

Grammar

54

54

59

62

81

74

76

72

73

74

Geography

55

55

63

69

84

77

78

76

78

77

Scripture

71

71

73

74

85

77

79

76

70

77

61

66

68

89

80

84

78

78

78

Reading

Object lessons 53

,

Drawing

60

67

66

67

85

76

75

76

78

79

Music

59

75'

74

74

88

82

82

77

76

79

Euclid

54

70

58

68

89

71

72

77

76

75

Algebra

47

48

57

69

82

72

74

72

73

78

Mensuration

69

48

69

67

71

60

58

63

65

67

51

60

63

79

85

75

74

71

76

72

Needlework

71

81

80

82

85

84

84

87

89

88

Drill

NE

NE

66

67

85

84

84

78

81

82

Australian
History

-

-

-

-

87

76

76

75

74

72

English
History

-

-

-

-

83

68

73

73

72

72

French

-

-

-

-

87

80

73

72

71

75

Natural
Science

-

-

-

-

85

86

87

82

79

79

Trigonometry

-

-

100

67

67

100

73

76

Dictation

-

-

-

-

-

76

79

Latin

-

-

75

Includes students enrolled at Superior Public Schools but excludes those enrolled at High Schools
N.B. 'NE' = Subject taught but not examined '-' = Subject not taught
Source: Annual Reports of the Minister of Public Instruction, 1881-1896
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APPENDIX B
INTERVIEWS

INTRODUCTION
This appendix contains the interview 'schedule', a summary of the basic biographical
information on each interviewee (while preserving anonymity), and a transcript of one

the interviews. The biographical data is presented to indicate the range of different

experiences of studenthood which, together, the interviewees represented. A transcrip

included to indicate the informal manner in which all interviews were conducted and t
demonstrate the viability of a flexible interview format. While structured interview
questions were not followed during the interviews, there were a number of key points

which I sought to cover with each of those interviewed. The checklist below therefore
represents major areas for the interviewer to recall.

INTERVIEW CHECKIJST
1.

Basic data

2. Main memories of schooling - what features stand out now/then?
3. Attitudes of those around you to school, and its influence, e.g.:
(a) Parental
(b) Sibling
(c) Friends
(d) Local community
(e) General assumptions
4. What sorts of things were expected from you at school, and by whom:
(a) Within school
(b) Out-of-school
5. Expectations held by self and others of labour and/or employment:
(a) During period of school attendance
(b) O n completion of school
6. Differences between how treated at school and out-of-school
(a) Behaviours seen to require discipline and methods of discipline at
school
(b) Behaviours seen to require discipline and methods of discipline at
home

7. Aboriginal students at your school
8. When did you feel like an adult - correspondence with finishing school?

BASIC I N F O R M A T I O N O N E A C H INTERVIEWEE

Interview With JF
Conducted at Wollongong, N.S.W., 25/5/1987
Male, Born 1904 (England)
Commenced school aged 8 years (in Australia), left school aged 14 years
Last grade completed: 6th class
School(s) attended: Taralga Public, Lithgow Public

Interview With PJ
Conducted at Sydney, N.S.W., 28/6/1987
Female, Born 1929
Commenced school aged 5 years, left school aged 14 years
Last grade completed: 3rd Form, Commercial High
School(s) attended: Paddington Public, Bondi Public, Bondi Commercial High

Interview With J W
Conducted at Wollongong, N.S.W., 6/7/1987
Female, Born 1912
Commenced school aged 5 years, left school aged 12 years
Last grade completed: 6th class
School(s) attended: M t Kembla Public

Interview With F W
Conducted at Wollongong, N.S.W., 17/7/1987
Male, B o m 1909
Commenced school aged 5/6 years, left school aged 14 years
Last grade completed: 6th class; left during first year of Technical College
School(s) attended: Wollongong Public, Wollongong Trades School

Interview With TT
Conducted at Wollongong, N.S.W., 17/7/1987
Male, Born 1937
Commenced school aged 3 years, left school aged 14 years
Last grade completed: 3rd Form, High
School(s) attended: Rappville Public, Casino Public, Casino Public High

Interview With K L
Conducted at Wollongong, N.S.W., 20/7/1987
Female, Born 1919
Commenced school aged 5 years, left school aged 13 years
Last grade completed: 6th class
School(s) attended: Kempsey Public, Nulla Creek Public

Interview With T T
Conducted at Wollongong, N.S.W., 23/7/1987
Male, Born 1924
Commenced school aged 5/6 years, left school aged 14 years
Last grade completed: 6th class
School(s) attended: Private, Barkersvale Public, Knockrow Public, Rappville Public

Interview With L P
Conducted at Wollongong, N.S.W., 24/7/1987
Female, Born 1911
Commenced school aged 4 years, left school aged 14 years
Last grade completed: 6th class
School(s) attended: Corrimal Public
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TRANSCRIPT OF TNTF.R VIEW WITH I ,.D.
When did you start school?

When I was four. That's because my father had an accident in the mine and I must
been noisy at home so they sent me to school.

And the school didn't mind you going then?
No, they didn't seem to. I don't think it mattered much in those days.

What was the usual age to start?
Five. Five to fourteen.

What's the main thing you remember about school?
I liked school in a sense, but I wasn't very clever. You got away from home and

go to school with all your friends. Some of the teachers weren't very nice, but y
your favourite teachers. The lady teachers were always very nice. The men were a

- sadists. I thought they were anyway. See, Corrimal School wasn't big enough an

when you got to a certain class you went down to the Church of England to the Ch

Hall and you went to class down there. That was Mr C. there, he wasn't a very nic
teacher. Is this alright to say? He went to the hotel in the lunch-hour and got
know, cranky, and he'd take it out on the children. He did that well. Another Mr
a very cranky man. He used to eat the chalk and blame the kids for pinching it.

true. He'd come behind you, walking down looking at your books, and go [bang your
heads together] and make you cry. It's a wonder he wasn't reported.

Did anyone ever do that?
Nobody seemed to bother.
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Didn't you go home and tell your parents?
I wasn't a very good pupil I don't think. Because I always had a habit of sitting

leg. I always put one leg under me and sat on it. And I always got into trouble at
for doing this. But the teacher used to cane me along the leg: "get off that leg".
day I ran home just to show my mother the marks I had on my legs and she asked me

why I got them, I told her a lie. I said I didn't do anything. She said "were you s

on your leg" and I said "no". So she went up to the school to make a protest and o

course the teacher said I had been. And I got another hiding. All these little thin
you did you know you shouldn't have done.

/ wonder why they objected to it?
Sometimes it depends on the mood they're in. But you look back on school days and

think well, they weren't that bad after all. It's just that you couldn't stick up f
The teacher was the boss...

I liked sewing. That was another thing, being in our position. My father had an acc

when I was four as I said. He nearly got killed in the mine. He was a cripple all h

Therefore we had no money. He couldn't work and you didn't get compensation like yo

get today. We got practically nothing, and my mother went out working - washing, th
sort of thing. Well, we had no money and the sewing teacher couldn't seem to

understand. She said we're going to make this and we're going to make that and you

to bring in so much material. Well nobody could give me any material, so I had to m
everything - I'll never forget it, I hate doing them now - a little bit with four

in it. And I had to make these button-holes. Oh I couldn't do them. And that was my

sewing experience at school. I wasn't not allowed to take anything, I never had the

money to take anything. Even an apron. Samples weren't so bad; running stitch, tack
and that sort of thing...

I've learned a lot since I left school. I like crossword puzzles and you learn a lo
them.
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Did you ever take any days off school?
Yes, every Monday and Friday. All day Monday to do the washing and half-day Friday
to clean the house out. M y mother - she died when I was fifteen - she had pernicious
anaemia. She was just allowed to die. A n d that's w h y I had to stay home from school
and work.

So how old were you when you started having these days off?
From eleven to fourteen. W e went to Corrimal when I was ten, and I was having nearly
two days off a week. I didn't mind.

Did the school mind?
They never said anything. A s long as you took a note saying your mother was sick and
you had to stay home. A s long as you had a note you were alright.

Did many other girls do that sort of thing?
N o , not that I was aware of.

And how about your brothers. Did they take time off to help?
No. Unless they wagged it [which they did regularly].

Do you remember Truancy Inspectors coming round to the school?
Yes. Yes - w e used to hate them. Because they'd give you the lesson for the day.
Terrified; terrified you weren't going to know the answers. They came around once a
year. They were alright; they were always nice men. I think in those days they used to
come and see how the teachers were shaping up, because they seemed to be on their toes.
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Did the teachers act a bit differently when the Inspectors were around?
Yes. They knew the Inspector was coming. A n d then there was the photo day, you
know. Y o u had to go with your nice dress on and have your hair nice, and get your
photo taken.

So you didn't have uniforms then?
No. Pity, because I thought the uniforms were a great thing. N o distinctions you know,
all the kids looked the same. Y o u look at them n o w and think h o w nice they look. No.
Most of the kids wouldn't have shoes - boys. I always had shoes but m y brothers never
did. I have a photo of Ron [son] when he was at school and the whole row at the front,
he's the only one with shoes on. A n d that's in his day.

You said you left school at fourteen?
Left at fourteen and went to work.

What did you do when you went to work?
Housework.

Was that in your home or someone else's?
For someone else. I got 10 shillings a week. In Corrimal. A big house opposite the old
Strand Theatre. Oh, they had a big family. They had about six big sons besides the
father. N o mother, the mother had died, and the sister. Real hard work looking after
them.

What sorts of things did you do there?
Had to do the bedroom. In those days you washed and polished everything. N o carpets.
The lady cooked, but I had to get it all ready. I must have been there 12 months. Thank
goodness things have changed as far as housework goes...
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Does this coincide with what others have told you about school, you know, about nasty
teachers and things? [Yes] It seemed like it was just a job to them. They weren't

interested in you, it was just a job for them. They favoured the ones that had the
but if you didn't, they wouldn't bother with you. A bit rough, isn't it?

Did you feel like - when you were going to school - like you were walking into
somewhere different? That it was really a different place to how it was at home?

Oh yes. You liked it for that You had all your little friends and things like that

different environment. I didn't have a very happy childhood. I think my father havi

the accident and things like that Not a very happy childhood. I had to help at hom
So I was glad to get out of it and go to school.

Even though it wasn't that pleasant at school?

That's right. It was away from home. When I got married and had children I tried to
make it different for them to what I had. When my mum died I had to take over the
family. But it was always nice to go home.

Was there ever any talk about you going to high school?
No, not in those days. The only high school was Wollongong and they had to come as
far up as from Otford. And the same with Corrimal School. Now they've got

Tarrawanna [etc]...but in those days all those children from all those surrounding

all had to go to Corrimal School. Place wasn't as big. I lived at Tarrawanna when I
ten and we had to walk from Tarrawanna to school. Seemed a long way in those days,

but it doesn't seem so far now. No buses or anything then, we had to walk everywher

If it was expected that most of the boys went into the mines around here, what did
girls think they'd do?

Most did what we did - housework. But I know a lot that went into the shops and thi

like that. Didn't know anyone who went into school-teaching or nursing or all that.
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only ones I ever knew did what w e did. Slave driving. It was, it really was. Y o u did
anything for 10 shillings. A n d you took that h o m e to your m u m and you'd get sixpence
out of it or something. But they weren't that unhappy - it was all w e knew anyway.

You said that you'd take Mondays and Fridays off from when you were about eleven.
Before you were eleven did you have to help out before or after school?
No. I didn't. B y the time w e got up and walked from Tarrawanna to Corrimal.

So when you took this time off to work on Mondays and Fridays did that make you fe
like more of an adult?
I felt a bit responsible. W o r k was hard in those days. N o facilities. N o carpets; all lino
you had to scrub and polish. N o one had them so you didn't take any notice.

Did you start work as soon as you left school?
Yes, I did. W e all, all m y family.

DidyoudotheQ.C* ?
I didn't. M y brother said everybody had to do it, but I don't remember doing it.

So when you left and started working, did you feel ...deprived!! There was a feeling of that. Y o u had to be doing something and didn't
enjoy yourself as m u c h as you should have. But you always had it in the back of your
mind that you had to help out, you had to help your parents.

So when did you feel grown up?
About fifteen I'd say.

Qualifying Certificate
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What made you feel like an adult then?
Chasing boys. I think in those days it was that age that you started taking an interest in
yourself. M a k e sure you had your hair done, tried to dress as nice as you could.

So it wasn't earning money or leaving school or anything like that that made the
difference?
N o . Those days you were still a kid until you were fifteen, not like it is now. They're
adults aren't they? I think children grow up quicker n o w than they did in our day.

So did you feel, before you were fifteen, that you were treated as a child?
I don't think so, the way they made m e work. I think I was expected to do what I did. I
had no choice, I had to do it. Y o u had to do it, but they didn't give you the impression
they thought you were grown up. T o your parents you were still a child; young. But
they expected you to do the things an adult would do. Y o u learned h o w to work more,
h o w to cook. W h e n you're at school it's your childhood and that starts to change when
you leave.

With being sent to school at four, do you think your parents thought going to scho
important?
Not mine. I think they just wanted m e out of the way. It was his foot got crushed. I
don't remember but they told m e m y sister took m e to school. But they just said I was a
nuisance. I jumped and ran and it was worrying his leg. A n d that's w h y I got sent to
school, no other reason. I was a pest. I suppose they just put m e in the first class and I
went on from there. Although I was never real bright I never ever got held back, I was
always put up. It might have been under a bit of a sufferance, but I went up.
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What was the last class you were in?
6 A they had. I was in 6B. I don't think I was ever in an A class. I wasn't that bright.
W h e n you were eight you went up into the primary. There was 2A, 2 B , 3A, 3B, 4A,
4B, 5A, 5B, 6A, 6B. B y then you were fourteen.

Going from infants to primary school, did you feel like you were going somewhere
different?
Yes, it was lovely. Y o u got out of baby classes. Y o u felt really important then.

You said before that you got caned once.
M y brother got caned too. H e was a devil - stubborn. I got a M r D., he was a lovely
teacher, and I got up into his class, and he said to m e "are you G.S.'s sister? I hope
you're not as stubborn as he is". H e was a devil.

What sorts of things did G. do that made the teachers think he was stubborn?
I wasn't in his class, but he probably didn't answer when he was supposed to answer.
I'll always remember one thing. H e got lined up. Somebody broke a gate under the
school and he got blamed and he said it wasn't him, and I believe it. But he knew w h o it
was and he wouldn't tell, he wouldn't say w h o it was. H e got into a lot of trouble over
that and he got caned over that, yes he did. H e wouldn't go back. H e got his things and
went home.

What did your parents say about that?
M y mother didn't seem to worry. It was so close to his [fourteenth] birthday that it didn't
matter. I suppose they could've made him go back. H e started work in the mine then.
M y other brothers did too; they all did. Not in the mine but up here in what they call the
screen. Father was the only one in the mine.
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Did the younger boys work in the screen and when they got older they went in to the pit?

Yes. G.'s the oldest and I'm the youngest. I had a brother B. and then another brot

K. in the mine. Sixteen, T. Ships ran over him, those little ships. He was only six
They still get killed in the mine; things haven't gone no different there.

Did you do drill at school?
Yes, I used to like that. It's exercise, isn't it? Out in the playground.

And the singing?

Mr T. was the singing teacher. He was a good singer and he liked the opera. You had

sing all those kinds of songs - not all. They were lovely songs. I like them now wh

hear them. But it wasn't very funny when we had to sing them because we couldn't si

Some of the kids could sing, good voices. Hard isn't it when you can't sing and you
can't do your sums - you don't have a very happy time.

It sounds like you felt a lot of the things you were learning weren't really relev
Yes, that's right. And then there was homework. You had to do your homework didn't
you.

You mentioned before that the discipline was pretty hard with some of the male tea
Did you have a pretty good idea of the sorts of things you'd get into trouble for
Honestly, they did punish you because you couldn't learn. You didn't have the

capability. They didn't seem to understand that you just didn't have it, and you g

trouble for it. And they favoured the ones that did. The ones that had the brains g
looked after much better than we did. But they don't do that now do they? [I don't
about that]. Do they really? That's not fair is it.

The ones who had the brains. Do you mean the ones who could do the schoolwork?
Yes.
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It seems a bit unfair that if you were helping to run the house at eleven that they didn'
that as something useful.
I don't think they were interested. Not interested. I told the truth -1 said I had to stay
h o m e and work and they didn't seem to notice, as long as I had a note. M y parents
seemed to think it wasrightthat I stayed home. M y mother wasn't able to do it. M y
sister had to do it too. She went to Wollongong and got a job in there. Well as soon as
she went I had to do it. Someone had to help out

There was never any thought of the boys doing it?
Not housework, no.

If I asked you what your main memory of school was now, looking back on it, what
would you say?
M y happiest memories?

No, just your main memory of school.
Wishing I could learn and I couldn't. Not that w e didn't try, w e was scared you know.
If you didn't k n o w but you listened you got into trouble. I don't think any of us were
very - m y sister was better than m e , a better scholar than me. Still is. It never got her
anywhere because she only did housework. O n e thing about the housework, you got out
didn't you and you learned h o w to work. People m a d e you work. Your mother might
have let you skip over but you wasn't allowed to when you were getting paid to do it

So how about your happiest memory of school?
I think sport. Because I used to get picked to go in the teams. You'd go away to all these
different schools you know. Vigaro. One thing I could do, I could play vigaro. Didn't
do m e much good for school though.
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There is one question I haven't asked you. Were there any Aboriginal kids at the schoo

Yes. We had a family lived opposite us in Tarrawanna. The B.'s. Real nice people

L.B. I still see him, a really tall boy. Yes, they moved away and went to La Pe
live. They were only young then, but they were up at Corrimal School. They were
only ones I remember, nice family.

How were they treated at school; any differently to anyone else?
I don't think so. But I always remember the mother, she was a very nice woman.

Do you remember how much schooling your parents had?
My parents were Pommies. Even me, I'm a Pommie. I was six months old when we

came over. But they were at school in England, but I don't remember them ever ta
about it

World War I. You were at school when that was on?

I vaguely remember that. I can remember knitting socks, parts of socks. They use

it at the school. But my sister, she used to do a lot for that, rolling bandages
I don't remember doing that. Yes, they used to give you the wool at school, and

wouldn't do the heel but you'd do the leg. Then somebody else would turn the hee

Did the boys do that too?
Not where I was, no...

It's a pity we can't remember more. This is true. You might remember L.G. - they

money. Their fathers had good positions. They were always well-dressed. They got
best treatment. Of course we had clothes on that were handed-down. There was a

difference; they were treated better than we were. There's no question about it.

why I say now the uniforms are a much better thing; all the kids dress alike. Th

none of that now. They always had the nice shoes on and their hair always curle
know. You've only got to look at the old school photos to see. But that was the
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Their fathers were managers of the coal mines or in business, and they was always welldressed and the teachers did make that difference.

Were those kids usually in the A class?
S o m e of them. S o m e were in m y class. They were always chosen for things. Those
kids were always the chosen few, you know. That's true. I wonder if it's like that now,
with the uniforms...If you get picked on all the time, it leaves you with a bit of an
inferiority complex. G. said he did. G. got picked on a lot, because he was stubborn.
Didn't do anything to him because he wasn't frightened of the teachers. A n d what about
those kids w h o used to throw the inkwells? R. was one - oh he wasn't frightened to do
anything. I wouldn't dare give a bit of cheek.

If [your brother] was really stubborn at school, what did your parents think abou
H e got into trouble at h o m e for being stubborn. H e was a stubborn boy always. He's
stubborn now, he didn't change. I don't think you can change your nature.

It was interesting what you said before, that if you started in the B class, you
IB to 2B to 3B and up that way.
Y o u could work your w a y up, but I never did. I stayed in B classes. I hated being in
them. M y sister was in the A. Y o u had your pet subjects. I could always spell, I was a
good speller. I loved the tables. I remember sitting at h o m e doing them, they sort of
rhymed. Y o u never forget them, like the Lord's Prayer. I could always do that part. It
was w h e n they got up to those others; subtractions and then they got onto algebra and
things like that. I was completely bushed then. Y o u didn't get encouragement at home
either. Like parents now. I k n o w with m y o w n children I made sure they did their
homework and helped them if I could. You went home and did your homework yourself,
but nobody cared whether you did it or not
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Is there anything else you'd like to tell me?
I think everyone in those days had the same experiences. Y o u were either bright or you
weren't.

